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PREFACE

Every one of us may have our own interpretations of various historical facts;
however, the main pre-requisite is finding the whole truth. It is very unfortunate that
soon after the partition of 1947 and that of 1971 the historical context, facts, and
realities got fictionalized. It is often said that three histories of partition exist in our
part of the world, the one that is told and taught in Pakistan, the other that is told and
taught in India and/ or Bangladesh, and the third that is the real version. This partly
happened to serve the vested interests of certain classes who are using the
manoeuvred history to gain the maximum benefits. To me hiding historical facts or
distorting them is not only a crime against current generation but a sheer crime
against our future generations who would be deprived of being acquainted with
truth.

In our Rewriting History Project, SDPI has not followed to develop first two
histories. We have tried to follow the third one to bring the real version from
people’s perspective. It is the first work of its nature covering a vast geographical
range and communities spread all over the South Asian States. We look forward to
bring out more extensive and mature studies on the subject in the light of feedback
from the readers. Making the book public, I would like to recall our great poet Faiz,
who in his famous poem "Subh-e-Azadi," had said:

this stained light, this night-bitten dawn

this is not the dawn we yearned far

this is not the dawn

far which we set out so eagerly

(Tr. By Daud Kamal)

Abid Qaiyum Suleri
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INTRODUCTION

The Indian subcontinent has witnessed profound socio-economic development
during the six decades since independence. The Green Revolution has removed the
spectre of famine. The communications revolution has brought even the most remote
regions into touch with the wider world. India's 'soft power' is visible through the
worldwide reach of Bollywood. Not only in India, but also in Pakistan there are
increasingly large and prosperous middle class communities, many with links to
even more prosperous Diasporas. Development has been uneven however, as well as
coming with environmental costs which question long term sustainability. It has also
been held back by communal and ethno-nationalist conflicts and by war between the
'distant' Indian and Pakistan neighbours. This darker side of the post-independence
era has brought immense human suffering and misery in its wake. It has also meant
that, despite the recent rapid economic growth, neither India, nor Pakistan has
fulfilled its potential.

There has been a growing scholarly interest in the human dimension to communal
conflict in South Asia. Such activists and scholars as Veena Das, Urvashi Butalia
and Ritu Menon have given voice to the previously silenced victims of riots as well
as of the great upheaval which accompanied the 1947 partition of the subcontinent.1

Indeed one of the main academic achievements of the past two decades has been the
creation of what has been termed a 'new history' of partition. This has sought to
uncover the experience of 'subaltern' groups both in the name of justice and to
interrogate national and community discourses which have been driven by the aims
of either obfuscating the human costs of the subcontinent's freedom and division, or
to apportion blame to the demonised 'other' community. This volume which has
been produced under the auspices of the Sustainable Development Policy Institute
(SDPI) Islamabad represents a further contribution to the burgeoning study of the
'history from below' of partition. It goes beyond this to examine the human
dimension of the 1971 Bangladesh War and of the position of minorities in West
Pakistan. A voice is given to previously silenced groups through a series of
interviews which were recorded by Ahmad Salim in India, Pakistan and Bangladesh.
They are provided, as are the later testimonies without commentary or

1 Veena Das, Mirrors of Violence: Communities, Riots and Survivors in South Asia (Delhi: Oxford
University Press, 1992); Urvashi Butalia, The Other Side of Silence: Voices from the Partition of
India (London: Hurst, 2000); Ritu Menon & Kamla Bhasin, Borders and Boundaries: Women in
India's Partition (Delhi: Kali for Women, 1998).
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contextualisation. What we have here is thus a reference source open for use by
other historians to weave into their narratives. There is also no engagement with the
methodological issues surrounding the use of first hand accounts which have
exercised such writers as Urvashi Butalia. Again it is for the reader to assess the
value of the testimonies, to weigh the influence of retrospective memory and to
triangulate them with other secondary and documentary sources. It would have been
helpful to have seen some indication of how the interviewees were selected and to
be provided with a gender and age breakdown. Inevitably, some of the testimonies
appear scantier and less authoritative than others. Even these however provide
important historical insights, if not as pieces of 'factual' information, but as windows
into popular perceptions and stereotypes of the cataclysmic events surrounding
partition.

What is especially valuable is the fact that a number of the testimonies open up new
areas for future investigation for students of partition. This is because they bring a
wider geographical and community range of recollections than is usually found.
Most oral histories of partition rely on accounts from Punjabi migrants. Here we
have valuable insights drawn from Balochistan, the Frontier and Sindh. In another
departure; a number of the testimonies have been provided by the Christian
community on both sides of the Wagah border. Its role in partition has been
previously largely unexplored.

Before turning to some of the fresh insights arising from the collection, it is
important to note how the testimonies also confirm a number of understandings
which are now becoming established by the oral history of partition. Firstly, there is
evidence of the differential experience of ·migration. Military or bureaucratic
connections reduced the discomforts and most importantly the risks of journeying.
The breaking down of stereotypes of the migration experience has of course been
already achieved by Ravinder Kaur's research, but it receives further support here.2

The testimonies also point to how pre-existing business and family ties could assist
refugees in the painful process of resettlement. Secondly, as with many accounts, a
number of the interviewees provide almost stereotypical portrayals of communal
harmony that is broken into by the events surrounding partition. There are just
glimpses of the tensions and social distance between communities which lay beneath
surface harmonies. Thirdly, the voices of perpetrators of violence are absent from
this as other collections of oral testimonies. Victimhood is more acceptable to
acknowledge. Moreover, there is no recognition that individuals and communities

2 Ravinder Kaur, Since 1947: Partition Narratives among Punjabi Migrants of Delhi (New Delhi:
Oxford University Press, 2007).
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could at different moments be aggressors as well as victims. Linked with this is
another emerging trope in oral histories of partition, this is the fact that violence is
seen not as a local phenomena visited on communities by their long term
neighbours, it is rather 'outsiders', one respondent here uses the term 'miscreants'
who are the perpetrators. Collective guilt and responsibility is thus shifted to the
'other.'

Fourthly, a number of the testimonies repeat the fact that upheaval was not seen as
permanent. Once the trouble had died down, people believed that they would be able
to return home and resume their lives. These sentiments are seen in a number of
other collections of oral accounts. They are epitomised by stories of burying
valuables and leaving keys to property with trusted neighbours.3 Finally, the
testimonies in this volume reinforce the fact of the rootedness of South Asian
communities. This explains their reluctance to leave ancestral homes and eagerness
when possible to reconnect with them. Previous accounts talk of Indian visitors to
Pakistan bringing back water from their former homes.4 In the accounts here relating
to Bollywood stars returning to their pre-partition homes, we hear of soil being
collected and taken back to India.

The testimonies also open up themes which have been previously unexplored. There
is fresh material on the impact of partition on Hindu communities settled in
Balochistan. This is further developed in the final part of the volume. The interesting
point emerges of Hindus' varying experiences in the Pushtun and Baloch dominated
areas of population. The protection of Baloch Sardars prevented a complete out
migration. Another fresh insight involves the extent of the Christian communities'
involvement in refugee relief operations. Standard accounts neglect this dimension
and reflect on other kinds of state and charitable assistance. The giving of crosses to
wear to afford protection from communal violence is also another new insight.
Indeed the experience of the Punjabi Christian community at the time of partition
and its aftermath remains an as yet unwritten topic.

3 Ian Talbot (ed) with Darshan Singh Tatla, Epicentre of Violence: partition Voices and Memories
from Amritsar (Delhi: Permanent Black, 2006).

4 Ian Talbot, Divided Cities: Partition and Its Aftermath in Lahore and Amritsar (Karachi: Oxford
University Press, 2007).
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The sharpening of 'fuzzy' community boundaries in late colonial India has been the
focus of a number of studies.5 The ways in which violence in both colonial and post-
colonial India has solidified boundaries is also well established.6 Nevertheless, the
comment from a testimony by a Delhi based Muslim may provoke further reflection
and research on the latter theme. 'We never felt that the Hindus were different from
us. The difference struck us for the first time during partition 1947, when the riots
started. Before these riots, I was not conscious of my identity as a Muslim.

Despite the intense impact of Anthony Mascarenhas' eye-witness newspaper
accounts and subsequent. publication7 of the horrors accompanying the 1971 civil
war in East Pakistan, relatively little has been recently written about its human costs.
Attempts to bring a gendered dimension to the subcontinent's 'second partition'
remain underdeveloped in comparison with the writings on 1947.8 The testimonies
in this volume reflect on the genocidal violence which occurred in such places as
Dhaka and Khulna in the period from the Pakistan military crackdown of 25th
March onwards. Interspersed with accounts of atrocities on intellectuals and
innocent villagers, there are testimonies of freedom fighters and Awami League
activists, some of whose families were targeted by the Pakistan Army and their
irregular Razakhar allies. A number of the respondents record episodes in which
they were tortured. One courageous female from Kulna reports her experience of
repeated rape at the hands of the military. Even those who did not suffer physical
abuse lived often in an atmosphere of constant tension and fear. This is epitomised
by the recollection of Professor Noorul Hussain when he records that, 'Each activity
and act was under surveillance We could, not go the shops without being watched ...
We felt suffocated and confined People were afraid to go to Dhaka because they
were fearful of being arrested, interrogated and tortured. It was like living in a
concentration camp'.

5 Sudipta Kaviraj, 'The Imaginary Institution of India', in P. Chatterjee and G. Pandey (eds.) Subaltern
Studies vol. 7: Writings on South Asian History and Society (Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1992)
pp. 1-40; Gyanendra Pandey, The Construction of Communalism in Colonial North India (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1992); Harjot Oberoi, The Construction of Religious Boundaries: Culture,
Identity and Diversity in the Sikh Tradition (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1994).

6 P. Brass, the Production of Hindu-Muslim Violence in Contemporary India (Seattle: University of
Washington Press, 2003).

7 Anthony Mascarenhas, The Rape of Bangladesh (Delhi: Vikas Publications, 1971).

8 For an exception see, Nayanika Mookherjee, Specters and Utopias: Sexual Violence, Public
Memories of the Bangladesh War of 1971 (Durham: Duke University Press, 2009)
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There is however an attempt to provide some balance by including the memories of
Pakistani soldiers, bureaucrats, Biharis and those in West Pakistan who opposed the
military action in the country's eastern wing. What is striking from the ordinary
soldiers' accounts, is their continued belief in an Indian conspiracy occasioning the
break-up of' Pakistan and their incredulous attitude with respect to Bengali hostility
to their presence. There are also echoes of the contemporaneous Vietnam War, with
an army of occupation that could not identify its enemies from amongst an alien
civilian population. One former Pakistani soldier recalls for example, '(Bengali)
faces and gestures were alike, it was difficult to know who was guilty and who was
innocent'. Such statements attest eloquently to the Bengali marginality and
'otherness' with respect to West Pakistanis who were ignorant, but, at the same time
adopted a superior cultural outlook. These attitudes help explain why the crisis
degenerated to the extent that it did in East Pakistan with an 'alien' army massacring
its fellow citizens.

The denial of atrocities by Pakistani bureaucrats appears on the other hand more
self-serving, than based on ignorance. Once again fresh insights emerge with the
testimonies from members of the Christian population. An interesting personal
reflection is also provided by the well known Pakistani academic Tariq Rehman.
Finally, the accounts reveal something of the organisation and training of the Mukhti
Bahini. The first hand accounts in this part of the volume could be usefully set
alongside, the assessments contained in the volume edited by Samuel Totten and
William Parson.9

The final thirty or so interviews return to the issue of minorities in Pakistan. They
are provided by Hindus, Sikhs, Christians and interestingly one member of the Bahai
faith. The interviews contain a mixture of conventional statements of religious
freedom in Pakistan, with more heartfelt concerns regarding the future for
minorities. These arise not just from the growth of militancy since 9/11 and the
misuse of the Blasphemy Ordinance to payoff old scores. They are also based on the
lack of educational opportunities and jobs for the poorer minority groups. As a result
they are under pressure to improve their lot by conversion. There are references to
the damaging effects on minorities of the destruction of the Babri Masjid. Further
interesting material on the Hindu population of Balochistan is provided by some of
the respondents. What comes out clearly from the Hindu testimonies is the

9 Samuel Totten and William S. Parson (eds.) Century of Genocide: Critical Essays and Eyewitness
Accounts (London: Routledge, 2008). See also, Samuel Totten, First person Accounts of Genocidal
Acts Committed in the Twentieth Century: An Annotated Bibliography (New York: Greenwood
Press, 1991).
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continued impact of caste distinctions. There are hints from Christian respondents of
the gulf between rich and poor within the community and the narrowing of
opportunities even for those from a privileged background. The volume usefully
increases awareness of the plight of some minority communities in contemporary
Pakistan. Those readers who want to contextualise the accounts would do well to
read them alongside Iftikhar Malik's publication for the Minority Rights Croup.'10

Despite some unevenness, the 140 odd interviews in this volume provide much food
for thought for the reader. They confirm a number of the findings of the 'new
history; of the 1947 partition. At the same time they reveal that much more work is
still required before there can be a rounded understanding of partition and its
aftermath. The accounts of the 1971 crisis in East Pakistan provide further evidence
if it is required that it should be placed more firmly than hitherto in the wider
literature relating to Twentieth Century genocides.11 The testimonies again hint at
further avenues for research which could be explored through documentary as well
as oral sources. Finally the material on minorities in Pakistan, while less extensive,
again provides a useful reference resource. It opens up further areas for exploration,
especially with regard to the Hindu population in Balochistan, the relations between
Balmikis and Christians and the impact of communal conflict in India on Pakistan's
minorities.

Ian Talbot

University of Southampton

10 Iftikhar Malik, Religious Minorities in Pakistan (London: Minority Rights Group, 2002).

11 See, Donald Beachler, 'The Politics of Genocide Scholarship: The Case of Bangladesh', Patterns of
Prejudce 41, 5 (December 2007), pp. 467-92.
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Part One:

PARTITION 1947
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Mohammad Abdul Rauf Malik, Lahore

I was born in Lahore on 1 October 1926. Lahore is an old historical city. It is the
birthplace of many prominent and learned scholars. It was the center of cultural
activity and became home to many other learned men, like Chughtai, Punjabi poet
Hidayatullah, Maulvi Abdul Haq, publisher of the first Muslim English daily
newspaper.

I had yet to started school when my father died. He had wanted me to be a 'Hafiz', a
person who has memorized The Quran but he died when I was only 4 or 5. I have
faint memories of him.

I was admitted to Cheenian Wali Mosque, Maulana Daoud, one of the founders of
the Majlis-e-Ahrar was the custodian of the mosque. His son Abu-Bakar was my
class fellow. We passed our B. A. from the same college at the same time. Through
his contacts, I got involved in 'Ahrar'. Maulvi Abdul Haq's religious books
impressed me, especially "Azadi-e-Hind', Maulana Syed Ataullah Shah Bukhari and
Allama Mashriqi visited us. When the 'Khaksar Movement' started, the 'khaksars'
lived in my house.

I joined Congress Party when I was in college. I came into contact with various
leftist groups and communists through Congress Socialist Party, especially, Feroz-
ul-din Mansoor and Fazal Ilahi Qurban. There were many reasons for my inclination
towards socialist thoughts. Principal Chabeel Das's writings on 'Hum Ghulam Kion
Hani?'(Why are we slaves?) made a strong impression on me. I was introduced to
many other communist leaders. I became a member of the Congress Party in 1946
and issued a membership card. I was 20 years old and had recently graduated from
college.

Amrat Ralia Ram helped us in getting a bookshop when some comrades came to
Lahore in 1945. Comrade Kalimullah from Hyderabad, Comrade Ahmed Hussain
from Allahabad were sent by the Party to Lahore with the task of publishing books
in Urdu, including text books, literary books as well as books on politics. When riots
began amidst Partition, we spent most of the time in the bookshop. Comrade
Kalimullah left for Hyderabad. Ahmed Husain and I spent our time reading books
during riots and curfews.

A sympathetic member of the Party, Naseem Zikria became my friend. We spent a
lot of time together. Later, he became Principal of F. C. College, Lahore. Most of
my friends left because of the riots. Naseem got admission for M.A. classes and
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disconnected himself from the Party. In 1948, I was given the informal charge of the
Party.

One day I received a message to receive a guest by the name of Masood, who was
coming by train from Karachi and traveling in first class. I was given 50 Rupees. I
did as per orders. I went to Montgomery (Sahiwal) traveling in third class and from
Montgomery to Lahore in first class. Since names of the passengers were written on
the bogey, finding him was not troublesome. We recognized each other; the Party
had chosen me for this purpose because I was the only person who could recognize
him. When I saw him the last time he was dressed in shalwar qameez and he had
moustaches but this time he was dressed in trousers and shirt. He inquired about
People's Publishing House (PPH) my exams, the Party office on 114 Macleod Road,
my brother Abdullah, the publications, the bookshop etc.

We got off from train and went to Dr. Ashraf's cousin's house. I had to return that
night but I got sick. I remained sick for ten days and could not work at PPH. I told
Nasim to take care of Party matters. After recovery, I resumed Party work. I was
officially made the in charge of Party.

During 1948, Chiang Kai Shek's Forces were forced to withdraw when Peoples
Republic of China was winning. 1 October is celebrated as anniversary of Peoples
Republic of China. A pamphlet in this regard was printed with a slogan "Awami
Jamhuri Cheen Zindabad". It became so popular that it got banned. It was the ever
first pamphlet that got published after the creation of Pakistan and it was printed in
our shop.

It makes me feel sad even today when I recall this incident. I went to Delhi in 1946
to attend All India Students Federation Conference. I was one of the delegates
chosen from Lahore. It was a 3-4 days conference. I had to return soon because I had
to appear for exams. By the time I reached Lahore, riots had begun. I was studying
in Islamia College Lahore, which was at that time known as DAV College. Coming
out of the College, I went to Bull Road after passing through Railway Road; I saw a
dead body of a Sikh lying on the roadside. It was the first such scene that I came
across and it is difficult to forget. In 1947, tension started that led to actions of
violence and riots.

We lived in multi-racial settlement. Hindus lived in the walled city, adjacent to
Kucha Sawaran. I still remember that their women pulled out water from the wells
in their copper utensils. My mother and grandmother gave us money to buy
groceries from a Hindu shopkeeper, Mohini. When I grew up, we started purchasing
from a Muslim shopkeeper, Mohammed Din, whom we called Deena. The first girl I
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fell in love with was a Hindu. Her name was Jannak and she was the friend of
Sughran, who often came to our home. Obviously it was a period of innocence and
childhood.

During the riots, the whole town was set on fire. Jannak's family members went to
the refugees' camps in Lahore, opposite Lajpat Rai Hostel. Shahalmi area was burnt
down. At that time it was a small market and Hindus were dominant in business. My
father used to give me money to bring soft drinks from Gokal, a Hindu. All those
shops were burnt down. There were only 5-6 Muslim shops in Anarkali shopping
area, primarily dealing in leather goods and tailoring. All the shopkeepers in
Shahalmi were Hindus" There were two temples and both were burnt down. I am an
eyewitness to the Shahalmi burning incident. I saw people being burnt, killed, looted
and thrown out of their homes. Cheema was a Muslim police officer and actively
participated in the burning incident.

We were compelled to become part of these disturbing factors. Although I was a
student of History, I could not understand the reason for what was happening? Why
the fires? Why the killings and the riots? Perhaps I had personal attachments with
my Hindu friends when I was studying in Mission School, where half of the students
were Hindus. At that time, I did not know that Ralya Ram was related to the Party;
he took Bible classes.

We joined the Communist Party. The situation was very bad and people were
seeking any manner of place for shelter. There were fires everywhere. People
escaped from Amritsar, Gurdaspur, Batala, Hoshiarpur and Jalandhar after their
houses were targeted. Our office was on 114 Macleod Road and the situation was
always alarming around us. We made arrangement for the bereft and helpless people
to get to their destination. Anees Hashmi came with his family from Delhi. He
stayed with us until he was allotted a house on Macleod Road within 5-10 days.
Many others came to us seeking help. Talib Jalandhary of Faisalabad was one of
them. Later, he became a member of the Muslim League. Our office was the center
for helping people. We printed a women's magazine called Niswani Dunya and
Talib helped with its promotion.

Communist Party assumed that if all the comrades join The Muslim League it would
develop into a progressive party. It resulted in Mian Iftikharuddin leaving and the
party was left with scoundrels only. This decision was undone in 1946 when Rajni
Palm Dutt changed the approach. Parminder, on the other hand, wrote an article
'Lasting Peace for People's Democracy', discouraging sectarianism. Although I was
a member of Party for many years, I got Party's card from Satwant Singh, son of
National College Principal. Danyal Latifi was the Secretary of Party's District
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Committee but he left and joined the Muslim League. I was recommended as his
replacement. I was 18-19 years old and had done my FSc. Shameem Ashraf Malik
and I got the membership card. A poem Daagdaag Ujala titled Sahar by Faiz Ahmad
Faiz was published in the magazine, 'Nargis'. It was written in July, before 14
August 1947. Party line and its motto changed. To err is human and Party members
committed misdoings.

I became acquainted with Lal Khan soon after Partition. Mirza Ibrahim introduced
me to him when Lal was a railway worker. He was 27 years old at that time and was
elder to me. Among the members, Aslam Awan was known to broadcast any news
he got from many sources and thus, Mahinder Singh named him 'radio'. It did not
cause any problem nor made any difference. The most important meeting with Lal
Khan took place in 1958 during election. He found out that I was a comrade and a
railway worker. In 1952, both Mirza Ibrahim and Lal Khan were jailed. We got
arrested in 1954. It happened after elections. During elections, we got together for
collecting charity. Hamid Hashmi and Aslam Awan did lot of work for the Party.
Everybody participated actively in election campaign.

I was never a part of a cell or fraction of the Party. I reported directly to Sajjad
Zahir. I was a member of Ishfaq's Baig 'Pakistan Soviet Cultural Association' run by
Raza Kazim. PPH was a central meeting place.

Mumtaz Hussain was a big critic. He came to me one day along with Hamid Akhtar.
He was starved, thin and lean, dressed in an old coat that seemed to be purchased
from Landa Bazar. I did not recognize him. Akhtar reminded me about his article in
'Nizam',

I lived with Lal Khan in jail for three months. He was a pleasant comrade, got up in
time and used to be our P.T.I. master in jail. We used to play volleyball, ate together
and took care of each other especially in troubles. After we were released, PPH was
banned.

Abdullah Jan Jamaldini, Quetta

I belong to a village in Noushki. There were not many Hindus living here but both
Muslims and Hindus lived in peace and harmony. There was no discrimination.

Many people were massacred during riots in 1947 in Punjab and other areas. Hindus
and Sikhs were brutally killed in Quetta and Pishin. In Baloch areas, nobody was
harmed and in many instances the Balochs protected them.
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In 1947, I was Naib Tehsildar in Quetta when Hindus were attacked. In Noushki and
many other Baloch areas, Hindus and Muslims lived a happy life. Before Partition,
we had a semi-nomad life. In spring, we would go to other areas with our cattle.
There were many Hindus in our village and they would also travel with us. My
mother had friendly relations with Hindu women but she did not allow them to come
near her kitchen.

Muslim Leagues members arrived from Punjab and instigated riots against Hindus.
When Mir Gul Khan Naseer's elder brother heard about this, he was very angry. He
assured that no Hindus would be harmed in any manner. Hindus trusted Mir Sahib.

This tradition is same even now, so many years after the Partition. In 1992, people
reacted against the demolition of Babri Mosque; and started demolishing Hindu
Temples all over the country. There was unrest in Loralai, Balochistan. Mir Sahib's
cousin, Mir Akram Khan sat in front of the temple gate and guarded it.

I frequently visited the homes of my Hindu friends, Ganga Ram, Narain Das, and
Menghraj. They wore typical Balochi dresses. Their women were just like our
women in the way they dressed. Very few Hindus migrated from Balochistan to
India. A few who left Balochistan for India, still remember their motherland.

Balochistan was always secular. There was no discrimination of language, culture,
dresses or customs between Hindus and Muslims. The Baloch people saved Hindus
many times during the course of history. Balochi poetry includes many of these
stories.

Sometimes I visit one of my sons in Killi Battu, where he does farming. He told me
the story about two Hindu brothers who were shopkeepers in the village. One of
them was called Shewal. A Pathan named Gurg (Gurg is a Balochi name for wolf)
was very strong and tall, boasted that he would rob Shewal and spend the money on
his wedding. One night he came to rob Shewal. When Shewal called for help, every
body came running with their spades to save him. Gurg had a gun but even then the
villagers fought with him and killed him.

Poems were written on this incident and it became folklore in that area.

In 1947, I was Naib Tehsildar in Food Department in Quetta. The city was under
curfew but I had a curfew pass and was able to move around the city freely. I saw a
man standing outside Arya Samaj Ashram gate. He was wearing a long posteen and
a big Kakar turban on his head. I was amazed and wondered what this old Pathan
was doing there. I asked in Pushto, "What are you doing here." He replied, "I am a
Hindu?" I said, "Where do you live?" He replied, "I have come from Tharparkar."
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I studied at Sanden Primary School Quetta. In class two, I had a friend named
Jaichand and I still miss him. In school, we spent our break-time together. He wore
long Shalwars, and a turban on his head. His father was a railway employee. I can
still hear his heavy voice echoing in my head. I had another Hindu childhood friend,
Narian Das. He studied with me in the same school in Noushki. I used to go to his
house and we played and ate together. His father knew my father and loved me as
his own nephew. After many years, when I was the sub-editor of Nawa-i-Watan in
Quetta, Narain Das informed me that he was going to India.

These were our relationships and associations with each other. They are just
memories now.

Ajit Rai, Amritsar

I was born in village Makandpur in Lyallpur in 1938. Shaheed Bhagat Singh (a
famous freedom fighter) was born in nearby village Banga. I was born in my
grandparents' house. My father lived in Chak 65. We moved to Multan when my
father acquired some land there. Both Lyallpur and Multan are my hometowns. I
brought up in a non-religious manner.

In 1947, I was nine years old. A Muslim boy, Bakka and I became very good
friends. He had goats and I had cows and buffaloes and we grazed the animals
together. When we left our village, I left my cattle to my friend Bakka, who assured
me, "I will graze them till you come back." I called his mother Amman, and he
called my mother Bibi. We often ate together.

In 1947, we decided to leave for India; we all wept and hoped that we will meet
again. Riots had already started before we left Multan. Independence of Pakistan had
not been announced.

In Mandi Burewala, Baloch Regiment was appointed for our security. Our caravan
was five miles long and slowly moved forward. A short distance from Khanewal,

Muslim thugs opened fire on us, killing two men. The Captain of the Baloch
Regiment opened fire on the miscreants. Some were killed and the rest ran away.
Some soldiers asked him why he was killing his own Muslim brothers. To which he
replied, "We are given the responsibility to guard this caravan. My Quran does not
allow me to let people die who are under my protection. It is our duty to take them
to their destination safely." After that, no one attacked our caravan, and we reached
Ferozpur border.
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It was raining and water level was high when we cross River Satluj. We had to stop
and stay in our relative's house in Ludiana. After a few days, water level receded and
we saw many bloated corpses floating in water. I can never forget that. Another
incident impossible to forget was an old woman and two children drowning and
crying for help. Their cart got caught up in whirlpool, and they drowned.

The rain kept pouring as we crossed Satluj. Thousands were killed. The rain washed
away the dead bodies and pulled a curtain over the massacre.

When we came here, we realized that it would be impossible to go back. The
government announced that the people who left their land in Pakistan would be
compensated. We got land near Nawan Shehr and we settled there permanently. I
never got a chance to contact Bakka or his parents.

I remember another incident when we were leaving village. My maternal uncle and
his brother-in-law; Mehnga stayed back, to sell our harvested crop of wheat to a
Patwari, who assembled people from the village and attacked them.

In the small town, Basti Sheikh near Lyllpur, our elders had enmity with the local
hoodlum, Allah Ditta. There was a land dispute. When Patwari, along with others
attacked us, Mehnga got killed. Frightened and confused, my uncle climbed the roof
of a house.

Somehow Allah Ditta heard about this attack. He came to our village with his men
and rifles. When my uncle saw him, he thought that his old enemy would definitely
kill him. Instead, he opened fire on the Patwari and his followers ran away. He asked
my uncle to come down. Again my uncle thought he was going to be killed. He took
kirpan in his hand and climbed down. Allah Ditta threw down his gun and embraced
my uncle. He said, "Forget everything that had happened between our families so
far." Mehnga was barely alive. Allah Ditta gave him some water but he died.

Allah Ditta and his men arranged for his cremation, according to our Sikh beliefs.
He gave my uncle his horse and brought him to our caravan. We were close to the
border when Allah Ditta arrived with my uncle.

This incident inspired me to write a story Haji Lok. The main idea of the story was
that when Allah Ditta was going back to his village after leaving my uncle, he had a
strange light on his face, like pilgrims after the pilgrimage.

My memories of my village Chak 104 are different. I had not started going to
school. I was the favorite child of my maternal grandparents. The son of a street
entertainer, Gulla, became my friend. We played together for endless hours. He was
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very good at playing with seashells (a game like marbles). He was a better player
than me. One day, I lost all my seashells. He loaned me a few of his seashells. I lost
them as well. He loaned some more. I lost again. I lost so many times; it was
impossible return the loans. I wrote a story on Gulla.

Similarly, I wrote a poem 'Yaheen Kaheen' on my childhood memories. I recorded
memories of my village and childhood days in such a way that people cried when I
recited it.

Our collective cultural heritage can never end, nor could its memories be erased.
They would come back to us in shape of our dreams, stories and poetry.

It is true that Punjab was split in two but you can never split our common heritage,
civilization and culture. How could you split Nanak, Bullah Shah and Waris Shah?
How can you divide Farid and Shah Hussein?

Archbishop Lawrence J. Saldanha, Lahore

I was very young and studying in school at the time of Partition. My father was in
the Railway Department. When my father returned from official tours, they would
welcome us at the platform as protocol. There was no difference in protocol on the
basis of religion or ethnicity. He treated Muslims, Hindus and Sikhs with equal
respect and they had cordial relations with each another. All races and communities
lived peacefully and the system worked very well because the British Police and
Army had strict control and discipline over the people.

When the Second World War ended in 1945, freedom movement stared and the
British control slackened. Muslims, Hindus and Sikhs began to support their
respective religion-based parties. Differences between different communities began
to surface. In 1946 and 1947, the freedom movement was at its peak and the number
of political activists increased. People marched through our street in rallies, shouting
for freedom and expressing rage. People were unsure how the country would be
divided or what would happen next and everyone was insecure and uncertain.
Would Lahore be a part of India or Pakistan?

When the Boundary Commission settled the boundary between Amritsar and
Lahore, riots began in Lahore because people knew it would be part of Pakistan and
Hindus and Sikhs had serious concerns over it. In the same way, Muslims in
Hindustan had concerns about their future and began to migrate to Pakistan. The rich
people got out before the situation worsened but the poor were last to move. There
was mass looting and there was no police to protect people or their belongings.
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I know that Christian members of Punjab Legislative Assembly voted in favour of
Pakistan. C. Gibbon was the Speaker of Legislative Assembly and S.P. Singha was a
prominent Christian leader.

Punjabi Christians thought all Punjabis must support each other and Punjabi identity
became important. The Christians of Punjab opted for Pakistan while Christians of
Bombay or Goa did not. Our leaders such as S.P. Singha met with Jinnah. I think
they made a good decision.

The minority situation is worse now then it was in the early years of Pakistan.
Previously references were made about Cecil Chaudhry in the textbooks of History
or Civics but now there is no mention of Christian heroes in our textbooks. We must
correct our history books to give space to national heroes of all religious
backgrounds and not just Muslims.

Christians escorted Hindus and Sikhs to Amritsar and Muslims to Lahore. In
Narowal, Belgian Father Salesius escorted different caravans to Pathankot. He led
Hindu caravans because no one attacked caravans under his protection. The people
of that area still remember Father Salesius as a brave Christian Father.

Christian schools buildings were used for rehabilitation work. Christian women
worked with Red Cross to facilitate migration from India into Pakistan. Miss Fraser
worked in schools for more than 50 years along with her mother. She told me that
her mother worked in different refugee camps for Red Cross. In Gujranwala, Father
Fidentian saved two or three Sikh women, whose parents were killed. Father
Fidentian died in Belgium.

Before Partition, a large number of Hindus and Christians worked in government
services. When Hindus left at Partition, the Christians picked up the slack and
responsibility of running the system. When Muslims became better educated, they
were appointed to all the important positions.

Shortly after Partition, Christians had top positions, like in the Air Force. The
situation began to change over time. Christian youth were disheartened as they
realized the country was only for Muslims and many began to migrate to England
and other countries.

A wave of hatred was unleashed against Christians during 1965 and they were called
'traitors'. The Muslims had no right to doubt Christian loyalty to Pakistan.
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Chaudhry Mohammed Rafique, Pind Dadan Khan

I was born in Pani Pat, India. I was 15 or 16 years old when Pakistan was created. I
am 80 years of age. We were living Chora Kaun at that time. We were getting ready
for the evening prayers when suddenly Sikhs arrived in vehicles and attacked our
town. We were preparing the evening meal but left everything on the stove and fled.
We were well prepared in advance and just picked up the baggage and left
everything behind. We headed for our neighbouring village of Noor Wala, at a
distance of 10 kilometers, which was a Muslim settlement. We took refuge in the
homes of relatives. People were crying and some were hurt and a few died in this
chaos. We reached Noor ·Wala in a miserable state. The villagers shared their food
with us.

In the morning, the Gorkkha police arrived and called out that all the men should
line up in the field. We were terrified. We were ordered to leave for Kamal, situated
at a distance of 13 kilometers. We had to walk, carrying bag and baggage. Some
died on the way and some fell down in the bushes. The Gorkkhas were on both sides
of the road, carrying guns in jeeps. Many people were shot dead in front of me and
others escaped into the bushes.

We were not given any food for two days after we reached the camp. My father
purchased a sack of barley for Rs.90 from a Hindu, who had added poison to it. We
got very sick and suffered from dysentery.

We had joint investment with a high-class Hindu businessman whose name was
Banarsi Daas. That year, we earned Rs.70, 000 from harvesting chilies crop. We had
a quarter share in this income. The next day, Banarsi Daas suggested that it would
be good for business if we converted to Hinduism during the troubled time and
reconvert to Islam when the condition became normal again. When I disagreed, he
reluctantly gave me Rs.100 or 200.

A few days later, we decided to leave for Pakistan by train. The only place we got
was on top of the roof of the train. We had to secure ourselves with ropes in order to
prevent ourselves from falling off. Our only wish was to reach to our Muslim
brothers in Pakistan, where we could earn our livelihood and never have to live with
Hindus. I got married when I was 16 years old. The wedding took place two or three
months before Partition. An accident took place during the wedding procession and
a child got hurt. Banarsi Daas came to our help. He was a high caste Hindu. He gave
some money to the child and we were able to proceed with the wedding.
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We traveled by train from Kamal to Amritsar, a distance of approximately 200 or
300 kilometers. My father had Rs.2700, hidden in his shoe. The Sikhs stopped our
train to kill us. They wanted to avenge the train massacre in Chalisa, Tehsil Pind
Dadan Khan. They killed ten of our men. We began to recite "Kalima". But
miraculously with the grace of Allah Almighty, the killing stopped and we
proceeded to Lahore. We were so delighted and excited when the train entered
Lahore that we started shouting slogans. The train stopped at Pind Dadan Khan
Station. We had absolutely no idea where to go in Pakistan but we were sure about
our safety. There were about four thousand people on the train. Many people had
come to welcome us, despite it being early in the morning; we saw mountains
around us and wondered about employment in such a place. Pani Pat was a very
beautiful and lush green area. We grew almost every kind of fruits and vegetables
and grazed cattle. I had two elder brothers. One of them was very good at Hindi.
Even the boys from grade ten couldn't compete with him. Both of them died here,
after migration.

We had not opted for settlement in Pind Dadan Khan. Two thousand people went
back to Malawi because of the lack of job opportunity. Many others left for other
cities like Malawi, Chiniot and Sukkur. About two thousand people decided to stay
in Pind Dadan Khan. The local Tehsildaar assured us that he would provide us with
accommodation. After a few days, he told us about the vacant house we could
occupy. We bought 20-40 stalks of sugarcane, at the cost of Rs.1.25. Within two
days we sold it at a profit of 25 paisas. The government has not given us any funds
for rehabilitation. Whatever I have today is the result of my own hard work.

Chandar Calran, Quetta.

My name is Chandar Calran. I am 40 years old. I was born after the creation of
Pakistan, but my parents told me about many events that took place in 1947 and also
about pre-Partition India. My ancestors survived the 1935 earthquake. I was told
many stories about 31 May 1935, when the earthquake rocked the city of Quetta and
left it in ruins. We lived in Lahiri village.

The events of 1947 forced us to forget the earthquake. Muslims and Hindus lived in
this region for hundreds of years. They had friendly relations with each other and
shared each other's pain and happiness. Then suddenly the riots started. Our elders
told me that friendly neighbors became enemies overnight. When the riots started in
Quetta, many Hindus were forced to flee.

We did not migrate because we belong to the Baloch families of Sindh. Our ancestor
came from Sindh to this area. We live by the tribal system; tribal heads respected us,
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gave us land and helped us in many ways. Baloch Sardars are Muslims but they
never consider us as outsiders. Their support and friendly behavior made us a part of
this land.

When the riots of Partition started, the heads of the tribes came forward to help us
and ensured our security and safety. Had they not supported us, we would have fled
like many others. At the time of Partition, our population was twenty five thousand
but after the riots it dropped considerably.

This area comes under the Pashtun belt. Quetta, Pisheen and many other cities had a
huge population of Sikhs. Many were killed during riots and many migrated to
India. The Hindus lived peacefully under the protection of Baloch tribes. In our
village Lahiri, no one was harmed. Even now, many Hindu families are living
peacefully in these areas. My father often told me that he decided not to leave
because the Sardars were very protective and respectful towards us. All our ancestral
houses and temples were here; it was better to die on our own land instead of
becoming an immigrant. The Hindus families that migrated became apprehensive
even though they were granted safety, they were fearful that problems would
resurface.

Christian helped when the riots broke out in this area; they served people with care
and devotion, in the name of humanity. The government should acknowledge their
contributions. Hindus also worked hard for the betterment of this society.

Even today, Hindus and Muslims are living in peace and harmony. We attend each
other's wedding ceremonies and exchange gifts, our Muslim brothers respond with
love and respect as we have for them. On the festival of Rakhi Bandhan, our Muslim
brothers celebrate with us. It is a part of our Baloch traditions.

Farkhanda Lodhi, Lahore

I was born in Sahiwal in 1937. At that time, it was known as Montgomery. During
Partition, we moved to Khushalpur, where we had many relatives. I don't remember
exactly when we shifted but I remember it was during Partition.

I was 10 years old at the time of Partition. Even today I fail to understand why did
this happen. One night at 12.p.m.my brother announced that Pakistan was a separate
country. It was a strange kind of feeling. Although the family members read
newspaper and discussed local issues since we were children, we were taken aback.
My father had died a few days before and my brother refused to take his body to
Sahiwal for burial. In wartime, neighbors turned into enemies.
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We lived in a Sikh area but they had not harmed us. My mother wanted to leave and
we left in the name of Aliah. First, we went to our elder brother. Most of the people
lived in camps but we did not. One or two members of our family lost their lives
during Partition

My Hindu friends were Satya, Sawitri and Widya. We were like sisters and usually
played games like 'stappo'. We attended each other's functions and ceremonies. We
always reserved seats next to us and saved sweets for them. I had Sikh and Hindu
friends; Sawitri was very pretty. We exchanged sweets on special holidays.

That is my self-culture study and for this reason I cannot forget the attachment with
the history and culture of the sub-continent. Perhaps this element is dominant in my
nature. I don't have association with Arab culture as most Muslims. Even spiritually,
I feel no attachment or association with them. There was an Imam Bargah in our
neighbourhood. Hindus recited 'Marsias'. Two or three groups carried the 'Taazia'.
The Hindus also put up 'Sabeels'

I wrote about it in my novel. In fact, that novel was written about Sahiwal, I knew
everything about its climate, rituals, taboos, miseries; I grew up and studied there.
Until we migrated, there was no bloodshed between Hindus and Muslims. My sister
was married and lived in Amritsar. She told us that Muslims burnt Hindu's houses.
My brother told us about the time when he pulled a Sikh out of a burning house,
children were also trapped and people on the street rushed into the burning house to
save their lives. After this incident, my brother was never happy again in his life.
This tragedy was a burden in his heart till the day he died.

We left two months before Partition. My paternal aunt migrated from Amritsar; she
was beaten, stabbed and wounded and she remained sick until she died.

It is only a notion that Muslims were different at the expense of two-nation theory.
We would meet and invite each other but still considered ourselves as separate; this
was the basis of separation. If we analyze the situation, we will find out that
Punjabis caused tremendous harm not only to India or Pakistan, but also to their own
culture by harming other Punjabis. In fact, they have destroyed their language,
culture, inheritance and in a long run, their country.

The whole scenario was like this: a region cut off into two parts. Hatred and hostility
dividing people. We should have tolerated. Every world religion teaches patience
and tolerance. Intolerance and impatience resulted in Partition. A human is superior
only as a collective group. Alone no one can be superior or inferior. It is the
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approach of thought, connectivity, affection and attitude that can be graded as
superior. Our Holy prophet (PBUH) also stressed this and never spoke of separation.

In Khushalpur, I experienced only one kind of environment. At the age of 10, I came
to Sahiwal leaving behind relations, friends and memories. Here, the environment
was entirely different. Hindus were leaving for India and Muslims were rushing to
Pakistan. I still remember the changes in our lives.

We lived in Civil Lines with my elder brother. Everything was different. As Muslim
women, we could not go outside, unlike in India. Rough and rude nature was
dominant in people here, in contrast to the fun and entertainment in India. Non-
Muslims from Pakistan had to leave for India and we had left India for Pakistan; in
uprooting our lives, the grudges and hatred was enhanced.

There are also cases where people helped each other. There was a doctor who
practiced in Police Lines. His family was greatly respected. Circumstances changed
suddenly. The doctor packed up all his essential possessions and left with a gun in
his hand.

There was scarcity of drinking water. Innocent people and small children waited
endlessly at the train station. Many people took advantage of the situation and
settled personal enmity.

Partition brought a wave of shamelessness. People started plundering in search of
food and anything they could take from the helpless. The element of tenderness and
regard got eliminated. Lack of education made them brutal and this is something
present in the religion. This is reality that the culture imposed on us was originally
of the Arabs. Arab culture played an important role in the development of our
history and we cannot deny that Arabs were savage people. It is permitted to
humiliate, usurp and take possession of others by force. This is what we have
acquired from Arabian culture. We are delusional and brainwashed. A society
without finer quality cannot survive. If Hindus today are surviving they must have
such qualifications in their religion. Their religion is suitable for any proactive
movement. It is moderate; it does not exceed to extremism. I don't think that Arabs
are following the teachings of Islam. We have absorbed Arab culture and history.
Their wild nature prevailed before the advent of Islam. It was only our Prophet
(PBUH) who introduced Islam and its teachings. They ate wild things and the
victorious punished the losers. The aim was total suppression of individual vision.
The Arabs attacked and looted the earning of other families. Hazrat Ayesha says in a
book that there was an incident, when Khyber was conquered, Arabs found a
settlement of Jews and ate their whole stock of dates. They loaded the dates on their
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donkeys and mules and claimed that for the first time in their life they ate to their
heart's content. Upon this, the Holy Prophet taught them mutual sharing and he laid
stress on eating with equal distribution. The Buddhists do not eat in this manner.
Even Hindus eat together in small bowls. One another thing we consider sacred is
the colour green. I think it is psychological because the Arabs had no verdure and to
meet its deficiency they tied green turbans around their head.

By the grace of Allah, my grandfather was an educated person of his times when
there was a usual trend of low literacy in small state of Kangra. He urged all of us to
get an education.

Sahiwal was a different-world. My mother had an Islamic mind and admitted in an
Islamic Government School for Girls, Sahiwal. I graduated from Sahiwal College
and came to Lahore after I got married. I did a library course and got a job. In the
initial phase of Pakistan's creation, there was no problem to get a job, no one
bothered to take notice whether the person was eligible for the job or not.

I become a writer. I was fond of reading literature and would read for hours in the
library. I did not have sense to distinguish good books from bad ones and read
whatever was available. Everyone was afraid that after getting a job I would become
independent. Since my father had died and our family was large, I needed a job
immediately. My teachers, family members and my husband have all contributed
towards my upbringing. When I had to go outside in Sahiwal, it was troublesome.
Muslim League was the dominant party and actively involved in allotment of land.
We also got a plot of 10 marlas.

My grandfather came from the village in 1857 and took refuge in Khairpur. He took
charge of a stable owned by a British. My great grandfather spoke Urdu. He married
his daughter (my grandmother) to a Punjabi. The next generation also got married to
Punjabis and gradually; our language was transformed from Urdu to Punjabi. My
grandfather used to go to Sargodha to listen 'mushairas'. He had a job during
daytime and used to read books at night under the street lamps. Both my parents
spoke Persian.

I wrote my first novel 'Hasrat-e-Zaibe-e-Tamanna' after marriage, followed by a
collection of short stories 'Good way to hear'. 'Parwati', did not get printed. It hurt
me but I did not have courage to ask the reason.

Punjabi culture has ways fascinated me. Its class division reflects in individual
minds and experiences. Like soil and nature. Soft and fertile soil leads to a soft
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nature while a hard and rough soil leads to a rough nature. Sahiwal is a fertile soft
green city and has an old culture.

I became aware of women rights. Partition exploited them. They are mistreated in all
circumstances. She ensures the continuity of our generation. She gives birth and has
the responsibility of the child's upbringing and training but she is never rewarded.

In early 1973, I started to write in Punjabi. I wrote a collection of stories in
1973; one of them was 'Yaadein'. The radio team asked me to provide some
articles in Punjabi. I have a revolutionary spirit. Although my major work was
in Urdu, I got more appreciation for my work in Punjabi.
We are bereft people and our culture is injured. This land of Punjab has
suffered a lot and it had to put aside its own interests. We hate each other and
do not realize that we, in fact are outsiders. We should accommodate and
embrace those who come from outside. Punjabis forget this. They forgot
themselves and praised others; talked for others and communicated through
others. Now a little awareness has developed. I would say that a great Punjabi
Urdu poet and writer, Allama Iqbal should not have had forgotten his roots.
He never wrote anything in Punjabi.
There are two things in Punjab's culture; kill or be killed. The attitude of
Hindustan is that women have a compromising nature. The nature of Punjab
or the nature of Pakistan itself has become the nature of its women. She
should submit for as long as she can in order to survive but not beyond. Sind
his, Pakhtoons, and Balochis do not speak Urdu unlike Punjabis and thus are
known as traitors. We were the first to adopt Urdu and I think it was a part of
our psychology. During British rule, English was dominating other languages
and they considered Urdu as Muslim language.

Gurcharan Singh Mehta, Amritsar
I was born on 12 January 1936 in Nowshera. My father was in the army and
stationed there. My ancestral village is Kontrila, Tehsil Gujran Khan. My
great grandfather, Dr. Roy Sobha Singh was Medical Superintendent in Civil
Hospital. The British Government awarded him the title of Roy. My
grandfather was also a doctor. He served in various hospitals in Rawalpindi,
Dera Baba Nanak Shah and Lyallpur.
As a young boy, we lived in a house in Bazar Talwaran, Rawalpindi. We
rented out five shops in this bazaar. My maternal grandparents lived in
Noorpur Shahan and we visited them very often. There were not many Sikh
families in this village. Most of the population was Muslim and people lived
in peace and harmony. My maternal grandfather had a shop near the shrine of
Bari Shah Latif. In Bazaar Talwaran, the majority of population was Sikh and
Hindus. Muslim population was concentrated around Jamia Masjid area.
Syed Aslam and Syed Ghafar lived opposite my grandfather's shop. They
loved us like their own children. They were tongawalas. At the time of a
wedding, everybody was invited, without any discrimination. Our school was
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situated outside the city but we had no problems going to school.
On the 6 March, my friend Gurbachan's father arrived at the school. He told
us that riots had started in the city and he had come to pick us up. We had no
idea what he was talking about but we went along. Returning home, I saw
people fighting in the streets and bazaars. Riots spread to all the neighboring
areas and especially villages. We had never thought of migrating but on 28
August, a deplorable act forced us to leave Pakistan.

My brother was learning fabric printing in a Hindu shop. At that time,
incidents of killing Hindus and Sikhs were common. He went to shop on 28
August as usual and a Muslim shot him. The shop next door sold sweets;
Muslims also killed three of the shopkeeper's sons. They were taken to civil
hospital but it was too late. My brother was still alive when he reached the
hospital. The bullet hit his heart, had the doctor operated to remove the bullet,
he could have survived. Due to negligence of the duty doctor, my brother
died. When we took him to cremation ground, everyone at home was worried
about our safety.
Before my brother's death, my grandmother was against migration to India.
She said that the government changes but the people remain the same. My
brother's death was too traumatic for her,

She had a lot of property in Toha Khalsa (a Potohari village, where many
Sikhs were killed). Her father was a minister in Kashmir. She thought that
even if Pakistan and India had separated, the people would never change. By
the end of August, not only our family but many other Hindu and Sikh
families decided to migrate to India.
My father's younger brother was in the military; he immediately moved us to
the army barracks because it was no longer safe in the city. We locked our
four-storied house and moved to the army barracks. During our stay in the
barracks, we came back to see our house to find that the locks were broken.
Our uncle arranged military cars for us and we reached India.

In Noorpur Shahan, Sikhs were not harmed. The village elders and local Rajas
guarded the village from Muslims. Hence, the houses of Hindus and Sikhs
remained secure. The Rajas took the Hindu and Sikh families to their houses.
Later, they were taken to safe places in Rawalpindi on tongas.
In Kontarila, my grandfather had a huge mansion. Everything was burnt
down. I still think of Noorpur Shahan as a lighthouse, and Kontarila as hell. I
was a student of class five when we had to leave Rawalpindi. It was difficult
to leave everything behind but to forget those events is even more difficult.
After 1947, I got a chance to come back to Pakistan in 1976 for Guru Nanak's
birthday's celebrations. But I got visa to go to Nankana Sahib only and I
returned to India with a yearning to see my own village and city once again.
My wish was fulfilled in 1993, after forty-six years of Partition. When I
moved to India, I was only eleven years old. When I came back to
Rawalpindi, I was an old man of 57, trying to recognize the old streets and
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roads. We stopped in front of the Gordon College. I went to Raja bazaar, the
school in which I studied till class four was still there, I went to Bazar
Talwaran and I saw my old house. I recognized it the moment I saw it. The
people who were living in that house were very hospitable. They welcomed
and invited us inside. I was very happy to see that these people kept the house
with love and care. It was as beautiful as it used to be. I looked around the
house. I wanted to keep the house in my eyes.

The new owners of the house offered me tea. We sat together and shared our
experiences of Partition. The mother of my host was just like my grandmother.
I told her about my brother's death, she told me about the disappearance of her
father. They migrated from Amritsar during Partition. Our hearts were full of
sad memories.

We went to see our school. The building was still there. I went in to see the
headmaster. I asked about Sundar Singh, who was the principal of the school
when I was studying.
I also saw my maternal aunt's house while sitting in a rickshaw. I did not have
the time to see it from the inside. I could not visit my village because the
validity of my visa did not allow me.

Inayat Masih Cohar, Peshawar
At the time of Partition I was thirteen years old and studying in class VIII. I saw
the making of Pakistan; the ceremony was held in the Cunningham Park (now
Jinnah Park).
I was born on 5 September 1934 in Peshawar. My father died when I was still a
child. My maternal uncle, who was in Khyber Rifles in Landi Kotal, took my
sister and me under his wing. I was enrolled in Edwardes High School and my
sister in Elizabeth High School. We lived with our maternal aunt in Peshawar.
The students belonged to different religions but we were friendly with each
other. We had no religious differences among us. There were Sikhs, Hindus and
Muslims in our school. Amanullah and Shaukat were my Muslim friends. I had
two Hindu friends Dawarka Das and Badri Nath. There was no Sikh student in
my class but there were many in our school. We never went to each other's
houses. Our friendships were limited to our school and our parents never
socialized with each other. During recess, we ate together in a church beside
our school.

We had Hindu, Sikh, Muslim and Christian teachers. Gurmukh Singh was an
excellent math teacher. There was a Punditji, who taught Hindi; a Maulvi Sahib
for teaching lslamiat and we studied Bible from our Christian teachers.
Mr. Shukla was the principal of our school. He was a Christian. Later, T. D
Prashad was appointed as the Principal, he was a Hindu but converted to
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Christianity. His wife loved us very much; she gave sermons on Sundays. She
cooked special food for all the children and gave us gifts on Christmas day and
Easter.
Hindu and Muslims also were friendly with each other. There was no
discrimination. There were many Hindu shops in the Ander Shehr Bazar, where
I lived. Muslims did not have shops in that bazaar.
There was a big ground in Jabba, where Hindus held Dusehra's fair every year.
Hindus, Muslims and Christians went to the fair because it was fun. Similarly,
Divali and Besakhi were celebrated with the same enthusiasm. There were no
communal differences in these religious festivals before Partition.
During the last months of 1946, situation started to change. At the beginning
of 1947, Muslim League movement became very strong. The massacres
started at this time, I saw many dead bodies of Hindus in the streets. Sarab
Diyal was killed in his own house. We went to see his dead body. These mass
killings of Hindus started before Partition.
Hindus and Sikhs started to flee from these areas to save their lives. Those
who could not leave were killed. Some decided to stay, they were either killed
or had to convert to Islam. The Muslims saved some of them. When the riots
escalated, the government established a camp in Qila Bala Hissar, where
Hindus and Sikhs were detained. The weather was extremely hot and the Qila
was full of people. A railway station was established near the Qila to take the
Hindus and Sikhs out of this area. But even then, they were killed. Majority of
the Hindu and Sikh population of the NWFP assembled in Peshawar. Many
Muslims risked their lives to save Hindus and Sikhs.

I went to Qila Bala Hissar once, where my teacher Gurmukh Singh and his
family was taking refuge. He sent a message to our Principal T. D. Prashad,
that his children were dying of hunger and he needed help. Muslims were not
allowed to enter the Qila. The Principal asked me to take food for Gurmukh
Singh. I believe that many Christians helped the trapped Hindus and Sikhs in
the Qila.
There was a huge population of Hindus in the Bazar Ander Shaher, Dhaki
Naal Bandi and Dalgaran, Karim Pura Bazar, Mohalla Jogan Shah. I saw
many dead bodies of Hindus in Dhaki. In Mohalla Jogan Shah, their houses
were set on fire. Bazar Ander Shaher was set ablaze. The shops were looted
and then burnt down.
This is one side of the story; the other side is of the Muslim families who
came from India. They faced more or less the same kind of trauma. The
government decided to allot them the shops and houses left behind by the
Hindus, but the government could not do enough with its meager resources.
Two Christian leaders from Peshawar, Jacob and Dina Nath worked hard for
the resettlement of Muslims. They were active participants of the Pakistan
Movement and fully supported Muslim League. Christian population helped
the Muslim migrants.
When the problems of the migrants increased, the Muslims drove out the
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remaining Hindus from this area and occupied their houses and properties.
This new wave of violence drove the remaining Hindu and Sikh population
out of this area.

Kartar Singh, Delhi
I reached Hushiarpur in India with some of my relatives before Partition. My
parents and other relatives were still in Pakistan. We were seven brothers and
sisters. One of my sisters lived in Multan: another married a Muslim and lived
in Phularwan. My sister's husband was in East Punjab and I was unable to
reach Phularwan because of riots. My brother-in-law was a Muslim. My father's
friend arranged his marriage. We had friends among Muslims and there was no
discrimination between us.
My father and other relatives reached Amritsar but our sisters got left behind.
We were worried about them; we did not know their whereabouts and they
were also worried about us.
My sisters went to Nankana Sahib, hoping that someone from our family would
come looking for them. They asked people returning from East Punjab about
us. They remained hopeful and kept asking people about their brother
Pardammal Singh. One day, they met a person who knew their brother. That
person told Pardammal about meeting his sister in Pakistan.
Thirty years had passed since Partition. She wrote an incomplete poem in her
letter to my brother and asked him to complete it. We used to do this as children
and she just wanted to make sure that it was her true family. My brother
completed the poem and sent it back to her, and this is how our communication
was re-established.
One of my father's friends kept my sisters safely in his home. Years passes and
he started getting old and did not know where to find us. He arranged marriages
for my both sisters. One of them was married to a police officer and the other to
a Tehsildar. My youngest sister's son is a heart specialist in Karachi. Once he
came to India and called me. I live far from the airport and could not meet him.
The older sister came to Delhi and Hushiarpur. My family went to Mandi
Bahauddin to attend her daughter's marriage. But I never got a chance to see my
youngest sister again. Quite recently, my nephew, niece and their children came
to visit us.
Before Partition, Hindus, Muslims and Sikhs had close relationship of love and
mutual respect for each other. I was born here. If you take away Muslims from
our lives, it is like subtracting half our lives from us. When I was a child, I use
to eat and sleep in my Muslim friends' houses. Similarly, my Muslim friends
were welcomed to our houses. It was not that we spent time together only in
schools, we spent a good part of our lives with Muslims.
Our religions were also intermingled. I can recite darood sharif. There was a
time when I could offer Muslim prayer. It was more like a culture than a
religion for us. A journey to Pakistan is like a journey to my childhood.
It seems so extraordinary that we need visas and passports to visit the places
where we were born and brought up. My place of birth on my passport states
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Mian Channu.

Khaleeque Anjum, Delhi
I was born in 1935. I belong to Delhi. At the time of Partition, I was twelve
years old. I am a witness to many horrible incidents.

We never felt there was any difference between Hindus and us. When I was in
school, many Hindus were my classmates. There was an elderly Hindu person
in our neighborhood and we had the same respect and love for him as a family
member. He advised on important matters, especially arrangement of
marriages. He was consulted in these matters because he knew everything
about the castes and family backgrounds of the most of the young boys and
girls. Similarly, my uncle (father's elder brother) was equally respected in his
house. His advice and guidance was sought mostly in matters related to
education. He was a highly educated person.
We never felt that the Hindus were different from us. This difference struck
us for the first time during Partition 1947, when the riots started. Before these
riots, I was not conscious of my identity as a Muslim. During this period I
witnessed horrifying scenes.

When the riots started in Delhi, I was at my uncle's house. His house was in
Carhi Shah Tara near Ajmeri Cate. We were always fearful of an attack from
Hindu extremists. My uncle and his son guarded the house during the night.
Everybody was apprehensive; the fear of attack from Hindus was a mental
agony.
Fortunately, the street where my uncle lived was not attacked. But, Koray
Wali Cali came under attack. It was horrifying; many people were killed. The
street was littered with blood and dead bodies. Pundit Nehru came to visit the
area, I saw an old woman run to Pundit Nehru and start to cry. Nehru patted
the women's head and tried to comfort her and wept with her. He called the
army personnel to put a stop to this bloodshed. Later, the government officials
took the corpses away. After Nehru's visit, Carhi Shahtara became a safer
place.
Army took charge of protecting this area. There was a huge Hindu house at
the corner of the street; at that time I felt he was an enemy of the Muslims.
But, now when I recall all the incidents, I think he was just insecure. One day,
he called the military guards to his house. I was watching from the roof of my
uncle's house. He saw me and suddenly a bullet brushed past my ear. I lay
down on the ground and climbed downstairs. I think it was his sense of
insecurity that he fired on me. He was living in an area where there was
Muslim majority.
In another incident, I saw a Pathan Muslim stabbed a Hindu ice seller, whom I
personally knew. Muslims liked him. During Muharram, he put up sabeel.
When I saw the Pathan stabbing the poor fellow, I could not sleep or eat for
many days.
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The impression that in Delhi only Hindus killed Muslims is wrong. Muslims
also killed many Hindus. But Hindus were greater in number so they killed
more Muslims.
I was in my uncle's house, when riots started. I was stranded in his house, and
was unable to go back to my own house for many days. My mother thought
that I was killed. When I got back, my mother hugged me and cried bitterly.

My father died when I was still a child. My mother was a headmistress of a
school. Due to riots, there was shortage of food and financial resources in
every household. My mother sold many utensils and other things in order to
buy food.
Many rich and educated families went through the same misery. They sold
their valuable items for nominal prices to put food on the table. I took up petty
jobs to earn a bit of money for my family. My mother decided to stay in India.
When all our relatives left for Pakistan, situation became even more difficult.
Government camps were set up near Purana Qila for the troubled Muslim
families, who wanted to go to Pakistan. These people were sent to Pakistan on
trains. The Sikhs intercepted these trains near Amritsar. There were incidents
in which the Muslims killed Hindus but there is no comparison to what
Hindus did to them. Army and police supported the Hindus against the
Muslims. The office of Anjuman- e-Trraqi-e-Urdu (Association for development
of Urdu) was set ablaze. And books were burnt down to ashes. Similarly,
many book depots owned by Muslims were set on fire.

The Hindu and Sikh migrants from West Punjab remove Muslims by force
and occupied their houses. They killed many Muslims, as a result, Muslims
started to migrate from these areas.
I visited Pakistan many times after the Partition. I always thanked God that
my mother decided to stay in India. I do not liked what is happening in
Pakistan.

Mohammad Ibrahim Joyo, Hyderabad
I was born on 12 August 1915 in Hyderabad. I am now 93 years old. I studied
Sind hi language for five years and took Anglo Vernacular classes. In 1934, I
joined Sindh Madrassatul Islam. I graduated from D. J College Sindh in 1938.
I had many friends; among them were Professor Jethmal, who was a pious
gentleman. Principal Tahilramani, Bhagat Singh taught me Algebra. My
teachers in D. J College, Andrew Malkani and Bhairumal Mehar Chand
Advani were all Sindhi scholars.

Sadhu Wasvani once delivered a lecture in our college. He was an old man;
the mohajirs had taken over the entire Aamil colony. Hindus were thrown out
of their own houses. He was one of the first to leave Pakistan for India and
settled in Pune. The circumstances were such that he was forced to leave.
In 1843, the British conquered Sindh and ruled for almost a hundred years.
During this period, people of Sindh developed and grew as a nation. They
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encouraged and promoted Sind hi language in schools and it helped them to
develop, strengthen and promote their language and culture.
In Sindh, Hindu community was stronger in trade and commerce and built
towns and cities. Majority of the Sindhi population was Muslim. They
dominated the agricultural sector; the landlords had huge agricultural
holdings. Muslim feudalism disallowed Hindu contribution in the agricultural
sector. Hindus were mostly middlemen and involved in trade, commerce and
exchange of commodities.
Hindus accepted the British rule for certain communal and political reasons.
They chose the option of English education. Muslims, on the other hand,
lagged behind in education. Better education and civic life enabled Hindus to
join civil services and also to occupy important positions with the British Raj.
The disparities in education and jobs created many conflicts between the
Muslims and Hindus. One of the major conflicts was class distinction.
Muslims were mostly landowners and a vast number of Hindus in rural areas
were daily wage earners and laborers. There was a class of Hindus that
emerged as a result of British rule and English education. They dominated the
major urban areas of Sindh such as Karachi, Hyderabad, Sukkur, Nawabshah,
Mirpur Khas, Larkana, Khairpur.
During late 1880s, British applied the theory of divide and rule to Sindh. They
instigated Muslims and Hindus against each other. Political Parties like
Congress and Muslim League were established. The Muslims demanded
separate electorate and British Raj willingly accepted it. This demand for
separate electorate laid the foundation of communal problems between the
two communities. The British designed it and consequently, it led to Partition.
Throughout the British Raj, separate electorate subsisted and paved the way
for Partition.
Sindhi nationalism was very strong; it evolved and developed around
education, literature and culture. Muslims and Hindus lived in peace and
harmony. Sindhi poets like Sacchal Sarrnast, Bhitai and Sami were equally
liked and appreciated by both communities. They visited each other's holy
places and celebrate each other's religious festivals.
Hindus were better educated; as a result most of the teachers belonged to the
Hindu community. When the Pakistan movement started, people in Sindh
thought it was a political game. None of us could imagine that India would be
divided and millions of people would be uprooted and killed. We were taken
by surprise because the two communities called Sindh their home. Hindus
were not willing to leave their homeland; Muslims were not prepared to let
them go. It was difficult for both the communities.

Lahore Resolution of 1940 was a blow to Sindhi nationalism and Sindhis
were emotionally wounded. Sind hi Muslims never wanted to drive Hindus
out of their homes. People with communal and religious temperament did not
want to accept this reality in 1948.
The riots in Karachi started in the first week of February 1948. I was teaching
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at Sindh Madrassatul Islam. I saw people propagating communal sentiments,
Abdullah Haroon's son shouted slogans against Hindus on the roads of
Karachi. The Sikh Gurdawara in Artillery Ground was attacked along with
neighboring Hindu houses. The Muslims looted, plundered and harassed the
Hindus and Sikhs, forcing them out of Pakistan. The majority of the
population in Karachi consisted of Sindhi Hindus. Hyderabad also suffered
the same kind of treatment. But nowhere else, Hindus were attacked as
vehemently as in Karachi.
The British tried to build this region as a shield against Russian threat. In his
1930 Allahbad speech, Allama Iqbal gave two reasons for demanding the
separate state of Pakistan; to establish a state on the spirit of Islam; and to
serve as a shield against invasion from North West. Most interestingly, he was
right.
I think the problems Pakistan is facing today in the shape of issues like
Talibanisation and terrorism are different faces of Mullaism, Ulemaism, and
Mushaikhism that started during the late 19 century in this region. These
forces gained momentum after Partition and gave birth to militancy and
fundamentalism.
The militant and fundamentalist mindset in Pakistan is not the product of a
single event of 9/11. It has not emerged and evolved in this decade. It has
been growing since the inception of this country. Pakistan was demanded on
the basis of fundamentalism.
I visited India twice after Partition. Most of the Sind hi Hindus who migrated
to India have deep-rooted affiliations to this region. Several sent their ashes to
be scattered into River Indus.
Nirmala Desh Panday's ashes were scattered into the Indus River in
accordance with her will.

Mrs. Altaf Afzal, Multan
I was born in Peshawar. Later, my mother took us to Lahore. I got married
when I was thirteen. All my husbands' friends were active Party workers. I
lived in Punjab, where Hindus, Sikhs and Muslims lived peacefully together.
We had a friendly relationship. I had many Hindu friends; they visited me
almost every day but I was not allowed to go out. They called me Bhabi, and
brought gifts for me on Eid and Devali. At the time of Partition, I was in
Peshawar. My son was only eight months old. When the riots started, the
Khuwaneens and other Muslims killed many Hindus and Sikhs. Muslim
invaded their houses to kill them. Some of them tried to take shelter in a
temple and Muslims set the temple on fire. The situation was extremely grave
and chaotic. I was worried about my children and did not know where to go.

Nasir Ahmed
Before Partition, we lived peacefully with our Hindu and Sikh neighbors. We
socialized with each other and celebrated all our religious and cultural
festivals together.
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Besakhi was our common cultural festival; Hindus, Sikhs and Muslims
celebrated it together. During Besakhi, young Muslim, Hindu and Sikh boys
danced to the beat of the Dhol in the fields. We drank water from the same
well. During the British rule, there was peace and justice.

We settled our disputes peacefully and never had to go to the police. Once a
Muslim girl eloped with a Hindu boy, all the village elders got together to
bring the girl back. Bribery was not commori in those days. Our elders settled
disputes between us. Hindu moneylenders loaned money everyone without
any discrimination. In 1947, Muslim Mohajirs confiscated the properties and
houses of the Hindus.

Romesh Chandar, Delhi
I was born in Layyah (Muzaffar Garh). I am the only son of my parents. My
mother was a very progressive woman. I was brought up under my
grandfather's tutelage. My great grandfather was a Hindu civil servant. His
name was Devki Nandan. My uncle R. N. Batra worked for WAPDA,
embraced Islam and changed his name to Rab Nawaz. My mother also
converted while living in India. She came to Pakistan for her medical treatment
and died.
My grandfather was a session judge and a big landlord. He lived near Shahpur
(Sargodha). After my mother's death, he took care of his 40 'murabbas' of land.
In addition, he had another 30 murabbas in another place. He was fond of
horse riding.
I went to an expensive boarding school in Simla for the nine-month academic
year. The fee was Rs.200 and ordinary Hindustanis were not admitted. There
were 200 pupils and Indians were :10% of the total. We spent the three months
of winter vacations at home. This school is still in Simla. It is now called
Kishan Garten. I was taught Urdu by a British woman because the school had
no Hindustani teachers. There were only 20 Indian students whose families
were loyal to the British. My five cousins from our mother's side were also in
that school. Later, I went to Government College, Lahore.
I enrolled in medicine program in first year but wasted one year during studies.
The college had a Club for the seniors and the Principal nominated the
members. I could not complete my Masters program and had to leave the
college in January. Mazhar and I stayed in touch and visited each other after
Partition. I was the editor of the College English news magazine 'Ravi'.
Mazhar was my contemporary. He became senior by a year when I changed
my subjects to arts. Mazhar's elder brother, Mehmood Ali became a member of
AICC (All Indian Congress Committee) and he left college. Mazhars father
was a Nawab and his wife; Tahira was the daughter of Sir Sikandar Hayat.
It was an era when members from the elite class began to get involved in
politics. My Masters program was incomplete when my grandfather decided to
send me to UK. I got admission in Kings College in London. Second World
War started and I was unable to go abroad. Mehmood was already in UK in the
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Legal University. His father was my grandfather’s close friend. Without
completing my M.A, I joined the political movement and the trade union.
Later, I became President of All, Punjab. Political activities started in
Bradlaugh Hall, which was the Headquarter of Congress.

People from Communist Party were also member of Congress. Shoan Singh
Josh, Secretary of Communist Party was also the Secretary of Congress Party.
I joined the Congress and was the Secretary of Congress Party.
There were 150-200 prisoners when I went to jail for the first time and there
was a problem of overcrowding. A wing was vacated to provide more space.
We were provided with ration, which we cooked ourselves. We were jailed
for one and a half month.
In 1942, Germany attacked Soviet Union; the Communist Party called it a
people's war. We were totally against the war and decided to paste posters
throughout the city to show our opposition. This work was assigned to
Mehmood, Mazhar's brother and Danya, whose father was IG Police in
Lahore for Punjab. The police was informed and Danya was caught. Case was
filed against us and we went to courts but because of lack of evidence the
police did not have a case against Danya and me. Mehmood received a jail
sentence. His appeal was cancelled and he was jailed for several days during
the trial.
The Trade Union was very active. There was a strong Transport Union on one
side and a big Textile Union on the other. Textile Union took out processions,
not only in Lahore and Lyallpur but also throughout Punjab.
I entered politics on the basis of self-determination. A meeting of ILO was
held in Delhi and Fazal Elahi and I were representing the labor of Pakistan.
There was an international conference in Lahore, attended by many people
from civil society.
It was the first strike in the Railway Department. The public thought that I
was there to organize the strike but that was wrong. I had nothing to do with
the railway. I actually went for the education of children before and after
Partition I went to receive my payments that were delayed. Meanwhile strike
occurred and I got arrested. I was kept in Lahore Fort. Comrades helped me.
In fact, all of Punjab favored me. My first decision was that since we were
communists, we therefore had to run away from Pakistan. I stayed back and
the rest absconded. I did not leave because my relatives and mother were in
Lahore. They took me unofficially to the Fort for five days. Twice Muslims
saved me. 95% tonga drivers were Muslims and they knew me in the 15 years
of union membership and offered assistance in tense situation.
I came to India after 1948. My mother got sick and came to Pakistan for
treatment in the last year of her life. My uncle's two daughters were sent
abroad where they accepted Islam.
I came to Pakistan without any possessions. I have contacts with my relatives;
some of them visit me and live in Islamabad. My cousins also visit from India.
First time they came to Pakistan was for my wedding. I lived with Syed
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Rashid Ahmed, (Javed Jabbar's father-in-law) in Karachi. He asked me if I
was willing to sing for the radio station again, provided the conditions were
normal. I replied that I would think about it. I used to sing for the radio station
before Partition. BBC aired a program on Partition and I worked with the six
member recording team.
One of the teachers in Government College, who later became its Principal.
asked me if I was interested in working for the radio station. He asked me to
apply; luckily there was a vacancy for staff artist in All India Radio Station. It
was a contract based responsible post. I was selected. Later, I was appointed
Assistant Station Director. On completion of two years in public service, I was
appointed Station Director.

Sabir Lodhi, Lahore
I was born in December 1933 in a village called Sialba Maanji, located
between Chandi Garh and Kurrali. These were two villages; Sialba and Maanji
but they have a common name because they were adjacent to each other. My
father lived in Pathan Basti in Patiala State and my mother also belonged to the
same city where my father built our house. Except for the initial one and a half
year of my life that I spent in the village, I lived in Pathan Basti. My father was
an accounts officer in Army.
Soon after the Second W6rld War in 1945, we went back to the village,
unaware of the future events. Pakistan Movement had started and the
inhabitants of Pathan Bash were well aware of that. We used to discuss and
think over such matters. The Jatt and the Gujars, who were in the Army, talked
about the probability of Pakistan's creation. Lists were prepared as to who
would be staying back and who wanted to leave for Pakistan. I had just
finished my Class VIII exams. My father got his name written in the list of
those who would stay in India because migration seemed out of question. On
14 August, early morning, we heard news on the radio that Pakistan was a
reality. Till that day we lived in peace with each other and there was no tension
in our village. But within a day, the whole village was set on fire to terrify the
Muslims and compel them to leave. Personal enmities surfaced.
Our house was an old mason of Maharaja Ranjeet Singh times. Sher Singh
lived in one half and we lived in other part. The Singhs sent us a message, "We
take oath of our Guru that you will be safe and if you think it necessary to
leave for Pakistan, we would also arrange for that." Obviously we did not trust
them. We migrated to Kurrali camp and stayed there for two and half years. It
took 6 or 7 months to reach Pakistan.
In Pathan Bash we were forbidden to eat beef. People had to go to the adjacent
Tehsil of Ambala to buy the beef secretly. Apart from this, there was no other
issue of hatred or religious prejudice. As far as religious ceremonies and rituals
were concerned, we attended Devali and other festivals and we sent each other
sweets; we played together, ate together and everyone participated regardless
of religious differences.
In Bash Pathan, the Hindu shops were very good and they dealt in pure stocks.
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My father would give me a list of grocery to purchase from Pishodam Daas's
shop. We did not go to the Muslim shops because they were dishonest. We
bought meat from them because it was not available in the Hindu shops. We
bought our entire dry ration from Hindus. Muslim shopkeepers were not
financially sound. We never heard about exploitation of Muslims because
everybody possessed the same and had the same responsibilities.
I was greatly influenced by a teacher who was a Sikh Sardar. Our primary
school merged into junior and senior school. I sat next to a Hindu boy named
Ram Moorti of Maajri. We used to do our homework together. Sardarji taught
Geography. There was a general paper prepared by him. He would be in tears
when talking about Bahadur Singh. I developed an interest in this subject. The
credit for my progressive thinking goes to Sardarji.
When the riots began, we left for Kurrali. A regiment with a British colonel
arrived. There were gunshots from all the sides but we managed to reach
Kurrali camp. Girls were abducted on the way. Kurrali High School was
converted into camps. There were rows of mango trees nearby. Hindus cut all
the trees and burnt them. There was only one well of drinking water; poison
was thrown in it. Flour had pieces of crushed glass added in it. No child under
the age of 6 or 7 survived and the old people became very sick. I also suffered
and it was not until 1954 that I recovered from stomach problems.
Once it was announced that train was ready and we walked the distance of
two kilometers. Hindus, Sikhs and Christians stood by the roadside. Some
stood silent and some made of fun of us. At the train station, we found the
train was already full. We had to return and wait for two months to catch the
next train.
The area where we lived comprised mostly of Sikhs. We traveled to the
camps, escorted by Regiment so we did not face any mishaps. The volunteer
team searched for Hindus as well as Muslims women who were either
abducted or stranded and took them safely to their camps. There were cases in
which women were forcefully converted and married. For instance, a
Tehsildar married a woman in this manner. After his marriage was exposed,
his wife was asked whether she wanted to stay with her husband. She refused
and was sent back. During period of migration, many Muslim married women
refused to move to Pakistan. They said they had their children and families
and could not leave them.
I agree with the people .who claimed that the wave of hatred spread across the
sub- continent. I spent one and a half year in Poona. During the month of
Moharram, we saw a strange happening. Two Hindus carried the "Taazia" and
all the Muslims mourned (maatam). In the end the Taazia would be set afloat
in a stream. The other remarkable fact was seen at the time of Janaaza, all the
Hindu shopkeepers who constituted the majority, along with the fewer
Muslim shopkeepers shouldered the coffin from beginning to the end of the
bazaar.
Mahatma Gandhi was arrested. I remember when he was released in 1945. At
that time I did not know that he was such a great man. I only knew that he was
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a Hindu leader.

In Chakoma city, Hindus and Muslims lived together in harmony and we
never heard of any inequality or misconduct. I also lived in Patiala. I did not
see any hatred or animosity between Hindus and Muslims until 1946. The
element of hatred did not exist in Pathan Basti. There were only few Shia
families but all the Sunnis of Basti mourned during Moharram.
We got to know about riots and killings taking place in other areas through the
newspaper. I did not see any problem in the three cities I mentioned earlier. In
Amritsar, we got the news about atrocities against Muslims on a large scale. I
feel sad about the terrible happenings in 1947 and I can never forget that time.
We started getting horrible news. We heard on Sardar's radio that 16 Muslims
were killed in Calcutta. There were two Christian families in the village and a
small church. Rajputs constituted 60% of the community. 30% were Muslim
Rajputs and the other 30 % were Hindu Rajputs. All the Sikhs were Jatts.
There were two Muslim Pathan families and one Syed family. This was the
composition of village but nobody had animosity with each other. They lived
together happily. If they had any problem they would even go to the church
for counseling. Similarly, people also went to a Sardar who looked after a
Gurdwara. Hindus visited Molvis in mosques when their children got sick. I
would say that a conspiracy was hatched to distort the actual facts of history.
It was a well-planned propaganda.
My father was sure that there would be no permanent immigrations. People
left their house keys with their neighbors, in hope of returning in two months.
We were children then and the media was not active. If we had enough
information, we would definitely have known that it was all propaganda.

Saifuddin Bohra, Quetta
A hundred and fifty years ago, Quetta was very different from present day.
People spoke Pashto, Brahui and Balochi. The Balochs grazed cattle and
Pashtuns traded with Afghanistan. After the conquest of Sindh, two British
Regiments came to Balochistan. Pars is and Bohras came from Gujarat and
settled in this area. The British needed both these communities. Bohra
community was involved in machinery, hardware, paints, and construction.
Pars is had monopoly over liquor and ice business. Even today, Markar and
Patel families have factories in these areas. Hindu businessmen of food grain
and fabric came from Shikarpur. Many Pathans from the Frontier also settled
here. Chachis arrived to set up business in milk products. Similarly, tailors
and hairdressers came from Goa, along with many Punjabis. Hence, Quetta
became a city of different business and craftsmen.
The British feared that these communities might leave Quetta. In 1901, the
British Government allotted lands and properties to these communities to
build their own houses and markets. At that time the local population of
Quetta was extremely poor. Basically, the Kasi and Bazai tribe owned this
city. The British government bought land from these two tribes.
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A cantonment was constructed on land bought by the Bazai tribe. To protect
themselves from Iran, Afghanistan and Russia, the British laid down railway
tracks. British fought many battles with Balochs, especially Marri and Bugti
tribes for complete domination.
The British collected revenue taxes of twenty five thousand rupees that year
but the very next year, they increased it to sixty thousand rupees per year.
Quetta and Sibi promoted export contacts with India. Varity of fruits were
plentiful and inexpensive in this area; weather was pleasant; life was safe and
good; and chances for employment and business were bright.
The government allotted one house and one shop to those who came to Quetta
for business. The Parsis washed the roads of Quetta three times in a day and it
was called little Paris. Facilities like health, education, communication and
electricity were available. Parsis built the first electricity powerhouse as a
private business holding. As long as Parsis were running it, there was no
power breakdown in Quetta.
When the First World War started, the British tried to recruit the local
population in the army but they were not interested. People preferred to stay
connected to their land and traditions. Nawabs and Sardars were not happy
with the new developments. They felt that these changes undermined for their
rule.
My father and many other relatives died in 1935 earthquake. The injured were
kept in the Race Course Ground and later taken to Karachi. During our
journey, Hindus give biscuits and sweets to earthquake affected people. In
Karachi we did not feel at home. We missed Quetta and decided to go back.
Similarly, those who went to Punjab and Bombay returned to Quetta.
The British started reconstruction of the city. From 1937 to 1942, they rebuilt
Quetta. The Hindus monopolized most of the trade. Bohras had monopoly
over hardware business. There was complete peace in Quetta. Till 1947, there
was no incident of burglary or robbery. There were clubs, bars and cinemas
that remain open till late at night.
There was no sign of communalism at that time. Even among Muslims, there
was no sectarianism. Shia population was very small but they were safe. The
Hindus controlled all the business. There were fifteen or twenty big Muslim
shops.
The political activities were gaining momentum. The most popular Congress
leader was Abdus Samad Khan Achakzai. The Nawab of Zhob was the most
prominent Muslim League leader in Quetta. Muslim League leaders were
Qazi Isa, Mir Jaafar Khan Jamali, Haji Fazal Ilahi, Malik Qasim, Nawab Khan
Mohammad.
There were many people interested in these Parties and their politics and
gradually the Hindu population started feeling fearful. They started a
movement called' Arya Samaj'.

The Muslim elite wanted to secure their personal gains after the establishment
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of Pakistan. Qazi Isa, Nawab Jogeyzai and many others wanted the position of
Assistant to Governor General.
In 1947, Quetta was a peaceful, non-communal and non-violent city. Hindus
were not killed or displaced. Muslim League was not strong enough to
instigate Muslims. These communities had lived here for almost a hundred
years. Hindus sent sweets to Muslims on Devali. Similarly, Muslims sent
fruits to Hindus. Muslims bought all their groceries from the Hindu
shopkeepers.
Secondly, there was no reason for killing Hindus. The community members
loved and respected each other. The week of 14 to 22 August 1947, passed
without any disturbance. Then, on Muslim League's instigation, riots started
against the Hindus.
There was a display of lights on the evening of 14 August to celebrate
Independence Day, in which Hindus also participated. Some people harassed
Hindu children and women on Bruce Road but there were no riots. Riots
started after 22 August and these were so unexpected that no one understood
why the Hindus were being killed. In fact, no Muslim wanted his Hindu
neighbor to be harmed. No one understood where these killers came from or
who sent them. Over forty Hindus were killed in these riots.

We helped the remaining Hindus to leave for India. Local people were not
involved in these killings. If the Hindus had stayed a bit longer, they would
not have had to go because the government soon controlled the riots.
Muslim League did not want Hindus or Sikhs to live in Pakistan, they also
wanted all the Muslims of India to leave India and settle in Pakistan. As a
result, Hindus started to sell their properties at low prices. Thirty thousand
Hindus and Sikhs were forced to leave this area.. We received thirty thousand
mohajirs in exchange and they occupied the properties left by Hindus and
Sikhs.
Many Muslims saved the lives of their Hindu and Sikh friends by offering
them refuge in their homes. They provided food to people who had locked
themselves in their own houses to avoid Muslim attacks. Local people were
against any kind of attack on Hindus.

Shakuntala, Peshawar
I was born in Kohat. I came to Peshawar after my marriage. At Partition, my
in-laws decided to stay here. Similarly, my parents did not leave Kohat. Their
ancestors came to this region hundreds of years ago. My elders told me that
Hindus and Sikhs lived here peacefully. They had a friendly relationship with
each other. Even now the tradition of peaceful coexistence is respected. There
was an incident in Peshawar Cantt. in 1992, when Kali Bari Temple was
attacked. It was a reaction of the Babri Mosque tragedy. We live in a peaceful
environment. We go to our temples and celebrate our religious festivals.

We socialize with our Muslim countrymen; we go to each other's religious
and social gatherings. We were born and grew up in this country; this is our
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home. We have no problems with our Muslim brothers.
We have religious freedom in Pakistan. We celebrate our religious festivals
like Holi and Devali inside our temples. There are many other temples in
Peshawar, other than Kali Bari Temple. There is a temple in R. A. Bazaar but
it is closed to the public for the last eight years. There are other temples in
Jhanda Bazar and Ganj. We hold our annual fair of Gugga Pir in Kali Bari
Temple, pundits teach us our religion in the evenings. There is a Hindu Path
Shala (religious school) in Jhanda Bazar Temple, where Hindu children are
taught religion. My children had their education from a missionary school. We
have the freedom of marrying our children according to our religious
traditions. Cousin marriage is not allowed in our religion and we strictly
follow this rule.

Sona Singh, Peshawar
I was born in Tirah in 1945. I got my basic education from a Sikh Gurdawara.
I have complete command over Gormukhi, I can speak Urdu but I did not get
a chance to learn English. I never went to a proper school.
Sikhs started settling in Tirah in the time of Emperor Aurangzeb. People came
from Punjab and settled here hundreds of years ago. There were about three
thousand Sikhs in Tirah but gradually their population has declined. Many
have moved to Peshawar and other urban areas. There were more than three
hundred Hindus in Tirah but they have moved away. In 1947, I was quite
young but I remember that there were no riots in this area. If we were
attacked, our Muslim brothers saved our lives. I have heard from my elders
that a few of our relatives were killed during these riots. My uncle was shot
but he survived. Afridi Malik saved my father and other people.
In Tirah, we lived a peaceful life. We had shops and business and were
financially sound. In 1980, we moved to Peshawar. I was made in charge of
Gurdawara Bhai Joga Singh. We decided to make a Committee, which would
look after the administrative duties of the Gurdawara but the government did
not give approval for it.

Muslims do not interfere in our religious matters. As a member of minority
community, we have no problems in Peshawar. If Sikhs have problems, it is
not from the government or our Muslim brothers; these are internal disputes
between Sikhs. The government respects us, gives us our salaries for working
in the Gurdawara.
There is no violation of our human rights. Our Gurdawaras and all our sacred
and holy places like Panja Sahib and Nankana Sahib are well maintained.
Sikhs who come for their pilgrimage are protected when they visit the holy
places. Sikh Sardars are appointed to protect and guard our Gurdawaras. We
have the freedom to give our children religious education in Gurmukhi.

We do not participate in national politics; neither do we think that it is of any
use. We do not support any political party. Hindus and Sikhs are still living
in Tirah. Their population has declined. Nobody bothers us; if a Muslim does
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bother us, other Muslims take care of the matter. Tribal people are very nice
people; they do not suppress us and do not allow others to suppress us. Many
Sikhs migrated from Afghanistan and are now living in Peshawar in dire
poverty.

Yunus Qiyasi, Peshawar
I was hardly five years old at the time of Partition. I cannot remember
detailed accounts of Partition; I was a child and not allowed to go out alone.
Certain events have left a lasting mark on my memory. I could go out with
my elders to the bazaar adjacent to our street, where Bishan Dass owned a
sweets-shop. I do not exactly remember Bishan Dass, but he was a polite and
pleasant person.
Something that I can never forget and is still fresh in my memory is an
incident concerning Bishan Dass was looking out of my window and saw that
Bishan Dass sweets-shop was being looted. Bishan Dass and many other
Hindu shopkeepers were truthful and honest. They sold their merchandise at
reasonable prices and the shops were always full of customers. Even if the
price of a certain commodity went up in the market, they never added the
inflated rate to their old stocks. They had ethical values.
As a child, my whole world revolved around Bishan Dass sweets-shop. For
me, it was the center of my universe. The robbing of the sweets-shop robbed
the innocence of my childhood and I saw the harsh reality for the first time.
Had it been a fabric or electrical or plumbing store, it would not have affected
me in the same manner; but, it was a sweet- shop and I was a child.
I played with other Hindu and Sikh children; Partition took these friends
away from me. Many years after Partition, I realized that it was not only
Bishan Dass sweets- shop that was robbed in the riots, I lost my childhood
companions as well. I lost my childhood. We wept over the loss of our
friends, our parents and elders wept for their companions. We still remember
and cannot forget the old days.
During the festival of Divali, our elders celebrated with divas. The memory
of the diyas is still fresh in my mind. Similarly, on Eids, Hindus celebrated
with us. Hindus and Muslims had disputes and disagreements. They filed
lawsuits against each other. Even today, if a person from Peshawar goes to
India, he takes time to meet his old friends and neighbors. They are
welcomed with open arms and treated with warmth and hospitality.
The literature produced after Partition is full of hatred, stories of violence and
bloodshed. There are very few people who wrote in their memoirs that
Hindus and Muslims did not just exchanged food and other pleasantries.
There were occasions when they accepted each other's religion through
marriages. A Hindu girl or boy would accept Islam to marry a Muslim. All
the beautiful and old houses belonged to Hindus in Peshawar. Hindus still
remember these houses with love and yearning, they remember the streets, the
whole neighborhood and their residents. People who left Peshawar to go to
India were not just Hindus; there were many Muslims as well. Many families
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in the Indian film industry still speak Hindko language and talk about their
time in Peshawar like Prithvi Raj and Raj Kapoor. Prominent film writer
Sagar Sarhadi still has memories of Abbotabad.
Muslim families who settled in Mumbai still have memories of Peshawar in
their hearts. Dileep Kumar and Shah Rukh Khan are associated with
Peshawar. When Dileep Kumar came to Pakistan, I was his press secretary. I
recorded his interview for Radio Pakistan, but it was not released because of
the change in government policies. Dileep Kumar wished to see his old house
in Qasai Gali, Mohalla Khudadad. The house had changed over the years but
some things were still the same. He had tears in his eyes when he saw the
place of his childhood. He lived with his maternal grandmother and aunts in
this house. Four years later, Dileep Kumar returned to Peshawar and he stayed
at the Governor's House. He inquired about me from the protocol officer. I
went to see him. I recorded another interview with the great actor in his
mother tongue Hindko.
Raj Kapoor also belonged to Peshawar. After his death, Rishi Kapoor and
Randhir Kapoor came to Pakistan and visited their ancestral house in Dhaki
Naal Bandi. They filled a bagful of the soil to take back to India, because
"Our mother wished for this soil." Anil Kapoor also wanted to visit his
ancestral home when he came to Peshawar but his house had been demolished
and a new building was erected in its place. He took a handful of soil and
went back with tears in his eyes.
A photographer from an Urdu newspaper was going to Mumbai, he asked me
to write a letter to Anil Kapoor's father, requesting him to ask his son to show
us around the studios. I sent the letter along with a picture of Anil's father.
Anil Kapoor was in the studio when the unexpected guests arrived. He took
them inside the studios and introduced them to many other famous people.
Dileep Kumar enjoyed a Hindko TV comedy show called 'Dekhda Janda Reh'.
The main character Salahuddin went to Mumbai and met Dileep Kumar. He
arranged a meeting between Salahuddin and a film producer who offered him
a role in his film. It shows Dileep Kumar's love for Peshawar and the people
of Peshawar. Pak-Hind Society was founded in Peshawar. On their visit to
India, they requested the Pakistan Embassy to arrange a meeting with Dileep
Kumar. Dileep Kumar told the youngsters that they should speak to him in
Hindko language. He served Peshawari qahwa instead of regular tea.

Dadi Leelan Vati, Hyderabad
I was born in Hyderabad in 1916. I have lived in this house since 1937; my
parents gifted it to me. At the time of Partition, I was a graduate. There were
only three colleges but none for girls, though there was co-education
schooling for them. There was a college in Karachi and another in Shikarpur.
The atmosphere was peaceful and students worked hard. I worked in D.G.
National College and there were four or five lecturers. After that, I worked as
a teacher in a training college where I taught music. Partition was announced
in this period. We felt happy that the British period had ended.
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The riots started at the time of migration, people were desperate and homeless.
Many of our people got killed near Tando Adam. People were scared and in
doubt if should continue to live in Pakistan. Our community faced many
hardships, our temples were destroyed and our properties confiscated. My
brother migrated but I stayed back. My Guru took responsibility of my care
and looked after me. I never felt insecure in Pakistan. Everyone loves me and
calls me a Dadi.
Only one seat is allocated to Hindu candidates in the Medical College. My son
secured 80% marks in Intermediate Examination but was not admitted. A
Muslim candidate who received 60% marks got admission in college. Next
year, my son topped his class and was admitted in the Medical College. It is
not fair; Muslim candidates with 50% marks are selected over minority
candidates with 80% marks.
I worked on the bases of equality. When the Government appointed me as
Minister for Minorities, I allotted 80% of the seats to Muslim candidates.
There should never be a division of minority or majority.
We do not have a religious educational syllabus in schools; our children have
to study Islamic Studies as a compulsory subject. If our religion cannot be
taught to our children, there should be ethics or character building subjects
instead. Hindu and other minorities should have their own religious syllabus.
There was a change in education when Urdu was declared as the national
language instead of Sindhi or any other local language. Now, our Sindhis can
speak Urdu but people cannot understand Sindhi in other provinces.
Before Partition, Muslims and Hindus were happy together but the situation
changed when migrants came to Sindh. We always wanted to be on good
terms with the majority population and try not to have any confrontations. We
want to live in peace. We played a vital role in the placement of migrants.
The main reason for this peaceful environment in Sindh is the influence of
Sufi culture.
Our community in Tharparkar is insecure. I held meetings with the people and
discussed their problems. The Government distrusts them and does not think
of them as Pakistanis because Tharparkar is situated at the Indian border. We
did not have any Government Institutions in Sindh at the time of Partition.
There were only three Government Schools. All other schools were private
institutions. Religious places and other welfare institutions were taken over to
accommodate the migrants. Now the situation is different, we have hospitals
as well as educational institutions. Our community is famous for charitable
services such as Sir Ganga Ram Hospital, Lahore.

Gul Aslam Khan, Bannu
There was very limited interaction between the Muslims and the Hindu
community of our area. In our schools, most of the teachers were Hindu. The
Hindu teachers had very good attitude, they treated us on equal terms, without
any discrimination on religious grounds. They performed their duties
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efficiently. Despite the fact that the teaching staff was Hindu, the Headmaster
was a Muslim named Dost Mohammad. I had very little interaction with the
Hindu community of my area. We lived together in same village but I never
developed any friendship with them and avoided visiting their homes.
The Nawab of our area was very influential person and always helped the
community members. He was very gracious towards the Hindu community
and supported them in domestic and other problems of daily life.
In fact, people of our area were mostly Muslims and avoided interacting with
the non-Muslim community. There was a clear-cut line, segregating the
Muslims and non-Muslims. We never participated in their festivals, rituals or
other activities and they were not allowed to intermingle with us.
Our elders and forefathers avoided interacting with Hindus. There was one
Hindu businessman who had wholesale shop across our house. When the riots
started, he left his home and place of business. I do not remember what
happened to him but he left this place, leaving everything behind.
Hindus were targeted while migrating from Lakki Marwat to India. It was a
total chaos; law and order situation was non-existent. Some miscreants
targeted the convoys carrying the Hindus. Such miscreants exist in every
village. The local population never initiated attacks on the Hindus.
Before Partition, our region was very peaceful. After Partition of Indian-
subcontinent, riots started across the country, Hindus were killed and
physically abused. The role of our Police Force was very Significant and
encouraging and Hindus were provided full protection. I remember one
incident when I was DC of our district. I received a call from District Bannu
from a Sikh requesting help. He was scared and told us that some miscreants
and an angry crowd had targeted his area. Our response was immediate; I
dispatched a rescue team. Hindus and Sikhs places of worship were secured. It
was not safe for an individual to be alone and they were advised to move in
groups, a Hindu or Sikh found alone was harmed. After Independence of
Pakistan, most Hindus moved to India and they were transported in buses.

Before Partition, the Hindus predominantly controlled the economic activity
in our area. Muslims were limited to the agricultural sector. Hindus and Sikh
community had a well-established business base. They were very good
businessmen, they knew the art of business and at times we felt that they
deliberately kept the Muslims outside the business sector. Hindus dominated
business; they owned many shops and most of them were very rich. I
remember one Hindu businessman, Bhoja Ram.

Most of the teachers were Hindus. The two famous doctors in our area were
Hindu. They were very good doctors. They provided treatment without
charging a fee, only charging for medicines, and at times, provided medicines
free of cost.
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Cul Nawaz, Bannu
My name is Gul Nawaz and I belong to Tajizai cast of Pashtoon tribe. I was
only thirteen years old at the time of Partition but I remember events that took
place around our area.

One of our close relatives was a Tehsildar in Patiala during the pre-Partition
period. Access to communication and transportation was extremely limited.
There was only one train service. We started our journey from Bannu District
to Lahore. At midnight, we changed trains in Lahore and boarded an Indian
bound train. What seemed like a very long journey, almost the whole day and
the night, we reached our destination in Patiala. Most people were living in
tents. In these trying times, people were still busy in their routine work; some
were fixing the water pipes, others going about their lives. During our stay at
the camp, we heard that the railway track was damaged by floodwater, the
contractor asked help for repair and rescue missions. Therefore, a team was
organized and we went to the other location as well.
After Partition of Pakistan was declared, we were worried for our safety. The
Sikhs pushed us in trucks and took us to their camp, where we were asked to
remain silent. In the middle of the night, gunfire was heard and all of the
sudden there were blasts of artillery firing. The soil was soaked with human
blood.
A Pathan contractor from Afridi Clan came to our rescue. Armed with guns,
he asked the Sikhs to let me go. It was month of Ramadan. The Pathan and
Sikh contractor decided to leave that place at the same time. For some reason,
the Sikh contractor feared that he might get killed by the Muslims and jumped
from the train into the river and drowned. The rest of us continued our journey
towards our destination, Pakistan.
The leader of our convoy was the Afridi contractor, he ordered us to not to
stop at any point. We had four rounds of bullets, five guns and few pistols
with us. We traveled almost 40 miles and reached the next train station, which
was so crowded I refused to travel on that train; it was too hot and congested.
I walked for 15 days until I reached a Muslim village, near Amritsar.
For the onward journey I went to the train station. The train had passenger
cabins but no engine. Sikhs had detached the engine. We waited at the railway
station for three days for the train to arrive. We started our journey again and
headed towards Jalandhar. On the way, many people warned us not move
further because of high risk. They were fearful we might get killed.
At last, we reached a point where Pakistan was only 20 kilometer away.
Finally, we reached a place where we could see the Pakistani soldiers standing
on the Pakistani side and Hindus on the other side of the border. We hurried
towards Lahore. One of my companions was an Afghan and the other was a
Punjabi. Most of the Sikhs and Hindus had already left Pakistan. The locals
carried out looting and other misconduct. I stayed in Punjab for a long time.
There were some Hindus in our village before Partition. Muslims and Hindus
lived together in harmony and peace. There were three Hindu families in our
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area; I still remember their names Rochi, Ram and Gaila. There was a
communal harmony between the different casts and tribes but there were
unfortunate incidents of looting, harassing and maltreatment. The locals did
not spare their neighboring Hindus. It is very unfortunate. And this was not the
case with the non-Muslims only in Pakistan; in fact the situation with Muslims
in India was the same.
The social interaction among Muslims and Hindu community in our village
was very significant in nature. They lived in harmony and respect was given to
the non- Muslims. They participated in wedding ceremonies, sharing good
times with each other. They supported each other in time of trouble and
difficulties. Neither Hindus nor Muslims interfered in each other's religious
matters; everyone was allowed to follow their religion and practice freely
without any hindrance or limitations. Muslim and Hindus used to eat out of the
same pan. The Muslims in our village never targeted the non-Muslims.
Muslims who migrated to Pakistan from India were in miserable conditions.
The government allotted shops and land to them. The role of government
authorities was not justified, no one was treated on equal terms, majority of the
people who migrated to Pakistan were living in miserable conditions in camps.
There was shortage of water, foods, cloths etc. We did not relied on the
government relief but started to work for our survival. We had no opportunity
and there were very limited resources available.

Ghulam Gul, Bannu
There were Sikhs and Hindus living in our village. It is difficult to remember
how many families but they were in good numbers. They were rich and had
bad habits. I remember one Sikh whose name was Mooni, involved in many
social evils such as playing music, gambling and betting etc. The locals
warned them to stop because it was not allowed in our society and had no
place in our religion. Another evil tradition of Hindus and Sikhs was that they
sold their women; there were more women than Hindu men in the village and I
think that is why they sold their women.
The level of interaction with the Hindus was limited; the main reason was their
association with dance and music. Despite this, there was communal harmony
and good understanding between the majority Muslims and Hindus.
During my childhood, I had many Hindu good friends and we played together.
One of my friends was Batoo and we visited each other's homes. We helped
each other in many domestic chores. People had respect for each other. Hindu
women were respectful and observed a proper parda. We never heard anything
bad about them. The Hindu never betrayed the Muslims; it was Muslims who
did injustices to them. Sometimes the reaction towards the Hindus was not
good.
The only period I remember, with reference to the intensified relationship
with the Hindu community was the period of Partition. Hindus were always
fair with Muslims, but the Sikhs were cunning. The Hindus never forced
people to do something wrong, never betrayed a community member, never
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disrespect the people of our community and always respected our ancestors
and women. I think the Muslims treated them harshly.
In our childhood, we used to watch their religious festivals and other activities
very keenly. It was a lot of fun. I saw their Devali festival. They never
stopped us; in fact they always welcomed the Muslims.
Partition changed the whole situation. Our people neither tried to kill any
Hindu or Sikh in our area nor any were forced to leave their home. I think
most of the Hindus left willingly because they felt threatened. I cannot
remember any incident of killing.
Hindus were very good businessmen, the business community was always
outnumbered by them. Some Muslims also established businesses but they
were not as high quality as the Hindus. They had a good share in every walk
of life; all the teachers in our schools were Hindu. Their lessons were always
is harmony with our religion and positive and neutral. The Hindus were also
very good doctors. They also participated in many community meetings. They
were also very good sportsmen.
We never felt that they were non-Muslims because the level of intervention in
each other's private lives was limited. We never interfered in their religious
activities and they did the same. There were no clashes on the religious
ground. I do not remember any incident in which the Muslims requested the
Hindus to leave this place. Christians constructed most of the health facilities
in our area but the doctors were Hindu.

Mohammad Khan, Bannu
My name is Mohammad Khan. Our village had Hindu population before the
Partition but I do not know the exact number. I had good relationship with
some of them. Hindus lived peacefully, their women visited our homes and
our children went to the same school. Most of the Hindus were associated
with business. Hindus dominated business even though they were in minority.
They were very good businessmen and had an excellent understanding of
business techniques. They developed good relationships with others based on
communal harmony. I do not remember a single harsh incident between the
Muslims and Hindus.
At Partition, most of the Hindus from our village and nearby villages migrated
to India and left their homes and most of their belongings in Pakistan. In many
cases, Muslims supported them but there are some cases in which their
belongings were not returned, even when they asked for it. Their houses or
places of worship were not burnt in our village; I do not know the situation in
the other villages. As far as our area is concerned, we had very good
relationship with the Hindus. Not a single Hindu was attacked by the Muslim
mobs during the time of Partition. We heard reports that some Hindus were
looted and killed in other parts of this area. Sikhs or Hindus were not forced to
convert to Islam.
Partition resulted in massive migration from both sides of the borders.
Muslims migrated to our area from the Indian side. They were helpless and the
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government provided some relief in terms of land and money. The residents of
the area fully supported their brothers who had migrated to Pakistan and
provided shelter, food and other forms of help. Our religious leaders did not
want us to acquire western education and encouraged religious education only;
as a result Muslims were less educated than the Hindus. The Hindus and
Christians dominated the medical and educational institutions. Muslims had no
significant role in any professional activities. They were not educated and they
did not acquire any professional qualification. I did not develop friendship
with Hindus or Sikhs but they always helped us. There was communal
harmony among Muslims and Hindus. Neither we never attacked their places
of worship nor they made any attempts on our mosques. We shared our things,
sometimes, even wheat and other corps. At Partition, Hindu residents of this
area started to migrate and no one was attacked. However, there were reports
that buses were stopped and Hindus looted.

Sher Ahmad, Bannu
My name is Sher Ahmad and my father's name is Sherdad Khan. There were a
good numbers of Hindus in our community structure. We lived in peace, work
together and shared our good times. There was total harmony in our society.
One notable difference was the status of the Hindu community; they were rich
and enjoyed better living standard while the Muslims were poor and worked in
the fields or daily labour work. Muslims, Hindus and Sikhs share this land as
their home. We never had clashes or fights and if a problem arose, the elders
and community members resolved them. We had respect for each other's
religion. They never interfered in our domestic affairs nor targeted our
religious sentiments. There was mutual understanding and peaceful
coexistence.
The schooling system was different during the British time. The Muslim
community could not afford to send their child to British schools; Hindus had
that opportunity because they were rich. Muslims were not interested in
acquiring education; they focused on religious education only.
I remember two important incidents that I witnessed. Hindus allegedly
kidnapped some Muslim women. That incident seriously disturbed the social
fabric of the village. The riots started and situation between the Hindus and the
Muslims became very volatile.
The other incident was the fierce fighting between the Muslim under the
leadership of Faqeer Ippi and the British army. Muslims controlled the war and
won.

The creation of Pakistan caused upheavals here. We were aware of the situation
and waiting for something to happen. Quaid-e-Azam wanted to establish a
separate homeland for the Muslims. There was a call to support the Muslim
League and Quaid-e-Azam. The terrible and horrific episodes are linked with
the massacre that took place between Hindus and Muslims during the migration
period. Before Partition, Hindus were prosperous and no one harmed them. It
was a reaction to the atrocities carried out by the Indian Hindus towards
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Muslims. People started to kill Hindus and the buses carrying the Hindus were
looted. In District Bannu, Hindus were victimized. Some miscreants targeted
them in Bannu Bazar. Most were killed; some were looted and hurt and some
managed to escape. I am a witness to this madness but I never touched a single
thing that belonged to the Hindus nor participated in such attacks.
I remember Quaid-e-Azam's visit. It was a huge gathering but his speech was in
English because he could not speak Urdu, it was translated in Urdu but
unfortunately, I could not understand, I did not know Urdu.

Yar Mohammad Khan, Bannu
My name is Yar Mohammad Khan and my father's name was Dost Mohammad.
I am approximately 70 years old. I do not know total population of our village
at the time of Partition or the number of Sikhs and Hindus who lived here.
There were Hindus, Sikhs and Christians in our school. We had a healthy
relationship. I did not go to their homes or developed a friendship; we did not
attend their marriage ceremonies. There were many teachers, some were
Hindus, Muslims and Christians but the majority were Christians. There was
one staff room for all of them. They were good teachers. They were fair to all
the students. Most of the Muslims in Bannu were farmers. I did my
Matriculation in 1946 and joined army in 1948.

Aziz-Ur-Rehman Sarhadi, Dhudial
I was ten years old at the time of Partition. There were not many Hindus in our
village. We lived peacefully and there was no dispute or discrimination
between Hindus and Muslims. We studied in the same schools. I had many
Hindu friends and we played together.
In 1947, most of the Hindu families migrated to India but many decided to stay
in Pakistan and to this day, there are Hindu families living in Darband and
Batagram areas. There was a Hindu doctor in Batagram who never reused old
syringes and was a very good human being.
In those days, women had to go to the river to fetch water. Both Hindu and
Muslim women covered their faces. We respected each other's religion, women
and customs. Many Hindus who migrated to India during Partition, returned to
Pakistan to take the belongings they had left behind.

There were only ten or fifteen Hindu families in our village and majority of
children in our school were Muslims. However, Hindus were in majority in
Dam Taur and most of the teachers were also Hindus.
Different people have different views about Partition. I personally feel that the
British divided Hindus and Muslims in the name of faith; fearing their
combined strength could challenge British authority and superiority.

Muhammad Zaman Chughtai, Mansehra
I was born in Kashmir. I am almost 75 years old. I was fifteen in 1947 when
the riots started in Kashmir. The Hindus killed many of my relatives including
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my grandmother and uncle. Men from the NWFP tribal area came to our aid.
When the Indian army started its operation, they had to leave Kashmir.
The situation was becoming very tense in India and we were fearful for our
safety, so we decided to migrate to Pakistan. We suffered many hardships and
difficulties on our way. We had no food or water and all of us, young and old
had to walk long distances in the mountainous area. Local people along the
way were very kind and helpful; they gave us sweet makai rotis (bread made
with corn flour).
After we reached Chakothi, we burnt the wooden bridge to prevent the Indian
army from crossing over. In doing this, we saved our lives and restrained
movement of the Indian army. We started a long march from Chakothi towards
Muzaffarabad, a distance of over 50 km. Midway, in Garhi Habibullah, an
Indian missile hit a local school and hundreds of children died. We were
terrified. We were tired of walking long distances and stayed in Garhi
Habibullah for three months.
Minister Baba Jallaludin helped us to settle in a place called Dam Taur and a
camp was set up for Kashmiri refugees. We were provided food and shelter
and promised accommodation in one of the houses abandoned by the Hindus.
We lived there for three years. The government allotted land in different parts
of NWFP and Azad Kashmir to the new migrants.
We decided to migrate to Pakistan because it was created for Muslims.
Otherwise, we had lived with Hindus peacefully for hundreds of years. We
invited them to attend our marriage and funeral ceremonies and vice versa. The
Hindus hired Muslim cooks to prepare meals for their Muslim guests.
Similarly, we hired Hindu cooks for our Hindu guests. There was no enmity
between us. We respected each other's religion and customs. There was no
hostility between common people but the Indian army killed Muslims in 1947.

Rahim Dad, Dhudial
I was born in 1941. At the time of Partition, I was six years old. My father used
to tell us that there were no disputes between Hindus and Muslims before
partition. It was a British conspiracy to divide Hindus and Muslims that
consequently led to partition.

In our area, there were no riots. People were not killed in the name of religion.
When our Hindu neighbors left for India, they left their valuables behind. We
guarded their belongings and when they returned a few months later, we
handed over all their valuables, mostly gold and silver.
During 1947, riots broke out in Punjab, Kashmir and many other areas but our
people remained calm and peaceful and there were no riots.

Taus, Mansehra
I am almost 75 years old. I lived in Batagram at the time of Partition. The
atmosphere became very tense when Hindu started to migrate to India. I kept a
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sword to guard myself against any attack. Hindus were under the protection of
the local Khawaneen. These Hindus stayed in Pakistan even when many of
their relatives left for India. They were disciplined and well-mannered and we
had mutual respect for each other.
When Hindu caravans were moving out of these areas, extremist Muslim
groups attacked and looted Hindu families and many were killed. Dead bodies
were thrown in ponds in Batal. Only a small number of Muslims were
responsible for these killings, most Muslims helped their Hindu brothers and
offered them shelter in their houses until the situation calmed down. It is
because of this reason that even today, Hindu families are living peacefully in
Batagram.
Before Partition, life with Hindus was peaceful. They brought life and colour
to our marriage ceremonies. They supported us in our happy moments and
hard times but Partition changed everything. There was a time when Hindus
had to disguise themselves as Muslims in order to avoid any unforeseen attack.
Some converted and accepted Islam. Muslim families helped and provided
food to Hindus who converted to Islam. We call them 'Sheikh'. Hindus were
dominant in trade and business in the area. After Partition, the situation
changed miserably.
I do not think Partition was a wise decision. Before Partition, Hindus dealt in
trade and business matters. They lowered the prices of grocery items during
Ramadan to facilitate us because they respected our religion.

Christian Voices from East Punjab

M. M. Gill, Batala

I was four years old at the time of Partition. My only memory of those days is
a scene that I witnessed from the top of our roof. I saw many Muslims running
and crying for help in the streets. I was shocked to see people looting, killing
and shouting 'Hindustan Zinda Bad (Long live India).
Our village Bhagowal was in Tahsil Batala, District Gurdaspur. It was the
largest village in the district, full of many fruit gardens. Before Partition, 90%
of the population in our village was Sikh. We lived in peace and harmony and
people loved and respected each other. People from other villages joined our
village during the riots and instigated non-Muslim population to kill
Mohammedans but their efforts failed. No one from our village harmed the
Mohammedans.
Similarly, in village Chania, Christians and Hindus saved many Muslims. They
gave them food, shelter and protection. Christians escorted them to the caravans
so that they could go to Pakistan. We never thought that they were Muslims; we
felt that they were human beings like us and needed our help.
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Jones Bhatti, Chandigarh
I strongly feel that Partition was unnecessary. India was a big country and it
would have been much better if it had not taken place. It was a political
decision taken against the wishes of the common people; especially the
Christian community was not in favor of Partition.

I was very young at that time but I have heard a lot about it from my parents.
Many people got killed during the riots and many houses were looted but
Christians were not a part of these activities. We tried to help people and saved
many lives. Now, in India, there is so much communalism. We are denied our
due rights and discriminated and ignored by the government.

E. D. M. Khan, Chandigarh
I worked as a clerk at Punjab Secretariat, Lahore at the time of Partition. I opted
to stay in India because my parents and all my relatives lived in Lucknow. I
was the only Christian in the office, who decided to stay in India; there were
many others who decided to stay in Lahore.
I had the responsibility to transfer the official record of Indian Punjab to India.
On 15 August, I went to the Railway Station and I took the relevant official
files with me. Thousands of people were waiting; when the train arrived from
Rawalpindi, it was already full; most of the passengers were non- Muslims. The
station was full of Muslims with guns, spears and daggers. When the train
stopped, the Muslims started firing and killing people on the train. I went to the
stationmaster, who was a Christian and asked for help. He told me to leave the
official files in a storeroom. He advised me to travel the next day at nighttime. I
locked the official files in a storeroom and returned home.

Next day, on 16 August, I tried again but somehow failed to take the files to
India. Riots were at their peak at this time. I was so terrified that I went to the
Chief Secretary and requested to proceed to India at the earliest. Arrangements
were made and I arrived in India by air. Later, I was sent to fetch the official
files. The army and the Pakistani Government extended their cooperation in
completing the task that was assigned to me.
I still miss Lahore; there is no place like Lahore. Before Partition, we lived in a
friendly atmosphere and people respected each other.

In India, I do not get the respect given to a Sikh or Hindu refugee. I was not
considered as a refugee. Help and aid went to Hindu and Sikh migrants and
Christians were ignored.
When I came to India, I was posted in Simla. They provided me with a house.
On my first day at the office, my house was burglarized. All my furniture,
kitchen utensil, beddings and even the sketches of Jesus Christ were stolen.

Daniel B. Dass, Amritsar
I was born after Partition. All my maternal and paternal relatives decided to
stay in Pakistan. At the time of Partition, our whole family and all our relatives
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were in Pakistan. My father was in India and he opted to live there. After my
brother and sister got married, we made new relationships in India.
My grandfather, Keser Das was a priest in Methodist church in Sialkot. My
uncle Inayat Khan (his name was Inayat Masih but he changed his name in
Pakistan) was a schoolteacher. He lived in Shanti Nagar when I last heard from
him. His son lives in Karachi. I had three aunts: Martha, Maryam, and Rozi; I
have no contact with them.
My maternal uncle and aunts live in Shanti Nagar. One of my cousins, Gladwin
changed his name to Zia after Partition. My relatives visited India a few times
from Pakistan. Due to unstable political conditions between India and Pakistan,
we lost contact with our Pakistani relatives. My father wanted to go to Pakistan
to see his relatives but unfortunately he died before his wish could be fulfilled.
My Uncle Inayat Masih and Aunt Maryam lived in Shanti Nagar in Pakistan
but they migrated to India a few years ago. My immediate family moved to
India after Partition but the other relatives decided to stay in Pakistan. I
contacted a few of them but it was not easy to maintain contact. I want to go to
Pakistan to meet my relatives. I do not want to die like my father, who took his
longing to his grave. The most tragic fact about Partition is that Christian
families split up because of Hindu-Muslim communalism.

Christian provided many services during Partition. In Amritsar, Alexandra
School became a place of shelter for Hindus and Sikhs coming from Pakistan.
The school compound was converted into a hospital and became the main
center for our new mission. Anand Lal was the Bishop of this area and his wife
was a Bible teacher. She worked hard to take care of the refugees in St. Mary's
Hospital in Taran Taaran, Bishop Nasir, who later became the moderator of
The Church of Northern India, worked hard for the refugees. Bishop Nasir's
parents lived in Pakistan and provided help to the Muslim refugees.

Dalip Masih, Tesil Moga
My name is Babu Dalip Masih. I was born eighty years ago in village Dagru,
Tehsil Moga. I am an eyewitness to the massacre of 1947. Men, women and
children were the victims of this massacre. During the riots, we found two
young Muslim boys who managed to escape death and reached our village.
Both the boys were extremely frightened and traumatized and needed
immediate help and shelter. We adopted one of the boys and brought him up
like our own son, gave him good education and arranged his marriage. Now
he has his own children and lives in Moga.
A childless couple of our community adopted the second boy. They brought
him up as a family member and gave him a good education. After a few
months, we found a Hindu girl who got left behind and we also took her to our
home. She told us that she was a Hindu. We looked for her family for a few
months but when no one claimed her, we brought her up like our own child.
When she was of marriageable age, we found a good Hindu boy and arranged
her marriage. She lives in Dugru. Now she has young sons and daughters and
living a happy life. She still visits us.
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When Muslim caravans started to move from Malir Kotla, it was eight or nine
miles long. The road crossed our well. We appointed fifteen to twenty
Christian boys to give water to the travelers. We gave them water no matter
how long it took us. Some people brought gur (raw sugar) and channay
(chickpeas) to distribute among the travelers.

Similarly, when Sikh and Hindus crossed borders, we helped them. The girl I
talked about was married to a Hindu boy who migrated from Pakistan. To our
Lord, every body is equal, whether Hindu, Sikh or Muslim. We live for love
and service of humanity. It is our Christian faith.
A caravan coming from Pakistan was two miles from Dugro village; it had
many girls who had lost their families, we found one of these girls hiding in
the fields. We took her out of the fields and tried to calm her. She told us that
she was lost and was hiding in the field to save her life. In the evening, the
caravan reached our village and her family was looking for her. We heaved a
sigh of relief that a young girl was reunited with her family.
On the other side of the border in Pakistan, many Christians tried to save
innocent lives. Many years before Partition, a family from Dugro village
migrated to the other side in the leadership of Phuman Singh but one elderly
person, Mati opted to live in Dugro village. These people were religious Sikhs
(people from Scheduled Castes converted to Sikhism). During Partition when
the massacre started, this family was given refuge in a priest's house. He
provided shelter and arranged for their food for a few days. When he felt that
he would be unable to continue the support, he converted them to Christianity
and helped them to cross the border.
They came to India as Christians and decided to go back to Dogru. It was a
large family. In fact, we were in contact with the priest and wanted the family
to safely get back to their village. On our insistence, Mati wrote a letter to the
Government of Pakistan for the safe return of his family. The priest and the
mission also helped to make it possible. They had already converted Phuman
to Christianity, so it was not a big problem for them to cross the border safely.
I am convinced that had the mission not helped them in Pakistan, they would
have been killed.

Now I preach Christianity in Hindus and Sikhs. When someone else preaches
his religion, I listen to him with all due respect. I do not express my dislike for
any religion because it is in our Christian teachings. Our Lord loves everyone,
without any discrimination.

Kehr Singh, Moga
I was born in Moga in 1926. I got married in 1946. In 1947, Punjab was
divided. As long as the British were in control, there were no riots. When
Hindus, Sikhs and Muslims took control, they started killing each other. I saw
people killing each other with swords and kirpans, but it is also a fact that
many Muslims in Pakistan saved the lives of Hindus and Sikhs.
Similarly, many Hindus and Sikhs also saved Muslims and guarded their
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properties and valuables. Unfortunately, communalism spread all over the
subcontinent and Hindus and Sikhs attacked Muslims in villages. The Muslims
moved to urban areas with their young daughters and small children but they
were not safe in the cities either. We provided shelter to many Muslim families
in our boarding school, though the government arranged for their food supply.
Later, the military accompanied them safely to border.
My house was near the hostel. I saw many undesirable people wandering
around the hostel. Muslim refugees could not sleep and remained fearful all
night. We helped these troubled people and eased their worries.

Mrs. Das, Amritsar
We live in Gujranwala when my father was serving in the army. After
retirement, he got a job in the civil services and was posted in Amritsar Post
Office. We came to Amritsar on 14 August 1947. There was a curfew in the
city; we somehow managed to get to the house that was allotted to my father.
My father stayed in the Post Office that night and got back at 5 in the morning
when curfew was lifted. We were worried about him because riots had started
in Amritsar.
My father had the government treasury to protect. He wore the military
uniform and guarded the treasury all night. The government had imposed
curfew in the city but the rioters roamed in the city.
Odu was our next-door neighbour and often played with us. One day I was
looking out of my window and saw Odu going out; he told me that he was
going to buy flour. Suddenly a man came from nowhere and shot Odu. I cannot
forget this horrifying incident. What was his fault? He was not harming
anyone; he was only going to buy flour for his family. Why was he killed? His
body was left on the roadside.
My husband and father-in-law tell same appalling stories about Partition. In
Gurdaspur, Muslim rioters brutally killed many Hindu and Sikh farmers. They
usually beheaded people, including children; sometimes they cut up children in
pieces. I do not understand what madness changed these humans into animals.
My father-in-law was a missionary and helped these vulnerable people by
providing shelter. There was a Gurdawara beside his house and the Sikhs who
could not be accommodated there, he brought them to his house, changed their
appearance to make them look like Christians and sent them to Amritsar. He
also taught them Christian prayers so that they could avoid any trouble on their
way.
My husband was studying in Class 8 at the time of Partition. He helped many
Sharnarthis (Hindu and Sikh refugees) to reach refugee camps. He told me
about his Hindu and Muslim friends.

My own memories of Amritsar are limited because I was very young at the
time of Partition. I still remember Mianji in Amritsar, who was the owner of
Rialto Cinema. All the property around cinema belonged to him. We had to
cross a huge ground in front of his house to go to school. One day at the end of
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August, we were passing through the ground when some women from his
house called me. They offered my sister and me a lot of gold jewelry otherwise
Sikhs would take it from them. We got frightened and refused their offer and
hurried back home. When I told my mother about it, she said that I did the
right thing. Mianji was extremely rich but they left everything behind and
migrated to Pakistan.
The Muslims who migrated from Amritsar asked us to take their cattle. My
father did not accept the offer. One day, our Sikh guard brought some sheep
meat and we cooked it but the taste of the meat was bitter and we could not eat
it. It is our Christian belief not take things that do not belong to us and that is
why the taste of that meat was bitter. Rioters attacked and looted each house
vacated by the migrants and then burnt them down. They tried to burn down
Mianji's house four times but each time it rained and extinguished the fire.
People said they would never succeed because Mianji was a noble man.

Parkash Masih, Ferozpur
In 1947, I was very young. Hindu and Muslims looked down upon us and we
were exploited by both of them. During Partition, we were the victims of
violence from both sides and we were treated mercilessly. When circumstances
took a turn and Muslims had to run for their lives, they asked for our help. We
were helpless because if we helped them, the Hindus and Sikhs would kill us.
Sikhs roamed the streets with swords in their hands. Ferozpur Cantt became
the center of all kinds of violent activities.

Shanti Devi, Moga
I was born and brought up in Kasur. My father taught in a school in Moga, so
we moved there. Before Partition, I went to Kasur to my uncle's house for six
months. By the time I returned, the riots had started.

There were many Muslims living in the villages. They decided to migrate
when they were attacked and moved to Moga. In a few cases, the military
escorted them safely to Moga. Caravans started to move from Moga to Kasur
via Ferozpur. Hindu and Sikh rioters intercepted them. The Muslims with
young girls were forced to return to save their lives and dignity.
All the boarding mission schools were vacant because of the summer
vacation. The refugees, especially with young girls were given shelter in these
boarding schools. At that time, I was almost twenty-two and had a baby son.
The Muslim families stayed in the boarding schools for two or three days until
they joined another caravan to go Pakistan. The young girls were not safe
even in the boarding houses.
Many times during the night, I heard people screaming for help in the streets.
They knocked at my door. Military people were after the young Muslim girls
and raped many of them, some ran out in the streets crying for help but we
were also afraid of the military and no went out to help these girls or opened
their doors. I desperately wanted to help but I had a young child. We felt so
helpless. During the day, we helped families with young girls to go to
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Pakistan.
Muslim villagers were attacked and killed by the rioters. The desperate
victims ran out of their village and we provided shelter in our boarding
houses. Riots went on for a while and gradually it became peaceful again.
Even now, memories of those days make me agitated.

Principal S. M. Bhatti, Gurdaspur
I witnessed the 1947 Partition and the situation before Partition. In 1946, I
was ten years old and had passed class four exams. My village is Nowshehra
Mujjha Singh, which is situated in Gurdaspur near Dhariwal. My
schoolteacher, Abdulghafar Khan was Muslim. He taught all four classes of
the school and paid equal attention to each student. Everyone respected him.
He also gave physical training to the students. The school consisted of only
one room. Schoolbooks, the register and his clothes were kept in the single
box in the school. He would arrive from his village; change clothes and started
teaching us.
Islamia High School was located in the nearby village of Sat Koha, where I
took admission in class five. I was promoted to class six when Partition was
announced. In July 1947, a rumor was circulated that Muslims were attacked
in a nearby village of Naya Pind. Our teachers left us in school and rushed
towards Naya Pind. I got scared and ran back to our house. On my way, I saw
many people carrying sticks, daggers, and spears. Everybody was running
here and there. I went back to my village with my two Sikh and two Christian
friends. When we reached our village, we were surprised to see there was a
flurry of nervous activity and everybody was moving out of their homes. A
mill owner was grinding wheat; he quickly took his bulls and wheat and went
away.
The area was populated with mostly Sikhs and Muslims but very few Hindus.
There were twenty-one villages of Kakke Zais. The Muslim population of
Kakke Zais was known for its bravery. Most of them were either in the army or
in police forces and knew how to use weapons. In 1947 when Partition was
formally announced, robberies and massacre had already begun. Well-planned
attacks were launched. Armed mobs came from Kakke Zais and stopped at
Muslim village of Theh near our village. They set fire to everything.
Salvation Army Captain Ishar Das tried to calm the people. In our village,
Hindus and Sikhs had already fled to the safer areas. The Muslim population
had joined hands with the Muslim mobs. In this situation, Captain Ishar Das
warned them against entering our village. They got frightened and went to
another nearby village where they killed and robbed people.
Ishar Das went to each house to check the welfare of the people. Most of the
Hindu and Sikh houses were unlocked because the people had fled; some
elderly people were hiding to save their lives. Captain Ishar Das took them to
his house and others were placed under the priest's protection. Only Christian
population remained in the village.
All this happened on 14 August because it was rumored that Gurdaspur would
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become part of Pakistan. Radcliff Award was still to be announced. They
hoisted the Pakistani flag on Dhariwal Mill but it was taken down the next day.
Except for Shakar Garh, the whole area was included in India.
Now it was Muslim's turn to run for their lives when Sikhs attacked Muslim
villages. The mob from Ghumman Kalan was the most notorious. They
destroyed the whole Muslim village of Faizullah Chak. Muslims built trenches
and fought back. They fired at each other for hours and the whole village was
littered with the bodies of Muslims and Sikhs. During the fight, a huge number
of Muslims fled. In those days, it was announced that the Christians should
wear the Cross to avoid any trouble during the riots. Many Hindus and
Muslims saved their lives by wearing the Cross.
On the night of 17 August, an announcement was made that the Baloch
Regiment trucks had arrived to take the Muslims to Pakistan. Many were
hiding in the sugar cane fields. The Muslim leaders came out first and saw the
trucks; they asked people to come out. It was too late when they found out
they were Indian Army trucks. It was a well-planned attack on Muslim and
most of them got killed.
Soon, both sides started getting better organized. Muslims became organized
and started to move out at nighttime. A train arrived at Ferozpur and majority
of the Hindu and Sikh passengers were found dead, the wounded in the train
were taken to Francis Newton Hospital where Ms. Farris Frances worked as a
surgeon and most of them survived.
As a reaction, in Amritsar, a train full of Muslim refugees was attacked and
many people were killed. It became a routine matter that both sides received
trains full of dead bodies.

Many Muslim girls and boys were given shelter and refuge in Christian
houses. When the situation became peaceful, we helped them to cross the
border to Pakistan. They stayed for weeks or even months before they could
safely go to Pakistan.
In Nabha village, a Muslim left his young daughter with a Sikh friend and
promised to return when the situation would become peaceful. He could not
come back for a long time. The Sikh friend waited for many years and then
arranged a marriage for her. After many years, the Muslim came back and
took his daughter back.
Christian schools were converted into refugee camps. I lived in the hostel in a
missionary school in Dhariwal. Dr. Harvard and other missionaries took
medicines and food to border areas. I can say that in those trying times,
Christian mission played an important role in saving human lives. We helped
people on both sides of the border. It is a pity that our good deeds never
became part of the history in both countries.

I studied in Bearing College, Batala along with many Muslims, Sikhs and
Hindus. A renowned Punjabi poet Shiv Kumar Batalvi was my classmate. He
never forgot the lesson of love for humanity and to stand up for people who
need help. His poetry is a proof of his training.
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The relief camps were set up in missionary schools in Ludhiana, Pathan Kot,
Dhariwal, Batala, Gurdaspur and Ferozpur. People migrating from this side
were protected and people coming from the other side were helped by our
missionary schools and hospitals.

Shanti, Ferozpur
I was twenty-eight years old at the time of Partition and had three children. I
lived in Ferozpur Cantt. The situation was violent that we avoided going
outside. Hindus, Sikhs and Muslims were hostile to each other. The Muslims
caravans going to Pakistan offered us their cattle but we had no interest in
their belongings. We helped them and served them when they needed our
help.
There are some incidents that we can never forget. One such incident was
when the Muslims were attacked; the wounded were taken to the hospital. The
rioters followed the wounded Muslims into the hospital and dragged them out
of the hospital and burnt them. People wanted to help but stood silently to
save their own lives. I saw many Muslims killed. I still have these scenes
etched in my memories.

Surjeet Singh, Dhariwal
I was born on 20 October 1941. I live in Dhariwal. I was six years old at the
time of Partition and a student of class one.
Dhariwal (Gurdaspu) was the center of Christian community. Almost 90% of
the population was Christians and concentrated in this area. When riots started
between Hindus, Sikhs and Muslims, many innocent people were massacred.
We provided shelter to all displaced people in our hostels. When our school
reopened in September, the walls of the hostel were painted with blood.
We lived in the Labour Colony. My father was a schoolteacher. Sadhu Singh
and his family lived in our neighborhood. Sadhu Singh found a Muslim boy
hiding in the fields; somehow his family left him behind during the riots.
Sadhu Singh brought him home and named him Makhan. This boy was my
class fellow. For twenty years, Sadhu took good care of him and brought him
up like his own son. He never forced Makhan to convert to Sikhism.
Somebody reported to the government that a Sikh in Dhariwal had a Muslim
boy in his house. Acting on this complaint, military took the boy and sent him
to Pakistan.
We never heard from Makhan again. I heard that he had a fabric shop in
Lahore. When I went to Pakistan in 1985, I tried to find him but did not locate
his whereabouts.

During the riots many Christians were also attacked because it was difficult to
distinguish between Hindus, Muslims or Christians. All Christians were
provided with Crosses. Many Hindus and Muslims wore the Cross to save their
lives.
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Part Two:
THE TWO PARTITIONS 1947 AND 1971
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Anwar Ahsan Siddiqui, Karachi
I am from Fatehgarh, famous city in U'P in India. Farooqabad was the military
cantonment and districts headquarter and we continued to live there for three
years after Partition. I was about seven years old. My mother's family is from
Lucknow, the main city in u.P. In 1950, my family migrated to Karachi. I was
not mature enough to understand the historical event of Partition. Now, when I
recount the events from that period, I do so with better understanding.
Pakistan was created in the name of Islam, which was very appealing to the
religious sentiments of Muslims. I believe the sole objective behind this major
movement in the history of the sub-continent was political power, which was
concealed behind racial, religious, gender-based, national or linguistic facade.
These are human weaknesses and people are easily exploited, particularly
their religious sentiment. It can retard human thinking and easily deflect it
against other communities. It ultimately leads to sectarianism and division of
communities.
The British Raj planned it and Indian Muslims fell for it. For centuries
Muslims, Hindus, Sikhs and Christians lived together and there were no inter-
communal problems.
In Fatehgarh, Muslims were 10 to 12% of the Hindu majority population but
there were no disputes between them. My father had more Hindu friends than
Muslims. The politicians created tension and conflicts started between the
upper and middle classes. The objective was to monopolize power of vested
interest groups.
Half a century later the hostility between India and Pakistan, Hindus and
Muslims has not abated.

Although there is constant effort for reconciliation between the two countries
and delegations are coming and going, politicians and artists visiting back and
forth but the ruling elite sabotages these efforts. When it appears that the two
countries are getting closer, the ruling sections of the two societies in both the
countries move to nullify the effort, instead they prepare for new
confrontation and dispute.
In 1949-1950, the Government of U.P. declared that the property and personal
effects of Muslins wanting to migrate to Pakistan would be confiscated. A
special department was established for this purpose called Custodian
Department.
The function of the Custodian Department was to investigate Muslims
inclined towards Pakistan and await confirmation. The Government forcibly
took possession of properties and belongings of Muslims without
compensation. People settled old conflicts by falsely reporting to the
Custodian Department.
My father had a well-established workshop in Fatehgarh and a fully furnished
house. He confided in his good friends Bashir Khan, a Christian and Pyare
Lal, a Hindu, about his plans to migrate to Pakistan.
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Bashir Khan, a Christian convert from Muslim faith, informed the
Department. My father lost our house and the workshop. Our neighbour,
Munshi Matta Sahib, a schoolteacher, and his two sons, Ranbir Singh and
Gambhir Singh stood by us. They knew about our plans and did not report to
the authorities. They safely saw us out of our Mohalla.
My father was a young man and living a comfortable life. The Muslim youth
migrated to Pakistan for better employment. The middle class thought their
children would get a better life in Pakistan. Hindus were ahead of Muslims in
education and Bengalis even more so. Muslims lost in competitive
examinations and Hindus got the better jobs.
Pakistan was a new country. Jobs at all levels: clerks, Munshis and office
workers were plentiful and available.
Muslim youth came to Karachi because it was the capital city and hub of
activities. My elder brother, Dr. Syed Aslam Farrukhi got a job and a flat as
soon as he reached Karachi. He advised our father to migrate because of the
many opportunities and options.
We reached Karachi in 1950. It was an emerging industrial city, full of Urdu-
speaking mohajirs, Balochis, and Sindhis, jointly working in the developing
urban environment. An integrated economy of Karachi was about to come
into existence. In my book 'Lahoo phir Tapka', I relate the social, cultural and
political history of Karachi.

Mohajirs arrived in large numbers and there were disputes with Sindhis.
Gradually the situation eased and calmed down. There was no unrest between
mohajirs and Sindhis in Karachi.
Karachi was progressing in leaps and bounds. It was the only city in Pakistan,
which had an industrial base. In Interior Sindh, the NWFP, Punjab and
Balochistan, people had strong land connections and landlords had a tight grip
on the tenants. Karachi's industrial society was coming into existence as
opposed to a feudal one.
Karachi gave new life to its citizen and created new political awareness. It
became a cosmopolitan city. Industrialization attracted people from other
provinces, especially Pathans and Punjabis.
I remember an incident that happened when I was very young. When the
farmers were unable to pay the tax to the landlord, they were beaten. I felt sad
for the children, who had to see their fathers being beaten up. My mind did
not accept this system. I searched for an answer.
I realized that religion is a good thing but it is a private concern, not a social
or political matter. I read books by Krishan Chandar, Prem Chand and Ismat
Chughtai. These writers enabled me to understand that there was a need to end
class differences.

In 1953, I realized that something had to be done to eliminate class
differences. My poems were full of anger, emotions and feelings against class
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prejudices. Ultimately I found a way to end class distinction through
Socialism. My mind accepted Socialism as the only solution in 1956.
There were some elements in West Pakistan that supported Bengali struggle in
1971. In 1962, National Awami Party (NAP) was the only political
organization that had leadership and following in both East and West Pakistan.
The leaders who agreed on the NAP manifesto had no ideological differences
among them.
Ayub Khan was a military dictator and everyone knew he was under American
control. We were not hopeful that the united opposition, which included
extreme right elements such as Jamat-i-Islarni would stand together. The only
hope for us was that if democracy was established, the struggle for human
rights would become easier.

Some progressive people assisted Ayub Khan and this caused deep cuts in the
ranks of the Communist Party, leading to the creation of different factions.
Communist Party defused rifts, divisions and unrest in laborers, students and
workers. Hatred led to skirmishes; I am an eyewitness to many incidents where
friends fought as enemies. It was a painful process that continued for many
years. Many intellectuals, journalists, writers, student workers, political
leaders, peasant leaders and women activists and individuals from every
section of society were a part of this struggle.
The main beneficiaries of this situation were the opportunist elements, whose
political character is depicted in a slogan we used in those days 'Pro Peking via
Islamabad'.

War started with India and Ayub Khan benefited from it. The war over
economic interests was turned into a religious war by Ayub's rhetoric; the pro-
China elements joined Ayub's religious fervor, and this again created a lot of
confusion, rifts and divisions.

The NAP split into Maulana Bhashani Group and Wali Khan Group. I was
pro- Moscow from the beginning and still am.
After 1965 war, Z. A. Bhutto laid the foundation of the PPP and began
campaigning and attracted all the frustrated progressive elements into his camp
by declaring: 'Our politics is democracy, our system is socialism and our
religion is Islam.'
The rhetoric was skillfully planned to attract the masses. The NAP was losing
membership to PPP. In some areas, the leaders of the NAP remained while
members and ordinary workers joined PPP.
The religious elements were aggravated with the PPP. In Karachi and Lahore,
Yaum- e-Shaukat-e-Islam was being observed, when the right-wing elements
abused Peoples Party and declared its members as infidels. Extremist and anti-
state element was emerging out of the whole scenario. Peoples Party had
conquered the hearts of the masses in such a way that there is no parallel to it
in the history of Pakistan. People gave un-equivocal support to PPP.
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The emergence of Peoples Party was an alarming development for the
aristocracy and had to be stopped. The landlords joined hands with the
military in Sindh, Punjab, NWFP and Balochistan to obstruct the progress of
the PPP. Obstacles were created to entrap Bhutto and use him to promote their
own interests.
I firmly believe that if the PPP was responsible for the separation of East
Pakistan, it was because it was used by the military, landlords and the Sardars.
If Bhutto had shown political maturity, he could have restrained the military
from using him. He had so much power; he could have made the military
surrender, if he wanted.
Mujib was not as strong because he had no viable economic policy but won on
the issue of nationalism. The West Pakistan military, bureaucracy and
landlords were together in not wanting to give power to a Bengali. Most
Bengalis had middle-class backgrounds; the leadership was of middle class.
There were no landlords with great land holdings and no feudalism. West
Pakistan's landlords, bureaucrats and generals could not allow Bengali middle
class to rule the country. East Pakistan was dismembered on this account.
It was such a tragic event and it tore the two-nation theory into pieces and
along with it, the hearts of its people. The fact is that the two-nation theory
forwarded in 1947 became the basis of Pakistan; suddenly no life was left in
it. And Hindus did not do it; Muslims finished it by themselves.
The real issues were economic and special interests groups. A unity forged on
the basis of religion, race or nationalism is a false unity. After the separation
of East Pakistan, Wali Khan Group of NAP took a stand against military
action in East Pakistan. Speeches were made, poets wrote poems and writes
wrote essays. People did what they could do; we kept presenting that West
Pakistan committed atrocities against Bengalis. The government placed
allegations on India.
It was a colossal tragedy; the responsibility does not rest with Bengalis or
India but with the ruling classes of West Pakistan.
It was proven that the country was made artificially; no other country in the
world had two provinces, separated by 1300 miles of 'enemy' territory. It was
the first rare example in the world.
A lot of work was done to bring the two wings closer but it was an impossible
task. We had no relationship with the Bengalis. A relationship on the basis of
Islam could not flourish because Islam is also shared between Pakistan and
Saudi Arabia, between Pakistan and Morocco but it has not given birth to
'nation-hood' between those countries.

There were many people who wrote about it: Wahid Bashir and Saher Ansari.
It was not as though the event remained unnoticed by poets and writers;
neither all thought that Bengalis were traitors nor all supported the military
action.
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Indeed, people condemned army action in Bengal and the characters of West
Pakistani politicians. People such as Mahmood-ul-Haq Usmani, Aizaz Nazir
and other leftist leaders came out in support of Bengalis. Baloch leaders such
as Mir CuI Khan Nasir, Atttaullah Mengal and Ghaus Bakhsh Bizenjo
vehemently supported the liberation movement in East Pakistan. The NAP
leaders of the NWFP also supported the Bengali cause.
Who were opposing the Bengalis here? Jamaat-i-Islami, Al-Badr and Al-
Sharns were drenched in blood. In the Conference of Islamic Countries in
Lahore, Bhutto recognized Bangladesh. [amaat-i-Islami still opposed it. Habib
Jalib wrote this poem:
Bangladesh hai na-manzoor, na-manzoor to kia Manzoor

'If Bangladesh is not acceptable then what is acceptable other than
Bangladesh?' Thus, it was the political decay of right wing politicians who
sided with the military and played a pivotal role in the killings of Bengalis.
History will never forgive them. Today, they are the champions of democracy,
yet they are clueless about the concept of democracy.
When Ayub Khan declared Martial Law in 1958, the Late Professor Mumtaz
Hussain called us. We were student activists and asked to write a
memorandum to demand freedom of expression, freedom of opinion and
freedom to write. Zainud Din Khan Lodhi and I prepared a draft in Urdu and
Arabic and started getting signatures of writers and scholars of Karachi.

One scholar refused to sign because of his economic interests with National
Book Foundation; another person worked for Radio Pakistan and refused to
sign for fear of losing his job. A lot of people did sign it including Shahid
Ahmad Dehlvi, Mumtaz Hussain, Sibt-e-Hasan and Faiz Ahmad Faiz.
The momentum of the progressive movement collapsed in mid-sixties and did
not restart because the force that was supporting the democratic processes in
Pakistan was lost with the separation of East Pakistan. And we were left at the
mercy of landlords and generals.
Losing East Pakistan was not the loss of the government but of the people.
When 56% of Pakistan's middle class disappeared; the landlords, tribal leaders,
Chaudire’s and Khans reigned supreme.

Masood Khuwaja, Islamabad
At the time of Partition, Muslim League and Congress were the two major
political parties in British ruled India. Quaid-e-Azam was the most popular
politician to the Muslims of India; he was the most powerful voice within the
Muslim League.
In Punjab, the riots started in March 1947. Hindu religious festival of Holi was
approaching. Tara Singh made a statement that they would play Holi with
Muslim blood. Muslims became fearful and apprehensive. Various statements
made by the leadership of both Muslim League and Congress further
aggravated the situation.
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There were many secular Hindus and similarly many secular Muslims.
Muslim League lacked central organization within the party because of high
illiteracy among Muslims. Literacy rate was the lowest among Muslims,
consequently, Muslim League failed to lead the party in a positive direction.
The Bengalis of East Pakistan were the decisive factor and made the largest
contribution towards the creation of Pakistan but they were ignored, excluded
and alienated by the West Pakistanis. There were many people who raised
their voices against the genocide in Bangladesh. People like Dada Ameer
Haider, 1. A. Rehman, MazharAli and many others.
We must apologize to the people of Bangladesh. The government should be
truthful and accept its error of judgment in waging a war in East Pakistan. It
would have been more effective, had it been done immediately following the
war. Now it would hardly make any difference but the perpetrator should be
tried as war criminals. Civil society should also come forward to promote
peace between the two countries. I met many Bengalis who want to normalize
relations with Pakistan. The history should be re-written from the people's
perspectives.

Sahar Ansari, Karachi
I was born on 27 December 1941 in Aurangabad. I was six years of age in
1947. My father's family belonged to Muradabad and my maternal grandfather
was from Meerut. Ismail Meeruti was my maternal great grandfather. Some of
my family moved to Hyderabad Deccan to work in different government
departments. My father worked in the Accounts Department. His last
assignment was Accountant General of District Aurangabad.
Each member of our family had an attachment to reading literature; everyone
took turns reading a novel. We recited poetry of Mirza Ghalib, Meer Taqi
Meer, Jigar Muradabadi, Sahir Ludhianvi and Makhdoom Mohaiyuddin. My
teacher, Jugan Nath taught me about art and painting.
The relationship between Hindus and Muslims at that time was not the kind of
hatred that is portrayed by our historians. The political rhetoric can project a
negative image and exploit the sentiments of the masses.
We lived in Bahadur Yar Jung Haveli in Aurgangabad, where a hakim by the
name of Amba Prasad sent especially prepared sweets to our home on
wedding occasions and we reciprocated. He took us out in the city to observe
plants, draw buildings or to paint landscapes.
Our neighbours were Brahman goldsmith. We played with their children and
attended Divali and lit candles. We attended all their festivals but our faith
was never endangered; and we did not make any attempts to convert them to
Islam. When Pakistan came into being, we were of the view that the State of
Hyderabad would remain the same. Many people from different parts of
Hindustan came here as refugees. It was the month of Ramadan at the time of
Partition and on Eid we distributed sweets in different refugee camps.
Four days after Jinnah died on 11 September 1948, India occupied Hyderabad.
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Qasim Rizvi had organized Ittihad-ul-Muslimin. Nizam of Deccan and the
Government of India were unhappy about it. Police action took place. I was in
Aurangabad and some family members were in Hyderabad. On my way back
from school, I saw Gorkha Regiment on the street. I realized that India had
occupied the State of Hyderabad.
The police began searches and arrests. People buried their uniforms and
weapons in the fields to avoid arrests. The environment of brotherhood
changed into an atmosphere of threats and violence.
Our elders decided to leave Hyderabad. My older brother went to Chittagong,
East Pakistan and we migrated to Bombay. In 1951, we moved to Karachi,
accompanied by all our books in wooden boxes.
The apartment allotted to us in Karachi was very small, so we placed the
boxes of books on the outside wall; the rains soon destroyed the books. That
still is an unforgettable memory for us.
We moved to Peer Colony where I began to study in Class VIII. One of my
teachers, Jalib Muradabadi was very kind and made introduced me to Jigar
Muradabadi. I did not study Urdu after Matriculation. I was encouraged by my
English teacher to do my first Masters in English Literature, followed by
Masters in Urdu. We knew the works of Kaifi Azmi, Makhdoom Mohiyuddin,
Majrooh Sultan Puri, Sardar Jaferi and Sahir Ludhianvi but were not
acquainted with Faiz Ahmad Faiz at the time.
In 1953, a student's car was fired on and burnt; I was there. I had no
connection with student politics. I found out later that the students had made
certain demands and were attacked. Soon after that, we came to know that
Faiz Ahmad Faiz was arrested; we were greatly influenced by his book 'Dast-
e-Saba'. We read about Karl Marx, Lenin Sajjad Zahir, M. N. Roy, Ajay Gosh
and other socialists.
I met Rais Amrohvi Shiraz. I met his younger brother when he migrated from
India. Anwar Ahsan Siddiqui lived on the same street. I was only the
Secretary of my College Student Union but these people respected me and
always invited me to the meeting of Loh-o-Qalam.
The Writers Guild came into being after the imposition of Martial Law in
1958. Faiz Ahmad Faiz organized a meeting where Rais Amrohi, Syed
Mohammad Taqi, Majid Malik, Begum Amina Majid Malik and I were
present. Faiz proposed an association of writers. After the formation of
Writers Guild, Faiz was arrested.
Ayub Khan began his drive for 'democracy' by ordering the closure of all
markets, malls and hotels after 11pm. This stopped the social interaction but
thoughts and ideas continued to develop.

In the 1965 war, the Government asked for the support of the people. I wrote
a poem Arsa-e-Jang that says since our friend and enemy are the same, how
can we kill each other. Faiz also wrote from the point of view of humanity
instead of nationality, ethnicity or religion.
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When Ayub Khan arrested Mujib in the famous Aggartala Conspiracy Case,
there was a strong reaction in East Pakistan and Mujib was released.
Newspapers and magazines were heavily censored; we read foreign
newspapers. Many people, including the British people and Parliament
supported the Bengali Movement. Before the elections, I had had a discussion
with Bhashani. We asked him what would happen if Mujib controlled the
situation through civil disobedience. He replied that Mujib's influence was
only in the four big cities. The rest of Bengal, from Assam to Sylhet, was
under his influence. He assured us that his presence in Bengal would calm the
situation.

Faiz was compelled to leave Karachi and settle in Lahore and Islamabad. He
was also pressurized to return the Lenin Prize but he refused to do so. We
were proud of him. We asked him why he had not written about East Pakistan.
His answered that many events have taken place; the Vietnam War, death of
his beloved mother but he did not write about it. He said that he would write
about 1971 when the inner self will change. One night he wrote a poem about
1971 and I read it the next morning. He went to Lahore and then abroad. The
progressive movement began. Poems, stories and novels were written about
these issues but they did not get published.
1971 was such a tragic event that we have not been able to express it.

Saddion ki Zanjeer by Razia Faseeh Ahmad, Chai key Baghat by Qurratulain
Hiader, later published under the name Chaand, Abdullah Hussain's Nadaar
Log; and Adeeb Sohail books are valuable additions in literature.

Atrocities took place in Bengal. I saw on television a ditch full of bodies.
Chaudhry Munir, a professor of English was killed. Killings of writers and
intellectuals took place on a large scale. Sibt-e-Hasan, who started literary
journal Pakistani Adab supported the Bengali Movement.

It is unfortunate that all the literature written against Bengali national
movement got published and received fame but the literature written in favour
of Bengali movement has not been acknowledged, recognized or documented
in West Pakistan.

Salim Akhtar, Karachi
My date of birth is 4 October 1946. I was born before Partition, the servant
who looked after me was a Hindu; he remained with us for four years after
Partition, I still remember his love and care; I missed him when he left for
India. I was born in Karachi. My parents moved to Karachi from Lahore in
1944. They owned a construction and furniture business.

My father bought the construction company in 1944 from Sikhs, who were
operating a Saw Mill. The business deal indicates that Sikhs and Muslims of
Karachi had cordial relations with each other. Our construction company was
destroyed in 1954 in a fire accident. There were more than 300 carpenters
working in the company, many of them Sikhs, Hindus and Christians. Some
workers migrated, even without taking their salaries. Later, my father sent their
salaries through other people; the workers kept in touch with my father
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through letters.
I remember that during Liaqat Ali Khan's time, the Palestinian Mufti-e- Azam
was in Karachi and I was the youngest child in that gathering. I asked my
father why such warm reception was given to Mufti-e- Azam? He replied that
he works for the welfare of the people. At that moment, I decided that I would
work for the welfare of the people.
There was a Hindu shopkeeper living in our street and Hindu Hakim who lived
on Lawrence Road. Our family doctor was also Hindu, Dr. Copal Dass, who is
now dead. My mother used to tell me that when riots broke out after Partition,
we had to keep the Hakim and the shopkeeper in our home to protect them and
help them to migrate.
So the overall situation was good, why did the riots take place? I think that
migration was in the interest of the ruling elites. When people migrate to new
place, they remain alienated for a long time and it is easy for the ruling elite to
manipulate them. It is a fact all over the world that people who migrate become
puppets in the hands of the ruling elite.
The second important event in my life after the meeting with Mufti-e- Azam of
Palestine was in 1956, when I was a student of class five.
Jauhar Hussain was leading a demonstration of Hali Muslim School, near our
school. We joined that demonstration for Egyptian people and their rights over
Suez Canal. By the time the procession reached the British Embassy, the girls
of St. Joseph School also joined in. I went inside the embassy with them and
reached the roof of the building. I saw a boy burning the British flag and
helped him. At that time, I did not know that British had attacked a Muslim
country and that we were protesting; I did not know that we were
demonstrating for Egypt and Cemal Abdul Nasser and Egyptians rights on
Suez Canal. We were attacked with heavy tear gas shells from the police; the
boy on roof ran away but I was too young to understand the situation. I was
arrested and brought to the police station; I was so young that the police
officers offered me biscuits and tea. An angry Englishman arrived and tried to
take me out of the police station. The British did not want people to know that
such a young child had burnt the flag at the embassy. That was my first
political activity.
My elder brother arranged to deliver food to factory workers who were on
strike; sometimes twice a day. I was usually the deliveryman.
My brother had no contacts with Communist Party and no links with any leftist
movement. He won first place in the all Punjab School Debate Competition.
When my brother died in 1961, our situation changed; I discontinued my
studies and began to think of going into business but I was too young.

We organized the Karachi School Body. I stayed in touch with students in
every demonstration. Later, I joined National Awami Party (NAP) but my
inclination towards Marxist-Leninist ideology was not due to the NAP. I
moved to the Communist Party from the NAP but continued to work with
NAP as a party strategist. I was the Joint Secretary of our local unit Garden
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West. In 1964, I became a full member and took part in the BD elections from
Area 17 on the NAP ticket. The BD elections continued for ten days, I was the
Assistant Polling Agent of Fatima Jinnah. I went with Mahmood-ul-Haq
Usmani and Naseem died in my lap near Jinnah's tomb.
It was a terrible event that originated from a protest against the exile of a
student from Karachi, when a Muslim League leader begun stoning the police.
I remember that I was very angry at Shehinshah Hussain, the Muslim Leaguer,
I was not aware that he was a gangster. The Police Inspector fired at us.
Naseem came in front of me to save me from the bullets. The inspector ran
away; we put Naseem in a car; my clothes were full of blood. I reached
Usmani Sahib's home and it was a personal loss when Naseem died.
I had connections with people such as Anwar Ahsan Siddiqui and I was
representing my own area in the committee selecting BD's for Fatima Jinnah
from the joint opposition platform of all the five provinces. I think credit
should go to the leadership of the NAP for compelling the rigid religious
political parties to agree to accept a woman as the head of joint opposition and
the head of the state. I think that it was a huge achievement for those who
were working for secularism and women's rights. The NAP leadership
comprised of Maulana Bhashani as President, Mahmood-ul-Haq Usmani as
General Secretary and Afzal Bangash, Mian Mohmood Ali Qusuri, Sheikh
Abdul Majid Sindhi and Saeen Azizullah as members. I have to mention that
one of the factions in the NAP was pro-China and had a compromising
attitude regarding the Ayub regime.
Awami League was not so active but it had people such as Khalid Tirmazi
working for it. When the delegation of East Pakistan Communist Party came
to Karachi, they were unaware that those detained in Punjab during 1971,
were detained for their opposition to military action in Bengal. There were
demonstrations against military action all over in West Pakistan. Mujib was
detained under Martial Law Rule Number 6, 16, 17 and 76 and we were
detained here in West Pakistan under the same clauses.

The five people arrested from Karachi for condemning military action in East
Pakistan on May Day included Tanvir Sheikh, Javed Sahkoor, Ghazanfar, Taj
Khattak and me.
Yahya scheduled the first session of the joint National Assembly on the 3
March 1970. When 3 March session was postponed, people were very angry.
Wali Khan reached Karachi from London; as soon as he came out of the
airport, people started shouting, 'Postponement of 3 March Meeting is a
Conspiracy'. People continued to yell the slogan and became even more
agitated. Consequently, the intensity of the slogan increased. Wali Khan
quickly realized the gravity of the situation. Along with Karachi Communist
Party Secretary Rahmat Ali, Wali Khan reached the residence of Hakim Ali
Zardari.

I asked Wali Khan the reason for stopping the people from this outcry against
the postponement of 3 March session because it would damage the NAP
policies, since even a press release against the postponement of 3 March
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meeting was not issued. There was a two-hour long debate. It is evident that
we were opposed to the army action and also the postponement of the March
session. We proclaimed the army action was undemocratic and resolved to
fight against it. We opposed it at every available forum including NAP,
student organizations, communist party and farmers groups.
We conveyed our sentiments to Bangladeshi delegation. People were given
jail sentences of one year or 6 months. The punishment for defying the
Marital Law was either life imprisonment or hanging; and these were the
same allegations that were made against Sheikh Mujib.
Communist Party of Pakistan and all other humanitarian organization, despite
ideological differences agreed that when a state initiates atrocities against its
own people, it means that the state is breaking up.

Sayeed Hasan Khan, Karachi
I was born in Baraili in 1930. My father was a landlord. He was a great
admirer and supporter of Congress. Many Muslims supported Congress
politically but in late 30s, the situation changed. Muslim League sympathizers
grew in the Muslims communities of the sub-continent.

This change also affected me. I was seven or eight years old when I refused to
shake hands with a Congress minister invited to dinner at our house. It was
the time when Muslim League was intensifying its hold of the Muslims of
Sub-Continent. I worked for Muslim Students Federation.
I did my Matriculation and Intermediate from Baraili. I lost interest in
education when I started participating in politics. After Partition, my parents
wanted to stay in Baraili but I was determined to go to Lahore. I arrived in
Pakistan in November 1947. I had Punjabi friends in Baraili with families in
Lahore and I decided to stay with them. I got admission in Government
College, Lahore. I remember there were some refugees on Walton Road till
November 1947 but the riots had stopped.
Baraili was the Headquarter of the Rohel Khand in Utter Pardesh. It consisted
of three cities, Baraili, Shahjahanpur, and Muradabad. 33% of the population
was Muslim but in cities Muslim population exceeded Hindu population.
In 1946, I was only sixteen and could not vote but still I worked hard for
Muslim League. Quaid-e-Azam said that the Muslims should vote for a
lamppost, if it was contesting elections on Muslim League ticket. In our area,
owner of a music shop won in election against a very strong and influential
Congress candidate.

At the time of Partition and a few months after, there was some communal
tension in Baraili. This was the reason my mother allowed me to go to Lahore
for studies. My parents lived in Baraili till 1970 and then I brought them to
Pakistan. My cousins and relatives are still living in India.
Serious rioting took place in Dehradun, Muzzafar Nagar, Muradabad and
Saharanpur.
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When I reached Lahore, most of the Hindus and Sikhs had left Pakistan. I got
the chance to socialize with intellectuals and creative writers in Lahore. In
1950s, I analyzed the whole tragedy of Partition and the two-nation theory. I
felt the very idea behind Partition was baseless and wrong. I did extensive
research for the documentary 'End of Empire' for Granada television. I came
to the conclusion that Jinnah never wanted Partition; his rhetoric from 1940 to
1947 left no other choice and pushed him to the point of no return. Partition
harmed both India and Pakistan equally. After 60 years of independence, India
is unable to play any important role in international politics. I was
disappointed when Mr. Jinnah declared Urdu as the only national language.
Hafiz Jalandhry wrote the national anthem in 1950.
Thirty-two years after Partition, I went to India to interview people for my
documentary. I heard many stories in which people helped each other.
Bengal and Sindh contributed the most in the creation of Pakistan. Punjab
supported the Unionist Party and Congress. When Muslim League won the
support of middleclass Muslims; the opportunist feudal of Punjab joined
Muslim League for their personal gain.
When I was studying at Government College, I saw many valuable books by
Hindu and Sikh writers for sale on the roadside, like trash. At that time, I did
not realize their worth, but now I feel sorry for letting them go.
1971 war was a tragedy. Most people thought the Bengalis were traitors.
There were not many people who raised their voice against this injustice and
those who did were arrested.

Today, I feel that Pakistan has become infertile and barren because of our
disconnection with India and Bangladesh. Maulana Ubaidullah Sindhi said in
1920 that Lahore would become infertile if it disconnected with Delhi.

In India, a professor or a doctor rides a motorbike. On the other hand, in
Pakistan, a lecturer drives a car. Our whole culture is ruined; and there is no
education left in educational institutions. Compared to us Indians are
civilized.
I think Lahore is totally destroyed. I am appalled at the vulgarity and
materialism I see there. It does not suit Pakistan, a poor country, to show this
ill-gotten wealth.
The religious minorities in Pakistan are treated as second grade citizens.
Minorities have no future in this country. I believe if this country
disintegrates. it would disintegrate in the name of religion. Saudi money has
destroyed this country. Our government declared Qadianis as non-Muslims. I
think the day is not so far when they would declare Shias and Zikris as non-
Muslims. Ismailis are dissimilar in their religion but nobody objects because
they give money to our government.

Tahira Mazhar Ali, Lahore
I was 18 years old at the time of Partition. I was studying in Queen's Mary
College, Lahore. There were many non-Muslim girls in college but we never
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had any problems with each other or disputes over religious differences. I
sang Bhajans with Hindu friends and they sang Naats with us. We lived
peacefully with Hindus and Sikhs. There was a Hindu woman who sold
vegetables to the villagers, everyone loved and respected her. We bought all
our vegetables from her. At the time of Partition when all the Hindus and
Sikhs were migrating to India, our villagers did not let her go. They guarded
her house and she lived in our village for many years. Later, many years after
Partition, her husband took her to India. There were people who helped each
other and at the same time there were many others who committed gruesome
crimes against humanity. A few years ago when I was in India, I met a
filmmaker. He made the film Tamas based on Partition. He told me many
Hindus were killed in Rawalpindi in 1947.
When Pakistan was declared a separate country, I was in Lahore. I was
pregnant and could not go out much but I heard many stories about Hindus
and Sikhs who were brutally murdered by the Muslims in Lahore and other
parts of Punjab. One of my maids told me how her family entrapped, tricked
and killed a large number of Hindus and Sikhs. The Muslims asked them to
assemble in the courtyard of a big house. Then the door was locked from the
outside and set on fire, everyone inside was burnt alive. Many Hindu, Sikh
and Muslim girls were abducted on both sides. Jawaharlal Nehru played a
very important role in their rehabilitation. His representative, Sara Bai,
repeatedly returned to Pakistan with Muslim girls who were either left behind
or abducted; and took many Hindu girls from Pakistan to India. There were
many Hindu girls who refused to go to India because they had married
Muslim men. During a Kisan Conference, I met two girls who told me that
Sikhs saved them and took them to Wahga Border.
It was disturbing when our leaders showed insensitivity on Gandhiji's
assassination. His death was as much a loss for us as it was for India but no
one in Pakistan realized it. I can only imagine the agony of leaving one's
house. People still feel traumatized. I met some Hindu women in Lahore and
when I asked them about their experience of leaving everything behind; they
said nothing but their eyes told me the whole story.
Before Partition, people lived peacefully in this region. Partition flared
differences between us. Immediately afterwards, the hostility faded quite
dramatically. As a young woman in 1950, I was amazed at the hospitality and
kindness showered on the Indian cricket team in Pakistan. Raja Ghazanfar Ali
was the Pakistan High Commissioner for India. He opened the Wahga Border
to facilitate the Indian cricket fans who wanted to go to Lahore to watch the
game. The whole atmosphere of Lahore changed; Lahoris welcomed their
guests with open arms. Many had lost their loved ones during Partition but
they put it behind them. The shopkeepers refused to take money from the
Indian guests. The main two obstacles between India and Pakistan are the
policies of the government and illiteracy. Ordinary people do not keep grudges
in their hearts. This country was created for economic reasons and not for
religion.
In 1971, I called a meeting of Anjuman-e-Tarraqi Pasand Khuwateen
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(Democratic Women's Association) to protest against the army action in East
Pakistan. We distributed pamphlets on Bedan Road in Lahore; people spat on
us and called us traitors. We were arrested and my house was ransacked.
The magistrate had to release us after intervention by our lawyer; he warned us
not to repeat our action and to apologize. I refused to apologize. I told him that
if I stopped protesting against this injustice, I would never be able to hold my
head high. The magistrate also asked me to stop printing and distribution of
pamphlet against the army action. I told him I would never stop because I want
people to know what was happening in East Pakistan. My husband wrote many
articles against the army action. Similarly, my son, Tariq Ali did a lot for the
Bengali cause.
I helped many Bengalis to go back safely to Bangladesh. I disguised them as
Punjabis and sent them to Bangladesh via Afghanistan.
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Part Three:
THE BANGLADESH WAR OF

LIBERATION, 1971
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Dr. Alia Imam, Islamabad
The causes responsible for the separation of Pakistan are like waves of a deep
ocean that flows from our past, nurture our present and flows on to our future.
It is necessary to evaluate the basis on which this country was demanded
before we move on to the Dhaka debacle.
East Pakistan played the major role in the creation of this country. They
contributed 56% of the total votes in favor of Pakistan to make this dream a
reality. Quaid-e- Azam wanted a country where people had equal rights,
autonomy and freedom. He created this country so that people could live a
peaceful life. After his ill-timed death, wadieras, Khawaneen and civil and
military bureaucracy developed a system based on injustice to facilitate their
rule. When the people of Bangladesh stood up for their rights, the ruling elite
said that Islam and the ideology of Pakistan was in danger. They called
Bengalis traitors and penalized them for demanding their rights. They divided
the country to facilitate their rule and strengthen the ruling elite.
Mujibur Rehman reiterated that he was not against the Federation of Pakistan
and demanded basic human rights. Not only were they denied their rights; they
were killed in the name of Islam and Pakistan. It was barbaric; humanity and
human history was put to shame. In Dhaka, innocent Bengalis were subjected
to atrocities.
To register our support with the Bengalis, we arranged a meeting in Katrak
Hall. The suggestion came from Faiz Ahmed Faiz. We held another public
meeting in Khadda College Liari, Karachi. We had student support in
organizing a huge rally. As a result, the government exiled us and others were
imprisoned. Our property was confiscated. I think 1971 was the most vicious
and criminal chapter in the history of Pakistan.

In Karachi many intellectuals, writers and poets supported our movement.
People like Mehmood-ul-Haque Usmani, Syed Mirza Abid Abbass, Anwar
Ahsan Sidiqui, Miraj Mohammad, Khalid Jameel, Mohsin Siddiqui, Raees
Amrohavi, Syed Mohammad Taqi, Sahar Ansari, Mohsin Bhopali, Naseer
Turabi and Himayat Ali Shayiar fully supported us. We were against the
oppressions on Bengalis. We faced tremendous opposition from the non-
progressive elements of the country. We faced grave consequences for
opposing the government. I can still remember young students who died as a
result of police firing on Burns Road. They were killed because they refused to
be silent witnesses to the army operation in East Pakistan.
I went to Bangladesh and apologized to the people for our national
transgression. I think our government should apologize to the people of
Bangladesh on state level.

Dr. Tariq Rehman, Islamabad
1 did not do anything heroic in 1971. I was a cadet in Pakistan Military
Academy. I was totally uninformed about politics, history and current affairs.
In CMH Rawalpindi, I met a lieutenant who had friends in Bangladesh. In
March 1971, I was informed that the army had killed many people in Dhaka
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University. It was the first time I realized the gravity of the situation. I was
appalled because I never knew this face of our army. I felt that the army was
not the right profession for me. At that time, there was no way I could leave
the army. I was sent to the armored corps in Multan. I was not sent to East
Pakistan.
I knew that the military action would be followed by war. I knew that the army
action in March was wrong and the war was also wrong. I was no longer
interested in remaining in the army but there was no way I could leave it.
Probably a braver person would have left the army on moral grounds but I did
not.
Soon after the war, I handed my resignation to my commanding officer. I told
him that although, I had not lost a friend or family member in this war, my
conscience forced me to leave the army. I could no longer be a part of
something that I did not believe in. My commanding officer had a good laugh
and refused to accept my resignation. I was told to give it time.
I always believed in purely defensive war. I stayed in the army for another
seven years but I was convinced that it was not the right profession for me.
Even after several years, my views remained the same. I still thought that East
Pakistan was an example of internal colonialism and the army action was
callous, uncalled for and totally criminal.
During my stay in the army, I met a number of people who returned from
Bangladesh. The stories they told me only confirmed that I was right. They
told me that they killed many people and raped women. One officer boasted
that he kept a large number of girls in cages and raped them. I was now certain,
that part of what the foreign media had reported during the war was the truth.
In 1973, another military action was launched in Balochistan; I decided to
leave the army. I was not sent to Balochistan but I felt at any time, I would be
asked to do unjustified actions. I resigned for the second time and this time my
resignation was accepted.
I compiled a book of short stories, Bingo based on stories I heard from
different sources. I interviewed many officers who served in East Pakistan; I
also interviewed Bengali officers who were detained in camps in West
Pakistan. When I was writing, Language and Politics in Pakistan, I went to
Bangladesh. I wrote many short stories and articles on this issue. People
disliked them and wrote against them especially, when I wrote that we should
apologize to the people of Bangladesh.
In Pakistan, people avoid talking about what actually happened in East
Pakistan. So little was written on this issue and people were not willing to talk
about it. Collectively, people in West Pakistan refused to accept the reality of
this matter. They either deny it or call it an Indian conspiracy, subversion or
communist interference or misguided youth. They did not want to face the
reality.
It is hard to accept that a nation of millions did nothing to counter the brutality
of their army on their fellow countrymen.
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It is a mistake not to know the truth but not wanting to know the truth is even
bigger mistake. They want to believe that the Bengalis were traitors and killed
Beharis and as a response, the army took action. This myth was widely
circulated and accepted by the people of West Pakistan. In order to justify this
myth, supporting literature was produced. In our textbooks, 1971 war is
described as an Indian conspiracy or Bangladeshi deviance.
Our people were brainwashed on this issue, they did not want to accept that it
was a violation of human rights. In March 1971, the war had not started but our
army was pushing people out of East Pakistan into India; the myth of
nationalism sealed our lips. Nobody raised a voice against this injustice.
Sahibzada Yaqoob Khan and Air Marshall Asghar were against the military
action.
Creative writers could not break the shackles of nationalistic thoughts. On
1947, one can find volumes of books; but on 1971, there is a stunning silence.
Language deprivation in Bengalis was one of the major issues that led to the
secession of East Pakistan. I went to Bangladesh for research in 1994. I
interviewed many people and read articles on Language Movement in East
Pakistan. The whole Bengali nation was united on the language issue.
Most of the jute export foreign exchange went towards development in West
Pakistan. The best jobs were reserved for West Pakistan. The West Pakistanis
ruled the people of East Pakistan. Bengalis found independence no different
than a change of masters. The British ruled them before 1947 and afterwards it
was West Pakistanis.
I strongly recommend that the Government of Pakistan should apologize to the
Government and people of Bangladesh.

Treatment with Maulvi Tamizuddin Khan's family
The dissolution of the Constituent Assembly in October 1954 was quite a
shock to us. We could never imagine that such an unconstitutional act could
have happened.
My father sent his family to Dhaka from Karachi and stayed back in Karachi to
fight his case in the Sindh High Court.
We were expecting that justice would be done. My father did not have a place
to live except his modest house in Fairdpur (East Pakistan), where his brother
was living with his large family.
Most of the time my father lived with my sister, Kulsum Huda in the official
university quarters in Dhaka. Sometime, he stayed in Comilla with me.
My father was a very kind hearted man; I do not recall any occasion in my life
when he scolded me. He had different ways in showing his displeasure. I found
my father to be a busy person a far as I can recall since my childhood.
He took great efforts and interests in our upbringing. I am grateful to him that
despite criticism, he admitted me in the best girls school in Faridpur. I could
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only study there to class six. My father took a big decision and admitted me in
Memorial High School for Muslim Girls in Calcutta. My sister, Kulsum and I
had to live in the hostel. We miss the family and were never at ease in the
hostel. My father decided to move his family from Faridpur to Calcutta and
started practicing law in Calcutta High Court, leaving behind his good practice
in Faridpur District Court.
During the last days of his life, he was seriously sick in Rawalpindi. He was
the Speaker of the National Assembly. Instead of calling us to his bedside, he
flew back to Dhaka so that his near ones could be by his bedside. With great
care and under the supervision of three doctors, he was flown from
Rawalpindi to Dhaka. An ambulance took him to the Military Hospital in
Dhaka. He lived only nine days after he reached Dhaka.
He was a devout Muslim and had great faith in Allah. He told us after
reaching the hospital that he would not live long and that his father had the
same ailment. He was 71 years of age. He requested us not to insist that he
took his medicine. He could only sip few drops of water during his last days.
He became very weak and could speak with difficulty but his mind was sharp
and clear. He called for my stepmother, uncles, sisters, their husbands and all
of us and handed us his will, which he had prepared earlier. He was very
friendly with his grandchildren.
The night of 25 March 1971 will always be painful in my memory. We heard
gunshots and saw fires burning all through the night from our house. In the
morning after Fajar prayers, my brother-in-law, Dr. Nurol Huda was reading
the Quran Sharif. He was Professor of Economics in Dhaka University and
lived in the official quarters. The army personnel burst into his house and
rudely demanded to know his name and his religion, Dr. Huda told them his
name and said, "I am a Bengali Muslim".
The leader sarcastically remarked. "Can a Bengali be a Muslin?" They took
the Quran from his hands and threw it on the floor and pointed a gun at him.
His eldest daughter, Seemi rushed and shielded her father.
Every nook and corner of the house was ransacked and the family was left in
utter confusion and mental agony. This is a painful memory in our minds. My
sister and her family left the house immediately and took shelter in the house
of a relative to escape repetition of such happenings. The next morning, when
curfew was relaxed, all the people from our neighborhood fled from their
houses and took shelter in safer places, leaving behind all their belongings.
I took my six children to a room in Dhaka Medical College where my
daughter worked as a junior doctor. It was a small room with only one iron
bed. Most of us slept on the bare floor.
The army also raided my house. They ransacked the house and arrested my 25
year old engineer son, Sholudur Rahman, who worked with the East Pakistan
Industrial Development Corporation and took him away. Looking at the
Quaid-i-Azam's and my father's picture on the wall in my house, the officer
who accompanied the soldiers expressed his regret that he had to arrest the
grandson of Maulvi Tamizuddin Khan.
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My son was kept in a small room in Tejgaon Thana, Dhaka with 50 or more
other young persons for five days. With difficulty I could collect a sizeable
amount of money and through an intermediary, arranged release of my son.

Hamid Akhtar, Lahore
It has been 60 years since partition. Many Muslim women got left behind in
India; similarly, many Hindu women were left in Pakistan. Most of them were
forcibly married to Muslim men, had children and could not go back.
During 1971, I started a newspaper called Azad. Abdullah Malik, 1. A. Rehman
and many others who worked with me were jailed. Our office was near Regal
Cinema in Lahore. We knew that what was happening in East Pakistan was not
right but we never talked about it in public. We never shared our views with
others because the general public would not accept the facts and we would be
beaten up.
I started my newspaper in 1970, a month before the general elections. It was
popular and in one month, our circulation increased to one lakh. To meet our
expanding demands, we tried to get financial help but we were not successful.
We suggested that Bhutto and Mujib should work together for the restoration of
democracy and to get rid of the army regime. People thought we were Mujib's
supporters. They were distrustful of people who were in favour of Mujib and
against the army. Abdullah Malik was imprisoned for telling the truth, nobody
protested against this injustice.
I was the President of Punjab Union of Journalists. I went to Dhaka three times
before the 1970 elections to attend Federal Executive Committee meeting. I had
extensive talks with the intellectuals of East Pakistan and came to the
conclusion that the Awami League would win the election in East Pakistan. The
intellectuals also predicted that in case the central government does not make
Mujibur Rehman the prime minister of the country, the disagreement between
the government and East Pakistan would have disastrous results.

Masood Mufti, Islamabad
1971 is an issue that is persistently avoided by our nation for many years. The
reason for this is very simple; the forces responsible for the disintegration of the
country remained in power. The horrors of 1971 are systematically and
deliberately washed out from the psyche of the nation under the official
patronage. Civil and military autocracy and feudalism did not want East
Pakistan to remain united with West Pakistan. Bengalis were a threat to their
hegemony and power control. After 1970, Mullahs also joined hands with these
forces.
My relationship with East Pakistan goes back to 1958, when I joined the civil
services of Pakistan. There were twenty-three officers under training, eleven,
including me study there to class six. My father took a big decision and
admitted me in Memorial High School for Muslim Girls in Calcutta. My
sister, Kulsum and I had to live in the hostel. We miss the family and were
never at ease in the hostel. My father decided to move his family from
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Faridpur to Calcutta and started practicing law in Calcutta High Court, leaving
behind his good practice in Faridpur District Court.
During the last days of his life, he was seriously sick in Rawalpindi. He was
the Speaker of the National Assembly. Instead of calling us to his bedside, he
flew back to Dhaka so that his near ones could be by his bedside. With great
care and under the supervision of three doctors, he was flown from
Rawalpindi to Dhaka. An ambulance took him to the Military Hospital in
Dhaka. He lived only nine days after he reached Dhaka.
He was a devout Muslim and had great faith in Allah. He told us after
reaching the hospital that he would not live long and that his father had the
same ailment. He was 71 years of age. He requested us not to insist that he
took his medicine. He could only sip few drops of water during his last days.
He became very weak and could speak with difficulty but his mind was sharp
and clear. He called for my stepmother, uncles, sisters, their husbands and all
of us and handed us his will, which he had prepared earlier. He was very
friendly with his grandchildren.
The night of 25 March 1971 will always be painful in my memory. We heard
gunshots and saw fires burning all through the night from our house. In the
morning after Fajar prayers, my brother-in-law, Dr. Nurol Huda was reading
the Quran Sharif. He was Professor of Economics in Dhaka University and
lived in the official quarters. The army personnel burst into his house and
rudely demanded to know his name and his religion, Dr. Huda told them his
name and said, “I am a Bengali Muslim".

The leader sarcastically remarked. "Can a Bengali be a Muslin?" They took
the Quran from his hands and threw it on the floor and pointed a gun at him.
His eldest daughter, Seemi rushed and shielded her father.
Every nook and corner of the house was ransacked and the family was left in
utter confusion and mental agony. This is a painful memory in our minds. My
sister and her family left the house immediately and took shelter in the house
of a relative to escape repetition of such happenings. The next morning, when
curfew was relaxed, all the people from our neighborhood fled from their
houses and took shelter in safer places, leaving behind all their belongings.
I took my six children to a room in Dhaka Medical College where my
daughter worked as a junior doctor. It was a small room with only one iron
bed. Most of us slept on the bare floor.
The army also raided my house. They ransacked the house and arrested my 25
year old engineer son, Sholudur Rahman, who worked with the East Pakistan
Industrial Development Corporation and took him away. Looking at the
Quaid-i-Azam's and my father's picture on the wall in my house, the officer
who accompanied the soldiers expressed his regret that he had to arrest the
grandson of Maulvi Tamizuddin Khan.

My son was kept in a small room in Tejgaon Thana, Dhaka with 50 or more
other young persons for five days. With difficulty I could collect a sizeable
amount of money and through an intermediary, arranged release of my son.
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Hamid Akhtar, Lahore
It has been 60 years since partition. Many Muslim women got left behind in
India; similarly, many Hindu women were left in Pakistan. Most of them were
forcibly married to Muslim men, had children and could not go back.
During 1971, I started a newspaper called Azad. Abdullah Malik, 1. A.
Rehman and many others who worked with me were jailed. Our office was
near Regal Cinema in Lahore. We knew that what was happening in East
Pakistan was not right but we never talked about it in public. We never shared
our views with others because the general public would not accept the facts
and we would be beaten up.
I started my newspaper in 1970, a month before the general elections. It was
popular and in one month, our circulation increased to one lakh. To meet our
expanding demands, we tried to get financial help but we were not successful.
We suggested that Bhutto and Mujib should work together for the restoration
of democracy and to get rid of the army regime. People thought we were
Mujib's supporters. They were distrustful of people who were in favour of
Mujib and against the army. Abdullah Malik was imprisoned for telling the
truth, nobody protested against this injustice.
I was the President of Punjab Union of Journalists. I went to Dhaka three times
before the 1970 elections to attend Federal Executive Committee meeting. I
had extensive talks with the intellectuals of East Pakistan and came to the
conclusion that the Awami League would win the election in East Pakistan.
The intellectuals also predicted that in case the central government does not
make Mujibur Rehman the prime minister of the country, the disagreement
between the government and East Pakistan would have disastrous results.

Masood Mufti, Islamabad
1971 is an issue that is persistently avoided by our nation for many years. The
reason for this is very simple; the forces responsible for the disintegration of
the country remained in power. The horrors of 1971 are systematically and
deliberately washed out from the psyche of the nation under the official
patronage. Civil and military autocracy and feudalism did not want East
Pakistan to remain united with West Pakistan. Bengalis were a threat to their
hegemony and power control. After 1970, Mullahs also joined hands with
these forces.
My relationship with East Pakistan goes back to 1958, when I joined the civil
services of Pakistan. There were twenty-three officers under training, eleven,
including me were from West Pakistan. It was my first personal contact with
the people of East Pakistan. We were sent to East Pakistan for District
Management Training. I was posted at Chittagong with my two other
colleagues. I worked with the Deputy Commissioner of Chittagong and later; I
went to Chittagong Hill Tracks. I had direct interaction with the local people. I
met members of Chakma Tribe and their chief. After four months, we returned
to West Pakistan and were sent to England for further training courses in
Cambridge.
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In those days, the government policy was appointing officers from East
Pakistan to West Pakistan and vice versa. I was captivated by East Pakistan
during my training period and anxiously looked forward to a transfer there. East
Pakistan had a very special place in my heart. Ayub Khan's government
changed the policy of inter-wing appointments. I was extremely disappointed.
In 1971, after the military action, I received an order to proceed to East
Pakistan. Many officers were reluctant to go there but I was not. It was almost
twelve years after the initial training for Civil Service in Chittagong that I
returned to East Pakistan.
Everything had changed. During my training period, people were affectionate
and respectful towards West Pakistanis. This time I experienced anti-Pakistan!
sentiments and pro-Indian lobbying. There was an erosion of the pro-Pakistani
feelings. It was not because the people were against Pakistan but they were
disillusioned by the government policies.
In 1947, the people of East Pakistan contributed the most for the creation of this
country. An East Pakistani moved Pakistan Resolution. There was complete
unity between the two wings.
During 1958, when I was in East Pakistan for training, Bengalis were united
with Pakistan. In 1971, the government policies changed.
Quaid-e-Azam did not live to give us a constitution. Unfortunately, our people
repeatedly elected the feudal lobby from West Pakistan. In East Pakistan, there
were no feudal. The feudal lobbyist did not want a constitution; Liaqat Ali
Khan was a feudal himself. In the first seven years of the constituent assembly,
the total duration of assembly sessions was 117 days. The non-serious attitude
was evident towards framing the constitution and it was deliberately prolonged
and avoided.
The leadership of East Pakistan, Hussein Shaheed Suhrawardi formulated our
first constitution. As Prime Minister of Pakistan, he tried to translate the love of
East Pakistan towards West Pakistan.
I wrote two repertoires on East Pakistan. These memoirs truly reflect my
feelings and thoughts. Chehray is the portrayal of the fall of Dhaka. Humnafas
is a detailed account of my personal experiences in East Pakistan.

At the time of the fall of Dhaka, I felt that people had something else on their
lips while their eyes told other story. I felt the Bengalis were sympathetic to us
but the fear of Awami League sealed their lips.
The feudal in West Pakistan had little in common with Bengalis because there
was no feudalism in East Pakistan. The coalition of Mullahs, Wadeiras and
military elite are responsible for the dismemberment of Pakistan.
There was a civil war in East Pakistan. I would not call it genocide because
genocide has a specific meaning and I do not think it applies to East Pakistan.
After 25 March, the people of East Pakistan made a decision about their
future. The army lost control and the separatist forces became stronger, with
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the help from India and Mukti Bahini.

Before the events of 25 March, a meeting between Yahya and Mujib failed
because Yahya wanted to remain the President of Pakistan. It is on record that
Yahya said Mujibur Rehman would be the prime minister of the country. It
was in line with the previous understanding between Yahya and Mujib that
promised the presidency to Yahya. When Mujib disagreed to this
arrangement, Yahya joined hands with Bhutto.
Soon after, the dissident element gained strength. There were massacres in
Santa Hal', Shanti Para and Chittagong. It was genocide of non-Bengalis by
the Bengalis and it took place much before 25 March. Unfortunately, nobody
wants to talk about it. We need neutral and impartial observers to evaluate the
whole situation.
On the night of 25 March, the army started its operation to recapture East
Pakistan. When I was a war prisoner in India, the Indian army accepted the
fact that they were in East Pakistan much before 25 March.

Anti-Pakistani forces were responsible for the large-scale massacre of people
in Railway Colonies. In April, army successfully recaptured East Pakistan but
by then, an open civil war had started. Many pro-Pakistanis were killed in
guerilla activities. Government established peace committees at Tehsil level to
control the situation but the anti-Pakistan people killed the members of peace
committees.
Both sides killed each other. It was a civil war and both sides' committed
grave crimes. Many people would like to differ from my point of view but this
is how I observed it. I was Secretary Education at that time. In West Pakistan,
people were totally oblivious of the gravity of the situation in East Pakistan.
They were deliberately kept in the dark. The government was not honest in its
efforts to restore peace in East Pakistan.
I could not voice my distress over the whole issue because I was a civil
servant. It was after retirement, I could freely express my feelings. During my
service, the only way of expressing myself was through literature. When I
came back from Indian prison in 1974, I started writing about it.
In the first month of my return from India, Chehray was published. I wrote
this book soon after the fall of Dhaka. I read excerpts from it once in a public
meeting in Lahore. The government asked me to stay quiet. As a result, I
became an undesirable writer in the official circles.
I started writing short stories; it was an attempt to portray the gruesome crimes
that I had witnessed. Hamnafas was an expansion of the ground-realities in
East Pakistan from April till 16 December.
I would like to share an interesting report I saw and later reported in my book.
On 24 November 1971, I saw transcripts of a report by a foreign newspaper
correspondent. It stated that the 1971 Indo-Pak war could have three possible
outcomes. I would not discuss the first two possibilities for their irrelevance
but the third possibility was that Pakistan would have a mock war and would
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quickly surrender before the Indian army. And later, this is what happened.
I included this report in my book. Everybody was convinced that I had made a
huge blunder and would have to face the consequences. I was unable to write
explicitly about 1971 because I was a public servant. However, I wrote about it
in the form of fiction as candidly as I could. Soon after my retirement from the
civil services, I started writing in newspapers. My first open article was
published on 16 December 1995. Twenty-four years after the Dhaka debacle.
Similarly, on the twenty-fifth anniversary of the tragedy, I wrote another
article, in which I detailed the whole situation. I believe that the East Pakistanis
were better patriots than us. I recognize their contributions towards Pakistan,
their role in history and admit that we betrayed their love and sacrifices. When
I was abroad, I met many Bangladeshis, I was surprised that even after the
suffering they endured at the hands of Pakistanis and Pak army; they were
friendly with me.
During 1971, very few people in West Pakistan were aware of what was
happening in East Pakistan. Those who knew or had sympathies with the
Bengalis could not express their concerns to the military regime.
When I was working for the Asian Development Bank in 1980, I met a Bengali
engineer. He lost his brother in 1971 war, when army raided his house. Even
after nine years, he was so bitter that he refused to talk to any West Pakistani
or Indian. His hostility towards Pakistanis was greater than against Indians. It
took us three years to become friends and this friendship became strong with
time.
I think time is a big healer. Our youth understands that there were lies and
exaggerations on both sides. It is good that the both sides are trying to find the
truth. I heard people talking about the reunification. I read a book written by
Mahmood Ahmad, he writes that in the first year of independence, Bengalis
discovered the truth about India and their thoughts' about Pakistan changed
dramatically. Bangladesh is doing much better than us as a nation. We wish
them success.

Panna Qaisar, Dhaka
I am proud to be widow of a great man who sacrificed his life for his
motherland. Before our marriage, I knew him quite well. We spoke to each
other daily during my student life. I knew he was a politician and a
progressive writer. When he proposed for my hand, my mother refused but I
convinced her. I married him against my parents' wishes.
After our marriage, I saw a new world through his eyes. I was amazed at his
intelligence, sensibility and outlook. I accompanied him to various public and
private political meetings. He wanted me to participate in politics.
During 1971, I saw that he was distressed and troubled for his country.
Shahidullah asked me to accompany him to listen to our great leader, Mujibur
Rehman. Initially, I was unsure because I was pregnant. Now I feet had I not
gone that day, I would have missed something very special and historical in
my life.
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In March 1971, Shahidullah was extremely busy with political activities.
When our son was born, he did not know about it. When I returned from the
hospital after five days, he came to see us. He told me that something grave
and tragic was about to happen to our country. On 25 March, my sister called
on phone asked about Shahidullah. I got alarmed and called many of his
friends but no one knew anything. Later, he came back but we were anxious.
Pakistan army started its operation, I heard people shouting for help in the
streets.
On 27 March, the army lifted the curfew and we were allowed to go out. My
husband wanted to go out to see his friends. He also wanted to contact his
politician friends to device a new political strategy. We stopped at the front
gate of the Jagan Nath Hall at the Dhaka University. The huge ground was
full of dead bodies. The sight was so horrifying that I fainted. My husband
carried me back to the car and returned to the university ground to bury the
dead. When he came back, I saw blood on his shirt.

The situation further deteriorated after 25 March. There was no money and
little food in the house. We cooked rice but it was not enough. For the next
nine months, Shahidullah remained busy in political and social activities. He
would leave early morning and return late at night. His friends visited him at
night using the backdoor.
Shahidullah helped his friends in any way he could, money, food-items and
other needed items were given to needy people. He gave money to the
families of those who were killed in the army operation. Fazl-e-Rabbi was
my husband's friend, his wife told me after Shahidullah's death that he had
helped them during those trying times.

One day I asked him why he was giving money to others when his own
children were hungry. He told me that the money was being used for a noble
cause. He had a magnanimous heart. I have never met anyone like him.
On 14 December, the Razakaars took him away. Before his arrest, we begged
him to go into hiding but he refused. We were worried for him; the whole
household depended on him. Many people and our relatives were taking
refuge in our house. Razakaars refused to give any information about him.

The next day, I started calling people to find out about his whereabouts. I was
hoping he would come back. I thought they would release him once the
situation calmed down. Usually, relatives of arrested people went to Rayer
Bazaar; I went there with my brother. We saw thousands of dead bodies.
When I found out that Shahidullah had been killed, I was devastated. I had no
job; no money and my children were so young.
I went to see Abu Said Chaudhry for assistance. I needed a job and a house.
He arranged a job and gave us this house in which I am living now.
My husband was a journalist; he also founded a social organization. After his
unfortunate death, I took over his responsibilities. He gave me new ideas, new
beliefs and a new life; I have to pass it on to my children.
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Shomi Qaisar, Dhaka
I never felt like an orphan when I was a child. For some reason, I always
though my father had gone abroad for higher education. Nobody told me that
he was killed. The house was full of his books, literary works and diaries. My
mother did not tell us about his death. We always thought he would come
back to us some day. As a child, I used to run out and wave at the sky
shouting, 'Bye bye, Abba'.
When I started going to school, I slowly realized that my father had died.
School life made me conscious of the vacuum in my life.
When people asked me about my father, I proudly told them that I am
Shahidullah's daughter. I am proud to be my father's daughter. Unconsciously,
I had the impression that everybody knew my father. It always gives me
immense pleasure to introduce myself as Shahidullah's daughter.

Air Marshal (Retd.) Asghar Khan, Islamabad
Shiekh Mujib's Awami League won the elections in 1970. It was recognized
that the elections were transparent, free and fair. They had every right to form
a government but the federal government denied their right. The leadership of
West Pakistan teamed up with Yahya Khan because they did not want
Bengalis to rule the country.
I had my sympathies with the people of East Pakistan and did everything to
support them. I toured the whole country and tried to build a public consensus
over the issue. I wanted the people of West Pakistan, especially Punjab to
support the just demand of Bengalis to form the government but the federal
government was not honest and determined to keep Bengalis from gaining
power.
Yahya wanted to remain the President of Pakistan. He was sure before the
1970 elections that no party would secure a majority and coalition government
would extend his rule. The election result was a severe blow. The major
reason for the failure of talks between Yahya and Mujib was the fact that
Yahya was not a politician. He had only Bhutto as a political advisor, who had
his own political agenda.

I made several visits to East Pakistan before, during and after the elections.
Even during the military action, I visited East Pakistan almost half a dozen
times. I was present in talks between Awami League and Yahya. During my
visits, I met a number of Awami League leaders. They had a legitimate right to
form the government and they felt betrayed by the federal government's
delaying tactics. They were aware that Yahya Khan and his advisors did not
want Bengalis to form the government. They rightly felt cheated and were
bitter about the mishandled policies of the army.
The military action of March 1971 was a disaster on the part of the
government. I strongly opposed the army action. The people of West Pakistan,
particularly Punjab supported it. The public opinion in Punjab was that the
Bengalis had no right to rule over them.
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Most politicians were of the view that the Bengalis should be given their right
to form the government but unfortunately, they did absolutely nothing to show
their support for the Bengalis. They either remained mute or expressed their
concerns in private gatherings. They made no effort to mobilize people and
build public opinion. They sat back and silently watched the horrendous
episode of our history.
The military operation was absurd and futile. We had no land links with East
Pakistan. The distance between Karachi and Dhaka is same as between
Karachi and the South of France. There was no chance for success.
Technically, it was unintelligent because there was no way of providing
supplies to the army when India closed its borders and air space to Pakistan. In
political terms, it was a disaster. The government made fools of the people of
West Pakistan by giving them false hopes of assistance from America and
China.
During the military operation, I went to Dhaka four or five times to talk to my
Party workers and other politicians. I also talked to common Bengalis. I was
troubled by their bitter disappointment. They thought that West Pakistanis
considered them inferior. Moreover, there was also frustration over the denial
to their rightful demands.
West Pakistan had no sympathy for Bengalis. I was the only person who spoke
up for their rights. I also tried to convince people to accept their fair demands
but nobody was ready to listen. It was for the first time in the history that a
majority stood up for its rights but was crushed by the minority and forced to
separate. Never in the history of this world, a minority suppressed a majority
and broke up the country.
Later, the Government of Pakistan set up Hamood-ur-Rehman Commission to
investigate the disaster of East Pakistan. I was asked to give my testimony to
save the government from embarrassment. At first I refused but later the court
summoned me. I told the commission, I did not want to testify because of the
terms and references the commission was trying to investigate what led to the
shameful defeat. The answer to which was very simple but what needed to be
investigated was the root cause of the dismemberment of Pakistan; what was
the conspiracy? Why the East Pakistanis were denied their right to form the
government?
I told the judge there was no use of the inquiry and it would not see the light of
day. Now, I feel I was right in saying so, the report was never made public until
a few years ago, when an Indian magazine published excerpts of the report. I
strongly feel that the Hamood-ur-Rehman Commission was a complete farce.
The demand from the people of Bangladesh for a trial of war criminals of 1971
is justified. Most of the perpetrators are dead but the Government of Pakistan
should make an effort to set the record straight. I think that Pakistan should
officially apologize to the people of Bangladesh. It was a criminal act on our
part to wage war against them. We, as a nation are guilty of grave crimes.
I think people of Bangladesh are better off without us. Their experiences as our
fellow countrymen were unpleasant and unfair. The government should make
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an effort to clear its conscience.

In my personal opinion, I do not think that the present government would
apologize to the people of Bangladesh; a public apology from a party who
caused the break up in Pakistan is out of question. The party, which teamed up
with the army to dismember Pakistan, is in power today. It would be a good
gesture if they do but I have serious doubts.

People of Bangladesh are aware of my contributions. I do not owe an apology
to them; because I did everything I could to support them. I was beaten up,
stoned, and even spat on by the people of West Pakistan and especially
Punjabis. People called me Bengali Agent. I was trying to stop the country from
breaking up and I did what was right for Pakistan. I just feel sorry for us. I feel
that we are guilty of great injustice and destruction of our country.

Mr. Alauddin, Comilla
My name is Alauddin. I am a physical training teacher in Our Lady of Fatima
Girls High School. In 1969-70, the mass-movement was initiated, followed by
war of liberation. I was in class ten and signed for war training, in addition to
rifle training for 15 days. Our leaders told us to start an awareness movement to
inform people of the prevailing situation. Muslim League harassed and beat us.
We did not shrink from our responsibility; we were determined to free our
country.
On 7 March, when Sheikh Mujib declared his protest, I started training 250
boys in Garjankhola near Chalkbazar. We knew before 7 March that we have to
protest the Pakistani brutality. I became a member of Civil Defense; Bengali
members trained us in survival tactics in Khilgaon.
On 25 March, Comilla Cantonment was attacked. I left for India; I had no
money, just a lungi and vest. After two days I reached Sonamura and met
Khursheed Alam, our leader. I was worried and anxious for my parents.

We were ordered to go to Comilla for an operation that required the use of
explosives. We faced many difficulties to reach Comilla. It was wintertime and
we had to cross the river during curfew. After waiting for a long time, we set
the explosive in place and lit the fuse. We heard a big explosion and thought
the whole Thana building had blow up. We started swimming in order to cross
the river. The army camp nearby used searchlight and stared shooting. We got
scared and swam underwater for 15 to 20 feet; we had to swim for two miles to
safety.
We reached another village and took shelter in my sister's house; she gave us
dry clothes and boiled sweet potatoes. In the morning, we headed for India.
Niaz thanked us for carrying out the assignment; I told him that I wanted to
fight for my country. Captain Puran Singh took us to a jungle near Kathalia,
we crossed to Chhara for a week of further training. We were told that the next
target was Katakbazar, Comilla. There was fierce fighting. About 400 to 450
soldiers died that day. I crawled back and reached to Shonamura. Army
soldiers caught me. I was taken to Luchinagar. I met Khaled Musharraf, Major
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Haidar, Major Ambia and other army officers. I realized that by working with
the army, I would get food regularly.
I joined the Four Bengal Army. Captain Gaffar was our C.O. There were about
250 people under his command. We went to Mujibnagar for guerilla training
for 15 days. Again we crossed the border to India. We returned to Bangladesh
to do several operations. After completion of 15 days training, we were taken
to Bilunia and we fought with the Pakistanis for seven days. We were under
Major Ambia's command. There were about 50 students and many army
soldiers. Major Gaffar was Commander-In-Charge. Punjabis had tortured the
people of that area so the people informed us about the army's movement.
One day we captured some Punjabis. We tied them with bamboos and gave
them same treatment and handed them over to the Indian Army. Captain
Bukhari, an army officer of Pakistan, committed many transgressions against
the Bengalis. He would go on operation to catch Mukti. In one fight, many
Punjabis died and Captain Bukhari was among them. His body was sent to
India. The most serious operation was Shalda River operation. In Konaban, we
heard that Comilla District was liberated on 8 December. We heard the news
on the Radio. An announcement was made on the 16 December that we have
liberated our country.

Biplob Bala, Dhaka
I am a teacher of dramatics. For 30 years, I have remained engaged in our
literature, our language, and our culture. My father's name was Courchandra
Bala. He was a Member of Parliament in 1956, after the election of 1954. My
father was a son of a peasant from a low caste Hindu family. They had no
lands of their own. When Courchandra Bala was born, his grandfather told his
son, "Make him a literate, he will be a great man." He was the first M.A. from
our area.
My father was not interested in politics; he was a student and lived in Calcutta.
After completing his M.A., he started a job in Calcutta Postal Department. My
father was like one of the ordinary people. It was his simplicity and quiet
dignity that made him a representative of people. He was a poor peasant's son
and also a lower caste of Hindu. In the election on the issue of Pakistan during
the partition, all the lower caste Hindus voted for Pakistan. My father was an
advocate for the lower castes.
We lived in Faridpur since 1963. My father was the President Awami League
in Faridpur. He attended all public meetings and ignored risk of arrests. He
was asked to join Ayub Khan's government as a minister but he refused. Later,
he had good relation with Sheikh Mujibur Rehman.
From our childhood, our mother did everything for us because our father was
engaged with politics. My father loved reciting the poems of Rabindranath
Tagore, which indicated his soft nature. As a student of class six or seven,
some members of the leftist party impressed me, as it happens to a boy of that
age. It was 1966-67 and people were uniting under Awami League.
Tajuddin Ahmed and some other leaders were leaving for Calcutta. We were
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in Faridpur during the military attack. It was our first such experience. It was
April 1971. The army started firing and people started running, so many
people running, dying, falling, bullets flying everywhere. It went on for a few
hours. Running without direction, we got lost. We came to an unknown
village and we had to stay in an unknown person's home. We were still fearful
the army could attack that village as well. The next day, we left for our uncle's
house and reached his house in May.
My uncle was a political person and was also targeted by the army. In those
days, Pakistan Government treated Hindu people as pobitro aminot (holy trust
property) but my father disagreed. He said, we are the citizens of this country;
we are not someone's Holy Deposit. The village was attacked and we had to
run through the marshes. Many people died and many were injured. Our
family was safe and we hid in another remote village. My father sent someone
to bring us to Calcutta and we left for India.
We had to walk because there was no other alternative; nobody dared to go
through the main roads, which were full of Pakistani army. We walked the
whole night and slept during the day. We reached Jaysore and were taken to
someone's home to spend the night. After some time, a member of that family
told us to leave their house because dacoits might rob us. We were taken to a
school compound to stay overnight and dacoits robbed us. Later, we came to
know that the members of the same family were the dacoits.
One of aunts (sister of my mother) was with us. She was of my age. They
forcibly took her aside in the fields. She came back after few times. You
understand. Everybody tried to hide it from me because I was a just boy but I
realized what happened.
Finally we reached Jaysore. We received a message, advising us not to cross
the border that night. During the night, the army started a full assault
operation. Thousands of people lay down on the ground to save themselves. I
thought it was the last moment of my life and we will surely die. I heard my
elder brother telling me to run from that place; but how and go where. My
whole family was in danger, how I could leave them. The artillery destruction
went for more than an hour. Then the machine gun firing stopped and there
was a pin drop silence. The next morning, we could see what had happened
during that hellish night. Several hundred people lay dead on the ground. One
of my aunts had a bullet wound.
That morning we decided to cross the border. Our minds were paralyzed by
what our eyes were witnessing. I will never forget the man walking beside us;
he left his dead son on the ground. He didn't cry. Everyone was speechless and
numb with shock. After crossing the border to India, he burst out crying.
One dreadful tragedy I have not mentioned. Our dadu's mother, my mother's
grandmother, we called her Bora Maa was an old lady and incapable of
undertaking the physically hard journey. So she was left alone at home. Yes,
mother of my grandfather was left alone. It was terrible. We justified it by
promising we would bring her later. We come to know that she started the
journey with other people of our village. She died on the way; hunger and
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physical exertion killed her. This is the deepest grief our family suffer, that we
left Bora Maa to die that way.
At last we reached in India. My father was in Bonga, near about the border.
He was on duty in the non-military zone. He sent a jeep with a guide for us. It
was the end of the horrible journey. We rented a house in Bonga. We did not
face any food related problems because of our father's position. I think he got
monthly wages. We stayed in India during the war. We retuned in the last
week of December or the first week of January to the newly created
Bangladesh.
When we got back, our home was ruined and there was nothing left, not even
the doors and windows. People returned the belongings they had removed
from our house. My father restarted his legal practice at Faridpur, which had
Hindu majority. Few Beharis also lived in Faridpur. When we were in India,
my father told me that Hindus were targeted only because of their religion.
Tajuddin Ahmed suggested to him to stay in Calcutta but my father refused.
He said that people were returning, crossing the border at Agartala and if they
see him, they would be reassured and feel safe. He stayed in Bonga. He also
refused the offer of UNO as a representative of Bangladesh Government.
There were always clashes between Hindu and Muslim. Politicians tried to
overcome this mind set but it was not easy. 95% of our freedom fighters were
the poor peasants and only 5% were student and activists. After the war, most
of them returned home. 137 bureaucrats, who worked in West Pakistan during
the war, were inducted in the new Bangladesh Government. It was Sheikh
Mujib's greatness that made this nation.

Father Ivans, Dhaka
On 13 November at 1:15 pm, Father Ivans set out from Golla to Bakslmagar
by boat to direct the Sunday prayer at Upa-Dharmapolli. When he reached
Nawabgonj Pilot School, the Pakistani soldiers ordered him to anchor the boat
and they took him and boatman to the commander in the camp. The boatman
managed to run away and saved his life. Father Ivans was stabbed with the
bayonet, shot and throw in the river. A freedom fighter witnessed this killing.
Mohan, the boatman, informed the church at 4:15 pm. People were instantly
informed by ringing the church bell. They were shocked and grieved.
The freedom fighters camped near the village. The Razakars informed the
army that Father Ivans was the director of the school and helped the freedom
fighters secretly. This is the reason he was killed.

Then next morning, Father Ivans' body was found in the river near Barra. It
was secretly taken to Golla. There were deep wound on his face, his lower hip
was cut and two teeth were broken. One bullet had passed through his left rib,
another hit in his right waist and both the hands were cut from inside. At 4:50
pm, his body was buried with due respect in the Golla graveyard. 5000 people
from Hindu, Muslim and Christian community attended the funeral.
The Pakistani soldiers threw Father Ivans' body in the cold water of River
Ichamoti. An Imam recovered the body from the river and moved it to the
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mosque veranda. He was placed on a cot, usually reserved for Muslim dead
bodies and freedom fighters carried his body to Golla Church. Thousands of
Hindus and Muslims cried and mourned.

Khokon Solomon Purification, Dhaka
Khokon Solomon Purification was the resident of East Rajabazar, Dhaka. He
left home secretly for Agortola on the 16 June 1971. After completion of
training, he returned to Dhaka and got involved in guerrilla war. Getting no
information, his parents thought that the Pakistani army randomly took
Khonkon. During war, he came home once for 4 days to be with his parents.
Before leaving, he gave six bangles to his mother.

During an operation on 12 November 1971, the Pakistan army caught Khokon
and one of his relatives. They were killed immediately while other members of
the team succeeded in saving themselves. Everybody started heading home
when the war was over. Nobody knew what had happened to Khokon. Three
months after Independence, his family came to know that he paid with his life
for the freedom of the country.

Mr. Joj Dash, Dinajpur
Mr. Joj Dash was very well known in Dinajpur. He was known as Joj Bhai. In
1971, Joj Dash was 32 years old and former solder of East Pakistan Rifles
(SPR). He resigned when he realized the situation in Bengal. To make the
resistance stronger, he secretly started training sessions for the freedom
fighters. In April, he set up camps in Birol. He was in charge of Shibbari, a
sub-sector camp under Sector 7. He trained and built a very strong team in the
West Dinajpur.

Joj and his team specialized in guerrilla war. On 13 April, Pakistani army
occupied Dinajpur. At the same time, Joj was resisting the Pak army in Saidpur
Cantonment. In Dinajpur, Pak army started mass killing, burning down houses
and raping women. Joj and his team of four hundred volunteers succeeded in
driving away the Pak army.
On 27 March, Joj and his team fought against a very well equipped and well-
armed counterpart. Many Pakistani soldiers were wounded during this battle.
On 12 April, fighting broke out in Dashmile, not far from Dinajpur. Joj was
victorious in Biral, Radhikapur, Ramchandrapur and Kishoregong areas.
Seventeen Pak soldiers were killed in several ambushes. Biral Railway Station
Master, Jahurul Alam kept us informed about Pak army activities. It was for
this reason he was captured, tortured and killed.
By the end of April, Pakistan army started aerial bombardment. We saved
ourselves with the help of Khogen Thakur, Bairagi Para, Captain K. Dutta,
Captain Horen Ghosh and Captain Gurucharan Singha in Radhikapur.

Parimol Drong, Mymensingh
Parimal Drong was born in 1952 in Monikura, a village near Mymensingh. In
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1971, he took the S.S.C examination from Biridakuni School.
His village was in Haluaghat Thana during the war. One of the organizers of
this area was member of East Pakistan Parliament named Kudrat Ullah
Mondal. Both Kudrat Ullah Mondal and Head Master of Biridakuni School
inspired the young people to fight for their country.
Parimol got involved in the liberation war. He went to Jura, a small town near
Meghalaya in India for training. He completed the four-week training course
and join Sector 11 under the leadership of Commander Abdul Ghafoor. He
participated in the Nagla Bridge Operation. Razakars captured him and handed
him over to the Pak army. Pak army tortured him for several days and then
shot him. His body was thrown in River Kongsho.

Patrick Rodridge, Nagari
I lived in Nagari with my family. In 1971, I worked in a Travel Agency in
Dhaka. After the operation led by the Pakistani army, Dhaka turned into hell; I
decided to return to my village. Twenty thousand people, mostly from Dhaka
took refuge in my village. It was at this time, I decided to participate in
liberation war.
On 20 June, I left the home with some friends for Agartala, India. Horrific
fighting was taking place in the Konabon area between the East Bengal
Regiment and Pakistani army. It was difficult to cross the border but we
reached Palotola Camp. I was selected for training with the help of Mr. Haroon
and Captain Sujat Ali. Our training continued for two months and on
completion of the training period, I joined the regular force.

Intelligence Department was recruiting only thirty people out of five hundred. I
was selected and sent for further training of three months. We were instructed
in map drawing and map reading. I completed this training.
On 4 December, Indian solders offered help to the Mukti Bahini. I was selected
for 73 Brigade, 19 Punjab Regiment of Indian force. The four companies of the
brigade:
Alfa, Bravo, Charley and Delta took their position near the border; I was in
Delta group. Further training continued for a long time. I worked with Indian
Commander Lieutenant Cornel Gill. During one fight, a bullet hit my thigh and
I had to return to the main camp, only to find out that the Pakistani prisoners
had escaped.
We rushed to Brahmanbariya to recapture the Pak soldiers but the Pak army
attacked us in Sultanpur. It was terrible; we were outnumbered and got orders
to retreat. The situation was unbelievable; we just fled. I reached another
village and found an empty brick house, there was some rice and curry in the
kitchen and it was still warm; it looked as if the owners of the house left
suddenly.
Mukti Bahini advanced towards Brahmanbariya and Pak army was on the run.
Pak army blew up the two bridges on Titas River. I wanted to rejoin my unit
and started walking towards the headquarters. I saw five Pak army soldiers
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with machine guns. To save myself, I said" Assalam-u-Alaikum." One of them
slapped my shoulder and asked me to say "Pakistan Zindabad."
That night, we started marching towards Ashugonj via Taaleshwar. In
Ashugonj, we found out that Pak army controlled this area. We changed our
direction and headed near River Meghna, one and half mile from Ashugonj.
Our aim was to capture the three thousand Pak solders to prevent them from
reaching Dhaka.
Renowned freedom fighter Qadir Siddiqui's Bahini had already reached
Mirpur. That meant that Dhaka was well protected from all sides. Considering
the consequences, we were determined to stop the Pak-army from reaching
Dhaka.
After 7 March, Sheikh Mujib declared independence; the nation was ready for
total war for our liberation. From 8 March onwards, we were not Pakistani any
more. After the Pakistan army initiated the horror of 25 March, there was no
chance of remaining together. 1970 election was a mandate for the final break
up of Pakistan; it was a planned strategy by Yahya Khan and the elite of
Pakistan.
I want to talk about my personal involvement in that period. I was groomed in
a political atmosphere and with Communist Party's ideology. I founded
different union long before 25 March. In 1971, we formed an armed group
based in Dhaka. We had our union in machine & tool factories, which were the
manufacturers and suppliers of ammunitions to Pak-army. We procured
ammunition; we had our cell and unit in these factories.

There were rumors that talks between Yahya and Sheikh Mujib failed and that
Shiekh Mujib was arrested. The general public was worried and wanted to do
something. The army used delaying tactics in order to bring reinforcement
from West Pakistan. We knew there would be a direct confrontation, but the
madness of mass killing and brutality shocked us. It was unprecedented
genocide.
My family was politically conscious, my brother and sisters were the members
of Communist Party. My father was the member of Muslim League. We had
two schools of thought in our family but there was no conflict. I became an
active member of Communist Party during my student days. After
Matriculation in 1960, I got involved in the Communist Party Student
Organization. We wanted economic emancipation.
We worked with the National Awami Party. In 1957, Awami League was
divided; Mawlana Bhashani led one Party and Shahid Hussain Sohrawardi led
the other.I
We were with National Awami Party but secretly worked with the Communist
party. We worked openly with National Awami Party for mass movement or
struggle against the army. We worked in the cultural and academic fields with
the Communist Party.
After Ayub Khan's downfall, Yahya appeared on the scene in March 1969. The
idea of liberation came to our mind after 1966. After the 1965 India-Pakistan
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war, we realize that it is impossible to continue together.
We could not measure at that time the death toll it would take to free our nation.
It was beyond our imagination that these atrocities could take place.
On 11 November 1970, a huge tidal wave hit East Pakistan and millions of
people died. West Pakistan was very causal about this calamity. It was the
signal that we could not continue to be a part of that country.

Shimon Macfield
People from all walks of life in Bangladesh joined the Liberation Army at the
call of Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rehman on 7 March 1971. Freedom
fighter Shimon Macfield, age 30 years, joined the struggle. His aging mother,
eight months pregnant wife and eighteen month old son could not hold him at
home. He gave his life to bring freedom to his country. Shimon and his friend,
Bidhan Biswas started making and supplying homemade bombs in a house at
Gagan Road to the freedom fighters.
The last time Shimon saw his wife was on 28 March 1971. At three in the
afternoon, there was a powerful explosion that shook the whole area. A bomb
slipped from Bidhan Biswas's hand and exploded. Bidhan was seriously injured
and saved himself by jumping into a nearby pond. Shimon was taken to Khulna
Sadar Hospital, where he died. He left behind his mother, his wife, and his
eighteen-month old son, Francis Macfield Iranuch. A daughter, Josephin
Macfeild (Rinku) was born one month of his death.

Shuvash Biswash

In March 1971, when the non-cooperation movement started, Shuvash joined
Sheikh Mujib's Party. When the war started, Shuvash along with his friends
crossed the border to India. On completion of training, he returned to
Bangladesh. He was posted in Sector 8, under Commander Seyabuddin.
Pakistani soldiers set up camp in Vatiyapara and Gopalgonj. Their objective
was to create panic by firing, killing and torturing the locals. People fled from
their homes to safer places.
Shuvash and his team took shelter in Shotish's house in Khotishabari village,
adjacent to Gopalgong. Shotish was the local boatman. They planned to attack
the Pak army as soon as they were well equipped and had an opportunity. They
split into four groups. On 25 October 1971, Shuvash and his team successfully
launched an attack and many were wounded on both sides. A bullet hit his legs
and he started bleeding profusely; ignoring the wounds, Shuvash continued
fighting. Another bullet hit his head and he fell down in the paddy field.
Sister Mary Dipti, Headmistress
Bottomley Home Girl's High School, Dhaka
In 1971, I worked for Holy Cross Family. Our only source of news was from
the radio. In early March, the situation started worsening. We heard the news
of casualty of 25 March. People were terrified. The situation went from bad to
worse. We came to know of cases of torture, harassment and rape. Our seniors
began to worry about our safety. Thousands of people were leaving Dhaka for
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the rural areas. We heard that the women of Kaligonj and Ghorashal were
raped and beaten. Tumulia, where we lived, was not far from these two places.
In April, we moved from Tumulia to Nagari for security and safety reasons.
After staying in Nagari for a few months, we returned to Tumulia in July. In
October, we were forced to move to the remote village of Mothbari. All fifteen
of us lived in a small house. We got the news from the radio, sometimes
villagers would tell us what was happening in nearby villages. Those were very
troubled times. Two of my cousins joined the Mukti Bahini. My father was a
politically conscious man and a supporter of freedom fighters. I would get
news of my family. My father told me that one Sunday, people were setting out
for church, most people had to go in boats during the rainy season, when Pak
army opened fire. A ten-year-old boy got hit by a bullet and was hospitalized.
My father looked after the boy and took care of the hospital bills. In August,
my father was forced to move the entire family to my aunt's house. I was
eighteen years old and living in a convent at that time. Many Hindu, Muslim
and Christian families lived in nearby houses. Normally there were 40 to 50
students in the convent but many were shifted to other places during the month
of December and only 10 to 15 Sisters remained. One day, the bombing started
and we were terrified. We had to move from one place to another during the
war. On 16 December, we heard that we had won the war. We saw many
Indian soldiers. They greeted us by waving their hands.

Tomas Ashish Bepari
Tomas Ashish Bepari was the first child of his parents. He was born in 18
April 1932. They were Baptists from Barishal District.

In 1971, Ashish was an Intermediate student. After the Pak army attack on the
civilians on 26 March, he decided to join the liberation war. He asked for
some money from his mother and left for India with his friend, Arunesh Pande
in June.
He enlisted in the training team in Bonga. For further training, he was send to
Toki Camp for four weeks. He got commando training in Chakunia Camp.
Ashish wanted to join Sector 9 under Major Jalil but he was sent to Shempur, a
village in Barishal district. It did not take long for Pak army to find out that an
expert team had arrived and they prepared their attack accordingly.
The local leaders made arrangement for them to spend the night together. It
was not a wise decision. Ashish told them that they should not be all together
in the same place but the local leaders assured them that it would not be a
problem.
The next day, before the sunrise, the Pak army attacked from all sides.
Commanders were taken aback by the sudden attack and were ill prepared.
Ashish realized that Pak army surrounded him. They ordered him to disarm.
Pak army stopped him from committing suicide and took him away. It is
assumed that he was tortured and killed by the Pak army.
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Abdul Latif, Bera, Pabna

On 14 August 1971, I arrived in Bera on an information collecting mission on
the orders of Mirza Abdul Latif, my Commander who was also an ex MNA. I
was taken prisoner by the Razakar and Al- Badr Bahini. I was arrested and
taken to the Pakistan army camp at Nagarbari, where I was brutally tortured
and burnt with lit cigarettes in the presence of Matiur Rahman Nizami. I
begged them to spare my life but they tied hands and feet threw into the
Jamuna River from the Nagarbari Ferry Bank. By the infinite grace of Allah, I
did not die.
Matiur Rahman Nizami became an infamous man in Bera, Sathian and the
entire Pabna region. His name was linked with atrocities, criminal activities
and torture. River Ichamati became the watery grave of the many people who
were killed and thrown into this river by the Razakars, Al-Badr and the
Pakistan army.

Abdul Quddus, Pabna
The Pakistan Army captured me on 27 November in village Dhulauri, Sathia
Thana, along with eleven Mukti-Iuddhas and one hundred villagers. I was
tortured mercilessly to name other Mukti-Iuddhas. I was blindfolded and made
to stand in the middle on the road. An army Major took me to a group of over
one hundred people, which included my classmates and asked me to identify
the Mukti-Iuddhas. When I refused, he kicked me and threw me on top of
Shahjahan, my friend and classmate. Unable to tolerate the torture, I told the
Major about Shahjahan and pointed out some of the others. The military
gathered thirty youths, age 20- 21 years and slaughtered them by slitting their
throats.

Maulvi Matiur Rahman Nizami was the chief organizer of Al -Badr, Razakar
committee. Abdus Sattar was his relative and a Major in the Al-Badr, Razakar
Bahini of the Greater Pabna District. In my presence, Abdus Sattar, along with
army soldier named Ramzan slaughtered the thirty people with bayonets and
butcher knives.
They took me to Pabna and imprisoned me for four days. The same Major
visited me and ordered medical treatment for me. Subsequently, after I swore I
would join Al- Badr, he released me from prison and kept me in his room as
his younger brother.
Meetings were held at night in this room, attended by the Major of Al-Badr
/Razakar group and Abdul Sattar, Ishaq Maulana, the Education Minister of
East Pakistan, resident of Madhupur, Pabna was also present. They discussed
future operations and the directives given by the leaders and organizers of Al-
Badr. Razakars Ishaq Maulana, Matiur Rahman Nizami and Subhan Maulana
also attended these meetings. I was in the Major's room at these times,
pretending to be asleep so I could hear everything about the next operations.
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Aminul Islam Dublew, Bera, Pabna
My father was a Mukti-Juddha. On Friday 3 December 1971, he was returning
home from training in Sector 7 and stopped at his Commander (now deceased)
Abdul Latif Mirza's camp. The Razakars, Al-Badr, Al-Shams, along with
soldiers of Pakistan army surrounded our village. They arrested my father and
at the edge of the village murdered him. Matiur Rahman Nizami, Rafiqunnabi
Bablu, Mohammed Ali and Abdul Khalique were members of the Razakar and
group led this operation. After killing my father, they crossed Icharnati River
and left via Bera Bazaar.

Ershad Ali Morol, Chuknagar
One 20 May1971, my father and I were working in the jute field when we saw
two army vehicles arrive at the college. One vehicle drove down the path along
our piece of land. My father asked all of us to get back inside the house. Our
home was only a few feet away, just then I heard the sound of continuous rapid
gunshot. We fled and hid in the graveyard till the firing stopped. Upon our
return, we found our father was shot and we carried him back to the house. We
ran towards Chuknagar. We saw (in the spot where this monument was
constructed) countless dead people, at least five thousand.

I came across a little girl but the moment I picked her up she died in my arms.
She had a bullet wound. I could see thousands of corpses everywhere; they
were uncountable.

I found a six or seven months old infant girl sucking at her dead mother's
breast. She had no family left because everyone around her was shot to death. I
thought that my father had just died, then the little girl who died in my arms
and now I find this orphaned baby. What should I do? I came across another
man looking for his brother. I requested him to keep the baby for the night and
promised to return the next morning to take her.

I needed to get a coffin for my father's body from the bazaar. I saw my
friends; Bhagirath, Digambar and Kalachand and I found out that Santosh's
father had also died. Chuknagar Bazaar was full of bullet-ridden corpses.
Thousands were scattered all over the place, eight or nine thousand, I would
guess. I could not get a coffin for my father.

Gopal Krishna Sarkar,
Assistant Professor, Chuknagar College
When the carnage took place on 20 May 1971, I was 18 years old and in the
first year of College The day before, I saw innumerable boats carrying
thousands of men, women and children to our village. We lived on the top of
the Bhadra riverbank. I walked to Chuknagar the next morning on the 20 May
and saw thousands of men, women and children waiting for an onward
journey to India. People were buying and selling small items for extra cash
and preparing to leave for India. Some were preparing their afternoon meal. It
was about 11.00a.m.
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I had just arrived at the bazaar when I heard rapid gunshots. There was a
flurry of nervous activities. People started running in every direction. To save
themselves many men, women and children jumped into the swiftly flowing
river. We saw many, many dead bodies floating in the river but some did not
have bullet wounds on them. We ran home to escape the bullets. We returned
to Chuknagar in the late afternoon to find Beharis throwing corpses into the
river. The bodies were countless; we wondered where all these bodies came
from? There were at least ten thousand corpses.

Najma Begum, Mirpur
Towards the end of June, Pakistan Army abducted and took me to their camp,
where they kept me for seven days against my wishes. Not knowing my
whereabouts, my parents and brother were sick with worry and grief. They
went to the Mukti-Juddhas (Freedom-Fighters) and told them about my
abduction. The Mukti-joddhas assured them that they would bring me back if
I was still alive. On a rescue mission, they surrounded the camp and rescued
me.
I was raped, tortured and gave no food. Instead of water, they gave me
coconut shells filled with urine. I was not alone there; there were seven or
eight other girls and we were all raped and tortured.
The Mukti-juddhas returned me to my parents but they refused to accept me.
They said that a girl who was taken away by the Pakistan Army could not be
accepted in society. To this day, my parents have not accepted me. I joined the
Mukti Juddhas and participated in the Liberation War.
After the country was liberated, no one wanted to marry me. Musharraf
Sheikh extended a marriage proposal, which I accepted. After our marriage,
his parents refused to accept me and disowned him as well. I live with him in
the slums of Mirpur. To this day I have not found justice.

I remember the names of my abductors. Some have died. But what will I do
with their names? There is no justice in this country. I want nothing now. I
have liberated the country. I want to see the Pakistan War Criminals stand
trial. They robbed us of our honour.

Ramizuddin, Pabna
My brother, Mohammed Abdus Samad was a student of Edwards College,
Pabna and he was a Mukti-Iuddha. On 27 November 1971, the Razakars
captured him. Their leaders were Ishaq Nizami, Wajed, Moidul, Matiur
Rahman Nizami. The Razakars took my brother and strung him up from a bel
tree. They gouged out his eyes, forcibly removed his semen and made him
drink it. They tortured him mercilessly and killed him. My relatives brought
his body home. We were about to start the namaz-e-janaza, when we heard that
the Razakars had returned and would not allowed the janaza to take place. We
moved away but returned later and gave my brother a proper burial. Maulana
Mazharul Islam conducted the burial ceremony (janaza). My brother was his
student. The tombstone reads: "Mukti-Juddha, 1971 War of Liberation,
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Shaheed Abdus Sattar".

Santosh Das, Chuknagar
Around 11.00 a.m. we saw two military vehicles driving towards Chuknagar
and soldiers started shooting at random and complete pandemonium broke out.
People ran in terror and panic. Within a short period, many lay dead on the
ground.
My parents, my wife, and my brother's wife were at home at that time but my
father got shot and killed. He collapsed and died next to me. It happened so
fast; I could not believe it. To save ourselves, we jumped into the river. The
soldiers started shooting into the water and suddenly, the river turned red. We
took refuge in the midst of thorn bushes along the riverbank. The military
came down to the riverbank, firing incessantly in every direction.
The shooting started at 11.00a.m and continued till 3:30 p.m. Then the soldiers
came to Raeyer Para and set the whole bazaar aflame as well as all the
surrounding area.

A. B. M. Shafiqul Islam,

Principal, Chuknagar College
My name is A.B.M. Shafiqul Islam. I am the Principal of Chuknagar College
and also Chairman of the Committee for Bringing to Trial the Genocide
Criminals of 1971. I was 16 years old in 1971 and a student of class ten.
During the liberation war of Bangladesh, the Pakistan Army in collaboration
with the Razakars, and AI- Badr killed thousands of innocent people. These
killing spots have been located and identified as 'The Killing Fields'.
The most heinous genocide was carried out in Chuknagar, where a college was
later constructed. There was no college here at that time. Chuknagar is situated
near the Indian border. During the liberation movement, people used this route
to go back and forth from India.
Pakistan Army killed at least ten thousand people, mostly Hindus at
Chuknagar, District Khulna on 20 May 1971.
Chuknagar is in Khulna District. To the east of Chuknagar are Dako,
Batinhaat, Fakirhaat, Mollarhaat, Shoromkhola, Chitalmari, Gopalgara and
Rampal.
These locations are Hindu majority areas including Chuknagar. Many left for
India. The Hindu communities were the targets of the Pakistan Army and their
collaborators, the Razakars, Al-Badr, Jamaat-e-Islami and Peace Committee
members.

A few days before 20 May1971, there was an increased traveling activity. On
20 May, hundreds and thousands of people took refuge in the surrounding area.
People bought and sold small belongings; some rested and ate before
continuing on their journey to India.
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Two military vehicles drove down towards Chuknaga, on the road that led to
Satkhira. The soldiers started firing indiscriminately into the crowd. They
drove towards Chuknagar bazaar, shops, schools and open spaces where
thousands had taken refuge. Pakistan Army fired at random at defenseless
people. They killed everyone in sight from 11.00 a.m. till 3.30 p.m. People hid
in the riverbanks, behind trees and bushes but they were hunted down and shot
dead. Some climbed trees to save their lives and were shot down. A few
hundred jumped into the ponds. The soldiers fired at these people from the
edge of the ponds and the water turned red with blood. This is what we saw.
Each pond had at least two to three hundred people. Old people, children and
women, were murdered indiscriminately.
After the 25 March 1971 incident, the Hindus felt terrified and decided to flee
to India. They chose Chuknagar as their last stop, it had a large bazaar where
they could buy and sell products besides being an easy transit route.
The number of people -killed in Chuknagar would be at least ten thousand. If a
proper investigation is conducted, I believe, it would be over fifteen thousand.
This figure is based on my own personal observations and investigations over
a long period of time.
This massacre was so brutal; there were cases where entire families had been
wiped out completely. People fled to India, never to return.
I found a baby who was feeding at her dead mother's breast. We took the baby
and named her Sundari (Beautiful). Her dead mother had sindoor (red powder
which Hindu married women wear) on the parting of her hair. We gave her to a
childless couple. They brought her up as their own daughter. Later, we
arranged a marriage for her with an older man. She still lives in this area.
I demand that the people responsible for the massacre of the people of
Bangladesh be brought to justice and given the death sentence. The entire
Bangladeshi nation hopes that it will be done. It is sad, indeed, that thirty-five
or thirty-six years have passed; yet these criminals are not only free but driving
cars with flags.
The Bhadra River via which thousands of people, on thousands of boats came
to Chuknagar to proceed to India, the irony is that the river, which brought
these people to Chuknagar for safety; the same river took away their dead
bodies.
Pakistan Army killed thousands ruthlessly and then threw the bodies in the
Bhadra River. The corpses floated away with the tide.

Shamoly Nasrin Chaudhary, Dakha
The Memorial Monument is in the killing fields of Raeyer Bazaar. The Al-
Badr abducted the most prominent 'sons of the soil', brought them to Raeyer
Bazar and brutally murdered them.
During the liberation war, leaders of the Jamaat along with Pakistani Army
Generals made a list of prominent intellectuals. Subsequently, Nizami,
Qamruzzaman of AI- Badr Razakar organization was assigned the task of mass
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murders of the intellectuals from 15 November to 15 December 1971.
Raeyer Bazaar was one of twelve killing field in Dhaka. After 16 December
1971, innumerable bodies of journalists and intellectuals were discovered and
countless dead bodies had already floated away in the river.
My husband, Dr. Alim Chaudhary, an eye specialist was picked up on 15
December from our Purana Paltan home. On 18 December we found his severe
wounded dead body. His hands and feet were tied and his eyes blindfolded. He
was tortured before being killed.
Many other intellectuals were tortured before being killed. Heart specialist Dr.
Fazle- Rabbi was killed in the same manner, his heart was cut out of his chest.
Dead bodies of poets, writers and journalists were discovered; their fingers had
been chopped off.
Al-Badr members tortured and killed thousands. Never before in our history
has there been a precedence of such heinous crimes.

Shyamal Kanti Biswas, Chuknagar
The Pakistan Army organized the killing of thousands on Thursday, 2 May
1971, in Chuknagar. My father died during this carnage. I was at home and at
11.00 am I heard the sound of gunshots. Pakistan Army went on a shooting
spree. In the open field, where the college was later constructed, they began
'brush-firing'. We jumped into a boat and many people jumped into the river. I
was quite young but I managed to cross the river to safety. In the evening, I
saw corpses scattered all over Chuknagar. I looked for my parents but could
not find them.
My father hid in a burrow inside the banyan tree on the riverbank, near the
Kalibari. The Pakistan army came on boats and fired shots in every direction.
My father died from one of these bullets. My mother was at Chairman
Shahabuddin's house. We brought mother by boat to show her my father's
body. She started crying uncontrollably and refused to go back. We were not
able to bring our father's body back and we were we unable to perform the last
rites.
People were looting around the village, they asked us to leave because on
orders of the army they had to throw the corpse into the river.
I saw about ten thousand or perhaps even more corpses in Chuknagar. They
were unceremoniously tossed into the river.
People stopped eating fish; fishermen stopped fishing for months. The dead
bodies floated in and out of the river.

Sumitra Saha
My husband secretly worked for the Mukti Juddha. The Razakars found out
about his involvement and informed the military people.
One day, the Razakars took him to the military. Tying his hands behind his
back, they forcibly pushed him into their vehicle. The military took him to
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Nagar Bari and then brought him back to Kashinath Bazaar. The military and
Razakars murdered him in cold blood.
My husband's name was Bateshwar Saha. After he was killed, I was left alone
with my three small daughters. I suffered so much at that time; I went door to
door for help. I had no means to provide for them. I had no male child I could
depend for my future.
I have no one who would speak for me, to bring my husband's murders to
justice. I am still suffering.

Sundari Dasi, Chuknagar
My name is Sundari Dasi. During the carnage in Chuknagar, Ershad Dada
(Brother Ershad) found me suckling at my dead mother's breast; he was
looking for his father in the fields. He gave me to a childless couple and they
adopted me. They brought me up as a daughter.
I heard that I was found among thousands of dead bodies. My entire family,
mother, father and other family members died that day. I was sucking milk
from my dead mother's breast. My adopted parents told me that there was no
one of my real family left alive.

The killers of my family must be brought to justice. I have lost my whole
family. All my life I have suffered and continue to suffer. I am in so much
pain, so much agony. I have no money, food or shelter.
I work in the fields or as a maid in the bazaars to earn the thirty-three Takas. It
is not enough even enough to buy rice; I run the family household on this. My
husband is old; he cannot see or walk, therefore cannot work. The younger son
is not well; he cannot work either and he stays at home. The older son works
and the little I earn, it is with great difficulty that I look after the family.
If the government can give my two sons a piece of land, we can live properly,
get an education, earn and live well. Sometimes we do not have food, not even
rice. Often I ask help from the Principal Dada and Ershad Dada and they
always help.

Colonel Nadir, Lahore
I was recruited in 1965 in Special Services Group. I went to Bangladesh in
1971. I remained Battalion Commander from June to December 1971.
I was stationed in Mymensingh. I think Bengali soldiers were not serious.
There was a Major in ISI who was very active and everybody used to call him
'General'. We would get together in the Mess in the evening. Some of them
also called themselves 'Brigadier.' They would say if Bangladesh would
become an independent state, they would be promoted as a brigadier or a
colonel. It was their sense of humor.
Bengalis were fewer in number in Army; they resented the Pakistani Officers
and considered themselves as a separate minority. Only a few were liberal, for
example General Qayyum of Armored Corps. He received the sword of honor
from PMA. He was an excellent sportsman and a very competent, efficient
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soldier. When Bangladesh movement began, he stayed in East Pakistan. His
brother was killed during the unrest. He resigned from the army after that
incident. Now he delivers lectures. He came to Pakistan to deliver lecture on
'Reaction in Modern Islam against propaganda'.
One day, I received a call that Governor East Pakistan needed to talk directly
to the Captain and the Brigadier in Dhaka regarding the elections. I was told
keep an eye on Mujib-ur-Rehman and that he was a dangerous person. The
student movement started. It was a period of uncertainty and insecurity. We
lived in our barracks. As a major, I could interact with local sub-divisional
officer Aziz-ul-Haq.
Once I was in uniform and a nearby rickshaw splashed mud on it. My reaction
was very violent; I called him bad names. I was shocked when he bent down to
touch my feet to apologize. He was so scared, as if I was going to kill him or
cut off his head. Most officers were abusive and offensive. The Pakistanis
hated the Bengalis and used to say 'Bengalis are low and they lie.' All Bengalis
deeply resented this high attitude of the Pakistanis.
The curfew was imposed and there was lot of tension in 1971. I went to a
house, along with DIG, Magistrate and Judge where a massacre had taken
place. Bodies of Hindus were scattered everywhere and a girl with her arms cut
off was crying. I was shocked at this brutality. I carried the girl in my arms to
get her wounds dressed. All other women were hiding in the house and I
ordered them to get in the jeep to take them to the camp for safety. The GOC
arrived and he demanded to know what I was doing with the little girl. I
explained about her and what had happened with that family and the need to
get her to a hospital. He asked me if I was a member of Red Cross. He ordered,
" Finish them, kill them, shoot them and make sure that nobody makes any
movement." I told him I had to get an authorized and signed letter from the
DIG and Magistrate. GOC was informed that the situation was out of control.
He was of the viewpoint that Army could not rule forever. It was needed to
carry out the task and should leave when it was completed.
It was difficult and complex. There was no direction, no opposition and no
resistance at all. In early April, I was transferred as a Major and I was second
in Command of the battalion. In Dhaka I was under the command of 14
Division.
Hindus were identified as a problem. When I reached Dhaka, I found officers
driving cars. I asked them why they were not driving jeeps. They replied that
Bengalis had left their cars behind when they fled.

Dr. Kamal Hussain, Dhaka
I was sent to Haripur Central Jail in Hazara District on 6 April. I was kept in
solitary confinement. I was allowed a walk in the prison's precinct after
sunset. I desperately felt the need to talk to another person to find out about
what was happening, I was not only deprived of newspapers, radio etc. but
also not permitted to offer Juma prayers along with other prisoners in
congregation in the jail mosque. When I asked for the rules and regulations to
ascertain my position in the jail so that I would secure my entitlement, I was
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told that my situation was unusual; jail rules did not applied to me because I
was under directives of the military headquarters with instructions to be kept
in strict seclusion. I remained in solitary confinement until I was taken out of
the Haripur Jail and shifted to Sihala Rest House on 28 Dec.1971
Civil and military intelligence officers interrogated me. From their questions, I
would get an idea about what was going on in the country. They thought that
America or the Russia was funding Awani League. I told them that we were
elected representatives and expected to sit in the assembly but denial of this
right had resulted in an explosive situation, in which the army also got
involved, especially after the National Assembly session was postponed.
Admiral Ahsen was the Governor of East Pakistan at that time. On the
indefinite postponement of the National Assembly session, Sheikh Mujib and
I rushed to see him. We were expecting this possibility and had the draft of the
constitution ready. We told Ahsen that the people would never accept this; it
would be tantamount to total contempt of the peoples' will. The Governor
would be held responsible for the consequences. I know that Ahsen tried to
put this message through to Pakistan.
Mujib told him in my presence that in order to calm the situation, Ahsen
might announce that the session was postponed for a few days because the
sine die postponement would inevitably lead to an explosive situation. And
the inevitable happened.
I was interrogated to detail the reasons for my trip to India and that they knew
there was a conspiracy. They also inquired the meanings of "Mukti Bahini".
From such questions, I gathered that there was a large-scale movement and
strong-armed resistance was raging outside. They also told me that Sheikh
Mujib would be tried in court and that our lives were finished so I had better
tell them everything. I explained to them that we believed in open politics and
our actions were in full public knowledge. I told them that we were forced to
resort to non-cooperation movement because it was our right to sit in the
Assembly and to determine the course of our future. We were denied our right;
therefore, we decided that the same should not go unchallenged. They said that
this was a crime of such magnitude that I could be tried for treason, to which I
replied that I had not done anything for which I could be hanged.
Awami League entrusted Mr. Taj-ud-din and, Nazrul Islam and me with the
task of defusing the political deadlock with the three-member committee
appointed by Gen. Yahya with an objective to find a political solution for
transfer of power to the elected representatives on the basis of six points
agenda of Sheikh Mujib.
Now, look at the contrast in South Africa. Within ten days of election,
Mandela was sworn in as President. But in our case, it was a powerful
minority, which was denying power to majority. It was not all the people of
West Pakistan but the dominant civil and military elites, who had total control
over power.
In this manner, I could guess what was happening. Then came a long lull. On 5
September, late in the evening, an army major served me with a notice of the
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impending trial stating that I was charged with committing high treason against
Pakistan because of my prejudicial activities etc. etc. I inquired from the major
what 'etc.etc.' meant and that it was not the proper notification about a trial,
without stating any specific particulars of the crime. The major replied that it
would be better not to ask these questions because he was just acting as a
courier.
On 1 October, I was taken out of the jail block and taken to jail hospital where
a room had been converted as courtroom. I was looking forward to it because it
would furnish me with an opportunity to establish contact with the outside
world. The wardens were strictly directed not to talk to me but out of natural
human curiosity and desire to communicate, they told me that they were
puzzled why the military team, which had come to. question me and was
staying at the Rest House had suddenly left. I became very upset because I was
looking forward to make contact with outside people. After months of solitary
confinement, I developed an uncontrollable desire to talk to people.
At that time, I was also the Vice President of All Pakistan Bar Council, which
is the highest position in the lawyers' fraternity. I expected that during my trial,
there would be some lawyers present and I could ventilate my feelings. When
the military team departed, I became depressed and despite my repeated
efforts, I was unable to find a reasonable explanation for their departure.
After a few days, the white wall outside my cell was repainted in mud colour. I
was told that it was a civil defense measure. Immediately, I realized that this
was a preparation for a longer war.

On 1 December, sirens blared and all lights in the jail went out. Total darkness
in solitary cell was a frightening experience. The jail staff told me to come out
and stand under a tree. It was bitterly cold because of the Himalayan winds
and I had to cover myself in two blankets. When I asked them why they had
made me come outside; they replied that there were enemy bombers on the
sky. I told them that coming outside and standing under a tree would make no
difference because the bombs could fall on the trees. Forcing me to come
outside in the cold, I was certain of one thing and that I would catch
pneumonia. I told the warden that it was in our best interest if we stayed
inside.
Then, very dramatically all the lights in the jail were lit up on 15-16
December; I inferred that the conflict had ended.
After that I noticed that there was marked improvement in my treatment. The
Superintendent of the jail expressed surprise that my room did not have
armchairs and a carpet on the floor to warm the room in the biting cold. So,
these items duly arrived. Similarly, there was noticeable improvement in the
quality of my meals. Previously, it was a tin bowl of 'dal' and bread. Now, two
kinds of curries were brought on a tray. I was quite puzzled. I was told that the
doctor had directed to provide me with improved meals. Little by little, I
found some improvement in my treatment every day.
One day the Superintendent of jail took me out for a walk around the jail
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compound. It turned out to be more like a VIP outing. He took me to a place
where he asked me to plant a tree, stating that all the VIPs had planted a tree
in that area. I concluded that whatever was the outcome of this war; it had
certainly helped in improving my position. I was not allowed newspapers,
even in this new improved situation.
Soon after, the Superintendent remarked that the politicians have fluctuating
fortunes; one day they are down and the next day they are up again. From this
remark I assessed that the conflict had ended in a way that I would eventually
be allowed out of jail.
I was told to pack my things on 28 December and shifted to a new location. I
was taken to Sihala Rest House and to my utter surprise I met Sheikh Mujib
I never thought I would meet Sheikh Mujib that day because I presumed that
he would be lodged some other place. It seemed as if they wanted to give me a
surprise. It was an emotionally overpowering moment. The last time we
parted, we did not know whether we would see each other again. It was from
Sheikh Mujib, I found out the outcome of the war. Bangladesh was in a strong
position to stand up for itself and that we were successful in our struggle. We
expected that we would be going back soon.
Mujib told me that he found out about my imprisonment when he overheard
his lawyer talking about preparing for 'Kamal Hussain's' trial. He also told me
that he knew I had asked the judge that Sheikh Mujib be appointed as my
defense lawyer but the judges only smiled and said that it was not possible.
When Z. A. Bhutto visited Mujib on 26 December, the latter asked for me and
Bhutto promised to arrange our meeting in two days. Exactly two days later
on 28 Dee. I was meeting with Mujib in Sihala.
I only saw Mr. Bhutto once during this period and that was on the day we
were leaving. Mr. Aziz Ahmad also visited us. We were getting very restless
to leave for Bangladesh. The war was over and we wanted to return to our
people. Colonel Abdullah would tell us every day that necessary arrangements
were being made. Mr. Aziz Ahmad would also inform us that they were
making arrangements. Mujib proposed that UN or Red Cross airplane should
take us back but Aziz Ahmad told us that they wanted us to fly Pakistan
International Airlines. After mutual discussion, we agreed to be flown to
London. There was an appeal from Bhutto to Mujib when we were leaving
Pakistan for Bangladesh via London. Mujib told Bhutto that he would give the
answer after reaching Bangladesh. Within one hour of reaching Bangladesh,
he gave his answer to Bhutto. Mujib told him that after what had happened in
Bangladesh, it was not possible to maintain any other relation but to accept
each other's existence as two sovereign countries.
We left Pakistan on 7 January and arrived in Dhaka on 10 January to a historic
welcome. Million of people were present at the Race Course Ground. Later it
was re- named Suharwardy Park.
On the 10 January, Mujib addressed the nation. He declared, "We have no
bitterness against the people of Pakistan, we wish them prosperity. Let us
recognize each other's sovereignty."
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Views on War Crimes

It is possible to bring the War Criminals to trial because on such crimes, there
is 'no law of limitation'. During the Second World War, many crimes were
committed; in some places, 90-year-old criminals were apprehended.
Initiatives were taken to put the war criminals on trial. In International Law
and in laws of different countries, it is acceptable.
It is correct that a great deal of time has passed; I feel that it should not be a
subject of debate and there should no controversy; this matter is beyond any
debates. It is a priority at the national level.
This nation was the victim of horrendous crimes. The whole world witnessed
the atrocities. "You deny that such abominable atrocities, genocide, rape,
burning of villages, one after another, never occurred? These have been
acknowledged as crimes against humanity."
In 1974, a Three Member Treaty was signed between Bangladesh, Pakistan
and India. In this agreement, one hundred and ninety-five Pakistani War
Criminals were exonerated. This demand was not about the Pakistani War
Criminals, it was about the War Criminals in Bangladesh. There were one
hundred and ninety-five Pakistani Prisoners of War. In the treaty with
Pakistan, it was agreed that that they would be sent back to Pakistan.
However, it was not stated clearly if there was evidence against them regarding
any crimes committed, then Pakistan would address the matter and put these
people on trial. Pakistan said, "We would be compelled to put them on trial".
Later, when the Hamood ur Rehman Commission Report was published, I was
asked to comment on it. I told them that the Foreign Minister of Pakistan
called a Press Conference and announced, "Yes, we will be compelled to put
them on trial". He made a public commitment, a commitment to the citizens of
Pakistan. He acknowledged to the Pakistanis that it was an abominable crime.
He said, 'If we find any evidence and witnesses, we will bring them to trial".
This was published in the newspapers.
In 1973, the Parliament made an amendment that no objections would be
raised regarding prosecuting the war criminals. Initiative was taken and
investigation is ongoing. The consensus was that this matter was at the highest
priority and it was our responsibility to follow through.

Hamayun Faiz Rasul, Lahore
He was transferred to East Pakistan as Secretary Information in 1971.

In 1958 I joined the civil services of Pakistan. I was posted as DC Multan. In
1970, I was transferred to Lahore as Member Finance in Road Transport
Corporation for 5 to 6 months. Suddenly, I received transfer orders to proceed
to East Pakistan as Secretary Information.
In May 1971, I arrived in East Pakistan. The officers stayed at the Circuit
House and I was provided with a security guard and a car. My previous
experience in East Pakistan was a 6 months stay in Rangpur in 1959 when I
received the civil services training. Rangpur is situated in the north of East
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Pakistan. While I was under training, my DC was a Bengali from East Pakistan
and senior to me by eight years. He was a very nice and kind person. I have
very good memories of this training period.
Most of the Bengalis did not openly discuss the harassment after the military
action; our colleagues would not openly share their views with us. My
colleagues Mr. Massod Mufti, Mr. Hassan and others also never openly
discussed many things they would have discussed in normal circumstances.
We met leaders from different religious parties including Al-badr, Jamat-e-
Islami and Al-Sharns: most were Bengalis and Beharis.
There were two senior officers of the Information Ministry, one at provincial
level and the other was Joint Secretary at federal level. Mr. Aslam Iqbal had
direct link with the government and also dealt with the foreign media. I was
responsible for dealing with the local media. Radio and television were under
the administration.
The Secretary Information of the Government of Pakistan, Reodad Khan
visited East Pakistan. Major Raza gave a briefing; four to five thousand army
men were deployed in most districts. The alarming aspect was that groups of
Mukti Bahini had direct support from the Indian forces and operated in the
districts easily. Our army lacked the strength to launch any attack on the Indian
army. We were in the defensive position. Indians had a clear passage to Dhaka;
we needed a plan to defend Dhaka and Chittagong. He asked us to
communicate his concerns to the higher command. I was really impressed with
his courage. Roedad Khan felt helpless because it was a purely military matter
and we had nothing to do with it.
There were many allegations of genocide, rape and killings but not a single
case was reported to me or brought to my knowledge. People talked about such
matters but in my opinion it was not the case. I had interaction with the
journalists and the local media; I briefed them on various issues.
Malik was appointed as Governor after Gen. Tikka and many Bengali
ministers were also sworn in. The Department of Information was closely
monitored. I interacted with Rao Farman Ali who was advisor to the Governor.

In private discussions we felt our federal government had lost interest in East
Pakistan. We came to the conclusion that the government was determined to
separate from East Pakistan. The foreign media highlighted this fact in their
assessments.

In November 1971, we came back to West Pakistan for Eid holidays. On 27
November, we were due to return to our duties; friends and families advised us
not to go back because war was inevitable. After long discussions with other
civil service officers, I decided to go back to East Pakistan.
In December, during a cabinet meeting, General Niazi informed us that the
Indian forces were marching towards Dhaka and that there was no one to
defend it. Suddenly, he broke down and started weeping like a child. We
realized that we had lost the war. General Farman suggested that a press
conference should be called and I was told to arrange a press briefing for the
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foreign media and affirm that Indian army had crossed into East Pakistan. I
arranged a hurried press conference and noticed the reporters were laughing at
me. They told me that a military person should be talking to the media.
Our air defense system completely failed and the Indian helicopters attacked
the Governor House. It was quite clear that we had been defeated and shifted
to the Governor House. The army surrender on 14 December. We were given a
directive to either take refuge in the Governor House or the Inter-continental
Hotel, guarded by the UN authorities. We decided that the government
buildings were not safe; it would be better to go to the Inter-continental Hotel.
Before the surrender, a high level meeting was held in the Governor House.
The Governor, the Chief Secretary and Rao Farman Ali Khan participated. I
also attended that meeting. In that meeting, it was disclosed that we had an
agreement with the Indian government that Pakistani forces would be returning
to West Pakistan and there would be a political solution for East Pakistan by
holding election. This agreement was repeatedly sent to Islamabad but there
was no response from President Yahya Khan. The Chief Secretary, Muzzafar
Hussain informed us of this. Farman Ali Khan was fully involved and
persistently asked that it should be considered but nobody listened to him.
Besides, Governor and the Chief Secretary were also helpless.
We were shifted to the Intercontinental Hotel. On 16 December 1971, we saw
the surrender scenes on the television.

All the Pakistanis were given rooms on the top floor of the hotel. The foreign
press correspondents stopped the function of the lifts to prevent Mukti-Bahini
from reaching the top floor. However, Mukti-Bahini used the stairs and when
they reached the top floor 50 or 60 foreign correspondents blocked the stairs,
forcing Mukti-Bahini to leave the building. We owe our lives to these foreign
correspondents.
On 18 December 1971, the Indian troops took us to a bungalow in the
cantonment area. We had only two or three bottles of mineral water with us.
The Red Cross people visited us and brought chapatis with daal and some
vegetables. We were very hungry and it was the best food we ever ate. We
were detained for a month and later sent to Baraili Camp.
After six days, our Bengali colleagues came to see us; they were embarrassed
to see us in that condition. The Bengali civil servants also participated in
freedom movement but they said that separation from Pakistan was not their
intension, if West Pakistanis had accepted four or five demands out of their 6-
point agenda, it would have worked out. They said that as good Pakistani they
wanted equal rights for the Bengalis, equal share in civil services and equal
share in foreign exchange. Even the Naval Headquarter was not established in
East Pakistan. They said that they never wanted separation from West
Pakistan.
Mujib-ur-Rehrnan sent for us and addressed us. He also said that he never
wanted separation of East Pakistan from West Pakistan.
I will always remember this incident. It was on the 3 or 4 December. We went
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to the war zone along with my other colleagues and accompanied by Captain
Salik, who later became a brigadier. I could see rockets fired by the Indian
forces hit its target. I could also see our soldiers firing from their anti-aircraft
guns. I could hear their 'Nara-e-Takbeer' over the roar of artillery firing. One
of our soldiers, his hands raised in the air, chanting Nara-e-Takbeer was shot in
the neck and died.

Mr. Salman Khaliq, Lahore
SSP Police in East Pakistan in 1971.
I joined the police service in June 1959 after qualifying in the CSS competitive
examination. I received the PSP training in East Pakistan, which was very
tough and strenuous. The objective was to strengthen our physical and mental
capabilities, enabling us to work under pressure. Our experience with the local
community during the training period was very good.
For years the people of East Pakistan were ignored and treated unjustly by our
rulers. Quaid-e-Azam declared Urdu as Pakistan's only national language. I do
not understand why Urdu was declared the national language when it is not the
language of Punjab, Sindh, NWFP, Balochistan and Bengal. In East Pakistan,
it gave rise to many difficulties and problems. The Bengalis were not only
denied of their right to include Bengali as a national language but also their
right to democracy and political power. From 1958 to 1970, the Government of
Pakistan treated them unjustly. 1971 conflict started because of the high
handedness of the government not to hand over power to Mujib when he won
the election by an overall majority. Mr. Yahya was the most undesirable
candidate for the job of the President of Pakistan.
I was SSP Multan when I received the transfer orders to proceed to Dhaka at
the end of May. The officers were told not to leave the city for security reasons
but I had to leave for Mymensingh for eight months. Three powerful
explosions took place around 2:00 am at the gate of the Circuit House
Mymensingh where I was staying.
The normal protocol is that one CID officer worked under an SP in every
district. CID Officer Jalil under my command was asked to investigate the
bombing incident at my residence. Jalil was a member of Mukti Bahini and a
pure Bengali and did not give satisfactory information on that incident. Later in
August, he told me, I was spared because of my friendly behavior and honesty.
Otherwise, they could have easily killed me. I had to honour to serve in four
districts.
During March 1971, East Pakistan Rifles was active whereas Mukti Bahini
was a civilian group. In my opinion, Bengalis were 100 percent patriotic. They
sacrificed more during Partition in 1947 than the Punjabis. There was a
unionist government in Punjab in 1947. The Bengalis gave 97 percent vote to
Muslim League to become part of Pakistan. I found them honest and patriotic.
They fought for Pakistan in 1965 war and many were killed. In Burki Sector,
the graveyard is full of Bengali soldiers who gave their lives defending
Pakistan. The army killed Bengalis only to defend Yahya Khan.
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Bengalis are more educated and patriotic than us. They tolerated us for 24
years, from 1947 till 1971. In these 24 years, we denied them any role in the
government.
Mujib did not want separation from Pakistan. A meeting was held on 7 March
1971 at the Paltan Ground in Dhaka. People were protesting against the central
government for not handing over power to Mujib. The students were agitated
and chanting slogan of 'Jai Bangladesh'. Mujib was on the stage and on hearing
the anti Pakistani slogan, he said, "No, say Jai Pakistan." Now if we call this
person a traitor, it is our lapse of judgment.
My CID officer Jalil told me that 26 March was a turning point for Bengalis.
Before this date, the thought of separation from Pakistan was not on the minds
of the Bengalis but after the horrific events of that day, they did not want to
remain united with Pakistan. In protest, on 26 March the Bengalis stopped the
food supplies of Kumitolla Cantonment. The army launched an attack and
many Bengali were killed. Jalil said that East Pakistan was a nation of 55
million Bengalis and West Pakistan did not have 55 million bullets.
Perhaps East Pakistan would have agreed to stay as confederation but with the
passage of time, the situation deteriorated and things went out of control. I
believe it was our fault; we lost half our country because we were unjust to the
Bengalis. There are many other educated people who have the same view.
It was hard to believe that Muslim League supporters turned against Pakistan.
We, collectively, deprived the Bengalis of their rights, exploited and
humiliated them. Before I was transferred to Bengal, I thought Bengalis were
traitors and the operation against them was justified. After spending time in
East Pakistan, I realized these people were fighting for their rights and it was
West Pakistan that was unjust and wrong. It was agonizing and heartrending
that the country was falling apart and on the verge of secession. Deployment
of more troops was not a solution. We lost the war because we could not fight
55 million people. American lost the Vietnam War for the same reason.
Americans could not fight against 70 million people.
I returned to West Pakistan in November 1971 to spend Eid holidays with my
family. During this time, I met Yahya Khan's elder brother, Agha Muhammad
Ali. He was DIG, Lahore and the head of the National Security Council of
Pakistan. I informed him about the ground realities in East Pakistan. We were
unable to succeed in our operations because our plans were leaked through
clerks and other junior staff. The army beat the poor villagers for providing
food and assistance to Mukti Bahini. The Mukti Bahini beat them again for
helping Pakistani army. Life of the Bengali villagers, caught in the crossfire
become miserable and they fled to India.
Agha Mohammad Ali spoke of the Situation Report that Gen. Niazi had send
from Eastern Command. I told him I was only a SSP and not privy to such
reports. But to my surprise, this report was from Mymensingh and it stated
that the army had recovered 40 rifles, which the Mukti Bahini had thrown in
the river.
I had to tell the truth at this time. We were under tremendous pressure to
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disarm the Mukti Bahini so we decided to throw 45 rifles in the river. The
next morning, the local representative of Area Commander recovered these
rifles and a report was sent that local Mukti Bahini was disarmed. Hearing this
confession from me, Aga Ali's face turned red and visibly angry.
He asked me what would happen if full-fledged war took place. I told him it
would not last longer than a month. We would be caught between firing from
the Indians and the Mukti Bahini. Up to the rank of colonel, the soldiers were
competent but beyond this rank, they were incompetent. In my opinion, we
should hand over the government to the people selected by the people of East
Pakistan. I could see that his patience and understanding was running out. His
face turned red and he shouted, "Is this your opinion?" I replied. "Yes sir it is,
based on my observations. Sir I am a public servant, I am not supposed to
hold political opinions but this is the opinion of the people of the East
Pakistan."
I realized for the first time that we have lost half our country because people
such as Agha Ali were the head of the Security Council and an equally
ineffectual President of Pakistan. Bhutto played a role in the fast changing
political scenario but he was not and could not possibly be instrumental in
separation of East Pakistan. He lacked authority and power.
The Indian army reached the outskirts of Dhaka by 9 December. They entered
Dhaka municipal territory on 13 December. The Pakistani army surrendered
on 16 December. The Chief Secretary, Muzaffar Hussain decided that all the
civil servants from West Pakistan would remain at the Pearl Continental Hotel
in Dhaka, which was situated in the safe zone. Chief Secretaries, IG and
senior civil services officer including myself were in the hotel when we were
captured. They tied our hands with ropes and took us to Baraili by trains. On
our way to India, Bengalis stoned our train. I did not feel bad about it. It was
nothing compared to what we had done to them. The killing of 238
intellectuals of Bengal was brutal and insane. The Bengalis may forgive other
things but they will not forgive the killing of 238 intellectuals.
It is the most embarrassing, shabby and shameful chapter of our history.
Yahya and his advisors should have been held accountable before the nation.
I was surprised that I was not called to testify for the Hamood ur Rehman
Commission. I was the only West Pakistani who remained in the field
throughout the unrest. I lived among the Bengalis and had first hand
experience of the local events, but still I was amazed they did not call me.
Maybe they were fearful that my opinion would not be supportive to their
findings. In my opinion, Yahya and Mr. Bhutto created this mess.

There is one incident I cannot recall without my eyes welling up with tears. I
was in Mymensingh when it was attacked on the evening of 3 December and
on the 6 December it surrendered.

I received orders to reach Dhaka where I had to replace the SSP. I took charge
of the office in these last crucial days. On the 8 December, we received orders
to have passport size photographs ready to make new passports. There was a
hope that we might get a chance to run off to Burma to escape arrest by the
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Indians. I did not have a photograph so I went to Dhaka's main market to find
a Photo Studio. I was in civil clothes and had my driver with me. I was
alarmed when the photographer locked the door from the inside. I had a
loaded pistol in my pocket. He came towards me, sat down on the chair and
started sobbing. When I asked him why he was crying, he controlled himself
and answered, "You can run away to Burma or Nepal. Where will we go? We
have India on three sides and the sea on fourth side. Where will we go? We
voted for Pakistan."

Believe me, my eyes watered and I had no answer. I could not console him,
neither could I prove him wrong because he was not wrong. He was right. So
I stayed quiet. I could only say how very sorry I felt. This incident has never
left my memory.
Another such incident took place when we were being taken to Mirhat by
train. It was January 1972 and it was extremely cold. Masood Mufti was also
on the train. We were not given any food for four or five days. The window
of our coach was broken and chilling wind blew in. The train stopped in a
station in UP. We called the stationmaster and asked if he could repair the
window. The Gurkhas surrounded our coach and a confrontation erupted
between the Ghurkhas and the stationmaster. Now you see, India has civil
supremacy, which should be present in every country. It exists in every
civilized country. The stationmaster got annoyed and said that it was his duty
on behalf of the Government of India, to fix the problem and if anyone
misbehaved, a report will be lodged against that person. He said this to the
captain of the army. The captain remained silent and the stationmaster got the
window repaired. As he was leaving, he told us his name was Akhtar
Hussain. He felt sorry for us but he was too hurt and too embarrassed to say
anything.
We came back to Pakistan in 1974, after spending two years in prison in
India. I did not get a chance to go to Bangladesh again. Now, I want to visit
Bangladesh. I want to tell them that the Bengalis did not leave us. We left the
Bengalis. We could have had a great country, instead now we have a terror
ridden and a divided country.

Raja Muhammad Ramzan, Pind Dadan Khan
I moved from Bangladesh to Pakistan in 1971 and settled with my family in
Pind Dadan Khan. I recently retired from a local cement factory.
I am from district Bogra. I completed my matriculation from Police Line
Muhammad Ali Bogra School. During the 1965 war, I was in Bangladesh.
During the 1971 election, war broke out between Pakistan and India. The
fight between Beharis and Bengalis started at the cinema hall in Sun Teehat,
as a result 500 to 600 Beharis got killed. This led to open hostility between
Beharis and Bengalis. Beharis protested that Bengalis had stolen their
household items and the Beharis did the same to the Bengalis.
When the 1971 war started, Mukti Bahini was called Bengali Mujahiddin,
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although they received training in India. After the training, they secretly
started the conflict that was initiated by the Indians. Pakistan Army fought
under the leadership of General Tikka Khan.
The hostility in Bengal started after the election of 1971. Mujib-ur-Rehman
won the election by an overall majority of votes and intended to make Dhaka
the capital but General Yahya Khan disagreed. When Bangladesh became a
free country in 1971, the Beharis were put in detention camps.
We did not face any problems when we arrived in Pakistan. We got a
welcoming response on our arrival at Karachi. Afterwards we moved to
Jhelum, from where we arrived in Pind Dadan Khan. We had to live in a camp
near the railway station for three years. In 1976, we were allotted an official
quarter. 36 Behari families arrived with us but some left for Karachi because of
unemployment in Pind Dadan Khan. Only 8 families remained, finding
employment in barbershops or factory work. In 1976, the government allotted
a small cottage to our family, where we still live.
We were among the civilian prisoners of 1971 war. We remained in prison in
India for a period of one and a half year, where we were brutally treated and
forced to eat crushed glass. There was a separate camp for civilians. Our camp
was in Suleri Gohri in India, 40 kilometers from the border of Bogra.
I still missed my relatives in Bangladesh and we have not met since we came
to Pakistan. My mother was a Bengali and my father belonged to the district of
Jhelum.
My father joined the Police Department 1956. He was transferred to
Bangladesh. I was born in Chotiala in Jhelum District. We moved to
Bangladesh when I was three years old. My father remained with Police
Department till 1971. He was forced to retire because he was a Punjabi. The
Bangladesh Government has not provided us official reimbursements. We
appealed to the Bangladesh Embassy but they said that they sent our papers to
Bogra. More then ten years have passed and still there is no progress.
We receive my father's pension in Pakistan. I want to appeal to the
Government of Pakistan to take care of Beharis and provide better jobs for us.

Abdul Samad Khan, Pind Dadan Khan
My name is Abdul Samad Khan and I am 103 years old.

I was living in Calcutta when Quaid-i-Azam formed the Muslim League. In
1943, I enlisted in the British Army at the age of 22. Britain was in a state of
war against Japan at that time.
We were residents of Bihar, a province of India. We moved to Mymensingh in
East Bengal where we lived for 29 years. We lived in Dhaka for three years.
With the help of Red Cross, we moved to Karachi.
In 1973, the Government sent us to Pind Dadan Khan. We are known as
Beharis instead of Mohajirs because we came from the Bihar province in India.
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During the war of 1971, we were in Mymensingh. Fighting and clashes were
taking place all around us. My wife and I were asked by Bengalis to chant
slogans of Jai Bangladesh but we said that we preferred to say Jai Pakistan
because we do not believe in Hindu people. We only chanted slogan of Quaid-
i-Azam Zindabad.

Salma, Pind Dadan Khan
My name is Salma and I was born in a village near Dhaka called Tungi.
Basically, we are Bengali but after Partition we were known as Beharis. My
husband was a Pakistani and belonged to a city in Bengal called Amarsal.
Before the war of 1971, everything was fine but afterwards conflicts started
between the Bengalis and West Pakistan. Due to those conflicts, army
suffered a lot. I had to take care of my husband and I was ready to die for him.
My husband's name was Qadir Baksh and he worked in a factory in Dhaka.
When the situation started getting out of hand, my husband decided to move
the family to Pakistan.
During the war of 1971, bloodshed took place everywhere and many army
men were martyred while the village residents remained safe. Bengali people
were afraid of our army and they were scared to leave the village. We were
treated well when we came to Pakistan and are now happily settled.
I miss my relatives who remained in Bangladesh; but we are too poor to travel
abroad. They never call me and when I phone them, I get no response

Khawaja Muhammad Yousaf, Pind Dadan Khan
I am a resident of Pind Dadan Khan. I had a business in Bangladesh during
the war of 1971. My father had a shoe business in Calcutta before Partition.
Basically, we belong to East Bengal but my father had property in Calcutta
and we were well settled.
When war broke out in 1971, my father moved his family to Pakistan while he
stayed back in Bangladesh. He was arrested and in order to survive, he
married a Bengali lady and had children. When he became free, he arrived in
Pakistan. All our property was in Bangladesh and in the initial years, we had
to live in dire poverty in Pakistan. Afterwards, we completed our education
and established our business. Now we are economically well settled.
After the war of 1971, the condition of Pakistanis worsened due to the brutal
activities of Mukti Bahini in Bangladesh. I still had good relation with my
stepmother and sibling. They were well settled. My stepmother worked as a
nurse and asked us to make arrangements for their relocation in Pakistan but
her children were not willing to move.
In 1971, I was 14 or 15 years old when we moved to Pakistan. I was admitted
in Government High School in Pind Dadan Khan. I was born in Bangladesh.
My parents were settled in Bangladesh and in it was my first visit to Pakistan.

Wakelin Bibi.
During the war of 1971, Bengalis treated Punjabis very badly and we faced
many difficulties. We were so terrified that we could see death in front of our
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eyes. Red Cross and Bhutto helped us. Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto brought us to
Pakistan. We arrived in Jhelum via Karachi and then moved to Pind Dadan
Khan. We told Red Cross that we were Muslims and we want to go to
Pakistan. Now we are living happily in Pakistan without any threat to our
safety.
I got married before independence. I had spent half of my life in Hindustan.
All my relatives are left behind. My husband left his job with the British army
and came here. We were among the 90 thousand prisoners released as a result
of an agreement between Bhutto and Indira Gandhi.
We thought it would be better to move to Pakistan. In Bangladesh, our life
would have been in danger.

Abu Syed Golam Dastagir, Dhaka
In 1965, I worked as a lecturer in a degree college in Pakistan. Soon after, I was
selected for the Pakistan Air Force Academy as a commissioned officer.
General Ayub Khan was aware of the growing sense of deprivation and
alienation felt by the people in East Pakistan, where little work was done on
infrastructural development. Agitation against him resulted in a bigger
catastrophe and power was handed over to General Yahya Khan. Under
pressure from different political groups, he issued the Legal Framework Order,
under which the next general elections would take place.
1970 general elections resulted in a landslide victory for East Pakistan; Awami
League had an overall majority. In West Pakistan, Zulfikar Ali Bhutto won
majority of seats. Democratically, the position of Prime Minister should have
gone to Sheikh Mujib as a majority leader but in West Pakistan, Bhutto refused
to accept this reality. It was suggested that there should be two prime ministers,
one for each wing.
Sheikh Mujib did not deviate from his six-point formula. General Yahya came
to Dhaka for a round of talks with Sheikh Mujib to seek an accord on which
both parties would agree. Sheikh Mujib was determined to uphold the norms of
democracy. Consequently, this led to the postponement of the assembly
session. It was a tremendous blow to the Bengalis, a nation already feeling
deprived and frustrated. On 7 March, Sheikh Mujib declared war against West
Pakistan. Bengalis were bitterly disappointed and disgruntled over the non-
democratic attitude of Mr. Bhutto and General Yahya. President Yahya and Mr.
Bhutto left Dhaka in March, after an unyielding round of talks. Soon after,
Pakistani army started its military action against the freedom fighters.
During the war, I was ground instructor at The Junior Command Staff School
in Karachi. I did not face any difficulties being a Bengali. Everyone was tense
but they were convinced that Pakistan would be forced to withdraw its forces
and Bangladesh would become a separate state.
We knew that we were under surveillance by the intelligence agencies but we
were not harassed or bothered. I was fearful when Flight Lieutenant Mutti-Ur-
Rehman from Maripur Base tried to hijack an aircraft along with Rashid
Minhas. We thought that we might get arrested and interrogated but no action
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was taken against us. Later, I heard that some Bengali officers from Maripur
Base were arrested and interrogated. I grieved deeply for the loss of Rashid
Minhas, who was one of my students when I was an instructor in Lower Topa,
Muree. I was also grieved when Air Chief Marshal Mushaf Ali Meer's aircraft
crashed en route to Kohat. He was also one of my students when I was an
instructor in Risalpur.
In April 1972, it was decided that Bengali prisoners would be released in
exchange for Pakistani prisoners. We were immediately taken to a detention
camps. I was taken to Warsak Dam with my family along with other Bengali
married air force personnel. We were given nice bungalows to live in, a
monthly stipend of four hundred rupees and ration. Pakistani army treated us
very well and their attitude was very sympathetic. They disapproved and
disagreed with General Yahya and Mr. Bhutto's policies that led to the
breakup of the country. They could have kill us or misbehaved with us but
they did not. I was free to visit my friends and we were allowed to freely
discuss politics. We were even allowed to play. There were no restrictions of
any kind.
Many international humanitarian organizations, such as Red Cross and United
Nations were involved in the prisoners exchange program. On 14 December
1972, I was sent back to Dhaka.
The country was in a state of total devastation but people were united and
resolute to move forward. Aid from various donor agencies started pouring in
to help the new country in reconstruction and development.
I have many fond memories of Pakistan. Now, with the grace of God, we have
a forum like SAARC, we have a chance to patch up our differences and
improve regional coordination and cooperation. Pakistan is making an effort
to promote better relations with Bangladesh. I saw a newspaper picture of
Mushahid Hussein leading a procession carrying a banner, which read 'Sorry
Bangladeshi Brothers'. There should be exchange of journalists, intellectuals,
singers, cricket players and media to promote better understanding between
the two countries. If in Europe, after two world wars, nations can build
renewed associations for economic development, why not us?
Individual Pakistanis have apologized to Bangladesh but a formal apology on
state level has not been made. Formal apology on state level would work as an
ointment on our wounds and help remove differences and negative feelings
between the two countries. Friendly relations are possible through exchange
of human capital and promotion of trade between Pakistan and Bangladesh.
As South Asian Muslim countries, we need to see things on a broader
spectrum. In this regard, media has its own crucial role and responsibility.
Media can play an instrumental role in promoting awareness, understanding
and unity among the people.

Anwar Hussain, Dhaka
Company commander of Mukti Bahini in Kaliganj Thana
I was involved in students' politics and was an active member of Awami
League during the 1971 elections. Political and social injustice was the main
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cause for disgruntlement and resentment in all East Pakistanis. We had
contested in two elections already and from our previous experiences, we
knew that the transfer of power to a Bengali majority leader would not take
place. We realized that a Bengali would never be allowed to become a prime
minister. The whole Bengali nation united to respond to this injustice.
In 1971, I was a student at Dhaka University. There was a call for civil
disobedience. Initially, we received training in the university hall, later we
regrouped in the rural areas. On 7 March 1971, Sheikh Mujibur Rehman
declared freedom for our nation and on 25 March, he declared East Pakistan
as an independent state of Bangladesh. The Pakistani army started its
operation against us at this time.
There was strong Pakistani Army presence in the urban areas; therefore, I left
my home in the city and move to the rural areas. We concentrated our training
in guerrilla warfare and only after a successful completion of the training
program; we could enter the liberation movement.

I was posted in Kaliganj Thana as a company commander of Mukti Bahini.
There was a group in Mukti Bahini that can be described as extremist but I
would like to call them freedom fighters.
Mukti Bahini was no match for a regular army. We used other tactics, we
carefully planned our attacks and most of it was guerrilla warfare. In size and
ammunition, the Pakistani army had an edge over us. Our allies, the Indian
soldiers came to our assistance. We planned our strategies in such a way that
the number of casualties was kept to a minimum. The Indian forces joined our
struggle in December and made it possible for us to move forward and
liberate more areas.
The real fighting force and motivation behind Mukti Bahini's armed struggle
was our vow to release our country from Pak army's occupation. We sought
help from the Indian government. We also had the support of many Pakistani
army personals.
We planned our strategies according to the geographical locations. We were
in a stronger position to succeed when we conduct our attacks in areas around
lakes and rivers. Pakistani soldiers found these watery areas difficult but we
were accustomed to the weather and geographical conditions.
Mukti Bahini divided the land area into eleven sectors; each sector had a
sector commander. I was in the 9th sector and Major Jalil was our
commander. Areas included in this sector were Khulna, Shabkhiz, Gulshal
and Puthwakali. It was the monsoon season and the rivers and lakes were at
flood level. The Pakistani soldiers found the weather conditions extremely
difficult. We took full advantage of this situation and it worked for us.

Towards the end of August, we knew that the Pakistani army was losing
ground; the soldiers were anxious, confused and disoriented. With the passage
of time, we became better organized and well trained.
In the meantime, the new government was formed under the leadership of
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Taj-ud-in. The elected members of the parliament were nominated as
ministers for various government departments. The chief officer, Yousaf Ali
read out the declaration at Mujibnagar.
On 15 September, we received instructions from our headquarters to prepare
for a regular warfare with the Pakistani army instead of the usual guerrilla
war. In November, with renewed force and determination, we were able to
drive the Pak army out. India recognized Bangladesh as an independent state
in December. This recognition infused new energy in Mukti Bahini's struggle.
There were casualties during the strife. One of our commanders, Col. Tahir
lost his leg.
Most of the members of Mukti Bahini belonged to the underprivileged class.
The upper echelon of the society supported the Pakistani army for the benefits
they received and also to keep the improvised people depressed. They
conspired and plotted against the freedom fighters to suppress liberation
movement so that the lower classes could not come forward and claim their
rights.
We had expected a social and economical advancement after our freedom
because Pakistan would no longer remove our resources to West Pakistan. We
hoped that our resources would be spent on our social and economical
improvements but our dream never materialized after Mujib's death.
Now the freedom fighters shared experiences of their past lives with each
other, mostly painful stories. They want social and economic change to
improve the quality of their lives. Even today, they are waiting for a better
life.
Recently the government introduced the Ministry for the Welfare of Freedom
Fighters and their families. Some of our commanders were awarded titles like
'Beer outhum', 'Beer rustam' and 'Beer democracy'.

Father Kamol Kirio, Dhaka
In 1971, I was only 13 years old. My village was only 25 miles from Dhaka in
the Gajpur district. It was a very frightening time. On 26 March, gunshots
sounds filled the air. Many people migrated to the villages to escape from the
Pakistani Army. There were six churches in Rajipur area; thousands of people
took refuge in these churches.

The Pakistani army did not protect our properties. Many Christian houses
were burnt; despite of the fact that Muslims and Hindus were given shelter
there. They suspected Christians participating in the freedom fight and
supporting infiltrators. Many Christians died in the crossfire between the army
and freedom fighters.
The army protected the railway track from Tungi to Chiting, which ran
through our village. In November, I helped the Bengalis in disconnecting the
railway track. Army troops opened fire and chased us to the Christian village
of Aranga Matiya, killing at least 26 people, all of them Christians. Their
cattle were taken away and their houses burnt down. Several times our village
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was attacked. No one was safe, no place was safe. The only safe villages were
surrounded by water, making them inaccessible to the soldiers.

In October, Pakistan army killed an American priest, which was announced
on the media. It was after this incident that Americans showed an interest in
our part of the world. The international media was wrongly told that a civil
war is going on in East Pakistan. When the President Kennedy visited
Pakistan, the bishops informed him of the attacks on Christians in East
Pakistan.
American priests worked hard to save Muslims and Hindus. For nine months,
I provided shelter, food and clothing to many Hindus and Muslims. We
started re- building our churches.
Holy Father Pope John visited the area and donated money for our cyclone-
affected areas. Bishop Thritinus Amar Gangully was our first Bengali Bishop.
His name was on the hit list prepared by the army. A Catholic low rank officer
in the Pakistani army informed the Bishop of the threat and to act accordingly.
Father Benjamin Costa helped and treated thousands of people.

There were incidents when our young Sisters and nuns were attacked, taken
away and raped. A few crossed the border and took shelter in India.
Our Bishop offered to sell his gold cross to generate funds for reconstruction
and rehabilitation. Donations were made to the poor people. The church
played a very vital role in rebuilding and rehabilitation of the country. In
Bangladesh 70 % Christians are Catholics.
The church operated all the famous education institutes in Pakistan.

Ferdousi Pribhashini, Dhaka
I was born in Khulna in 1947 in my maternal grandfather'S house. My
grandfather was a lawyer and my father was a college teacher. My father was
a stubborn and rigid person. I did not have a good relationship with my
parents. I preferred to live with my grandparents. I was the eldest of eight
children. When my parents separated, my father refused responsibility of his
children. My younger brother and I looked after the family. I continued my
studies and also started working in Crescent Jute Mills as a telephone operator
and secretary. I was the only female worker in the mill.

Our financial conditions were not stable. There were curfews and strikes
going on in the city. I was not aware of the political upheaval in the country; I
was busy with my job and taking care of the children. My neighbours were
mostly Urdu speaking families. I got married in 1964 and got divorced in
March 1971. I have three sons.
On 23 March, I got my first salary. When I came back home, I discovered that
my husband had taken my sons without my permission. I was very upset. I
was 23 or 24 years old. My sons and some of my brothers were of the same
age.
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On 25 March, everything was shut down because of talks between Bhutto and
Shiekh Mujib. After 8 pm, the sky filled with dust and smell of burning filled
the air. At first, I did not realize what was going on. Houses were set on fire.
On 29 March, 120 big army trucks full of soldiers arrived in Khulna. On 26-
28 March, the Urdu speaking families and Bengalis started fighting and then
killing each other. The army prepared lists and started the killing people in an
alphabetical order. Ahsan ullah Hamid was killed first for helping the freedom
fighters.
We left our house under in these circumstances, leaving all our belongings
behind. My sister's children and neighbor's children were dying of hunger. My
children were not with me. I had no money so I started begging. I went to Mr.
Rasheed, who was a big businessman. I asked for money or food. He gave me
two hundred Takkas and I was able to buy some food for the children.
I was forced to go back to the house because I had no other place to go. My
husband was angry that I had returned. Two army trucks stopped in front of
our house and soldiers shot 14 people on the street.
On 7 April, we had to leave the house again. My mother had only 15 Takkas.
I became very selfish, I thought, if my mother stays with me I will not
survive. I gave 10 Takkas to my mother and told her to look for shelter in a
broken down house. I stopped looking for her or caring about her welfare.
One of the officers from the office tricked me into going to his house on a
pretense of offering me a job. He started misbehaving and undoing my sari.
Then, a lot of army officers also came in that house. I was not allowed to
leave.
I was told that soldiers would be staying at the house and I had to entertain
them. I was socially, economically and physically helpless. At first
opportunity I run away. I went to Crescent Jute Mills. Mr. Shadaee was the
finance officer and a very respectable man, he offered me a job and referred
me to Mr. Nazir in the account office to give me three hundred Takkas as an
advance. He also made a pass at me.
In the fast changing political scene, men lost all respect for women. There was
total lawlessness and men did whatever they wanted to women. In short, I
realized that the world was full of nasty men. They could not be trusted, not
even our countrymen. I saw a girl being raped by the army officers openly in
front of many people. The same had been done to me repeatedly for seven
months.
On 16 December was a day of mixed feelings. The day before I was tortured
and the next day, we were a free nation. We went to Golnamari, I saw dead
bodies near the lake, they were in thousands and uncountable. The Radio
Station was full of dead bodies.
I re-married in 1972. My husband's name is Ahsan-ullah Ahmad. I told him
my history and he told me to forget past. He is a good man.
In August of that year, I realized that I was pregnant. Instead of joy, I felt
dread because I did not know who could be father of the child, my husband or
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one of the many soldiers who raped me. I decided to get an abortion but I had
no money to pay the doctor. The matter was resolved when I had a
miscarriage naturally.

Now, this entire physical trauma is behind me. But I still suffer from
psychological damage. It will take a long time to heal.
The gory tales of those nine months could not be related even in nine hundred
years. The horrors of the 1971 are in the pages of history. Whatever I saw
with my eyes and whatever I experienced, it is already known.
According to Government statistics, the number of women raped during that
period is two hundred thousand. Unofficial data puts it at four hundred and
fifty thousand. In 1972, Dr. Geoffrey Davis came with the Red Cross to
rehabilitate victims of rape during the 1971 war. According to his
calculations, the number stood at four hundred and fifty thousand.
I know the men who committed these beastly acts on me and I have named
them many times. The victims know many perpetrators by name but people
are still fearful of the Razakars. They are very powerful, even to this day and
keep an eye on our activities. Until such time that these war criminals are
brought to trial, it will remain unresolved. Being fearful of the criminal
Razakars, we cannot tell the whole truth. The Razakars, the war criminals are
certain they will go unpunished and they will not be put on trial.
It is very agonizing for those who have suffered the trauma of rape, the angst
within them surfaces unceasingly within the recess of their minds.
The most distressful and painful fact is that government has yet to take steps
to bring these criminals to justice, put them on trial or punished them for their
heinous crimes.

Kabir Chaudhry, Dhaka
I am 85 years old. I witnessed three pivotal landmarks in the history of Indo-
Pak subcontinent. I worked with the British Raj. After partition in 1947, I
migrated to Pakistan. In 1971, I saw the liberation of Bangladesh.
In 1947, after the creation of Pakistan, we were happy to be rid of Hindu
dominance and hegemony. We thought that freedom from British Raj and
Hindu dominance would create better opportunities for the Bengali Muslims.
Soon after independence, we realized that our understanding and expectations
were wrong. The only common bond between East and West Pakistan was
religion. Problems rose quickly when cultural, linguistic and social
differences surfaced. The imposition of Urdu language and West Pakistani
culture on Bengali Muslims of East Pakistan made the situation tense and
hostile. Within twenty-four years of separation from India, the people of East
Pakistan demanded a separate homeland for Bengalis.
Quaid-i-Azam Mohammad Ali Jinnah declared Urdu as the only state
language; it created a sense of alienation among Bengali Muslims. In 1952,
when the Bangia Language Movement started, West Pakistan tried to suppress
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it forcefully. The aggressive and arrogant conduct of West Pakistani
bureaucrats added fuel to fire. Bengalis felt that partition had changed
absolutely nothing for them. First, they had Hindu bureaucracy exploiting
them and after the partition, the Pakistani bureaucracy replaced it.
Appointments to important civil and military positions were never given to a
Bengali. The anger and frustration among the Bengali community grew.
When Sheikh Mujib put forward his six points agenda, there was hope for
economical autonomy in East Pakistan. At that time, no one thought of getting
separated from Pakistan. Even in the United States, many states have
provincial autonomy.
The situation was mishandled by the military regime and power hungry
attitude of Mr. Bhutto made matters worse. On one hand, they were
negotiating with Mujib for a democratic resolution of the problem and on the
other hand, they sent shiploads of armed soldiers to East Pakistan, ready for
combat. Pakistan Army started their operation and carried out the worst kind
of genocide in the history. A large number of university professors and
students were brutally murdered.
I think the resistance by the citizen groups, policemen and some sections of
the army was preplanned because they knew the consequences, in case the
talks failed. When Shiekh Mujib was arrested, he refused to leave his
residence, knowing that if he fled, the army would massacre the whole city of
Dhaka. It is not clear when and how Shiekh Mujib announced the liberation of
Bangladesh but it was an established fact that the announcement was made
and the public listened to it. The probationary government was established on
10 January.
I heard gunshots throughout the night of 25 March. The next day, my
daughter, who lived in the university area drove to my place. She was crying.
She narrated that many professors who lived around the university were killed
overnight. We were shocked and horrified. My daughter suggested that I
should leave' before I get killed because I was the head of the Bangla
Academy at that time. Artillery shelling had completely destroyed my office.
The army jailed one of my colleagues; Sardar Fazlul Karim was a great
philosopher, writer and head of the Cultural Department. He was released
after the country was liberated.
The army held another colleague, Abu Zafar Shams-ud-din, head of
Translation Department, a good writer and progressive individual but he was
released after interrogation. I was apprehensive that I would be picked up as
well because I wrote extensively on the Bengali language and culture.
Some of the teachers were non political but they were also killed, for instance,
Munir-uz-zaman. On 14 December, Munir was picked up from his house at
dinnertime. A threatening group led him to a bus. That was the last time his
family saw him. I telephoned Rao Farman Ali to make inquiries but he said
that Pakistan Army had not pick him up. On the 17th morning, I went to the
bazaar area to look at the dead bodies. Munir's body was not there. I saw
many bodies of specialized doctors; a famous heart specialist's heart was cut
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out of his chest, eye specialists and writers; the nails on their fingers ripped
out. We did not find Munir's body. Later, I received a telephone call about his
death.
I saw truckloads of blindfolded people with their hands tied behind their
backs. They were killed in the cruelest way, blood was pumped out of their
bodies and then the bodies were thrown in rivers.

During the nine months of fighting, curfew was imposed in different parts of
East Pakistan. There was lack of communication. We did not know what was
happening in the rest of the country.
In April or May, I cannot remember clearly, Rao Farman Ali, who was the top
military personnel wanted to visit the Bangla Academy. I was impressed by
his polite manner but later we discovered that he was making a hit list.
Luckily, I survived but my friend was killed.
Pakistani Headquarters prepared a document stating that no genocide took
place in East Pakistan; renowned intellectuals were forced to sign and affirm
the government statement. Bengali Officers were assigned the task of
obtaining the signatures. Under threat, many intellectuals signed the document
including my younger brother, Munir Chaudhry. My wife and I did not sign it.
A few days later, two men from the Central Information Department
approached me and again asked me to sign it. They had circulated the paper to
the international media without my signatures on it. They returned to correct
their mistake.
The war criminals should be tried. The Pakistan Army wanted to avoid that at
all cost; they argued that 30-36 year old events should not be brought to light.
Niazi and Ghulam Hassan tried to establish that the war of 1971 was a civil
war and not a war of liberation. Therefore, we are pressing very hard for the
trial of the war criminals. The main 35 culprits responsible for the genocide
should be put on trial. We are insistent that a War Crime Tribunal should be
set up.

Meghna Gulathakurta, Dhaka
In 1971 I was in Class 10 and I was 14 years old. My father was a professor in
the English Department. My mother was the headmistress of a girl's high
school.
Abu Said Chaudhry was the Vice Chancellor of The Dhaka University and an
old school friend of my father. My father was appointed as the provost and we
moved to the campus residence of the Dhaka University. There were separate
residential quarters for Muslims and non-Muslims. We lived in Jagan Nath
Hall.
Our flat was just across the street from Shaheed Minar, built to commemorate
the martyrs who were killed during the Language Movement and the center of
political activity.
In March 1971, the government indefinitely postponed the session of the
assemblies. People poured into the streets and started to burn everything to
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show their anger.

On 7 March 1971, the civil disobedience movement began. Many students left
the campus and joined the movement.
My father was advised to leave but he decided to stay as long as there were
students on the campus. Reconciliation talks between Mr. Bhutto and Sheikh
Mujib were in progress. My father was of the view that reconciliation was not
possible. At that time, Bhutto was visiting Dhaka with a delegation.
That night, we heard sounds of heavy gunshots. We knew that the war had
begun. My father was very restless and he could not sleep. We locked the
compound of our three story flat. There were six flats on each story. Ours was
on the ground floor. Despite my father's warning for caution, my mother went
to look out of the window. Convoy of jeeps and battalions of armed soldiers
were pouring into the campus. The students were trying frantically to cut
down trees to barricade the streets and stop the soldiers from entering the
campus grounds. Armed soldiers started banging the doors of the faculty
members, yelling at them to come out of their houses. The soldiers came to
our house and without any explanation, arrested my father and dragged him
out. They asked if there were any boys in the house. My mother replied she
had only one daughter. They did not harm my mother or me but we were
terrified and stunned.

Professor Munir-uz-Zaman, of the Statistics Department, his sixteen years old
son and two others family members were dragged out of the building and
shot. My father was also shot but was still alive. He told us that the soldiers
asked his name and religion and when he told them that he was a Hindu, they
shot him.
The soldiers had orders to kill all men over the age of seventeen. Professor
Razak and his family helped us to carry my father inside the house because he
was unable to walk. He was paralyzed from waist down. The soldiers returned
to search our apartment and interrogated us. They wanted to know the
whereabouts of Mujib. We were terrified because we did not know the
answers to their questions. My father was bleeding but we could not take him
to the hospital because of the curfew. That night and the next morning, we
were unable to go out and could not take our father to the hospital.
After two days, on 27 March, there was a break in the curfew and some
people took my father to the hospital. The hospital was full of bodies, many
we recognized from the campus. There was no room for my father and he was
placed in the corridor. The doctor told us that my father's wounds are very
critical. My father died on the morning of 30 March.
We were unable to take our father's body from the hospital. The army stopped
the ambulance carrying my father's body. The hospital was full of soldiers.
In order to release my father's provident fund, my mother needed the death
certificate. The doctor gave a certificate that stated the cause of death as
pneumonia. After independence, my mother got a real death certificate.
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One of the General Doctors gave us refuge in his house for a month. The next
nine months, we stayed in ten different places. My mother got a job in the Holy
Family Hospital under a different name. I was taken to the orphanage in a
village and told to act as a villager and given the Christian name of Monika
Rosario. I stayed in that orphanage for a month.

Mujtoba Murshad, Dhaka
His father was an MNA and President of Awami League, District Dinajpur.
Recounting those days is not very easy. It was a time of emotional and
psychological trauma. Even now, recalling these memories is difficult.
In 1971, I was eleven years old. My father was a Member of National
Assembly; he was also President of Awami League and the head of District
Dinajpur. I got a chance to closely watch the political events as they unfolded
because of my father's affiliation with politics.
When the political atmosphere started to change in 1971, even as a young boy I
was excited that we would have an elected Bengali government. But soon, I felt
there was something wrong. Many senior politicians started visiting my father
at our residence. They all looked grave and tense, seeking my father's
instructions for devising a strategy to strengthen the organization and also to
resist Pakistani hegemony.
In March, when the National Assembly session was postponed indefinitely,
people were angry and emotional. Dinajpur town had a small population of
Beharis. They supported the Pakistani and armed themselves with guns, swords
and spears. Bengalis also started preparations to resist, enlisting extremely
young boys. It was the first time I saw a war- like situation.

In March, the situation took a turn for the worse. Pakistani army personnel
lived in the building across the street from our house. On 24 March, I saw a
heavy machine gun mounted on the rooftop of the building and soldiers in
vehicles shouting slogans. On the night of 25 March, known as 'Black Night' in
the history of Bangladesh, all hell broke loose. We heard the roar of machine
gunshots from the rooftop. We were so scared; our mother hid us under the bed
and stuffed our ears with cotton wool. But despite all her assurances, it was like
a nightmare. The trauma scared us so much that we decided to move out of the
city. En route, I saw many dead bodies. It was the first time in my life that I
saw death and dead people. Curfew was enforced in our area, we had to wait till
the following day to cross the river and look for a safer place in the village. To
our great dismay, the villages were also not safe; the fighting between the
Beharis and the Bengalis left corpses floating in the river. I was scared and
confused. The atmosphere in the village was also tense and frightening. To
boost the moral of the villagers, my father gave a speech, asking them to have
faith in their cause. He left us in the village and returned to the city on the 26
March.

There was fierce fighting in Dinajpur between Bengalis and Pakistani Army.
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The Bengalis had to prevent Pakistani army from entering Saidpur
Cantonment. The Bengali freedom fighters were unable to blow up the bridge
between Dinajpur and Saidpur because of shortage of explosives. My father
decided to go to India to arrange for the explosives and ammunition. During
his absence, we lost Dinajpur to Pakistani army. Many people were
massacred. The whole world was witness to what happened in Dinajpur.
Three million Bengalis were killed and over three hundred thousand women
were raped.
Our future seemed obscure, we ran from village to village to save our lives.
Pakistani army, Jamatis and Beharis were united in hunting us down. Finally,
from my maternal grandfather'S village, we were transported in a bullock cart
to Indian Territory. The whole time we were scared of being ambushed by
the Pakistani army. We were given shelter in an Indian Parliamentarian's
residence.
We were very worried for my father and brother trapped in East Pakistan. My
mother felt wretched, nobody was sure if they would return safely. There was
a break in my education, which was another concern distressing her.
My father was a lawyer but he took an active interest in Bengali political
movement. Once I went with him to the headquarters of the war sector inside
the Indian Territory. It was a strange place, there were lorries returning from
war the front, carrying scores of dead and injured soldiers and then there
were soldiers with ammunitions, mortars and guns; ready to move towards
the front.
Here I would like to clarify that a person who took part in this war was not a
killer. Some were emotionally motivated while others participated for
monetary benefit.
16 December brought mixed feelings. It was announced on the radio that
General Niazi had surrender; needless to say we were delighted. The very
next day, we decided to return to Bangladesh. We drove in a small Yolks
Wagon car. On crossing the border, our driver jumped out of the car and
bowed before God in gratitude. All around us was a heartrending sight, there
were blown up army bunkers, everything was scorched and deserted. At the
tender age of eleven, these frightful sights left an everlasting mark on my
thoughts.
You can find its reflection in my poetry and writing. I do not want to alarm
people with my horrific memories; my writing is aimed at promoting
humanity and peace. War and killing of innocent people in the name of
religion or political arrogance should never be allowed. This war gave a
positive direction to my way of thinking. Not everyone who participated in
the freedom fight was a killer, nor all the people killed were criminals.

Many families lost their wealth and important families became poor. I can
still recall the young faces lost in the dust of war.
The consequences of war are always dreadful. The hatred was on both sides.
The rulers and the administrators of Pakistan planned it. I can say that the
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people of West Pakistan were innocent. The coalition of power-hungry
mullahs, the military and feudal landlords set the stage for war.
During my educational career, I came across many Pakistani professors from
Lahore and Karachi. They accept the fact that genocide was carried out by the
Pakistani army but they do not understand that the basic reason for this war was
arrogance and enmity of the people of Punjab. Pashtuns and Balochs had a
friendly attitude towards us. During the freedom struggle in March 1971,
Pakistani army decided to attack the national parliament; a Baloch officer wrote
a message to my father asking him not to go to the assembly to avoid any
unforeseen event. Bengali people have a great deal of respect for Pathans and
Balochis but they hate the Punjabis.

Nirmalendu Goon, Dhaka
Mr. Goon is a poet, creative writer and a newspaper journalist.
1971 is like a big wound on the hearts of the Bengali people. I want to make
one thing clear that we do not hold Pakistani people responsible. It was the
military that planned and executed the whole atrocious drama of 1971.
The cultural and religious diversity of the subcontinent made it prone to
different kinds of communal violence. In Indian subcontinent, Hindus,
Muslims, Christians, Sikhs, and Buddhists communities lived together for
centuries before partition but there were many problems and difficulties. Many
political activists thought that partition would provide a solution to their mutual
problems but unfortunately even partition failed to elucidate these problems.
Since partition, Pakistan and India have fought three wars; there were internal
problems; political instability and communal violence.

1 March 1971, President Yahya indefinitely postponed the session of the
National Assembly. At that time, I was in Dhaka Stadium, watching a cricket
match between Pakistan and England. When the news reached the people, they
poured out of the Stadium, full of high emotion and anger against this injustice;
shouting slogans against Yahya establishment and the streets were full of
charged up people. It was a sad day in the history of Pakistan. If the situation
was handled differently, Pakistan would not have lost its East wing and we
would still be living in Pakistan. Yahya made a huge mistake to tackle a
political situation through brutal military force. It was the beginning of the end
of East Pakistan.
Bhutto came to Dhaka for negotiations with Mujib but unfortunately neither of
them was sincerely looking for reconciliation. Mujib flew to Karachi to have
another round of talks with Yahya. However, instead of paving the way for
reconciliation, his campaign took a new turn. He started to think that Bengalis
should opt for separation.
I worked as a journalist in an English daily newspaper. A group of army
officers visited our office daily to monitor information. The office was attacked
one day but fortunately we were already informed so we escaped unharmed.
We took refuge in another building with bullets flying over our heads.
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On 26 or 27 March, army imposed curfew in Dhaka. When the curfew was
lifted, I went to Iqbal Hall and Jagan Nath Hall at the University Campus and
found many dead bodies scattered all over the campus. Pak army was loading
them on trucks. In Iqbal Hall, I saw a dead body of a very good friend. This
friend was a very good poet and the Secretary of the Students' League. Jagan
Nath Hall was also full of dead bodies. Many corpses were lying near the
pond. The soldiers had dug a big grave and dumped scores of dead bodies in
it. Among them, I saw the body of the Vice Chancellor of the University.
On 27 March, we decided to flee from the city. The second massacre took
place on 2 April.
When the massacre started in Dhaka, political leaders as well as many other
people left the city and headed towards the countryside. The Pakistani army
was preventing people from leaving Dhaka because they wanted to show the
international agencies that nothing had changed in the capital city and that life
was going on as usual. This constant struggle between people trying to get out
of Dhaka and the army trying to stop them resulted in many Bengali deaths.
The civilians did not know what to do or how to counter attack and many got
killed. Army soldiers raped many women during the operation. The soldiers
showed absolute brutality. In the first phase of army operation, Pak army
killed Hindus; and in the second phase with the same brutality, they killed
Awami League leaders.

I am a witness to these atrocities. I saw a man whose arm had been cut off;
another man shot by the army died before my eyes. I had to seek shelter in a
mosque and later in an empty house because no place was safe. Those were
terrible days. People became selfish and cared for the safety and lives of their
families only. 'Each person for himself,' was the order of the day. The body of
the father lying on the road was not an immediate concern for the son. The
army killed at least a thousand people that day. I took refuge in my village for
a few days.

My maternal grandfather was brutally murdered by the army. He was a doctor
and practicing in his village. He thought he was a harmless person and nobody
would harm him but his life was not spared. After the massacre, I crossed the
border to India.
I wrote my experiences in a fifty-page document. It gives a detailed account
of the war and the political forces behind it.

Prof. Noorul Hussain,
Rajshahi University

I was born in 1946. At that time there were only a few English medium
schools in East Pakistan. I received my elementary education from a convent
school in Thana Town in Kot Chand Pur. I went to college in Tar Kundna. I
got my Masters degree from the University of Rajshahi. I went to Italy on
scholarship. I did my Masters in History in Canada and returned to East
Pakistan for a short duration. I went to Toronto University for my PhD. When
I returned to East Pakistan, I was in my twenties and the war had already
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started.
I was offered the post of a lecturer in the History Department of Rajshahi
University. I was not issued an appointment letter for a long time because of
the political unrest in the country. It was very frustrating. Coming from Jassu,
our bus was intercepted at every checkpoint by the Pakistani paramilitary
forces and army checked our identity cards. They were actually looking for
the Mukti Bahini people. The identity card was the only proof that we were
not one of them.
I reached Rajshahi on 29 October 1971 and joined the university as a lecturer.
I was quite young then but I knew troublesome times were ahead. The
university campus, at one time bursting with students, now had a deserted
look. Only a handful of students remained. Most of the students moved out for
security and safety reasons. They either moved to the rural areas or to India.
We still performed our duties and took classes and exams.

At that time, there were only a few hundred-faculty positions in the university.
Many families were displaced for security reasons. Most of the apartments for
the faculty members remained vacant during this period of unrest and
uncertainty. I was allotted an apartment, which I shared with six other people.
We were living under the same roof but it was impossible to discuss the
ongoing liberation war, Mukti Bahini or the role of the international power
players in this war but we were afraid to exchange information with each
other. The only source of news was BBC.
In our spare time, we went to the Teachers' Club at the Zobari House for three
hours, from 5pm to 8pm. Returning to our apartments was always an anxious
experience, we were afraid of getting caught by the Pakistani army and ending
up in one of their concentration camps. Pakistani army had set up
concentration camps in many locations; one was located in the university
campus, which is now known as Zoha. It was a known fact that the army was
involved in massive entrapment of innocent civilians from different localities
and detaining them for interrogations. Most of captives ended in mass graves.
Almost every night, Pakistani army picked up some of our colleagues from
the campus. Most of them disappeared without a trace or were found dead.
Our lips were sealed; we were not allowed to vent our feelings. Each activity
and action was under surveillance, even our mutual discussions were being
observed. We could not go to the shops without being watched. We always
had the feeling that there were many eyes watching us, suspecting every move
and each word spoken. We felt suffocated and confined. It was very
frustrating.
One Monday morning, Pak army raided the campus and arrested students and
the cleaning staff. One of my colleagues, Mr. Abu Hina Mustafa Kamal was
also arrested. He was blindfolded and taken to Saki Tower for interrogation.
The Vice Chancellor intervened and arranged his release. There were signs of
atrocities everywhere. Pak army treated us in the same manner as Nazis
treated the Jews. We were not allowed to go out without our identity card.
People were afraid to go to Dhaka because they were fearful of being arrested,
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interrogated and tortured. It was like living in a concentration camp.
In December, India declared war on Pakistan. The Indian air force started
bombing the important posts of Pak army in East Pakistan. In Rajshahi, the East
Pakistan Rifles Headquarters and the radio station was attacked. From the
campus, we could see twenty to thirty warplanes and Pakistani soldiers running
for shelters. Some of the soldiers came to our apartment; we thought that they
had come to arrest us. It was difficult to tell whether they were running for their
lives or trying to arrest the suspects!
Soon after, the news of Indian army and Mukti Bahini's victory over Pakistani
army reached us. We were not in a position to assess the deteriorating position
of Pakistani army.
On 16 December1971, Pakistani army surrendered at Dhaka but a vast number
of Pakistani soldiers were in the campus; we felt like celebrating our victory but
we were afraid. The soldiers had not surrendered and they were still armed.
There was a Pak army bunker behind my apartment building. The soldiers
stayed in that bunker for three nights. The night of 16 December was the most
difficult and scary night for me. I was alone in my apartment and undecided
whether to stay or leave the campus.
On one hand, there was a sense of joy for our victory and on the other hand,
there was sorrow for the massacres and atrocities.

Later, a list was discovered with names of 25 young faculty members from the
administrative block. Pakistani army had prepared the list for the massacre of
teachers. Fortunately, they did not have time to execute their vicious plan;
otherwise all of us would have been slaughtered.
In Dhaka, the Razakars and the Jamat-i-Islami collaborated with the Pakistani
army in the massacre of renowned scholars and intellectuals on 14 December.
Even university workers (class4) were not spared. Everybody was scared. Most
of the scholars migrated to India, It seemed that all the intellectual class was
either killed or moved out of the country.
During the last nine months of the struggle, Pakistani soldiers went on a
rampage. Everybody was afraid of them. People called them Punjabis instead of
soldiers. The gravity of the situation forced me to leave Thana or Tehsil
Headquarters and move to my village. The Beharis came from the Tehsil
Headquarters and dragged people out of their homes and kill them. There was a
sense of tremendous insecurity among Bengalis. Most of us started wearing
lungis to look like farmers so that we would not be mistaken for the educated
class. It was the only way to save ourselves, in the rural areas. Pak army targeted
and killed Awami League leaders and Hindus even in the rural areas. At times,
people tried to save their lives by shouting slogans of 'Pakistan Zindabad' (long
live Pakistan) but even then they were not spared.

There was no casualty in my immediate family but one of my distant relatives
was killed. I was living in Chanpur at that time, in Thana Headquarters. There
were non- Bengalis living in this area and were on good terms with the
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Bengalis. When the freedom movement started and Pakistani army started
killing the Bengalis; Bengalis in turn attacked and killed innocent Beharis. It
was so unfortunate and sad and I could not understand why it happened. I felt
bad for them but I could not help them. One of the main reasons Beharis were
killed was that at some point they collaborated with Pakistani army.
In another incident, I was sitting inside my house, when suddenly, I saw many
people running towards me shouting for help and yelling that the Beharis were
after them. Most Beharis were professional butchers recruited by the Pakistani
army. They had established their authority in many areas. They were
protesting the killing of their relatives. The most painful aspect was the sense
of insecurity among the people. We realized that we were living in a place
where no one was safe. Each person was concerned for his own safety and
survival. We could not help anyone, it was so selfish and we felt miserable.
One night, a Pakistani captain entered our house and at gunpoint started
questioning us. He asked if any of our family members belonged to the
Awami League or Mukti Bahini. He also inquired whether our relatives had
fled to India. He then grabbed a young girl and forcibly took her with him.
For many days, the whereabouts of that girl was not known, later she was
released. The girl was taken to an army camp. Many such incidents took
place; most of the young girls were taken to the Circuit House.

I found many bodies tied with ropes and dumped in the Masjid area. We were
not allowed to go there on account of land mines. Many people died when the
land mines exploded. Despite all the warnings, we visited this area and
witnessed a large number of corpses dumped in a ditch.
There was no way of finding a missing person amid this genocide. The most a
person could do was to go to the members of the Peace Committee but they
were also associated with the Pakistani army. For people who had family
members missing, there was absolutely no hope. Most of the Hindu
population fled to India.
I worked with Professor Muntasir Mamoon of Dhaka University, collecting
and recording the memoirs of the people of Khulna, who lost their loved ones
during the struggle. The largest massacre took place in Khulna. Eyewitnesses
repeatedly told us that most of the people got killed while they were trying to
escape. I am a witness to such incidents.

There are many other horrifying stories, so many people killed or displaced;
their properties and belongings confiscated or their houses burnt. We were
afraid to express our thoughts and feelings except our closest friends.
When Mukti Bahini came under siege in a cantonment area, they had only
bamboo sticks and little ammunition, they were no match for the well trained
and armed Pakistani Army. Initially, Mukti Bahini started as a resistance
movement of the common people and was not very organized; people had
only bamboo sticks to protect themselves when the Pakistani army attacked
them for food and supplies.
The only driving force behind Mukti Bahini was their spirit and enthusiasm,
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their emotion and passion.

Rashid Hyder, Dhaka
We eagerly awaited the settlement announcement between Sheikh Mujibur
Rehman and General Yahya. We heard on the radio that the talks between the
two had failed. Past mid- night, my wife told me that there were policemen
outside our house. Soon after, the firing and artillery shelling started and
continued through the night. It was horrifying, I can still remember a
policeman shouting and running around, wearing only his underwear. I knew
what was going to happen. I knew it was the beginning of the end of East
Pakistan.
Trouble started in 1948, when Mr. Jinnah declared Urdu as the only national
language. In 1952, I was eleven years old and studying in class five. I was not
politically conscious but I remember my elder brother and other relatives
talking about students being killed in Dhaka. I knew that we were deprived of
our political rights and we had no power in government matters, even after the
1954 general elections. Our language rights were denied when the Pakistani
government foiled the Bengali Language Movement.
In early 1960s, Provincial Minister Mr. Manjrekar Patel was seriously
assaulted in the university campus. In 1964, communal riots took place in
Dhaka and thousands of people died. During 1965 war, we were left at the
mercy of the Indian army. In 1971, we were forced to leave Dhaka when Pak
army bombed the city. Houses were burnt and people were killed.
In 1988, I was assigned the task of writing a book to record the murders of
Bengali intellectuals in 1971. The book was launched on 14 December, which
is remembered as Intellectuals Martyr Day. The book started with only 39
articles has expanded to 13 volumes containing 300 articles.
I did not participate in the freedom struggle. I feel guilty about this. I was 30
years old when the unrest started. I could have done a lot to contribute to the
freedom struggle but I did nothing. Now, I compile the tragedies of the war
and bring it to the notice of the world. I feel that is my contribution to the
freedom fight.
Salena Hussain, Dhaka
I was a student of Rashtra University in late 1960. A student exchange
program was arranged by the Punjab University and financed by the Pakistan
Council. I was selected for the Bengali debate. We went to Dhaka University
for an onward flight to West Pakistan. On our arrival in Dhaka, we were
informed that the Vice Chancellor of Dhaka University had postponed the
program. The students were protesting against Ayub Khan's military rule. One
of our teachers, Shams-ud- Doha was killed during a students' procession
when Pakistani army opened fire. It was a painful experience.
In 1947, Education Minister Mr. Fazal-u-Rehman organized a meeting to
discuss the question of 'national language' of Pakistan. It was decided that
Urdu and English would be the two national languages. On 6 December 1947,
Professor Munir Chaudhry of Dhaka University (killed in 1971) opposed this
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decision. He was of the view that since Bengali was the language of the
majority in Pakistan; it must be included with Urdu and English as the
national languages. Dharendra Datta stated the same sentiment in the
parliament on 25 February 1948. The language issue became a sore point
between East and West Pakistan. In East Pakistan, people came out on the
streets to protest the exclusion of Bengali as one of the national languages.
The deteriorating situation resulted in the police firing on a procession in
1952.
When Shiekh Mujib-u-Rehman declared his 6-point movement and we
thought it would lead to liberation. All the leaders were always from West
Pakistan. Twenty- four years after partition, no Pakistani Bengali leader had
came into power. Shiekh Mujibur Rehman gave us back our identity and
courage for the new state where Bengali would be the national language.
After the election, we were happy that the next Prime Minister would be
Shiekh Mujibur Rehman but when President Yahya Khan postponed the
session of the parliament, the mood of the people of East Pakistan changed.
They vowed to fight the social injustices and the oppressive regime of West
Pakistan.
In 1971, I lived in Dhaka with my husband and two daughters; the younger
one was only nine month old. My parents lived in Rajshahi where their houses
were looted and they came to live with us along with my elder sister from
Chitta gong whose house was also looted .
. Mehr-un-Nisa was one of my friends, she wrote poetry and lived in Saidpur
area. On 14 December, she was picked up and her body was found in the
bazaar. I went to that area and saw many bodies; I also saw a mass grave near
the Dhaka University. The soldiers did not spare the lives of women and
children.
I believe that the social setup of a society largely depends on women. The
women supported in freedom movement whole-heartedly and fought
alongside men. They tended to the household duties but also worked in the
fields, harvested crops and maintained the family structure. We need this
structure to rebuild the country. It is unfortunate that the Bengali historians
and Western researchers do not appreciate the role of women in our society.
We, as a nation suffered twice; in 1947, when as Muslims we crossed the
border from India and again in 1971 as Bengalis living in East Pakistan. In the
hearts of our people, our national identity was rooted in being a Bengali; the
religious affiliation did not matter. During the twenty-four year period (1947-
1971) after partition, we faced an identity crises. Our language, our culture
and our way of life came under attack. Politics destroyed everything.
The Hindus also suffered in 1971. They were told to leave their homes where
they had lived for generations and go to India. The Bengalis had good
relations with Hindus and Christians in their community. They lived together
in harmony. Forcing them to leave was not only unethical but also appalling.
Gross human rights violations occurred in 1971. These should be documented.
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Abdul Jalil, Jallad Khana, Mirpur, Dhaka
One day before 25 March, we moved to Karanigong in my maternal
grandparent's house. Leaving us in the safety of our grandparents' house, my
father returned to Mirpur. Later, we found out from Amena Begum, one of
our neighbours that Beharis took my father away and killed him. After this
incident, Amena Begum also left for Karanigong. Jamilla Kahtoon, the widow
of Abdul Jalil said, 'We could not take anything with us during war.'
Leaving us in Karanigong, my husband returned to Mirpur and we never saw
him again. After independence we moved back to Mirpur but the Beharis
threw us out. We had to take shelter in Cantonment area.

Jasimuddin Jogat Ali, Jallad Khana, Mirpur, Dhaka
Jasimuddin Jogat Ali was the only son of his parents and the only heir of his
father's property. He was happily married and had three children. After Sheikh
Mujib's historical speech on 7 March, situation of Mirpur become very tense.
His paternal cousin Kafiluddin Matbor was the Vice President of Awami
League for Tejgaon Thana.
On 15 March, he left his house and took shelter in his father in-law's house at
Baunia village but after a few days he wanted to return to his village. That
year their field was full with paddy. On 26 March, Ignoring his wife's request,
he returned to Mirpur to look after his paddy field. He never returned to his
family.
Pakistan Army shot him while he was working in his fields and threw his
body into Jallad khana. It is assumed that he was captured with many others
and shot dead in the paddy field, which was adjacent to Section 13. His wife,
Haijun Bibi as well their three children fell into great trouble after the death of
Jasimuddin. During the war, she stayed with her parents. When she returned
to Mirpur, there was no sign of their house.

Khairunnessa, Jallad Khana, Mirpur, Dhaka
I was only twenty when I got married to Abdur Rashid and we had four
children. Rashid worked as a pipe fitter. He was known as Rashid 'mistree',
He was acquainted with most of the people of the area and known as a
supporter of Awami League. During 1971, when the situation changed
rapidly, many left their homes for safer places. Many people advised Rashid
to leave but he refused.
On 18 March, some Beharis came our house looking for Rashid. He realized
they had come to take him away. He tried escaping through the back door.
The Beharis caught and killed him. I witnessed this incident.
I worked as domestic help in a Behari's house. Returning from work one day,
I found Beharis had occupied my house. When I asked them to leave, I was
severely beaten and thrown in the nearby drain. The son of the lady in whose
house I worked saw this incident. I had worked in their house for a long time
and developed good relations with them. They brought me to their home
along with my four children. I stayed with them for three months. My
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youngest son was only 10 months old.
It was only after independence that I was able to return to my house.

Mohammad Mohboob, Jallad Khana, Mirpur, Dhaka
Mohammad Mohboob lived in Mirpur during the year of 1971. He fought as a
freedom fighter in Sector 9.
He came home to see his mother on 22 April 1971. Getting the news of his
arrival, a dozen Beharis went to his house at around midnight and tried to take
him away. When his mother tried to stop them, she was killed in front of
many people. They also killed his one and half year old brother with a dagger.
His elder sister and four younger sisters were in the house. They started
killing everybody. The 8 years old Monawara escaped and hid in the pond.
She spent the whole night in the water and realized that the dead bodies of her
family were thrown in the pond. Monowara can never forget this moment in
her life. The next day, she found her elder sister and the other three sisters.
Her elder sister and other members thought that they had lost Monowara
forever.

The Beharis not only took away their brother but also looted their home.
Later, they got the news that the Beharis killed their brother and many others
in J all ad Khana. That night, their father Mohammad Sikander Ali went
mosque to say his Esha prayer and he never came back. They came to know
that their elder brother in law left home on 25 April and was killed by the Pak
army.
After independence they returned to Mirpur and found that others had
occupied their house.

Mohammad Mostafa Ali, J allad Khana, Mirpur, Dhaka
Mukti Bahini started its activities in June. Many teachers and students of the
Cadet College went to India for training and returned as Mukti Bahini
freedom fighters.
On 13 April, five sons of Abdul Hamid Mollah from the village of Kutipara
were killed. One of them was a student of Cadet College. When the army
convoy came to our village, the freedom fighters fired on them. Mukti Bahini
and the Pakistani army fought daily.

Mukti Bahini seized four razakars, Munsoor Rahman, Sadekur Rahman of
Razakar Bahini. Many of them are dead now. The villagers hated the razakars
because they worked against the interest of our country.
Khursheed Alam Shibli, a great freedom fighter was the foreman of the
village of Muktapur. On 14 April, Pakistani army soldiers surrounded his
wife. He attacked them with a 'koch', which is used for fishing. One soldier
shot and killed him. His wife fled.

Mr. Hakim, Jallad Khana, Mirpur, Dhaka
Frightened by the situation, most people left their house and moved to safer
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places. Similarly Mr. Hakim left his house and moved the whole family to his
sister's house in Savar. He often went Mirpur to get the news updates.
On Friday morning, he set out for Dhaka. His younger brother accompanied
him. On reaching Gabtoli, the situation did not look good. The brother
decided to go back but Hakim went on alone. In the evening, his family got
the news from the local people that the Pak military had killed Hakim.
Hakim's family tried to find his body but they failed.

Zafar Iqbal, Khewra

My name is Zafar Iqbal S/O Gul Mawaz and I am a resident of Mohallah
Dhamraya, Khewra. I enlisted in Pak Army in 1965 as a driver in MT
Department. My father and other relatives also served in the Army.
During the 1971 war, we were sent to the borders through Dhaka. I also
fought on the front of Mymen singh. My job was to carry guns and
ammunition on vehicles.
After ceasefire, it took us six days to walk to Dhaka only to find Indian troops
everywhere and we were captured. In Dhaka, the Indian Force harassed us -for
15 days. Then we were taken to Camp Number 86 in Baraili in India. There
were tough restrictions during captivity; 100 prisoners were detained in a
single barrack. There was a separate room for interrogation but they did not
bother us except our letters were censored.

Mukti Bahini ambushed and fired on us, however, the Beharis helped us. We
did not carry out any activity against Bengalis. We fought for the cause of our
country and if we were sent back, we would fight with the same spirit. I do
not know about the martyrdom of my companions. After release in 1974, I
returned to Bahawalpur.

Fazal Mohammed, Pind Dadan Khan
My name is Fazal Mohammed S/O Ghulam Mohammed of Tehsil Pind Dadan
Khan, District Jhelum. I enlisted in the Army on 15 September 1965. I was the
first person from my family to enlist in the Army.
I reached Dhaka in 1971. I was stationed at the Dhaka Airport where there
was no shortage of ration.

Whenever Bengalis saw our soldiers, they would try to attack and kill them.
The common Bengalis were involved in operations against us and hated the
Punjabis. Mukti Bahini consisted of Bengalis. Although Bengalis were cruel to
us, our attitude was fair with them.

We had a strong defense for the Airport. Mukti Bahini attacked the Airport,
mostly in the evening. The war jet fighters passed over our heads. I was
captured from the Airport; I do not remember the exact date of my capture. We
were taken to Baraili where we had a very difficult time.
We were imprisoned for three years in Baraili. They tortured us and killed
those who tried to escape. Initially we did not get enough healthy food but after
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the Red Cross visit, the quality if food improved; still, it was not enough to
satisfy our appetite but enough for survival. Our family letters were censored.
During war, no one from our Unit was martyred because we were deployed at
the Airport.
There were many soldiers from District Jhelum and Chakwal in the camp.
There were 70 or 80 soldiers from Pind Dadan Khan. Even today, we are ready
to fight for our motherland. I request the Government of Pakistan to give us
financial aid and support.

Ghulam Hussain, Pind Dadan Khan

My name is Ghulam Hussain 5/0 Raja Khan, a resident of Pind Dadan Khan. I
was born in 1943. I enlisted in the Army in1961 in EM. I was the first person
in my family to join the Army. In 1971, I received orders to move to Dhaka
and then I fought on the front of Iaysore. I was in East Pakistan for ten months.
The Bengalis were indifferent and unfair to us. We always treated them well,
as fellow Pakistanis but they let us down; they betrayed us and supported
India. We lost East Pakistan because the Bengalis were traitors. One of our
company sergeants died because of Bengalis. Mukti Bahini consisted both of
Bengalis and Indians. They ambushed and opened fire on us and also carried
axes to harm us.
We were captured in December 1971 and kept in Fateh Garh Camp in Ll.P.
We remained imprisoned for two years. We were ill treated by the Indians.
When somebody escaped, they tortured other prisoners. The food was of poor
quality.
There were 150 or 200 prisoners in each barrack. We received censored family
letters. During the period of captivity, the Government of Pakistan paid our
salaries to our families. I was released in December 1973. I deeply regret the
loss of half our country. If Mujibur Rehman was given power, he would have
betrayed us. Mujibur Rehman was not a trustworthy leader. We were on the
right path and our fight was for the cause of Pakistan.

Anaar Khan, Pind Dadan Khan
My name is Anaar Khan S/O Sardar Khan, a resident of Tehsil Pind Dadan
Khan. My date of birth is probably 1940. I enlisted in the Army in 1953. Our
Punjab Center was in Jhelum. I was transferred to Mardan and joined 14
Punjab. I enlisted as a jawan' and got promoted to the rank of Hawaldar
We went to East Pakistan in the last days of the war, probably in August 1971.
We left for Dhaka from Karachi. We were briefed at Dhaka Airport about the
local situation. We went to our barracks and were informed about the location
of the canteen where we could have tea.

The next day, we were ordered to leave for Jaysore. The airplane had technical
difficulties and we had to postpone our departure till the following day. We
spent the first night in Jaysore. We were upset because the water tasted and
smelt bad. I was ordered to go to the TM garage to take charge of vehicles.
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A few soldiers came to East Pakistan by air but rest of the platoon came by sea.
Everyone was assigned duties and equipment was distributed. We were sent to
Khulna to spy on the Indians.
We continued our activities against Mukti Bahini during the month of
Ramadan. Soon after that, India attacked and we took our positions in trenches.
Foreign countries did not give us any aid and we fought with our own weapons
and ammunition. We dug trenches and bunkers and it became increasingly
difficult to dig new trenches. Indian had a huge Army.
I suggested to my companions to keep their guns ready when passed through
Bengalis villages, where they had erected black flags on their rooftops in
protest. We stayed inside the vehicles but kept the nozzle of the gun out of the
window to make sure nobody attacked us. As we drove by, the Bengalis raised
slogans of 'Jai Bangladesh'
We reached Khulna and surrendered as per orders. An airplane with a white
flag on its wing flew over our head. We had already received instructions to
cease-fire. We threw all our army supplied equipment into the sea so the
Indians could not use it. This was also part of our strategy.
We stayed in Jaysore for two days. The Indian clerks prepared a list of the
entire paws. One Indian was in charge of 15 prisoners.
When we reached Jootapur Station, we were locked in groups of 25 people in
each boggy; we did not to open the windows because Bengalis were throwing
stones at us. We reached Paana Garh and were beaten while getting off the
train. We objected that we had not lost the war but had surrendered so we
should not be beaten. We were imprisoned in cells, where they placed two tins
for toilet purposes. We were not given food for 3 or 4 days. I remember it was
very cold.
After 18 months of captivity in Paana Garh, we were sent to for Faizabad. One
of the Indian generals gave a speech. He told us not to be disappointed because
we had lost the war. Before the creation of Pakistan, we lived side by side, now
there were two separate countries: India and Pakistan. Now, it was up to the
Government of Pakistan to decide whether the POW live in India for the next
ten years or leave the very next day. We were told stay calm and no harm
would come to us but if we cause trouble, action will be taken. The General
said, "Allah has 99 names. You call Him Allah and we call Him Bhagwan.
Muslims worship Him in mosques, Christens in churches and Hindus in
temples." He said. "Look! How many fingers do I have? I have ten fingers in
two hands. This is my face, my ears and my eyes. I am the same as you are. I
am delivering this speech because all men are alike for Allah."
I liked this speech very much.

Indians did not torture us. We were punished in case of any misdeed. For
example, if two men had a fight or disagreement, they would be locked in one
room. The next day they would be asked if they had reconciled and they had to
hug each other. So, this was the way we were punished. We cooked our own
meals. We did not receive our mail and were not sure if our letters were
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forwarded to Pakistan.
I fought in the war of 1965 and 1971. Today, I am alive because of my Allah.

Laal Khan, Pind Dadan Khan
My name is Laal Khan 5/0 Mehdi Khan. I am a resident of Pind Dadan Khan,
District Jhelum. I do not know my date of birth; I guess I am 60 or 70 years
old. I enlisted in the Artillery Regiment on 15 October 1965. One of my uncles
also served in Army. We went to Bengal in 1971. The war started and we
remained there for one year. War is War, what can one say about it! Mukti
Bahini and India were involved in this conspiracy. Bengalis did not behave
with us. Mukti Bahini consisted of both Hindus and Muslims of Bengal. They
fought in civil clothes and were armed with axes and guns and assaulted us
whenever they got a chance.
I fought at Hilli border. Many of the companions died but I do not recall their
names. I was the only soldier from Pind Dadan Khan in my Unit. We were
captured in Decemember1971 and remained in captivity for two and a half
years in Sagar. During that period, we were tortured and beaten if the Indians
suspected anyone was trying to escape. For six months, we did not get proper
food and remained undernourished. We ate only boiled rice. Then, some prime
ministers from several countries visited and asked us about our living
conditions and prisioners told them that they were not given enough ration.
Mr. Zulfiqar Bhutto held talks with Indira Gandhi and appealed to her to
provide proper ration or send us back. As a result, we were given ration but it
was of poor quality, especially the 'atta' and many prisoners got sick.
What do I feel about war? War is war and a prisoner is a prisoner. I retired in
1983. I receive a pension from the Army. I would be grateful if the
Government could help me in some way.

Haji Mohammed Ramadan, Pind Dadan Khan
My name is Haji Mohammed Ramadan. I enlisted in Punjab Infantry on 18
April 1960. Later, my two brothers also joined Army. I was in Bengal before
the war started. At first I was in Khulna but during the war we moved to
Jaysore. We fought and followed orders from our commanders. We fought
courageously and caused the enemy much loss. I was in charge of Lucky
Sports Badminton 106, 12 Punjab. My companions, Ramadan from Sargodha,
Rasheed from Jootana, Tehsil Pind Dadan Khan lost their lives. Iltaf Hussain
Shah lost his arm.
We were ordered to surrender to the Indian Army and give up our weapons;
we thought it better to throw them into the sea.
We were POW for three years in camp number 46 and 47 in India. Initially we
were imprisoned in U. P. but it was congested and troublesome. Later, we
were shifted to another place. They did not beat us without reason. Our mail
was censored. We had faith in Allah that He would help us.
The Bengalis worked against us in the 1971 war. We could have won the war
if Bengalis had supported us. Without the help and support of local people,
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wars cannot be won. I fought in the 1965 war on the Gujarat front. The people
of Gujarat provided remarkable cooperation and provided everything we
needed. Public support and encouragement is the best weapon.
Mukti Bahini consisted of common Bengalis who were allies of Indian Army
and informed the Indians about our movements and whereabouts. Even the
children in East Pakistan disliked the Army.
We were soldiers and fought for the honor and dignity of Pakistan. None of us
realized that we would remain POW for three years. My hearing got impaired
during the war and never got better.
I fought in the 1965 and 1971 wars. We are ordinary laborers and appeal to
the Government of Pakistan to provide some assistance.

Ali Sher, Khewra
My name is Ali Sher 5/0 Ghulam Hussain. I am born in Khewra. I was a
hockey player. I enlisted in the Army in the Baloch Regiment with the help of
Major Mohammed Azam, also a resident of Khewra. I served in the same
Regiment during my 8 years of service. Some of my relatives were already in
Army before I joined.
On 1 January 1971, our plane landed at Dhaka Airport at midnight. We stayed
in Dhaka for one month. Soon after that, we moved to Mirpur Sectorl-12.
Many Beharis lived this area and became victims of torture by the Bengalis.
We captured an important bridge after fierce fighting. We shot many Indians
and captured a few. We were ordered to move on foot to Shams her Nagar in
District Silhat where we stayed for five months. Mukti Bahini fought against
us and usually attacked us during the night. All Bengalis supported the Mukti
Bahini.
The Indian Army captured us in November 1971 after we surrendered. At that
time, we were stationed in the fortified General Hospital.

We were sent to camps in Faizabad, India. We were forced to sit outside in the
cold, wearing only our underwear. We had contact with our families through
letters and also received gifts through The Red Cross. The prison food was
very bad; they wanted us to die and attempted to make us sick by adulterating
the food items. They did not want us return to Pakistan alive.

We had good relations with the people of Bengal but some were members of
Mukti Bahini and reported our presence in certain localities to the Indians.
Indians and Mukti Bahini beat their women themselves and blamed and
defamed us for that act. They destroyed bridges and railway lines and used
bombs, rocket launcher and grenades. Beharis helped us a lot and became
victims of Bengali's violence as well. We were attacked while patrolling at
night.
Even now we are ready to fight against our enemy. We were justified to fight
this war in East Pakistan.
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Four soldiers with me from Khewra died in the war: Mirza Mohammed
Akram, Mohammed Safdar, Mirza Mohammed Afsar and Saeed Dhamraya.
We request the Government of Pakistan to help us financially.

Mohammed Saeed, Khewra
My name is Mohammed Saeed S/O Haji Mohammed Abdullah and I am a
resident of Mohallah Dhamraya, Khewra, Tehsil Pind Dadan Khan.
I enlisted in Baloch Regiment on April 1966. I got promoted to Lance Naik.
My uncle and other relatives also served in the Army.
I got married fifteen days before I left for East Pakistan. We went to Quetta,
then Karachi and finally to Bengal by Al- Shams ship. We moved from place
to place and were in Chittagong for some time. We were stationed in almost
every city and had no permanent address.
We faced tyranny that was beyond our expectations. The common Bengalis
beat us and told us "Get out of here!"

The Indians captured us. We had no chance to escape because India was on
one side and sea on the other.
Bashir was one of my companions and belonged to Abbottabad. He asked me
that if he died, his wristwatch and money should be handed over to his family.
There was fierce fighting and suddenly, a bomb hit him and he died on the
spot. We did not have enough time and we buried him, along with his
wristwatch and gun.
There were 20 people in Ghagri Taas, Allah Bakhsh of Chakwal, a person from
Gujrat and I survived. I was the senior most among those who survived. I said,
"Neither do I fear death nor would I surrender." I had a machine gun that had
50 rounds left. I caused the Indians much loss.

I was a POW for 26 months in Camp Number 46, Faizabad in India. There
were separate quarters for the officers. I was kept in a cell, which was more
like a grave for 43 days. At times, the room would be flooded. I was unable to
sleep day or night, the mosquitoes were an additional annoyance; I almost lost
my senses. The Indians tortured us mentally and physically. They did not give
us any food and beat us brutally. Despite the fact that I called them by bad
names and non-believers, I released after 26 months and returned to Pakistan.
We are Pakistani soldiers and thus daredevils. We could never think of
surrendering but we were compelled to do so because India was on one side
and the sea on the other.
When in captivity I was once brought in front of an Indian General and asked
to salute him. I did not. The General asked if I did not know that he was a
general. I replied, "I am a Muslim but you are a non-believer. I cannot salute
you because my heart won't allow me". The General replied that I was insane.
He ordered me to return to the camp.
Bengalis turned into our enemies but I did not shoot a single Bengali. All the
Bengalis wanted to create their own country. Therefore, they supported Mukti
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Bahini and attacked us whenever they got a chance. In this regard we were
confused, we had taken an oath on The Holy Quran that we would fight for
the cause of our country and obey the orders of our officers. Our officers were
too moderate with Bengalis. India was and always has been our enemy. India
plotted to incite the Bengalis against us.
I fought for the honor of my country and now I have lost my eyesight. My
children are jobless. I request the Government of Pakistan to provide financial
help. My children are younger and unemployed. We live hand to mouth and
can hardly make ends meet. I have lost my eyesight.

Mohammed Nazir, Jhugian Town, Pind Dadan Khan
My name is Mohammed Nazir S/O Shakir Khan and I belong to Jhugian
town, Tehsil Pind Dadan Khan, District Jhelum. I was born in 1952. I am 58
years old. I enlisted in OCU in 1968. There were no other relatives in the
Army before I joined.
Bengalis always had a very harsh attitude towards us. They called us bad
names and treated us badly. They would slit our throats if we were not careful.
Despite this, our attitude towards them was very pleasant. Mukti Bahini
consisted of Indians and Bengalis; the Indians were training the Bengalis in
their camps. They attacked us whenever they got a chance, especially when
they would come across a single soldier. They opened fire and ambushed us,
mostly at nighttime.
I was in East Pakistan for two months before the onset of war. When the war
started, I was stationed at Dhaka Airport. There was heavy bombing and
consequently the airport was destroyed. We received orders to surrender. We
were held in Dhaka for almost a month and then taken to India by sea. None
of my companions died in the war.

It took two days and two nights by sea to reach India. We stopped at
Faridabad, India and were made to walk a distance of three miles, carrying our
baggage on our shoulders. The same night we were loaded inside a train, if the
capacity was for 20 people, they loaded 40 persons. The windows were
sealed. We were packed tightly but still we were very cold. We were not
given any food or water and were kept hungry and thirsty for three days. They
took away our wristwatches, radio and money. Their items were never
returned. We were driven away in sealed armed vehicles.
In Baraili, we were confined in detention camps surrounded by barbed wires.
We had to dig holes in the ground to set up toilets. Food was provided during
this exercise. We remained imprisoned for two years. We were woken up
twice or even thrice at night for roll call.
The food was not worth eating. Sugar and flour was of very poor quality.
Later, they gave us ration and we cooked our own meals. Our mail was
censored and we received it after a period of 3 or 4 months.
We were released after 2 years of captivity. We were justified because we
fought for the honor of our motherland but the Bengalis betrayed us and
demanded a country of their own. We are willing to fight for Pakistan with the
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same spirits.
It is my request to the Government of Pakistan to support us financially.

Ejaz Hussain, Khewra
My name is Ejaz Hussain. I am a resident of Khewra; Tehsil Pind Dadan
Khan, District Jhelum. I enlisted in Signals Department in October 1965. My
father was in the army.
I was transferred to East Pakistan in 1971. I was ordered to report to Mymen
singh, which is located at the banks of Brahmaputra River. We were in
Signals Department; our duty was to keep communication channels
functional. Most of our work was outdoors. We were informed that Mukti
Bahinis were present in the hills; we had to evacuate them from that area. It
was troublesome because we were in a jungle, with water all around and no
dry place. Mukti Bahinis hid among trees and ambushed us.
We received orders to move to Dhaka, 120 miles from Mymensingh. Some
traveled in vehicles, however, we covered the distance on foot at night. The
Indian jet fighters fired on us. We got blisters on our feet. There was a time,
when suddenly I found myself all alone. I thought the army had disappeared.
It was nighttime; enemy airplanes filled the sky and deafening sound of firing
and bombardment was everywhere. I saved my life by hiding here and there. I
remembered my spiritual leader and prayed. By the grace of Allah, I caught
the sight of a Pakistan Army vehicle; the convoy stopped and picked me.
There was bombardment during the whole night. Allah blessed us and saved
our lives.

Bengalis were involved in Mukti Bahinis' activities and were trained by the
Indian Army. When ten members of Mukti Bahinis were lined and shot, they
shouted, "Long live Bangladesh!" They attempted suicide bombing,
ambushed our soldiers and opened fire on us. When they got caught, they
would give up their weapons but never give names of their superiors. Their
faces and gestures were alike; it was difficult to know who was guilty or
innocent.
We were in a jungle and there was bombardment all around us. It was early
morning and we were washing our face and hands when we realized the
bombing had stopped. All of a sudden, we heard a whistled. We gathered
together and our officers informed us that we were going to be POW soon.
I don't know what happened during night but the Army did not fight at all.
Then, we were in a steamer ship. Everyone was injured, with broken leg or
arm. We are Muslims and do not show our pain. Indian Army gave us pain
and grievances; we had no ill feelings towards them when they tortured us
because they were non-believers and it was natural for them to be brutal. The
Indian Army was angry because we did not salute their officers.
We were POW in December 1971. We were taken to Barna Nagar, India. We
were captives till 1974. We were released in January 1974. Indian General
asked us not to tell the truth about our living conditions and to say that
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everything was normal.
We are Muslims and joined the Army for the sake of its defense and wished to
attain the honor of martyrdom. We were truthful and upright because East
Pakistan was part of Pakistan and we had our rights in that area. India
conspired against us by creating misunderstandings and hatred in the hearts of
Bengalis. Our officers had good relations with the Bengalis. We all wept
when we had to give up our weapons and surrender.

Allah Din Bhatti, Khewra
My name is Allah Din Bhatti, S/O Khan Bahadur Bhatti. I belong to Khewra.
I enlisted as a soldier in Baloch Engineering Regiment on 5 December 1958.
Some relatives were in the army before I enlisted.
We went to East Pakistan in June1971. We were ordered to report to
Chittagong and later, we went to Dhaka where our Brigade Headquarter was
located. I was given the task of making a road, forty km. long, adjacent to the
railway line. I was provided with 4 or 5 machine operators and mechanics.
We came to know at 11a.m that the Brigadier was taking the same route and
the Commander told us to finish the work at the earliest. The road was
completed as the motorcade and the convoy got there. The Indians found out
about the route and the jet fighters began bombardment, shelling and firing all
around us. We wanted to across the river to take cover but there was no
bridge. A steamer agreed to load our vehicles and soldiers and take us across.
In the confusion, some soldiers were left behind.

The enemy seized that place and also possession of our vehicles and
construction machines. They killed 150 soldiers. My commander, Col. Sarwar
ordered us to bring our machines back. Under such circumstances, it was
difficult to take such a risk but I decided to carry out the orders. I went to
meet the Brigadier and the Colonel and asked permission to bring back the
machines. I was determined; if I failed I would be martyred. I asked for a
machine operator and a steamer operator to accompany me. It was daytime
and everybody could see we were under attack. The enemy opened fire on us.
We started one machine and had to pushed start the other; we loaded both the
machines and gathered the stranded men on the steamer. When we got back
with the machines, slogans were raised in our favor. The Brigadier was
surprised when he saw I had brought both the machines.
The Brigadier recommended my name for "Tamgha-e- Jurrat" on 16
December1971. I never received my medal because of a mix up.
I remained a POW for two and a half years in Raam Garh, India. During the
period of captivity, the Indian Army found out about my bravery. I was
questioned but I dodged them and fabricated that I lived in Dhaka, where I
surrendered. During captivity, our mail was censored. They did not torture us
but their treatment was not fair. I request the Government Of Pakistan to give
me the medal I earned for my bravery and a piece of land because I helped our
soldiers in enemy area.
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Mohammed Nawaz, Khewra
My name is Mohammed Nawaz Khan S/O Mirza Mawaz Khan. I belong to
Mohallah Kharyal, Khewra, Tehsil Pind Dadan Khan, district Jhelum. I
enlisted in Baloch Regiment of Army on 22 Novemberl956. My paternal
uncle was in British Army and a POW in Japan. I retired as a hawaldar
I went to East Pakistan in 1971, landing at Dhaka Airport. We were ordered to
proceed to District Silhat and onward to the border village of Lotto.
Our morale was never low during the war but we did not have the cooperation
of the local people. Our Army did not terrorize the Bengali people; Bengalis
were members of Mukti Bahini and attacked the Punjabis. They usually
attacked during the night and escaped when Pakistan army reacted.
We received orders to surrender and we were captured. We were embarrassed
to give up our weapons. We were taken to Allahabad, India. The next day, we
were shifted to Faizabad in Lucknow Cantonment, where we remained for the
duration of two years of captivity. During captivity, the Indian Army tortured
us. We were hit with rifle butts. Our mail was censored but we were allowed
correspondence with our family. We were released in December 1973. We
had mixed feelings of despondency and happiness.
Even today, I feel that the Bengalis are our Muslim brothers. I feel sorry that
they are alone and helpless. They have shortage of food; they suffer from
natural disasters. India does not provide them any aid and has turned against
them. I really feel sorry for their future generation.
Mujibur Rehman and his allies were responsible for the division and
destruction of East Pakistan in 1971.

We were never scared of war, we promised to defend our country and had no
fear of facing death. We were fighting for the sake of our motherland.
Most of the prisoners belonged to District Jhelum and Chakwal. The soldiers
who died in the war included: Subedar Abdul Majeed from Rawalpindi, Naik
Riaz from N.W.F.P., Badshah Khan and another Hawaldar who damaged his
leg.
I request to Government of Pakistan to help us financially, like the British
Government supported the prisoners, who were imprisoned in Japan. We
served our country and deserve financial support.

Mirza Talib Hussain, Khewra
My name is Mirza Talib Hussain S/O Mirza Mohammed Din. I am a resident
of Khewra. I was recruited as a police constable in the army in 1945.
I went to Dhaka in June 1971, just after emergency was declared. I remained
there till 16 December. When Indian Army attacked Dhaka, Pakistani forces
were inside the city and Indian Army was across the river. The Government of
Bengal was against the police and army.
Our job was to protect the country not only from the Indian Army but
Bengalis as well. Many soldiers from the Police Department died. It was long
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ago and it is difficult to recall their names.
There were few roads in East Pakistan; lakes, ponds and rivers flowed every
two miles. The road from Dhaka to G.T. Road was 100 kilometers and
surrounded with water. The whole country was inundated with water.
We surrendered and were captured on 9 January 1972. We reached Gwalior,
India on 12 January 1972 and were brought to the cantonment area camps,
which was surrounded by barbed wires and gunmen.
On 12 January 1974, we were put on a train for Amritsar via Delhi. The train
was completely sealed to ensure our security. We reached our motherland on
14 January 1974 via Wahga border.
During captivity the enemy withheld our letters and did not provide any
medical services. I was never tortured. There were 90 POWs in the camp and
despite being our enemies; they did not misbehave with us.
The Sikhs in Indian Army took away out wristwatches and gold rings. They
asked our DSP to hand over his watch but he refused. The Indian Sikh hit him
with the rifle butt and forcefully removed the watch. The DSP complained
about the incident to an Indian colonel. Later, we found out that Sikh guard
faced court martial and was dismissed.

The people of East Pakistan were patriots of Pakistan. It was an Indian
intension to divide Pakistan. Bengalis could have had independence at
provincial level so that the Pakistani flag could still fly there. In this way, we
could have had saved our dignity and self- respect.
During imprisonment, we wrote letters to our family every two months and
likewise, received letters from home. The Indians delayed our mail to torture
us. They opened and checked our parcels in front of us. It was very cold in
Gwalior. The Baloch Regiment was in the same camp, mostly soldiers from
Jhelum. We had a nice time together. Sometimes the Indians gave us money,
which we used to buy much- needed items. We did not get healthy food. After
the Red Cross visit, the quality of food improved but it was troublesome when
ingredients for tea at breakfast were intentionally not provided in time.
Dhaka is a beautiful city and a worth seeing place, situated at the junction of
two rivers. East Pakistan had a high literacy level. Even small towns have
schools and colleges but if you go 10 miles outside city limits, you will
experience a contrast. There is profound poverty and unemployment.
Neither were the Bengalis indisposed towards Pakistan nor was Mujibur
Rehman a traitor, they were like puppets in the hands of the Indians. 80 percent
of the Hindu teachers were responsible for brain washing the Bengalis against
West Pakistan. Mukti Bahini comprised primarily of Hindus and India
provided training.
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Part Four:
RELIGIOUS MINORITIES (1947 - 2008)
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Anjum James Paul, Sammundari
Q: Tell us about the overall situation of minorities in Pakistan?
I organized Pakistan Minorities Teachers' Association in 2006. The basic
purpose for establishing this organization was to fight against biases and
religious prejudices that are present in our textbooks and educational
institutions.
I personally experienced it when I was a student. I do not reamin quite on
injustices imposed on us for being Christians. I always raised my voice
against discrimination. I founded the Christian Student Association. We
needed to organize ourselves to promote social harmony and national
integration. I feel that social harmony and promotion of tolerance is as
important as inter-religion harmony.
As a nation we need to see things on a broader spectrum, and prioritize our
right. I personally believe that religions and beliefs are parts of our culture
and society. A person may belong to any race, color, caste or religion but he
has to associate with his society members on equal grounds.
Q: What is your opinion about blasphemy law?
Blasphemy law has ruined the peace of mind of non-Muslim communities. It
was always a threat to minorities but now even liberal Muslims are not free
from it.
Two years ago, a Christian girl wrote a History paper. Her teacher created a
pandemonium that she had made blasphemous remarks on Prophet
Muhammad (PBUH). When the matter reached us, we investigated the whole
incident. It turned out that there was nothing blasphemous in the girl's paper.
Similarly, a Sindhi student had to convert to Islam due to wrongful
accusations of blasphemy.
There are many people who convert to Islam because they cannot endure the
pressure and mental torture, which they are made to go through. Many times,
the cases filed against them are false allegations, based of business rivalries
and land disputes. There is no religious freedom in Pakistan, we are wrongly
accused but there is nothing we could do to defend ourselves.

Father Aftab James Paul
Government recently introduced vocational courses of IT in government
institutions. Non-Muslim students are ineligible to take admission in these
courses because the Zakat committee funds these courses. This is against
humanity and human values.
In government dispensaries non-Muslim patients cannot get medicines
because they are funded by the Zakat funds.
Christian community has contributed much to Pakistan in fields of health,
education and scholarship but there is no recognition for their contributions.
All the famous roads, hospitals, airports, and important buildings are named
after Muslims only.
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Does this mean there is no contribution from any other community towards
the development of this country? The names of the cities are being changed
for the reason that they are not Muslim names. Zia-ul-Haq tried to change the
name of Toba Tek Singh. A medical college that was named after Sir Ganga
Ram's son was changed to Fatima Jinnah Medical College.
In Pakistan, when we are asked to fill a form for our passports or visas, we
write ourselves as Pakistanis. But, in other forms like ration forms etc. we are
asked to write out Qaom (Nationality, Caste). Muslims can fill in these forms
by writing their caste in the given slot but we are asked to write ourselves as
Christians. Qaom is an Urdu word that means nation; we are also Pakistani.
Similarly, in courts, we are asked to write ourselves as Christians. Christianity
is not our nationality; we are Pakistanis. If we are asked to write ours religion
instead of our nationality, I think they do not consider us citizens of this
country.

Bishop Joseph Coutts, Faisalabad
Playing field for minorities in Pakistan is not even. We need to develop an
integrated program to strengthen ourselves socially, politically and
economically. If in the present situation, we refuse quota system, we would be
at a loss. There would be more Muslim doctors, engineers and scholars. It is a
complicated situation for us.
9/11's impact on Christian community in Pakistan is both positive and
negative. It has given rise to fundamentalist emotions in Pakistan but at the
same time there are many Muslim brothers who started to think differently.
We need these thinking minds to take over our social system in Pakistan.
They are neutral, educated and wise. The whole social set up in Pakistan
needs a makeover, to enable it to fit in the current global scene.
Globalization has changed the face of the earth. Pakistan, due to its
demographical and geographical location, has a crucial role in the
international politics.

Father Pascal Polous

I believe that everything around us is the creation of God. He does not
discriminate between human beings; he bestows his blessings on everyone.
9/11 has changed the way of thinking around the world. In Pakistan, issues
like fundamentalism and terrorism are a big concern. It is also realized that
use of power cannot be a solution to any problem, instead it aggravates
problems. The depressed and suppressed societies and communities cannot be
silenced by the use of power and aggression. There is need for an effective
dialogue between different religious groups to find a solution of our problems.
Common people are showing an interest in religion. There is a school of
thought, that humanity and human values are more important than religion. If
we are good human beings, within the limits of our religion and causing no
harm to the people around us, we can solve problems that we are facing today
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in shape of terrorism and fundamentalism.

The whole community cannot be blamed for a crime that an individual has
committed. If a Muslim or a Christian commits a crime, it does not mean that
the whole Muslim community should be held responsible. Majority of the
people support and promote human values and peace in the society.
In Pakistan, we are still struggling to have our equal rights as the citizens of
this country. People are intolerant towards Christians and other non-Muslims
in this country.
A few days ago, I was sitting at a barbershop for a haircut. Four Maulvis were
also there.
They started reciting verses from the holy Quran:
Translation: Do not make friends with Christians and Jews
They recited many other verses the same meaning and
message.

I remained quiet. When the barber finished my haircut, I told them that there
are many other verses in the Quran, in which God has said that he is the
creator of this earth and heavens. Don't you think that it is by God's design
that there are many religions in this world? Don't you think we should respect
these religions and their followers?
I asked the owner of the shop to write a notice stating that Christians and non-
Muslims were not allowed in this shop. I am a baptized Roman Catholic
Christian. I have strong faith in my religion. It is inconceivable for me to
convert to any other religion. The government needs to realize its
responsibilities towards other religious minorities as well. When they establish
Islam's superiority to all the other religions by calling followers of the other
religions as Kafirs, they are actually aggravating our problems.

Dr. Khalid Rasheed Aasia
After 9/11, I think that everyone needs to rethink and revise his ideas and
beliefs about fundamentalism and Jihad.
We need to broaden our outlook.
What values do we need to adopt to survive in this new and changed world?
How could we find a peaceful solution to our problems without being
extremists? We need to realize that terrorism cannot provide a solution to
any of our problems

Role of the Ministry of minority affairs
Ijaz-ul-Haq and Mushtaq Victor were the ministers for minority affairs in the
last government. The office allocated to Mushtaq Victor remained locked.
Why did they make Mushtaq Victor minister for Minority Affairs? Why could
he not be made a minister for any other ministry? The grants for minorities
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never get to the people. The ministers spend this money on their personal
welfare.

Amar Nath Randhawa, Lahore
Our family has lived in Lahore for many generations; our ancestors are buried
here. After Partition, we did not go to India because Lahore is our home and
we loved this city. I was about four or five years old in 1947. My father, Tara
Chand was an active social worker for Community Welfare. We are from Jatt
caste 'Randhawa'. My two brothers live in Karachi. My daughters are married
within our community.
I am the President of 'Hindu Sudhar Saba'. Our organization assists Hindus
around Lahore to attain social, religious, economic and political freedom.
Now our members are declining because of conversion. Hindus do not have
the privileges and facilities as citizens of Pakistan such as education.

It is very unfortunate that our children cannot continue their education due to
economic constraints. The students hardly go beyond Matriculation. In the job
market, they do not get desirable jobs because of systemic discrimination.
About 100 to150 Hindu families live in Lahore. Our organization was
established to help people deal with the trauma of migration during Partition.
Now, we highlight their problems and seek solutions.
Hindus from High Born castes still feel strongly about the caste system but
not everyone in our community feels that way; some people choose to ignore
the caste divisions.

There is division in every religion; Islam has Shia and Sunni, Deobandi and
Brelvi to name a few. Christianity has Protestant and Catholic. Similarly, there
are sects in Hindus as well. Now, it is changing and people realize that it is
wrong and that this division has brought harm to people in both India and
Pakistan.
People convert because they feel threatened. There are no organizations to
promote inter-communal harmony or provide minorities with basic necessities
of life. Laws are not implemented. Most of our temples are empty. If we are
allowed our own schools like Christians and Muslims, our children will also
get religious education. When a Hindu student reaches Matriculation level, he
should be following Hinduism. Instead, when our children start school, the
parents give them Muslim names if they are going to a Muslim school and
Christian names if it is a Christian school.

The real reason behind conversion is our weak base in Pakistan. We have no
schools to teach our children our religion. We are distressed our children do
not study their religion at school. There are no religious books as provided to
Christian children. In many cases, Hindus converted to Christianity.

There are some areas in the Frontier province where children are provided
religious teachings and they can celebrate all Hindu holidays and functions.
Here, in Lahore, we have no such arrangements so our numbers are
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decreasing. Those who have converted, have strong affiliations with their
religion. We are distressed our children do not study their religion at school.
There are no forced conversions in the literal sense of the term. If there is an
incident of violence against us, people become fearful and are more
responsive to available options for long-term safety, thus more likely to
convert.
Justice Rana Bhagwan Das was appointed as the Acting Chief Justice of The
Supreme Court. Many Muslims were unhappy about it because they believed
that a person from a minority community should not occupy a high profile
position. Earlier, Justice A. R. Cornelius was appointed Chief Justice but no
such campaign was launched against his appointment. The threat comes from
tense relations with India. Incidents such as the Babri Mosque produced
violent reactions all over Pakistan. These factors compel people to convert.
We follow the same traditions and customs as our elders. Since we no longer
have our temples, we worship in our homes. There are changes in the practice
of marriage ceremonies. If we had true freedom, Hindus in Punjab would
follow their own customs and traditions like they do in Sindh and the NWFP.
In areas of Punjab such as Bahawalpur, Bahawalnagar and Rahim Yar Khan,
Hindus still marry within their own community.
Some of our people work in the technical field, some have jobs in public and
private sector, some are laborers and some run their own businesses. People
work in different professions in Lahore.
Dr. P. M. Seth, a, factory owner at Jallo Mor owned huge property but no
Trust was established for him. Beli Ram of Nation Pharmacy in Anarkali
Bazaar owned property worth millions but the authorities did not make a Trust
so that the funds could be used for the welfare of his own community. Dr.
Hari Krishn Mehra owned valuable property and managed to sell part of it but
the government seized the rest. P. N. Gupta was an advocate and Jagdish
Kuddar was an engineer. When Om Parkash died here, his family migrated to
India.
It is a real setback and a tragedy that Trusts were not established to generate
income to support poor Hindus.
In the last decade, there is a decline in education in our community, especially
for women. At present, both girls and boys are attending schools and we are
trying that our children get additional education. Many girls remained
uneducated in the last decade because of unfavorable situations.
When there is shortage of economic resources, developmental work cannot
take place. Now children are taking greater interest in education and we are
planning to teach our religion to our children. Like Muslims, Hindu girls are
entering the education sector.
Our girls have many freedoms but there are certain measures that make the
situation difficult for example, according to Islamic teachings, those who do
not observe pardah are infidels. The word 'infidel' is full of hatred and
arrogance. Sometimes we have to hear hate words and some violent incidents
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do happen. Though in our area, people know that we are Hindus but still they
show respect for us. We visit each other during marriage and funeral
ceremonies. Over all, the relationship is cordial.
There are some incidents where women were forced to convert or to marry a
Muslim. All state institutions are Muslin: police, courts, etc. This situation has
an impact on community.
The issue of forced marriages needs to be highlighted and movement launched
against it. It is morally wrong for Muslims to take away Hindu girls. Strict
punishments should be enforced to set an example.
When a case of forced marriage goes to court the girls are forced to give
statement in favor of their husbands. There should be laws to assure that the
girls are not under pressure.
There are constitutional provisions but the laws are not implemented; I think it
is a fruitless exercise.

Sixty years have passed and our only Temple in Lahore continues to be
occupied. There is a Shiv Temple at the Station but the huge Temple at Shah
Alami Road was demolished, the Jain Temple was demolished as well. There
was a Temple at Suwa Bazaar, which has disappeared. People have occupied
the Dharampura Temple; people have built houses and shops on Temple
properties.
There is no bigger violation than to deny a person his or her rights. The
evidence is that in any line of work, Hindus are discriminated and ignored. As
a majority, a Muslim who tells a lie becomes truthful while a truthful Hindu is
taken for a liar. It is unfortunate that we have been declared as second-rate
citizens.

D.A.V. College was the biggest Hindu college; there were many Hindu
schools and colleges but now the names have been changed.
We have very cordial relations with Christians and Sikhs. Now, we see
divisions. It was British policy to 'divide and rule', and our government is
following the same policy. We are trying to bring all the minorities together.
This is the reason we founded this organization.
When people become frustrated economically, they decide to migrate. I do not
think there is any migration in our community because where can we go?
Sometimes we become depressed with the prevailing situation. Many of our
relatives migrated to India and we have contacts with them. We visit Delhi
and Amritsar where many of our relatives now live.

Ashok Kumar and Haroon Sarab Dial
Kali Bari Temple, Peshawar Cantt.
Kali Bari Temple is one of our ancient and masterpiece temples. Throughout
history, our elders continued to preserve and renovate it. When Gandhiji came
to the NWFP, he visited this temple. Different governments paid little
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attention to it. The current government is more attentive.
I visited other parts of Pakistan such as Khanewal, Rahim Yar Khan and
Multan. I compared the condition of Hindus in those areas to Hindus settled in
the NWFP; it was apparent that our people in the Frontier Province are 100%
better off. The respect and dignity bestowed on us, the respect shown to our
religious places and our festivals is remarkable in our larger community in the
NWFP.
We celebrated our Ram Nomi Festival on 27 March. The Provincial Minister
for Hajj and Auqaf, and Syed Zubair Shah of Religious and Minorities Affairs
visited here. Some of our problems were highlighted. A request was made to
pay the monthly salary of the Temple Keeper through Auqaf Ministry and
also a share from the land earning near the Temple, so that money is spent on
the upkeep of the Temple.
Requests were made to reduce unemployment and increase skilled manpower.
We have requested an establishment of the first Hindu Technical Institute,
based on inter-communal and inter-faith harmony and both male and female
students will be provided technical education. We have requested the present
provincial government to return all our ancient statues that were taken away in
retaliation to the incidents of Babri Mosque.
We observe all national days like Kashmir Day, Pakistan Day, Labour day,
Defense Day, Iqbal Day, Jinnah Day, and other international events like
Women's Day and Mothers Day. We have requested the government to
provide funds so that we can celebrate all national and international events in
such a way that our people will come in the forefront and our democratic
values would flourish. Globally, people will see that we live happily with
Muslims.
We have requested the government to provide us the convenience of staying
at government rest houses when our inter-communal and inter-faith harmony
committee visits remote areas of the NWFP.

Electricity bill of our temples are on commercial rates. We have requested the
government that the electricity charges should be the same as the mosques.
The most disheartening aspect is that our community does not have a Hindu
MPA in Punjab; therefore our problems cannot be solved. I am thankful to the
Government of Punjab for providing us with 14 Kanals of land on Babu Shahi
Road.
In Punjab, we have absolutely no representation in District Peace Committees
or other committees: We have requested the NWFP and the government to
adjust us in District Peace Committees and Advisory Boards. If there is no
Hindu MPA in an area, we should be given membership in Advisory Boards,
so that our problems are highlighted.
Punjab Government generously allocated Rs.23 Crore during the fiscal year
2005- 2006. Rs.6 Crore was used while the other Rs. 17 Crore went back to
government treasury.
Although in Punjab the numbers of Hindus is greater than in the NWFP but
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their condition is worse.

Hindus are the second largest community after Muslims and Christians in
Pakistan. Our population is one hundred thousand per district from Southern
Punjab to Sindh. Muslims are the largest minority in India. In Pakistan,
Hindus are the major minority. We were in larger numbers before Partition.
During the British time, Christian missionaries began preaching their faith and
many people converted to Christianity. Foreign missionaries supported local
Christians either in development or in finance.

The Government of Pakistan supports Hindu community only in religious
matters, not in development. There are one hundred Hindus living in the
NWFP but they are unregistered voters.
We see religious discrimination between Hindus and Muslims. The kind of
discrimination lies beyond our four castes. People are given false information
about Hindus without consulting our scholars.
In my school days, my friends learnt from our Social Studies class, the
meaning of Shoodar and I lost many friends. Now that period has passed.
I am not a politician and I cannot use political words that can benefit a Party.
What I say today is based on the ground reality. As far as religious issues are
concerned, we keep our traditional customs in marriages ceremonies and
funerals, not just in big cities but also all over the province. In Rahim Yar
Khan, marriage celebrations are cut back to three days, earlier they continued
for weeks. It is a step in the right direction. We still follow the same customs
and traditions as we did before Partition.

In our religion, Guru Dharna is obligatory; many aspects are not obligatory
but done voluntarily but Guru's following is obligatory. Guru guides you and
shows the path to God. There is no deliverance for the person who does not
following the Guru.
In our central areas such as Peshawar, the education ratio is increasing. In the
last six or seven years, our people are in good government jobs; this did not
happen due to any governmental support or dedicated effort but because of the
educational developments in the area. We have 6% quota in education for
Scheduled Caste with a three-year age relaxation, due to lack of interest from
the government; this quota has never been used. In the rural areas, people are
mostly farmers. In urban areas, there are many professionals.

Former MPA, J.R.Gill is a prominent politician from District Nowshera,
Chaudhry Jehandas from Peshawar District organized Scheduled Caste Hindus
in the NWFP during 1947.
In the literary fields, Sur at Narain is a renowned poet and an international
literary figure, he wrote some of our religious books in verse. Our religious
scholar Pundit Bahadur Kirparam Ji was a poet, writer and a hockey player in
the NWFP team. Lala Amar Nath retired as an Overseer from the C&W from
district Bannu. He was also a political and a social figure. Pundit Krishanji
from Nowshera and Pundit Kishan Lal, despite being a member of Scheduled
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Caste, worked in the Aviation Department of Pakistan Army.
The people of our community living in Sindh or the NWFP follow the local
tradition. Pardah is an important aspect. We prefer to educate both women and
men.
There is not a single case of forced conversion in NWFP. Unfortunately, the
situation is not the same in areas of Southern Punjabi cities such as Rahim Yar
Khan.
During Partition, we faced some problems. Lands and properties left by
migrating Hindus were either seized or occupied by the government and other
Muslims. We cannot claim those properties; we are afraid to raise our voices
because it will create hostility and there will be protest rallies against us. The
Auqaf Department is aware of this situation but the government does not take
any initiative to address such grievances.
The situation of Hindus in NWFP is better than in other parts of Pakistan.
Hindus elsewhere are vulnerable. The ancient community of Drawar is still in
Bheel, Mainghwarh.
The minorities are still safe but if hardliners are in power, there will not be
much space for minorities in Pakistan. I would leave and ask others to leave as
well. The presence of General Musharraf was a blessing for minorities.

Babu Lal, Machh, Balochistan
I was very young at the time of Partition. I have lived in Pakistan for as long as
I can remember; I am happy living in Machh. The only bitter event of my life
was in 1992, when people attacked our Temple. There are about fifty Hindu
families living in Machh, with a total of about 400 to 450 people. Before Babri
Mosque incident, there were 100 or 120 families but after that incident many
families migrated.
We do not feel threatened by Muslin extremism. In my view, Hindus do not
face problems in Machh; most people migrated because of domestic reasons
and some got married and moved. The reason was not the Babri Mosque
incident. Some of the families, who migrated, later returned.
We hate the untouchables in our religion; we hate the Christians and consider
them same as the untouchables. There are no Hindu untouchables or Balmiki
in Machh.

We follow our traditions and do not marry our first cousins; we marry within
our caste and community. I do not want any changes in our customs.
We are mostly shopkeeper by profession and we usually fail in other
professions. Let me tell you my own experience; I started worked as a
shopkeeper and I am still a shopkeeper.
In Sindh, Hindus get other jobs because they are educated. In Machh, boys get
education till Matriculation. Our girls are not allowed to go to school. The
educated girls in Sindh work in jobs outside the house. I think that education
is a curse for girls. A Hindu girl in Mastung ran away with someone. There is
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a threat in education; we do not allow our girls to get an education.

Basant Lal Gulshan, Quetta
During Partition, real division took place in Punjab. There was migration on
both sides. Hindus and Sikhs migrating to India and Muslims migrating to
Pakistan.
Riots broke out in Punjab but in Sindh the Hindus were protected. In
Balochistan, Hindus had protection in the Baloch areas only. 95% Hindus
were swept out from the Pushtoon areas. In Quetta, a Pushtoon-dominated
city, all the Hindus fled. Hindus in Pasheen were completely swept out; many
Hindus in Zhob converted to Islam; Hindus of Qila Saifullah in Loralai also
fled. There are no Hindus in these areas any more.
Hindus from the Baloch dominant areas had full protection, perhaps the only
place in Pakistan to do so. The reason is that Baloch are the real owners of
Balochistan along with Hindu Siva Ram. The Kalat family was disciples of
Siva Ram.
Earlier in history, when Balochistan was under Hindu control, invaders
threatened this area; Siva Ram realized this and assured protection to the
Baloch. When Siva Ram was killed, the Kalat Family occupied Kalat. There is
this kind of interaction between Balochis and Hindus. Hindus were protected
in the Baloch areas because of this old connection; they still have roots here.
According to my estimate, there are about 2.2 lakh Hindus living here, out of
the total minority population of 3 lakhs, including Christians and Sikhs. The
overall minority population in Pakistan is about 3%.40 to 50 lakh Hindus live
in Pakistan.
There is no break from tradition in Upper Caste Hindus but there is a change
in Scheduled Caste Hindus. Hindus converted to Islam or Christianity due to
the harsh social set up and non-availability of appropriate matches for their
daughters and sons. The Upper Caste Hindus do not accept the lowborn; the
caste system still prevails in our society. I think that there should not be any
discrimination. All humans are equal but people have created the caste
system. I think that it is wrong.
Hindu community is involved medical, engineering, army and business but the
same is not true of the Scheduled Castes, where they mostly work in
municipalities doing sanitation work.

Some prominent Hindus are: Arjun Das Bugti, Girdari Lal Bhatia was the
member of Zia ul Haq's Majlis-e-Shura, Raja Tridiv Roy is a Buddhist.
We are fearful for our women to join government services. They choose to be
doctors in Balochistan. Other than that, about 20 or 30% are teachers.
Government policy to empower women by increasing the reserved seats in
Balochistan Provincial Assembly was welcomed. Out of 42, only 3 seats were
reserved for minorities. Our population has increased but we still have 3 seats.
We have demanded an increase in the number of seats.
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Girls go to schools now. Earlier, there was no inclination toward education
but after 1985-1986; the need for education is greater than before. Every year,
4 to 5 Hindu women get admission in Medical College in Quetta.
Our children are receiving religious education in separate classes for Hindu
children and there are textbooks to teach them Gurmukhi and Hindi. There are
morning and evening classes.
It is not possible for the administration to have separate textbooks, teachers
and classes for 2 or 3 Hindu students studying in different classes; Ethics
Studies is substituted for Islamiat. In Quetta, there are Hindu teachers for
Hindu students. I studied Islamiat and tell my children to drop Ethics Studies
and take Islamiat instead because it is easier. One can prepare for Islamiat
exam in only four days.
There is no pressure on our women. The Hindu culture in dramas and films
does not exist, even in India. Our women are more liberal than Muslim
women. The Constitution of Pakistan gives us 100% protection. Our religion
is Hindu and we are Pakistanis.
On 8 October 1950, Liaqat-Nehru Pact was signed and it was aimed at
stopping the cross-border migration because minorities have their own place
in any community in the world.
Why are people not trying to convert me? If I am fearful that these people will
pick up my child and covert him, then I think it is my own personal weakness;
we are only 3% of the population. The newspapers report that hundreds and
thousands of people get killed daily and maybe only one is a non-Muslim.
All the Baloch leaders signed the 1973 Constitution but later, they retaliated
against the same Constitution. The first part is policy decision and the second
is implementation. There is no implementation.
What is a Constitution? It is a way of life; Islam is a constitution; Bible is a
constitution. In all of them, there are 'dos' and 'don'ts'. The real test is
implementation.
The 1973 Constitution provides all citizen equal rights. It is unfortunate that
that it has not been implemented. During Zia's era, non-Muslims were thrown
out of the mainstream; they did not have equal rights; separate electorates
were introduced.

Musharraf brought us in the mainstream again through the LFO. The
Constitution forbids non-Muslims to become the Head of the State, President
or Prime Minister. Otherwise, there are equal rights as now we have a Hindu
Chief Justice.
Islam is the basis of our Constitution and our Constitution is not secular.
Pakistan was created in the name of Islam, so the Head of the State should be a
Muslim. India's constitution is secular, so there are no such restrictions.
One of the prominent Hindu holy places in Balochistan is Hinglaj. Our Hajj
constitutes four parts; three take place in India and one in Hinglaj. If one has to
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complete Hajj or Yatra, he or she has to visit Hinglaj. Kalat is linked with Kali
Bari Temple in Calcutta. Sadhu Bela in Sukkur is important holy place. There
is another temple at Rohri. Odero Lall near Thatta is very prominent as well.
There are two historical places in Bolan and one in Dera Ismail Khan.
There were 54 temples in Quetta at the time of Partition, but now we have only
three; fourth temple was sold recently.
The environment of Balochistan is tribal and we all have good relations with
each other. Every tribe has good relation with the other tribe. Hindu
community has cordial relations with other communities, though there may be
discrimination within Hindu community, the Upper Caste Hindus have limited
interaction with Low Caste Hindus.

Conversion is prevalent in Low Caste Hindus; there may be conversion in
Upper Caste Hindus but the percentage is very low. Hindus usually convert to
other faiths due to poverty.
There is a Commission appointed by the Government called Inter Faith
Commission that operates on the basis of Human Rights. I am a member. We
organize meetings with the members of other communities to instill harmony.
We have also established an organization at Balochistan, Sanatul Social Saba.
At the national level, we have an organization called Pakistan Hindu Council.
When the Babri Mosque incident happened in 1992, many people migrated.
When Musharraf came to power, Hindus began to come back to Pakistan.
Implementation of Liaqat-Nehru Pact is essential. Our places of worship must
be protected.

Bishop Anthony Lobo, Islamabad
I was born in 1937 in Karachi. I was about 10 years of age at the time of
Partition. I remember that the mosque and our school shared a common
boundary wall.
I would like to highlight some points.

There were many Christian Police and Army officers. It was a period of
transition and it was difficult to replace officers like Army Chief Douglas
Greacey. Relief work was under their supervision, not because they were
Christians but because they were heads of their departments. The British
administration had a quota for Anglo-Indians in the Department of Telegraph,
Police and Customs.
During Partition, Jinnah stated there were not enough schools in Pakistan to
meet the demand of newly arrived refugees. The Christian community needed
to increase the enrollment in their schools to accommodate new students.
Rustam Cowasjee made this request. We responded immediately.
Refugees arrived amid torrential monsoon rains; the school hall was
designated as their living quarters. They remained in that hall for a couple of
years.
I was a Father (of the Church) in 1971. We tried accommodating Bengali
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students in our schools in Karachi, when Pakistan Government closed down
Bengali schools. I received an application from members of Bengali
community, stating that Class IX and X students must appear in the Board
Examination. The students were from Air Force School. I wrote to the Air
Force Commander to allow the students to attend classes with their own
teachers in my school. I negotiated an agreement with the Chairman of the
Board who was a Parsi. The Board agreed to take the examination of Bengali
students; provide them with transcripts of the result and certificates. I arranged
a ceremony in which students were given certificates.
We received threats, warning us not to do this but it was my duty. Christian
community worked to release tensions in the society and to provide facilities
to people in troubled times.
In Bangladesh, our Churches helped people in trouble not just in Dhaka but
elsewhere also. Beharis established camps all over Bangladesh; we had a
chain of Bishops to provide facilities to refugees.
Large-scale immigration took place after Pakistan was declared an Islamic
Republic. Minority communities migrated to India, England, Canada, America
and Australia. Those who were settled abroad sponsored their relatives.
The first threat came when Pakistan was declared an Islamic Republic in the
1956 Constitution. The second threat was when Ayub Khan changed it to
'Republic of Pakistan'. People protested and he was forced to add the prefix
'Islamic'. The minorities felt threatened and left the country. Zulfiqar Ali
Bhutto nationalized our schools and colleges. Many more people left Pakistan.
Now, the recent Talibanization of Pakistan leaves little or no space for
minorities in this country.
If one looks into the origin of Christian community, missionaries arrived in
the Sub- Continent 150 years ago. Wealthy Sikh, Hindu or Muslim did not
converted to Christianity. The only section of the population that converted
was the lowborn or low caste people without social status. Later, they became
missionaries and did a lot of good work.
Many Christians worked in Education and Health Departments but now they
have diversified and Christians own businesses and some are professionals.
The poor are discriminated, not because they are Christians but because they
were from a certain class. Let me give an example: A Christian teacher got a
job as a lecturer in a college. She had done triple Masters: English, Persian and
Urdu. Routinely, the college teachers took turns to bring refreshments each day
for recess. When it was her turn, she was told not to bring anything. She asked
to be transferred to St. Joseph College. Being a Christians was the same as
being from the caste of untouchables. In Gujarat, Christian girls were not
allowed to prepare dishes for their cooking examination.
All religious minorities including Hindus, Christian and Parsis established an
organization called All Pakistan Minorities Association. Christians are the
most vulnerable. There are two classes of Hindus, one is wealthy and the other
is poor, much like the majority of Christians. The wealthier section has strong
business connection with Muslims, the same as Parsis. Little progress has been
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made to uplift the status of Christians. They go abroad as soon as they can
manage and do not return. We are facing a brain drain situation in our
community. The Muslims are also facing this problem. The problem of brain
drain has severe consequences for minorities; it is hard to find Christian
teachers.
Education is only one way to go forward. We do not have big businesses,
lands, industry, and no high profile posts in the army, police or media. Once
there was a Chief Justice of Supreme Court from our community but now no
one represents us even in High Court.
When people have neither moral values nor good will, religion is used as a
weapon to safeguard their interests. Instead of following their religion, they
make it an instrument to serve their ambitions. For example, Blasphemy Law
is often misused against us to rob us of a job, a house or a business. We have
records of wrong convictions for material gain under Blasphemy Laws.

Cecil Chaudhry, Rawalpindi
I was very young at the time of Partition, about six. At this tender age, fearful
images can make permanent imprints on a young mind.
I was born on 27 August 1941 in the village of Daiwal. I graduated from F.C
College in Lahore and served in Pakistan Air Force (P AF) for 20 years. Those
years were the most glorious years of my life. I commanded the best units of
PAF. Discrimination hit me at the time of promotion. Promotions are
recommended by the Services but are awarded by the Government. I was
promoted as Air Commodore in 1982 but was not awarded the promotion by
the President. Therefore, I resigned.
In the1965 war, I execute missions than were just short of M. M. Alam. I
brought down five airplanes. In 1971 war, I led some of the toughest missions.
I did not fight for medals. I fought for my motherland. Now it is all history.
Air Force gave me a good life. I did my Masters from America. I refused jobs
in Dubai, Qatar and Saudi Arabia because I would not want to sell my talent
and experience. I feel no animosity toward the Air Force, rather I am proud of
it.

There is discrimination in the whole world against minorities. For me, the
bottom line is 'be the best'.
In 1947, about 70 to 75% of the paramedical staff in the hospitals were
Christians. The violence of 1947 was the biggest act of madness in Indo-Pak
history, leaving a trail of deaths and homelessness on both sides. Refugees
had neither food nor clothes and most of the time, no shelter. The injured
needed to be looked after. Christians fulfilled that basic need for medical
treatment and medical aid. The Government of Pakistan has awarded medals
to many Christian nurses for their hard and untiring work.

My aunt was a senior nurse and her husband Panda Khan was in the Army.
Aunt Panda Khan told us about young Christian nurses providing medical
care to patients and wounded people during partition.
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There are hundreds of thousands of stories. When we came back to Lahore
after many difficulties, it was a shock for us that someone else had occupied
our house at Din Road and we were refugees within our own land. My father
was in Jullundur at the time of Partition and there was a ban on cross-border
movement. We had no information about him.

We did not have warm clothes, my mother did not know where the next meal
would come from; we were homeless. With the help of the police, our house
was vacated but all our belongings were lost. Our relatives provided us with
food and clothes. My mother was educated and got work with the Women
Observer Board of Royal Air Force.

There is one incident that I remember to this day. For summer holidays, we
visited our maternal grandmother in Daiwal village near Chuwar Sedan Shah,
a peaceful hill station. On 15 August 1947, we heard that Pakistan was a
separate country. We did not notice any special activities. There might have
been celebrations in the cities but none in our village. We did not have a radio
and no means of getting the latest news. One day, we came to know that three
Hindus were shot dead and their bodies thrown in a well. My grandfather was
crying and upset. He stopped the villagers from abusing Hindu women and
took all the women and children in his protective custody in his house. He
stood at the gate to protect these families. I still remember the day when a
mob of villagers came to our home to harm the families seeking refuge in our
house. My grandfather reminded them that the day before, they were sharing
meals together and today they were ready to kill them. My grandfather was
well respected in the village because he was the Headmaster of Mission High
School, Daiwal. The villagers calmed down and left. My uncle and
grandmother visited peoples' homes to stop them from violence against the
Hindus.
Sikh and Hindu women wept when they were in our home. My uncle went to
Katas to make arrangements to move them to India and the Army escorted
them along with my grandfather, uncle and many sensible villagers.

It is my conviction that communal riots were due to extremist elements. I am
sure that if the extremists had not incited violence, the refugee problems may
not have been so severe. The people who lived beside each other for centuries
became enemies. Sikh families were still inside their homes when the houses
were torched. The family of the doctor who provided free health services to
the villagers was brutally killed. This was the situation in 1947.
Another reason for communal violence was that the Boundary Commission
had yet to define boundaries. On the 3 June, the divided areas were made
public.
The sentiments of the people were high as both Provincial Assemblies had
decided that Muslim majority areas should join Pakistan and likewise for
Hindu. Six to eight months were needed calm the situation.

Lord Mountbatten played the historical role of a culprit and he was
responsible for the lost lives of Hindus, Sikhs and Muslims. It is a fact that for
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his own personal interests and gain, he proclaimed partition to take place
within ten days. He wanted to be rid of India quickly and wanted to procure a
lucrative portfolio for himself because reshuffling was going on in London.
I did not face any discrimination. I would say that I am as patriotic as any
Pakistani, though our people feel discrimination due to the policies such as the
separate electorate.

Pakistan Christian Conference with S. P. Singh as its Secretary was the main
political party. In April 1942, S. P. Singh categorically proclaimed that
Christians of Pakistan stand with Muslims for the creation of Pakistan.
Christian children at Mission Road held the first protest demonstration. S. P.
Singh made history when became the Speaker of Punjab Assembly.
Punjab was strategic and crucial for Pakistan Movement. If the Punjab
Assembly had not passed the resolution, Pakistan would not have been
created. Mr. Jinnah came to Lahore to meet S.P. Singha, and requested his
support. Singha assured him of Christian support. He told Mr. Jinnah that
three out of four Christian members would vote for Pakistan. The resolution in
Punjab was passed by a margin of two votes. I believe that Christians created
Pakistan. In mid June, the three Christian leaders had a joint press conference
with Mr. Jinnah and categorically proclaimed that they had voted for the
Punjab to join Pakistan.
A journalist asked S. P. Singha why Christians supported Muslim League for
Pakistan. He answered that Muslims were a minority community of the sub-
continent at that time and with the creation of Pakistan, they became the
majority. The Muslims would remember the problems faced as a minority and
would not perpetuate the same fate for other minorities but it turned out to be
the opposite.
The Muslim support not only came from Christians but also other minority
communities like Hindus. Along with G. M. Syed, there were many Hindu
members who supported the resolution for Sindh to join Pakistan. Leading
among them was Jugindar Nath Mandal, who led the campaign for the support
of Pakistan. It was for this reason, Mr. Jinnah asked Mandal to chair the first
meeting of the first Constituent Assembly of Pakistan. Minorities were given
important cabinet portfolios. Mandal was given the portfolio of the Minister
of Law and Parliamentary Affairs. Sir Zafarullah as the Minister for Foreign
Affairs held another important portfolio. On the 17 August of 1947, a church
in Karachi held a large thanksgiving service for the creation of Pakistan.

The day Pakistan was created; people from the mafia groups hijacked it. They
were the same people who were Unionists, who now were supporters of
Objectives Resolution. Look at the 56-year history of Pakistan; every decade
repeats itself. Every government that has come to power so far has used the
name of Islam. This is how the discriminatory attitude started.
Ayub Khan declared Pakistan a Republic but during the election, when
Maulvis supported Fatima Jinnah, he amended his own Constitution and
named Pakistan an 'Islamic Republic'. When Zia came to power, he
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bombarded this country with the most outrageous discriminatory laws.
Political leaders and governments failed while the number of religious parties
increased. Each party was more fundamentalist than the previous and further
discrimination was added to our lives. Discrimination against Hindus was
present from the start. Even educated Pakistanis called India and Hindu their
enemies. There is discrimination in high-level institutions like the Army.
Christians are not allowed to become Army Chiefs. A non-Muslim cannot
become the Head of the State.
Christian Church is the biggest Non-Governmental Organization (NGO) for
education, development and progress of our country. Christians have made
contributions in the past and they will continue to contribute in future.
About the future of Christian community, I see Pakistan is returning to social
harmony, removing biases of caste and creed. The process was disrupted in
1979 when Zia ul Haq divided Pakistan into five religious groups. That
grouping has ended, the first step toward Jinnah's Pakistan has been taken.
Now, it is up to the citizens of Pakistan to root out sectarian elements. I see a
positive future for Pakistan.

Dr. Khatao Mall and Dr. Shankar, Mithi, Tharparker

Khatao Mall: I am an MBBS doctor from Jamshoro. I work with Save the
Children Program as a liaison officer. I belong to Mithi caste Lohana. My date
of birth is 11 July1960.

Dr. Shankar: I was born in April 1964; I did my Matric from Mithi and MBBS
from Jamshoro. I work for Civil Hospital, Mithi. Some of my interests are
literature, art, poetry, philosophy and theology.

Dr. Khatao Mall and Dr. Shankar:

The 'minority and majority' problem is global. Universally people are divided
on the basis of minorities and majorities by vested political interests groups;
the concept of equality is unacceptable to them and people are exploited to
serves their personal ambitions. These prejudices began in Greece and
flourished for obvious reasons.
Pressure from civil society resulted in discrimination based ideas to subside; it
takes time to establish roots by introducing awareness that it would be
beneficial for the whole community to live in a discrimination-free society. A
community based on religion, caste, class, ethnicity, disability or gender will
not move forward.
We are hopeful that the situation will improve with better education and
awareness in Mithi. In the marketplace, Hindus owned all shops; Muslims
owned only one or two shops and we felt that Hindus were in the majority.
When we went to school, the majority of teachers were Hindus; there were
only a few isolated Muslim students. Then we went to Jamshoro, where
Sindhi Nationalism was strong and we felt Sindhis were in the majority
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When we entered the job-market, we realized that doors were closed on jobs
of our choice. In office, we should remain undemanding. We realized that we
were in the minority because we are a religious minority.
The concept of majority and minority is constantly changing, according to
norms and the vested interests groups.
The 'majority and minority' issue became important to us after the inception of
separate electorate. There was an article in the Daily Dawn that presented an
analysis that if majority and minority are united than Pakistan Peoples Party
(PPP) can win 15% more seats; maybe this decision made in the 1980's with
the purpose of curtailing the popularity of the PPP.
As far as the people of Thar are concerned, they are not as affected. People
have lived here for more then 100 years and there is no significant movement
or migration of the population. The situation has remained peaceful but we do
feel isolated. We were not discriminated when we were living in Jamshoro or
Hyderabad for a decade. When there were communal riots in India, we
become fearful in Pakistan.
There was no religious polarization in Southern Pakistan, only in the North.
The religious intensification of 1947 has reached the desert community. These
people are not religiously inclined; there are only a few temples and mosques
in Thar. People do not have resources to build them though now they are
building marriage and funeral halls.
The role of Hindus is restricted in the field of politics but not in literature.
Sobho Gian Chandani wrote fiction before Partition but he did not start any
movement. Vali Ram is a prominent name in doing translation work.

Creative writers in minority communities are fearful. The majority of poets
are Syeds, they can say or write as they please, there would be no fatwa
against them.

Dr. Shiyam Lal and Dr. Mohan Kumar, Quetta
Hinduism is the most ancient religion of this area. The history of Hindu
religion, also called Vedic religion or Brahmanism is about 3500 years old.
Its origin can be traced to the period of Mohanjodaro and Harappa
civilizations. That history has never been written; even in written text, some
is not deciphered.
Our religion is the gift of invaders. Indeed, we are descendents of the
invaders who came for outside. We can see this on ancient coins that we are
not the indigenous people.
Muslim period began with Mohammad bin Qasim. Widespread conversion to
Islam resulted in present day concept of majority and minority. These people
were from the same religion including Buddhists and Brahmins. Most of our
religious reformers, including saints, scholars, educationists, writers and
poets began work in the 18th century for the reconstruction of their religious
beliefs.
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We have close relations with Punjab and Sufism affected us a great deal.

The good thing that has emerged from these movements is that in two
provinces, Balochistan and Sindh, the concept of Low and High Born that
was strangling our society for a long, has come to an end. If we look at
history, we can assume that it was amalgamated in Northern Punjab because
Bakhti Movement started in Northern India, where Ramanand founded it. In
South, there were Wallaps. We can trace Wallap's interaction to
Shankaracharia, one of the famous poets of the 8th Century. The Sufis also
have a great impact. There is no concept of High and Low Born in Sindh and
Balochistan.
Partition brought drastic changes; it also brought corruption, nepotism and
pollution in our society. We did not go to India though majority of Hindus
moved to India. Those who could not afford to migrate remained here.
There are about 20 to 25 lakh Hindus in Pakistan. In Balochistan, there are
about 1 to 1.5 lakhs and about 10 to 15lakhs in Sindh.

Balochistan should not be considered as a standard for the study of migration
of 1947. The Baloch of Balochistan have a secular mind-set; however, the
Pathans of Balochistan are more religiously inclined. With extremism, people
become intolerant and impose their values on others people. We see these
elements in the Pathans of Balochistan.
The Hazaras share these fanatic qualities with Pathans. Hazaras are a Shia
community while Pathans are Sunni. When the riots broke out in Pashtoon
dominated areas, like Pasheen, Gulistan, Zhob, and Quetta, many Hindus
migrated to India. But in the Baloch dominated areas, like Bolan, migration
did not take place. Balochis and Hindus of Balochistan were united. Hindus
live in Bugti, Marri, Sibi and Hubb areas. The backlash of Babri Mosque
incident occurred in 1992, Hindus were not killed in Baloch areas.
We have a caste system, consisting of four castes. It is an ancient division and
in Mano Shastra, the oldest book of Hinduism and sacred among Hindus, the
division is based on professions. For example, Brahmin caste is responsible
for religion; Kashtris provide military, law and order; Vesh are traders and
business people; and, the fourth caste which is the majority of Hindu
population, is Shoodras, whose jobs are inferior in the social hierarchy.
Unfortunately, this caste system will be transferred to our next generation. If I
am a Shoodra, then my son will also be a Shoodra. There are innumerable
restrictions a Shoodra, they cannot become a professor or listen to Vedas.
In addition to the four main castes, there are as many as 2500 sub-castes.
When literacy spread in the 18 century, the grip of caste system slackened but
the chain did not break.
Caste system exists in Sindh, particularly in Thar but there are no Scheduled
Castes in Balochistan. After the spread of education and with the help of
reformist movements, the caste system was eliminated from Balochistan.
There is more awareness among our literate families. If there were no suitable
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person to marry for a girl in Kashtris or Brahmins, they would not reject
someone from Scheduled Caste or from the Low Born. There is a change but
it is a slow process. In the Interior, cousin marriages are allowed but not with
the children of paternal uncle. There are more inter-caste marriages, especially
in Kalat and Lasbella.
We have not observed inter-caste marriages taking pace with low castes such
as Shoodras. Marriages with cousins are still not appreciated; there may be
exceptions in literate families. General public does not consider it worthwhile
because good suitors are hard to find.
Majority of Hindu belongs to Low Born; therefore, the majority of Pakistani
Hindus are also Low Born Hindus. Due to this, the majority of Hindus belong
to menial professions.
The second category is of prosperous people who consist of middle class,
lower middle class and upper middle class. These classes are business people
who provide education to their children; and their children are able to work as
doctors, engineers and chartered accountants.
In Balochistan, there are not many non-Muslims in law; Kalash Nath Kolhi is
a Judge of the High Court. Dr. Jagdesh was an eminent doctor but passed
away at a young age. Arjun Bugti was a prominent politician and Deputy
Speaker of Balochistan Provincial Assembly. Basant Lal Gulshan, Dr. Tara
Chand and Jai Parkash Naraian were MPAs.
In Sindh, there are many eminent personalities in different fields; we have
judges, engineers and bureaucrats. The appointment was of Rana Baghwan
Dass to the Supreme Court. M. S. Lal is a prominent peson in the Department
of Income Tax, Murli Dhar Gangwani is an eminent engineer, he was the
Chairman of Cement Corporation of Pakistan. Chander Kaiswani is a young
writer, Rochi Ram is a member of Human Rights Commission of Pakistan.
It is unfortunate that we do not educate our women. Without education, they
cannot become good wives or good citizens or get jobs to support their
families. There is an impact of media as well. There are hurdles for minority
communities; we are afraid that our women may face racism in public places,
especially in educational institutions. They remain psychologically
suppressed.
Girls are forced to run away with Muslim boys and convert to Islam. There
are many such cases. The forced conversions exist in our community.
When constitutional safeguards are not available to the majority, then how
can a minority get constitutional safeguards? There is no implementation.
Muslims, Christians and Bahais promote preaching their religions. This is not
the case with Hinduism and Parsis. The conversion is mostly from Hindu
community. Muslims are not allowed to convert. A Hindu is in a weaker
position due to the caste system; Low Born Shoodras converts to Islam.
Before Partition, due to reformist movements and enlightened people, there
was a balance between materialism and spiritualism but now there is no
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balance.
Considering themselves as second-rate citizens, Hindus presume that if they
maintain good inter-communal relations, their number would not diminish
due to conversion. Bahais are few in number and Parsis remain aloof. As a
result, Hindu community has become restricted and its future appears
uncertain and bleak.

Edgar B. Ram, Lahore
I was about 9 years at the time of Partition. I was born 1938. My family was
settled in South India and this region remained peaceful during partition. My
father was an Army Contractor. We traveled to Bombay and then to Karachi.
We migrated in 1948.
My father had business contacts with Muslims and Muslim friends and
decided to move to Pakistan. Our ancestors are from Jalandar. After my
father's death, I decided to move to Lahore. I got married in Lahore; my wife
is from Sialkot and my children were born Lahore.

Christian community made many contributions in the fields of health,
education and relief work. I have worked in the United Christian Hospital
(UCH) since 1960. I started work in the hospital when it was situated inside
F.C College, comprising of the North Hall and West Hall. In 1947, 90% of
the students of F.C College were Hindu and Sikh. Due to the migration of
Hindus and Sikhs during Partition, F.C College became vacant. Missionaries
from Anglican Church, Lutheran Church and others, decided to convert the
two hostels into a First Aid Center.

The refugees were diverted to this Center. It became a sanctuary for orphaned
children. Protection and shelter was provided. Complete records were
maintained for relatives of the lost or orphaned children. These services were
provided till the refugee problem subsided.
When the refugee problem settled, the administrations decided to make a
proper hospital. There was a Christian Hospital and Medical College in
Ludhiana but none in Lahore. The Governor of Punjab, Sir Francis Modie
inaugurated the hospital. It was named United Christian Hospital or UCH, to
represent the missionaries from different denominations in F. C. College
premises. The hospital was inaugurated in May 1948. In September 1948, the
administration began to offer training courses for nurses. The hospital also
served as a shelter home for lost children, till such time their relatives claimed
them. Likewise, lost women were also provided shelter till they were united
with their families.
When F. C. College re-started at full capacity, the hospital had to be relocated.
Land was purchased in 1962 and the hospital was shifted in 1965. Today, the
hospital still provides health facilities to an increased number of people; it is a
216-bed hospital. The hospital faced financial crisis in the last 10 to 12 years.
Before the missionaries were working as philanthropists and they also
generated funds. The missionary doctors' fee was returned to the hospital.
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Now, Pakistani doctors and administrators are working for fees and the
hospital has huge maintenance costs.
The hospital also trained more than one thousand nurses who are working in
the US, Britain and the Middle East.

Elwin Edia, Peshawar
I was born in Peshawar. I did my Masters in English from Edwards College. I
joined UNICEF as a rehabilitation officer in 1980-1981. In 1983, I went to
North Africa as an English lecturer.
In 1988, I joined PAF College as a Lecturer. I stood first in Public Service
Commission and joined Government College Lahore as a Lecturer where I
remained for seven years. I joined Edwards College in 1997 and am currently
working here. This is my old college and I have forty years association with it.
The word 'politics' has a diabolical meaning for me. I consider politics to be a
deception and a reflection of self-interest. I have nothing to do with it and
have no plans to join any political party. I say if you want to preserve your
honor and dignity, avoid politics.
I confronted unpleasant minority-related situations from Muslim but I would
like to stress that it was only from un-educated Muslims. When we were kids
and ate from street-hawkers, he would break the plates in which we had eaten.
It was a terrible situation but the street-hawker was an illiterate person. On the
other hand, I worked with Muslim bosses and had no problems. I did not face
negative attitude from educated Muslims.

I heard that attempts were made by the Army to prevent Christians from
attaining higher ranks. For example, our brave pilot Cecil Chaudhry said that
he was not allowed to reach the higher rank although he fought for his country
in three wars.
The Pukhtoon people have an open mind towards us and cases involving
Blasphemy Law are non-existent in NWFP. In Punjab, fanaticism and
prejudice against Christianity is more pronounced.
Under Blasphemy Laws, minority communities are vulnerable. For example, if
I have a shop adjacent to a Muslim and I am earning more money. Out of spite,
he can throw a few pages of the Quran in my shop. Next, make an
announcement in the Mosque that I have committed blasphemy. This would
lead to terrible consequences.
I think that the Blasphemy Laws should be instituted in places where education
rate is 100%. The law is neither good nor bad but the implementation creates
problems.
There is a Mission Hospital in our neighbourhood. The Secretary of Health
stated in a medical meeting that he wished for all hospitals of the NWFP to run
as the Mission Hospital.
In the education sector, people still remember Elizabeth School, Edwards
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School, Edwards College, Murray College, Gordon College, F. C. College and
Convent Schools. Parents want to send their children to Convent Schools for
better education.
The solution for a better future is liberal education.

Father Francis Nadeem, Lahore
The Church, particularly during violence in troubled areas, made valuable
contributions towards peace efforts in the province of Punjab.
With the help of our Belgian Fathers in 1947, we provided health facilities.
Walton Refugee Camp was the first stop for migrating Muslims of India.
Father San Francis of Assisi visited the Camp to ensure the standard of health
facilities was first class. He provided shelter and Crosses to Muslims to protect
them from Hindu or Sikh attacks. Hindus and Sikhs were also given Crosses to
defend themselves from Muslim attacks. The Church and Fathers played a vital
role to bring peace and harmony in communities during the times of violence.
After the creation of Pakistan, the Fathers provided health and education
services. They opened schools in refugee camps. It is unfortunate that the
services of Christian community are not mentioned in our history books. The
same books are full of Muslim heroes. We know the role Christians played in
the creation of Pakistan and these must be included in the syllabus to educate
our children that there is no discrimination in our history and heroes of all
Pakistani communities are honoured.
Christians actively participated in Pakistan Movement and in developing the
sectors of education, health and defense. This must be acknowledged and
recognized by historians. If historians do not accept the role of Christians in
the history of Pakistan, the people will not get the true picture. Inter-
communal harmony and tolerance cannot be achieved without recognizing the
role of minority communities.
I am hopeful that if Pakistan gets honest, sincere and enlightened leadership,
progression is possible. The rights of Minorities can be maximized if all
Pakistanis join hands to eliminate religious extremism. We need enlightened
Muslim friends and long term planning. Our future can be secured if we
provide value education to our younger generation.
The new generation should be provided with 'peace education'. We cannot
change adults; we have to introduce change at the grassroots level. And if we
want harmony in this country, children and youth must start a dialogue; and,
they must be trained in a manner that can bring peace and harmony.

Jairam Das, Sibi
Our family opted to stay Pakistan in 1947 because the local people supported
us and no member of a minority community was harmed. All the families in
Sibi lived here since Partition. Over 95% Hindus of Sibi own their businesses.
Approximately 500 families, around 3000 Hindus live here. There are more
than 10 thousand Hindus in Balochistan.
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There are changes in our caste system due to different social conditions. The
media has an important role in it. Earlier, people hated each other due to this
caste system; people were not allowed to marry in upper or lower castes but
now there are inter- caste marriages. Our Low Caste Hindus were not even
allowed to drink water from the same glass as the Upper Caste Hindus. Now,
Muslim, Hindu or Christian drink water from the same glass.
We have a large Hindu population in Balochistan. Marriages are not a
problem in Balochistan, Sindh is adjacent to us and people marry in
Jacobabad and Shikarpur.
Punchayat system operates everywhere. Each community has their own
separate Punchayat. It helps to solve the problems of different communities
and groups by resolving intra-communal and domestic problems at the local
level.
Brahmins and the Maharajas of our Temples are in charge of our religious
affairs. We have five or six Maharajas here.
Hindus work as doctors, bank officers and teachers. Two main professions of
Hindus in Balochistan are businessmen and those who work in government
jobs. Most people work as shopkeepers and vendors. 95% of Hindus are
businessmen, the rest work in government jobs.
There is no restriction on education for our girls. There is no incident of
forced marriages and forced conversions, we are provided protection for our
women and their rights. Girls are allowed basic education but not at college
level. Few families allow girls in Medical Colleges but for 95% girls,
education ends at school level. Most of our women work at homes.

There are a few girls who work in offices or NGOs in Quetta. Our
environment is such that our people want to remain isolated. People are
fearful to allow the girls out of their homes.

There is discrimination in. some areas, for example, we do not get
government jobs and we are rejected because of our religion. In Balochistan,
only 10% Hindus work at jobs.
Our community is discriminated in the government sector. Musharraf gave
joint electorate system to us but the other problems remain. His government
did a lot of work for our community. New temples have been constructed.
Maharaj Jawan Das Ji Temple is very old, Jhoolay Lal Temple is on Liaqat
Road in Sibi is also very old, Lal Ji Maharaj Temple and Shankar Temple are
beautiful temples.
As reaction of Babri Mosque incident, one of our temples was destroyed and
one person was killed. During curfew, the police killed another person. We
reconstructed some of the temples; others were reconstructed with MP A and
MNA funds.
We have cordial relations with Sikhs and Balmikis; we attend each other's
marriage and funeral ceremonies. Our Training Centers are open to girls,
irrespective of her religion.
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We do not feel safe in Pakistan. Escalating religious extremism makes us
fearful. We have to live and die here. We do not think about migrating,
though we have many relatives in India but Pakistan is our home now. It is
odd that the people of India hate migrants.
In Sibi, we have recommended that our children should be transferred to other
classes or sit outside during Islamiat lessons. Ethics Studies is for mature
students. We have prepared textbooks for Class I and II so the children learn
about their own religion.

Kanwal Feroz, Lahore
At the time of Partition, I was about 9 or 10 years old and a student of Class
IV. We lived in Mozang, Lahore. My father was a doctor and mother was a
lady-health visitor. Mozang Hospital was adjacent to a Hindu Temple, hence
Temple Road. We were given accommodations in the Government Hospital.
I was born in Ferozpur. My parents were government officials so we had the
choice to go to Pakistan or to stay in India. We had many relatives here so my
parents opted for Pakistan. My father was the Officer In Charge of the Unit at
Ordinance Depot Ferozpur and was transferred at the Ordinance Depot in
Lahore. My mother worked as a Lady Health Visitor in the hospital.
We came to Pakistan in 1946. The same option was available to every
government servant and many Muslim and Christians came to Pakistan, while
many Hindus and Sikhs went to India.
Jinnah had achieved Pakistan peacefully but later the riots altered the
situation.

On the night of 13 August, we heard sounds of firing and we were informed
that the temple was attacked. Attempts to burn down the Temple failed
because of the fire resistant chemical on the doors.

In the morning, Quaid-e-Azam arrived at the Temple, accompanied by the
Pathan Regiment who surrounded the Temple to protect the Sikhs still inside.
I shook hands with Jinnah that day.

Our house and the hospital shared a common compound and events happened
in front of our eyes. The refugees began to arrive after 14 August. Jinnah had
not planned for the transfer of population across borders. His sole objective
was to create a separate state compromising of the Muslim majority areas.
The transfer of population began because of communal riots.
If an ugly incident occurred in Amritsar, it was avenged in Lahore. In areas
where Sikhs were in the majority such as Krishn Nagr and Hirran Road,
many Muslims suffered. In the areas like Mozang where Muslims were in the
majority, Sikhs suffered. Hindus were attacked as they left their shops and
houses. The casualties at the hospital was staggering. My father told me that
some Hindus borrowed Crosses from him for protection.
The refugee movement continued from 1947 to 1954. Many refugee caravans
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arrived at F. C. College and other Christian colleges. All Christian
educational institutions were closed down and converted into refugee camps.
Shelter was provided and the injured were treated by Christian doctors and
looked after by Christian nurses. Muslim women did not enter the nursing
profession. My mother along with her four sisters, who were nurses and lady
health visitors, helped the wounded and helpless. The services were not
limited to Lahore; Catholic and Protestant Christians provided health services
in other cities, in particular in St. Raphael Hospital in Faisalabad and S. D.
Hospital and Mission Hospital in Karachi. The UCH was the only hospital in
Lahore. The Mozang Hospital had only three doctors: Dr. Nazir and Dr.
Mahbooba and my father. They took care of 90 thousand people. In
Peshawar, Lady Reading Hospital and Mission Hospital treated the sick and
the wounded.
The school buildings in Karachi provided shelter to refugees till the
occupation of houses vacated by Hindus and Sikhs. The institutions under the
Church i.e. hospitals and schools were full of refugees. The Ministry for
Rehabilitation of Refugees was established later. Christians provided shelter
and health facilities to all refugees.
M.A. Jinnah, Z.A. Bhutto, General Zia, General Musharraf, Benazir Bhutto
and many other prominent people studied in Christian Missionary Schools.
Christian assistance was undisputed and was acceptable to Sikhs, Hindus and
Muslims. All communities trusted and supported Christians in the fields of
health and education. People felt safe under Christian protection.
Local Muslim population was accommodative. The issue of 'locals' and
'mohajirs' had not surfaced in Punjab; this curse was rampant in Karachi.

Christians did not participate in the transfer of population. Christians who
were living in Pakistan remained here and the ones who were living in India
stayed there. We did not leave our homeland, be it Pakistan or India.
The Christians and the members of the Communist Party of India supported
the idea of Pakistan. Most religious parties such as Allama Mahsriqi's Khaksar,
Maulana Atta-Ullah Shah Bukhari's Ahrars and Maulana Maududi's Jamaat-e-
Islami, opposed Pakistan. Communist Party of India and Christians, especially
Christians of the Punjab supported Pakistan. Dr. Tongay and Joint Secretary
Eric Cyprian of the Communist Party were among the first to sign for Pakistan.
Eric Cyprian, C.R Aslam, Mian Mahmood Kasuri and Sheikh Rashid brought
us in the Communist Party.
Till 1949, Diwan Bahadur S. P. Singha remained the Speaker of Pakistan
Punjab Assembly because he opted for Pakistan. Other members like Master
Fazl Elahi, C. P. Gibbon and Chaudhry Chandu Lal voted for Pakistan.
I would like to talk about the injustices to Ahmadis who sacrificed for
Pakistan; their role cannot be overlooked. The" sectarian differences should
not be a political issue or disciplined through the state. Ahmadis supported
Quaid-e-Azam He appointed Sir Zafarullah as a Minister, well aware that he
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was an Ahmadi.
The problem of Protestant and Catholics is not as severe as sectarian problems
in other religions because Christians have confronted and solved the problem.
France has a Catholics majority but the state is secular. The state does not get
involved in one's religion or belief. Quaid-e-Azam expressed this sentiment.
It is unfortunate that our community has not kept any records of Christian
assistance to refugees in 1947. The Punjab Readers Society had some books
but Captain Ray sold them to a hawker. Yousuf Wahab and Bishop Sunap
Gurda wrote books on Christian community services.

Khatao Jani, Mithi Tharparker
I am the President of Mithi Press Club. Mithis have lived in Tharparkar for
more than a hundred years; our forefathers lived in the city of Nangarparkar in
Tharparkar. I was born in 1969; I graduated from Degree College, Mithi. Now
another college has opened in Nangarparkar. There are four colleges in our
four districts and more than a hundred high schools.
Half our population is Hindu and half Muslim. Ten to twelve MNAs and MP
As are elected from here. They opened thirteen or fourteen schools in one
village where enrollment is about five hundred students. Classrooms remain
vacant, majority of schools remain closed and there are only few teachers
available.
We face many problems. There is a severe shortage of water in Thar. Our
MNAs and MPAs should look for ways to solve this problem. The
Government has imposed taxes on crops, which are rain dependent. Last year,
Rs.18 Lakhs was collected in agricultural taxes from this area. Even drought-
affected people are asked to pay taxes and no one could protest against it.
A few years ago, the Revenue Department collected Drainage Sales Tax in an
area where there is no water. A standard policy was formulated for the whole
country and no special consideration was made for this part of the province,
which is a virtual desert with no water. It is the work of our MNAs and MPAs
to tell the Government the facts about our situation.

Wheat is not cultivated here and the government banned its inter-district
movement. When there is a shortage, how are we to get wheat? The Provincial
Food Ministry rejected our request on the plea that policies are made for the
whole province.
Each area must be understood locally, and then placed in the context of the
whole province. People of the desert have different needs than the people of
the plains. A policy conceived for the whole province cannot be enforced in all
areas. Due to the uniqueness of areas, policies must be made locally to be
effective.
The NGOs have opened many schools but there are no students. The problem
is that the NGOs are getting millions of rupees for the social uplift of the area.
People are starving here and they do not have water to drink, no hospitals, no
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doctors. There is no maternity hospital in this whole area. Many women die
during pregnancy and childbirth.

We have 30 Basic Health Center but only five to six are functional. Most
doctors work in big cities because of better wages and facilities.
Some of the prominent politicians of Sindh belong to Thar: Comrade Jam Saqi,
Ali Sarohi and the renowned writer Mohammad Usman Diplai, Vali Ram
Vallabh from Mithi; Muskin Jan Khan Koso was the of Thar, Rai Chand
Rathore. who wrote Tarikh-e-Raigistan was also from here.
Thar is distinctive for having its own music, culture and civilization. Mai
Bhagi. Murad Faqir, Sadiq Faqir, Karim Faqir, Husain Faqir, Mohn Bhaghat
and many other great artists belong to Thar but unfortunately, opportunity was
not given to these people to advance and they moved away.

Maharaj Ram Raj Ji, Sibi
My name is Nanak Chand. At the time of Partition, I was ten years of age and
we lived in Quetta where my father worked in the Excise Department. Only a
few of our people are in the government services, most are businessmen.
Riots broke out and the army took us to the Cantonment area where we stayed
for seven or eight days. Then, we moved to Sibi. Our forefathers decide not to
migrate because we were poor and we loved our country. Many people
migrated from this area. We started living in the Temple after 1956.
The impact of Babri Mosque incident in our area was very negative and a lot
of damage was done; three of our six temples were burnt down and the other
three were damaged. Our shops were broken into or burnt and our
merchandise taken away. Takan Das, a businessman was killed.
Previously, religious extremism had not effected on our lives but after 1992,
discrimination is more noticeable than before. It is imperative that relations
between India and Pakistan are normalized so that the threat for Hindus in
Pakistan is minimized.

Guru Nanak belongs to Punjab in both India and Pakistan. There are many
followers of Guru Nanak in Punjab and he has influence in Balochistan and
Sindh. It should be noted that Guru Nanak preached Hinduism. Guru Gobind
Singh began Sikhism. Guru Nanak is not the founder of Sikhism. It started
later to compete with Muslim rulers. Guru Nanak influenced Sindh because of
its close proximity to Punjab.

Narain Shahani, Karachi
I was born in District Ghotki in 1947 and did my Matriculation from there in
1963. I studied at Government College, Ghotki and Engineering University,
Jamshoro, completing my engineering degree in 1969. I had my own business
and settled in Karachi 1976.
In Ghotki, we built a charitable hospital in 1969. The hospital is still
operational and poor are treated almost free of cost. I am an active member of
its Governing Committee. I also attend the concerns of Swaminarrain Temple
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in Karachi.
This temple was built three hundred years ago; its historical and architectural
aspect is very important because it's the only one of its kind in Pakistan. After
Partition, a Trust began to handle all matters regarding the Temple. There are
almost two hundred and fifty families living there. The members of the
Swaminarrain Trust are nominated by the High Court.
There are social work activities in the Temple; the dispensary is fully
operational, patients are charged fifty rupees a day. Seminars are held;
different functions such as Dewali are held in the Temple. Another famous
Temple is located in Clifton where many people gather for their religious
obligations on Mondays. These two temples are among the very few left in
Karachi. Other temples were demolished or not maintained properly; people
sold or occupied our religious properties; since 1947, only 5% temples
remain.
The situation in Interior Sindh is better than Karachi or other parts of the
country because people from Interior Sindh did not migrate. Credit should be
given to Sufi culture; which encourages an environment of peace in Sindh.
Social and religious life of Hindu community was disturbed due to Partition.
We do not have our religious rights and freedoms. There is no system for our
children to study their religion at schools, instead they to study Islamic
Studies. We would like to arrange for the religious teachings of our children
privately but not everyone can afford it. We think the Government should
facilitate. We developed a curriculum for Hindu children, from class three to
graduation. It will be given to the Government; if the Government does not
have the funds to publish our textbooks, our community can arrange donations
for the publication.
There is no health center for Hindus but we have small-scale dispensaries for
our community. I think that we need to do more work in this sector.
The Hindu community in Tharparkar is very poor with the majority from the
Scheduled Castes. The issues of Tharparkar were neglected earlier but now we
are working to resolve them. It will take time but we must do more in this
area.
There should be economic and social reform so that the poor people can
remain in their own religion rather than convert to avoid poverty. I believe this
issue can be solved with religious education, not with economic incentives.
Our community exists without any government support. We want an Open
University for Hindu community in Karachi or Hyderabad.

Naresh Kumar, Mardan
We live in Mardan, NWFP. The Schedule Caste Federation and other
organizations are working to uplift our social conditions. Technical Institution
provides free education; it is designed to provide opportunities to both men
and women. Most girls go to schools, many women have jobs or they work at
home. Girls receive religious education in the temple. Kohat has very
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conducive environment, Hindus girls get education in nursing and teaching;
some work in private offices such as banks.

There is no incident of forced conversion of Hindus women in the NWFP.
Pathans respect women. In Punjab, women and girls remain standing in a bus
while men and boys take the seats but here such indecent behaviour does not
happen.

M.Parkash, Hyderabad
I was born in Hyderabad in 1948. I passed my B.5C examination in 1966;
completed my Law degree from Hyderabad and began to practice Law in
1970. I was elected three times to Hyderabad District Council. I worked with
different social organizations. I have written many books on Hindu culture.
Most of the people working in agriculture in Sindh are non-Muslims and more
than 70% of them are from the Scheduled Caste. They are exploited as bonded
labour due to the loans taken from the landlord. Our main problem is separate
electorates. There are no MNA or MPA from Hyderabad to represent us.
Tharparkar has the most elected people.
Quaid-e-Azam delivered a speech at the time of Partition in which he clearly
stated that every person was free to fulfill his or her religious obligations. This
concept was withdrawn from the Constitution and when the political process
started, the minorities were alienated from it.

General Zia ul Haq announced the separate electorate and further ambiguities
arose regarding minorities. As a result, the minorities were estranged from
mainstream politics of the country.
There was strong Sufi influence in Karachi, Quaid also influenced Sindh and
there was a large poor community at the time of Partition; all these things
played a role in the formation of the community.
Since Partition, minorities have had it good in Pakistan. There were some
problems during the 1965 war but that was overcome. When the crises of
Babri Mosque happened in India, Muslims reacted by destroying our Temples
and other religious buildings; we had no part in what happened in India. We
are born here, educated here and will die here.
Sindhi people are more peace-oriented than Punjabis. I think that the reason
for this peacefulness is the influence of Sufi culture. At the time of Partition,
many people thought that the unrest was temporary. Some Sindhi non-
Muslims left their houses without selling anything because they were hoping
to return.
In Sindh and Tharparkar, most Hindus are from the Scheduled Castes. We
have done a lot of work to change in the mindset of the people; now inter-
caste marriages are allowed. Scheduled Caste members have good private and
government sector jobs.
We had almost three hundred temples in Hyderabad at the time of Partition.
Most of the temples were sold or were occupied by people; as a result, now
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we have two temples. In interior Sindh, most temples remained intact because
people did not migrate. An estimate of destroyed or occupied religious
properties was listed and forwarded to the Government. We also demanded
that if the Government has taken control of our religious properties, they
should be well maintained.
The temple is a designated place where you can make religious offerings. In
Pakistan, there is a difference of opinion about the definition of a temple
because the authorities do not accept a building as a temple if it has a kitchen
and bathrooms. We have conflicts with the Government over it. Our point of
view is that this is not a valid or acceptable definition of a temple. We want
our thirteen-acre graveyard returned to us. We are hopefully this matter will
be resolved soon.
Our official population is 3% in Pakistan. And all the 3% Hindus are
Pakistanis so we should be treated as Pakistanis.
Whenever Quaid-e-Azam was in Sukkar, he stayed with Mr. Advani, who was
a lawyer and always supported the Quaid and the struggle for Pakistan.
Pakistani Hindus have good relations with Muslims, especially in Sindh. In
his first speech, the Quaid said that there was no difference between Muslims
and Hindus in terms of rights. Everyone has the same rights and freedom in
religious matters. He declared Pakistan as a secular state but changes took
place and now it is a religious state.

Parshotam Dass, Karachi
I was born in 1938 in Thatta District where I got my primary education, I
graduated from Agriculture University and worked in the Research
Department of the Agricultural Department. I am now retired.
In Tharparkar, the agricultural sector is not as productive as it is in other parts
of Sindh. The main reason is lack of water. The agricultural sector is well
established in Upper and Interior Sindh but Tharparkar is rain dependent.
There is no support from the government.
Our community supports a major portion of the agricultural sector. Almost
70% agricultural work is done by the Scheduled Castes in Interior Sindh.
There are more Hindus in Tharparkar and Dadu than in any other district.
At the time of Partition, I was not mature enough to remember and understand
what was happening. I heard from our elders that there were no riots in Interior
Sindh, and people who wanted to migrate, did so peacefully. Most migrants
from Tharparkar parted on good terms.
The people who arrived as migrants to Pakistan occupied our religious places.
We had about three hundred temples at the time of Partition and now only two
or three remain, that is 1% of the total. As the Hindu community is a minority
and thus fearful, we are not struggling for the retrieval and protection of our
religious places.
We made many contributions in the field of education. Our people are hard
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working. Another area of contribution is health care and we have many
doctors.
At the time of Partition, many of our writers and intellectuals migrated to
India.

People of Village Khapro Bajeir, Mithi, Tharparker
There are 3000 people in our village, 25% are Hindus. About 20 to 25 years
ago, our culture was Indian; Hindus and Muslims cooperated with each other.
Now Islamic culture has surfaced. We do not participate in Hindu festivals and
they do not participate in ours. Earlier, there were only a few Hindus and we
used to invite them on Eid and other occasions. Our Muslim community does
not participate in 'Divali' or 'Holi' anymore because of the Tablighi Movement,
which states the Prophet (PBUH) saying that people who mingle with people
of other faiths would be treated as those people on the Day of Judgment. There
are seven mosques and three madrassas in this village. There is only one
school for girls.
Hindus and Muslims have the same social set up. They are closely linked with
one another in economic matters. Hindus were field workers but now Muslims
are in greater number in agriculture. If a foreigner comes in our area, he will
not identify Hindus working in the fields and Muslim as a Zamindar. In Thar
culture, there is no concept of Low or High Born. We are a peaceful
community and people mind their own business. If a young woman travels
alone, no one will ask her any questions.

Our people do not interfere in someone else's life. There are petty crimes, theft
of goat or grass but nothing serious.
We raise cattle and sell milk and cheese. The fur of the animal is utilized.
Secondly, we work on the lands, though there is no concept of irrigation; we
depend on rainwater. Lohi, also called a shawl is made from animal fur and
sold all over Pakistan. The middleman earns more than the people who make
it. The first major problem is water. There are a few wells and our women
have to line-up as early as dawn to collect water. One well costs 60 to 65
thousand rupees. Lack of water is our biggest problem.
If rainwater is stored properly, it can be used for irrigation. There are no such
resources with the local administration and the local people are too poor to
raise funds. A hand pump is useful but we are not sure whether it will work.
There are very few tube wells. We need cooperative projects to produce
enough water for our needs.

The second problem is health care. There are a few literate people but the
majority is illiterate, who do not know about cleanliness, hygiene and health
concerns. The importance of cleanliness cannot be achieved without water. We
have no health facility; primary school teachers administered polio drops.
Education in our area suffers. Teachers are uninterested in their work because
of low wages.
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Our community is economically weak and a person needs loans unless he has
his own business. In the older days, the Government used to give loans and the
bank fixed its profit but these days the Government does not give any loans.
About four to five organizations are working here but only one is offering
loans from Nangarparkar. A profit of about Rs1.50 is charged on every Rs.100;
we think it is the fee for their financial services.

The other method is to take loans in the open market from 'Sahookars'. The
mechanism for interest in this loan is called a 'meter' that revolves just like the
meter of electricity, revolving 24 hours, making 5% to15% profit per month.
The 'Sahookars' charge the poor people 15%, the middleman 10%, and the rich
5%. These are their methods. Our poverty may be our fate but we must be
informed and trained before getting into this kind of debt. The tradition of
festival has now perished; now there are no festivals here. Schoolchildren get
together on 23 March and 14 August and also for Eid. Half our people
assemble for Friday prayers in the Jamia Mosque. If someone wants to donate
something, it will be welcomed. We would prefer if someone provides
employment to our people. If I am given money, I will spend it but if I am
taught a skill, it will continue in my next generation.

Rajesh Kumar, Mardan
My father's name is Parvindar Kumar and we belong to a poor family in
Mardan. Currently, I work with Balmiki Saba because I belong to the Balmiki
caste. I am a student and also owner of a sound system business. I am the
General Secretary of Balmiki Saba of Mardan. My father was the General
Secretary of Schedule Castes Federation in the NWFP. There are Caste Hindus
and Sikhs, 200 to 250 Hindu families and 200 to 250 Balmiki families.

About 35% have their own businesses and the remaining have government
jobs including sanitation work. Majority of our women are schoolteachers or
nurses. Nighat is the only Hindu lawyer in Peshawar.
Our people are getting more education; therefore the number of educated
people has increased. Children go to government and private schools. Our
people are involved in politics; many serve as Councilors. Saith Lal Bahadur
Shastri was an MPA from Mardan.
Auqaf Department gave a few temples to us but they are in bad condition
because of lack of no maintenance. Auqaf Department does not release the
funds. Economically well-off people maintain the temples. The Cantonment
Temple in Mardan Cantonment has a charity kitchen but local people have
occupied it and we were in regular dialogue with the authorities to get it back.
Finally it was returned to us.
We have the most contact with the Christian community and we have very
cordial relations with them, especially in business. We celebrate festivals
together. They are invited to our festivals like Divali and Holi.

Government and private schools provide Islamic religious education to our
children. Islamiat is compulsory. A system should be devised so that Hindu
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children could study Hinduism. Our children do not face any forced conversion
problem.
Currently, we are happy and consider ourselves fortunate that we are living in
Pakistan. We can celebrate our festivals. So there is no problem.

Dr. Sabir Afaqi, Muzaffarabad
I was born in 1933 near Muzaffarabad in village Veharri. My father was a
religious scholar. He was also a farmer and a businessman and I received my
early education from him. I have a double Masters degree in Urdu and Persian.
I did my PhD in Iran. I worked in Azad Kashmir University for twenty years,
retiring in 1986.
I developed a fondness for reading and writing as a child, especially poetry.
Currently, thirty of my books in Urdu, Punjabi and Persian are in bookstores
nationwide.

I joined the Bahai community in 1962 and I am still working with them. There
are very critical· issues such as religious extremism, intolerance, self-
righteousness' and imposition of religious beliefs. Fortunately, our small
community is not affected because there is no confrontation among us. In
situation of confrontation against Bahai community, we do not react. People
think well of us; some write about us in the newspapers but very few are
against us.

Bahai community strongly condemns drug dealings and use of drug is
prohibited. If a person is doing drugs, he is ostracized from the Bahai
community. There is zero tolerance for drug addicts; we have a drug free
society.
Most of our work is in according with Bahai teachings. There are nine aspects
of extremism. Some are as follows:

Religious Extremism:
Hazrat Bahaullah teaches us that each person has his own religion. Respect
all. Religious tolerance generates harmony in societies.

Gender Extremism:

In Bahai community, discrimination is not allowed. Both, men and women
have same rights in all aspects of life.

Language Extremism:
Many different languages such as Urdu, Punjabi, Pashto, or Balochi are
spoken in Pakistan. We believe all languages are a part of our national identity
and deserve equal respect.

Racial extremism:
Hazrat Bahaullah teachings tell us that God created all humans equal. No one
individual is superior to another. Extremism in professional life or in political
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party is disallowed.
An individual should demand their rights without fighting with each other.

Bahai law is very clear on the issue of marriage and divorce. Strict monogamy
is enforced. Divorces are strongly discouraged, but in case of divorce, the man
has to pay alimony to his former wife. A person is allowed to remarriages but
only after divorce. Widows and widowers are allowed to remarry.
Divorces rarely take place. The causes are usually social issues, domestic
confrontations or cultural differences. A written divorce application is
presented to our local assembly and decision is taken accordingly. Usually, a
one-year reconciliation period is given to both sides to resolve their
differences. If at the end of the one-year period, reconciliation was not
possible, then a divorce certificate is issued.

Peace, prosperity and unity are our motto. Each member of the Bahai
community has to improve human relations and bring harmony in our society.
These are Bahaullah teachings.
The world is becoming a global village. Harmony in our society will result in
harmony in the world. Freedom of thought, expression and respect for others
are imperative for the unity of the world, for the survival of humanity, for
prosperity in our society.
Bahaullah laid down the framework of our community. A prayer is from the
heart and commitment to God, therefore a person can offer prayers in any
place. It is not necessary to offer prayers in a particular place.
Education is a community concern and no child should remain illiterate. We
have many schools in Sindh.
In the social sector, we are working for the preservation of environment.

Bahai community services started in New York. In late 1880s and early 1900,
Iranian society improved when Bahai social institutions were established. We
are looking forward to establish more schools in Pakistan, where the students
are provided with modern as well as moral education.

Bahaullah said that an illiterate child with ethical values is better than children
who have had education but not taught ethical values. We impart religious
education to our children from Bahai perspective. We provide informal
education in different areas such as Thar and Interior Sindh.

Bahaullah stressed on wholesome education, including ethical, religious,
technical and skill training. Bahaullah central concept and philosophy is to
care for the humanity.
Bahai doctors work in Karachi, Quetta and Islamabad in Government
Hospitals and private clinics. They provide care to the poor free of charge. We
offer free medical camps in different areas of Pakistan. From a small
community, it is a big contribution.

In the city of Yazz in Iran, Muslims and Parsis turned against Bahai religion.
The Bahais migrated to Mumbai in 1880s, where they started the hotel
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business.
Bahais came to Karachi in 1915 and opened small-scale hotels. The hotel
business flourished and now, many of these hotels are mentioned in novels and
other books. Until recently, Bahais in Quetta owned all famous hotels.
For Bahai people, establishing hotel businesses was not only to earn money but
also to live with respect and harmony. Now Bahai are in government services
and technical sector as well.
Bahais do not entered politics. Bahai Association is itself a political entity.
Bahaullah had clear rules about politics. People are not allowed to participate
in it, either by forming a political party or by becoming a member of it. Politics
causes disunity the world.
The world has many different ideologies, norms and values; by joining one
group, the other groups are alienated. Bahaullah wants to unite everyone with
our norms and values, and not with politics. Politics is against Bahai rules.

In elections, we vote with our conscience. We do not accept government
positions because it would divide the Bahai community. Today, all Bahais are
united as if they were one global community.
We cannot support any candidate under separate electorate. We disapprove of
separate electorate because people are divided and discriminated against.

Shiva Ram, Sibi
I belong to Sibi. I was born in 1947. Our elders would be able to give
information on migration. I only remember that we came to Sibi in 1958 when
Martial Law was declared.

We do not have any issues with Muslims; we live here as one community
without many differences. We participate in each other's marriage and funeral
ceremonies. The two communities have no issue that could harm inter-
community relations.
Hindu population in Sibi is about 2500 to 3000 people. Earlier, we had
separate electorate; our representative not only understood our problems but
also represented us. Joint electorate has become a problem for us. We
requested General Musharraf and the Prime Minister to return to us the right
of separate electorate.
Sibi has a majority Muslim population; we are our denied rights. The Muslim
representatives do our work but we do not have the powers we need. I had to
see the Councilor three times through the Panchayat system.
We are all free here. There is no Brahmin and Shoodur; they are in India. We
are all Waish. In Pakistan, most Hindus are Waish because Brahmin and
Kahstaris moved to India. We do not discriminate on the basis of caste. There
is no concept of Low and High Born as prevalent among Brahmins.
During partition, five Maliks came to our elders in the community to assured
us that there would be no problems for us to stay in Pakistan. Many families
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migrated from Sibi; about 75% families have moved to India because Sibi
does not have Sardari System but in our village the Sardars assured our safety.
In 1992, Hindus were saddened when our temples were burnt, many Hindus
migrated to India but that trend has diminished. People burnt our temples and
shops. The government gave us 10% of our losses. Now it is over and now our
MPAs and MNAs have more funds, which are used for our development. So,
there is no problem. Our temples' are now in better condition. The government
assured us protection of life and property and paid us damages. There is no
problem and we are quite happy.
We follow our customs and traditions; everyone goes to the Temple for
worships. We have pictures of different saints in our temple because we do
not discriminate. There is no problem. There is always tension in India over
dowry but in Pakistan there is no such problem and we are not greedy.

Punchayat does all the social work; if a temple needs to be constructed then
the committee constructs it. There are seven temples in Sibi.
Our women are getting education till Matriculation. It is very difficult to send
them to school; it is a problem for us to allow them out of the houses. There is
a threat. We marry them off between the ages of sixteen to eighteen.
There are two minority communities in Sibi: Christian and Balmiki. Christians
have their Church and Balmiki have their Temple. We have very cordial
relations with them. We have very good economic and social links with other
minority communities.

When I was elected Councilor for the first time, Christian and Balmiki voted
for me, as members of the Punchayat.
There is no danger and our future is quite secure, though there was
disturbance in 1992 but now everything is fine. Musharraf had a good policy
towards minorities; everything depends on governments and politics. If
religious extremism gains power then the situation will become worse. We
were satisfied with Musharraf's policies.
We are safe if a government does not support religious extremists; otherwise
our future in Pakistan is in danger. When riots happen in India, for example
the Babri Mosque incident, people burnt our temples and shops, even if we are
not involved in such activities. That incident was government sponsored; so
everything depends on government policies.
Ethics is taught to students starting from Class III to Class IX. In Class X,
they can study Guru Nanak's history. We want separate school for our
children, to learn about their own religion. There is one public school, Sunrise
Public School, where our children studied their own religious books. Our
religious books are available in shops. The government schools should teach
all religions of the world.

Shiyam Babu, Nowshera
I am a Qinqhi Rickshaw dealer in Nowshera. I am also the Patron In Chief of
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Balmiki Sabha and the General Secretary of Minority Community. We
coordinate with Mutehida Majlis Amal (MMA) in the NWFP. I coordinate the
activities of the minority with Qazi Hussain Ahmad of Jamat-i-Islami and he
helps if there is any problem in our area. I have very cordial relations with
Tehsil Nazim Imran Khan, although he is from Sherpao Group. Dowery
related problems for Hindu girls are solved with help from different people
including Qazi Hussain Ahmad, who donates money.
It was a tragedy when our temple was burnt in Nowshera last year. Threatens
were made to burn our streets and houses.
Qazi Luqman assured us that our temples would not be damage again; and
Qazi Hussain Ahmad gave Rs.one lakh to the fund for the reconstruction of
the burnt temple. He came inside the burnt temple, respecting our place of
worship and started the re-construct work within 24 hours. He assured us as
the leader of a religious party, he supports other religious community of
Pakistan and would provide protection to minorities.
I have never been asked to convert to Islam. People are happy to have me as a
friend and respect me. And we are happy that a leader of a religious party
supports us.
There are around 600 Hindu families in Nowshera, consisting of 3000 to 3500
people. During partition, due to riots, my parents moved from place to place
within the city for security and safety. They even left behind their property
documents.
At the time of partition, no one's honour was safe. But now, we live happy and
respectable life. My grandfather was a government servant. Now we have a
rickshaw business.

We built a school on the piece of land near the temple for our children to get
religious education. During monsoons, the roof of a Muslin school collapsed.
They asked for the use of our school for a short time but now they have
refused to vacate it. We were providing religious education; free education to
poor children. These are valuable services for our community. Our school
should be returned to us.
Majority of Hindus are Balmiki and the concept of Low and High Born is not
prevalent in Peshawar and Nowshera. There is no discrimination even with
Muslims, we eat and drink together on the same table in a hotel.
There was a prohibition in our religion on marriage between cousins on the
paternal side. Now cousins marry cousins on the maternal side. Hindu religion
does not allow marriage within the family or with close relatives.
A few people have their own business and some are in government service.
Some are shopkeepers, like cloth merchant and tailors and sale and purchase
of rickshaws; some have opened schools for their own community. People
working for the government are mainly sanitary workers and Class-4
government servants.
J.R Gill was a prominent a Balmiki. He was the President of Scheduled Caste
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Federation, but he passed away. Gill was a government servant and a MPA
but to us, he was a religious guru. I am the Patron In Chief of Hindu Balmiki
Sabha. Gur Sauran Lal from Buneir, Singar Singh and Bihari Lal were MPAs.
Suraj Narain is a professor at Kohat; he wrote religious books and is a good
poet.
There are poor people in Hindu community who cannot provide good
education to their children but they do not discriminate between girls and
boys. They can afford to send their children to school till Class VI and VIII.
We try to get scholarships or funds, so the children can continue their
education. Some children get government sponsored sponsorship through
MNAs and MPAs, but still there are many who get no help.
We give the same importance to girls as we do to boys. We feel happiness if a
girl is born in a family. A young girl is not allowed to go out alone. It is the
question of honour. Pardah is very important. Our clothing is similar to the
NWFP traditional clothes. The Hindus women in India wear sari but in the
NWFP, we follow the local customs and traditions.

There are no forced conversions and dignity. There is a difference between
our environment in Nowshera and other parts of Pakistan.
There is no provision for Hindu religion we have not received any such
complaint. We are living peacefully, with honour and in the school curricula.
As students, we had to study Islamiat. In Christian schools, the students are
given Bible Study classes.

Our temples are under Auqaf jurisdiction. People are living in them; few have
been converted into schools and factories. We reconstructed the few temples
that are in our possession. When Babri Mosque was demolished in India, as a
reaction, many of our temples were destroyed. Government has rebuilt a few
but people have occupied others.
The temple in Nowshera was very small before partition but additions were
made. Larger temples have been converted into schools and an Imam Bargah.
We have very cordial relations with other minorities; they are economically
better off than us. Bahai, Qadiani are thriving, but Christians and Balmiki
Hindus are poor.
Our forefathers did not opt for India during partition and gave sacrifices for
Pakistan; we try to be good Pakistani citizens.
It is honour and respect that the Government of Pakistan appointed Rana
Bhagwan Das as a Chief Justice.

Vali Ram Vallabh, Hyderabad
I was born in Mithi, in the 'Heart of Tharparkar'. Mithi is called a city of
enlightened people. My father was in the Police Department. I got my early
education from Mithi and Tharparkar. I graduated from Sachal College in
Hyderabad, and did my Masters in Urdu. I completed my Law degree in 1971.
I did my second Masters in Mass Communications but was unable to
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complete my PhD.
I belong to a lower Hindu class and I can understand the hardships faced by
such people.
More than 50 communities of Hindus and Muslims live in this district. We
live and interact with each other within the limits of our cultures and religions.
More than 50% of the total population in Tharparkar is Hindu. When I was in
school, I did not experience any discrimination between Hindus and Muslims.
We lived in a friendly environment and socialize with each other.

The upper-caste Hindus were careful not to touch Muslims and lower-caste
Hindus. Whenever they invited us to their house, we were shown respect as
guests and served food in silver utensils, which were kept especially for us.
They kept their own pots, pans and serving dishes separate from us. Upper-
castes Hindus kept lower- caste Hindus and Muslims at a distance.
Education and dominance of the Muslim culture has helped to diminish this
discrimination. New generations are more tolerant in their attitudes. But still
there are no intermarriages and socialization between different castes of
Hindus. The caste system is deeply imbedded in Hindu social life. People
from the lower castes are suppressed and exploited.
Hundreds of years ago when Muslims invaded India, Hindu community
started keeping to itself, confined in their homes and areas. They were afraid
to venture out. They turned inwards. If you take a look at our temples, they
are deep and dark caves. I am sorry to say this but it signifies the darkness and
closeness of a Hindu mind or it was a reaction to Muslim invaders. Even now,
the Hindus are frightened. When asked a simple question, they avoid giving a
straight answer. Psychologically, they are suppressed and frightened. It
reminds me of an incident. Once, a police officer went to Nagarparkar to
investigate a theft. He called all the neighbors of the victim to investigate. He
asked a Hindu, "What kind of lentil is this?" The man became so frightened
that he replied, " Sir, I have seen this thing before but I can not recall its
name." The officer asked many questions but failed to get a satisfactory
answer.

As Hindus, the Muslim majority suppresses us. When I was a child, my Uncle
would wear rugged old clothes to hide his financial position so that he could
avoid being robbed. Once my cousin was traveling by train and a Muslim
misbehaved with him for occupying a seat. Being a Hindu, he could not dare
to argue.
During my life, I have experienced discriminatory and derogatory behavior
from my Muslim colleagues and officers. Once I said 'salaam' to one of my
colleagues, he told me that it is forbidden in Islam to return the 'salaam'
greeting to a non-Muslim.
It grieved us to realize that we were being excluded and alienated for being
Hindus. We had to identify ourselves in public transport. The Muslim
passengers treated us in a crude and rough manner.
Now a lot has changed. People are more conscious of their attitude and
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manners.

In 1857, the condition of the Hindu community was not good. With the
introduction of education during the British rule, it was revitalized.
Movements against the caste system were launched. Raja Das Mohan
improved awareness about lower castes in the mainstream Hindu community.
Napier announced that if a person was killed for caste or religion, the culprit
would hang. There were some positive aspects to British rule.

The Hindu community members had low daily-earnings salaries. The British
started a revolution.

Literacy provided opportunities for betterment to low-caste Hindus. Sindhi
language was recognized. Bankam Chandan Chatter wrote poetry and one of
his poems is now the national anthem of India. The education trend arrived
here from Bengal.
Credit must be given to Muslim Sufis who provided opportunities for
education and inspired revolutionary reforms. People converted to Islam on
their free will. Sindh attracted migrants in earlier periods, therefore there are
many cultures in Sindh. The migration at Partition was not a new phenomenon
for Sindhis.
People had shocking experiences at Partition but this event is not highlighted
in our literature. At the turn of the century, there were many Hindu writers,
such as Kouro Mal, Prema Lal and Chandan Lal who excelled in the field of
literature. But the real revolutionaries’ poets were Kishen Chand and Alama
Iqbal. These two played a vital role in the Sub-continent and inspired many
writers. Translation of literature in other languages was initiated. Professor
Ghansham Das was a good writer and translator. These writers helped people
to develop literary sense. We must develop literature- based habits in our
children.
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